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ABSfBACf
the purpose of this project Is to develop a music
curriculum guide .for the Brinees® Anne Oounty— Virginia
Beach City Schools, and to review the organ!nation of
the Initial §£ud£ Sulde iSX. M3l£. Curriculum Building,
which with subsequent revisions and additions resulted
'in the 1962 Music Curriculum fiu.lde»
This project presents in chronological sequence the
development of the curriculum guide from the conception
of the idea to the completed guide, fhe local staff
participated in two workshops of three days each as the
guide was being developed, fhe first workshop in 1959
.produced a Study Guide for Music Curriculum Building,
which was reviewed and studied at inservice meetings
throughout that school term, fhe successive workshop
in 1960 was devoted to expanding the original Study
Guide, in both workshops the'staff was divided into
committees for writing specific sections of the guide.
fhe finished ffiuslc Curriculum Guide, which is
found In Appendix B, represents the work of the staff
which was then reorganised, edited, and much expanded
by the chairman and editor, who is the author of this
project.
An evaluation of the processes involved in con
structing the curriculum guide Indicate that much time
could have been saved by deciding upon the objectives
for each grade as the initial step. Bach committee,
then, would have had a definite outline to follow, and
definite objectives to expand as the guide was being
developed.
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fhe reason for constructing a

mvmlo

curriculum guide,

or any curriculum guide* is am attempt to improve the
educational environment of the students within the school!
amd through the us© of the curricula® paid© produce better
1

results to terms of student' aoMevemetit*

Suoii a desire

motivated the elementary music staff of the Princess tone
C©mty-«?irgtola Beach City Schools to begin a tee*year
project of building a music currlculm guide*
X

f OOfiWfMSlf
* f
JfiiiO
Mk

fhe purpose of this project is (1) to develop a smote
curriculum guide for the Princess tone 0eaaty<**»?lrgimia
Beach City Elementary Scbccto* and. {2) to review the ot«
gaalsatioia of the initial Stp^v Guido for Huaio Curriculum
Bniidtog* which tilth subse&ue&t revisions and additions
resulted to the 1962 Basic OnrrieuXtim Guide*

Hobert House, *Curriculum Construction in Basic
Education** Basle Oo^oqptg to Basic Education* Fifty-seventh
Yearbook of the' iatlSST Society for the Study of Mucatlont
Part X (Bnivarsity of Chicago Press, Chicago 9 Illinoiss
1953), p* 236*

twelve t m r schools were constructed in Princess Arm®
(fetmty is toe past tuafrm years*

It tea also beam meee#**-

sary to supplement some of toe newly construeted schools
with tea additional classrooms*

tois construction resulted

from a tremendous spurt in population growth daring toedecade 1930^60*

4e a consequence*.. Princess tone County ie

rapidly cliaaging from a rural area to a suburban ooaammity*.
In. 1950 frlm m B 4 m $ population numbered 36588?f and ae**
cording to toe i960 census toe population m s 76,264*.
■fflais represents am increase of 107 percent*

2

fills

tre**

m m im m growth rarto friacess 4nm.i County as twenty-ninth

in toe £orby«fiife fastest growing counties in toe United
States***
Because of toe shortage of t^erienesd personnel, ant
toe number of net? schools toe county had to staff, it m s
often n m r n m w f to place- inexperienced, music teachers in
toe & m schools*

toe music teacher would h a w toe dual

r#sfo.n©i%ili% of initiating tot school music instructional
program in regard to toe course of study and also toe purchasing of equipment*

feedlese to. say* there t?ere as many

mriatioiis of music programs in toe Division as there 'Were
teachers*

Consequently, it was felt necessary to assure

ffeo. ^ r f p l ^ flasyinien
>t ^Population Crows In
Briacees dame Oountf, luiust 5, I960

4

that all hoys and girls 1m the Division Schools would toe
4

receiving Ilka musical e^eri-iaees,' Inasmuch ms m series
of haphazard musical esrperleneea does act guarantee the
Integrated pattern of e^erlenoea which characterises the
ir

sucoeseful ©nolo pva&emt

mat since there « 3 no Division

music mupewisor to provide overfall guidances- the music
teachers c^pressM a desire to develop a music mirrlouittm
guide for their c m use*
It was not practical to toorroif from a srasic curriculum
guide designed for another school system.

hmamm m&

imstoruc**

tiomal program^ musical or other:i..eea must too in harmony
with its locale*

She m a l e .program must reflect the local

atoisdstrative philosophy* mad take into consideration the
cultural needs of the resident .mmunitgr*

li should also

suggest musical activities for all the teachers* and toe
designed to reach the type of students in 'the particular
school area,

She adminlttratioa^ c o m m i t y instructional

staff| and students* collectively determine the
$
which 'music ©ill too taught.#

in

Irene 4# Sort©* ^Princess Amse^Virgiaia Beach looto
Ahead*” f l M Hot so* tirginia Music BJuoators Association
Official Publications Vol. 12, Ho. 1, Eictinonfl, Virginia,
February I960, p. 7 .

5
Hon60„ fig* alt.« p. 239*
6

House, gj>. »lt«. p. 233.

5

Cognizant of the noed for a mitten music curriculum
guide# and in support of the venture, I* Prank fh

0oxp

Division Superintendent» designated September 14, t.5, end
16, 1959# a© workshop days for the elementary music staff
for the ©ole purpose of beginning work on the music ouwic*
ulum guide#

fhls initial workshop convened-at Oceana

School with Mrs* Irene iU Korte, music chairman., serving
aa coordinator# and-.Hiss % m i sc Oxfordf Elementary Supers
visor and Director of Personnel, serving as advisor#
If* BBFfllfOT Of m m

7

USIB

guide* Curriculum guide in this report
shall mean the course of study for the elementary music
program as formulated by the elementary music instructors
for their own use and by the classroom teachers also*
staff*

throughout this report, staff shall refer to

only the elementary vocal instructor©! when instrumental
instructors or secondary school personnel are involved, a
distinction will be made*
i^etihg^*

®iis term refers to regularly

scheduled monthly -staff meetings on released time from
teaching duties held during the school year 1959«*60*
Music Chairman* In'this report, the music chairman
shall refer to the leader of the music teachers a© ap
pointed by the supervisory staff*
7

Eorte,

oit*

fhe writer of this

6

project served la. the capacity of chairman during the
period covered by this project*
M m l M M r M lim*

ails term as meet in this report

©toll refer collectively to the superintendeat of school©#
the elementary supervisory, staff# and the elementary
school principals*
Division*

Sac local school division or district

includes both the schools of Princess lane County and
Virginia Beach City*

fhe term Division is utilised in

an all inclusive manner to cover the white schools*
in*. omMitzATiQ® m

B M A i m m o f vno&sof

After a discussion of the place of music in the
school* this project will present in chronological sequence
the development of the Hneie Curriculum Guide# beginning
with a survey of the literature and available curriculum
guides from other school systems*

this will be followed,

by preparation for# and the organisation of the 1939 Work
shop# with a review of the resulting instrument* 4 ptndy
guide for luaie Curriculum Building*

There trill follow

a report of the evaluation process and'procedures of this
<?Study Guide*1' during the school year 1939-60# and how the
guides of all the teachers were compiled into one master
file at the end of the year*

this material* was then

seat on to Dr* 0* d* Bosch* State Supervisor of Music*
for hie perusal prior to the September I960 Curriculum
Workshop*

this workshop tfill be discussed with committee

assignments 'to "fill out" the Curriculum Guide* and the
plans for the final editing process by the chairman*
A m p f of the finished Curriculum Guide will be
found in the appendix*

hus 20 m

m & i & w m w x i school

^Itasl© has its own system of pedagogies:
and he who would teach musio well, must teach
it systemtloslly*1*' 1
Is there any quarrel with the above statement taken
from Willis® Laclce Smith’s

gr&sMsSi iSSAa BsM§£

which » s published in 1860?
According to Louis $■« fhorpe® a contemporary psychol
ogist at the University of Southern California* many audio
instructional programs lack the direction which learning
theory ©an provide*

It appears that many music teachers

are not aware of ways music Instruction can be improved
2
by using the findings of research in psychology*
M

the teaching of music skills there are five

fundamental procedures which agree with current learning
theories*

fhese instructional practices include* (1) se

curing motivation® (2) determining whether child has
1

William Locke Smith® Jhe fracflcal Huai© Header*
(Cincinnati: Jones Brother's and go*# tW o T T p * til*
2
Louis P. Shorpe* ^Learning theory and Huslc
teacMng," Sagjg, SSBSMSS i& iSgAS, Si3^SMaB» Fifty- .
seventh Yearbook of the National Sociityfor the Study
of Education® Part I, (University of Chicago Press®
Chicago® Illinois® 1956}® p* 163*

sufficient maturation for a particular musical activity*
(3) using the concept of .pattern learning by approaching
the objective as a whole® (4) evaluating pupil progress
systematically* and (5) teaching for integrated develop
ment of the student— as he learns musical skills he willprobably gain increased self-confidence* social poise*
3
and increase his social contacts*
Robert House* Head of the Department of Music at the
University of mnaeeota— Buluth Branch * agrees with the
latter part of William Locke Smith* s statement*

House

feels feat the music teacher should pursue m pregreat
which keeps certain central objectives in constant focus
while also allowing for the pursuit of various special
4
Interests*
Music is

r o o o g n ia e d

as one of the common learnings*

and music, as one of the seven liberal arts* has formed
an integral part of the educational systems of western,
civilisation from Hellenic times to the present*
is known to any student of educational philosophy*

this
It

has been a part of the Jmerican public school curriculum
since Lowell Hason labored in its behalf in the Boston

4

fherpe®

oitu * p. 190*

Robert House * *f0uwloulum Cornstraction in Music
Education*” JiigM .ionc.eptp in Music M u e a M < m « fiftyseventh Yearbook ol^SeliationSssoietyfor the Study
of Education* fart I® (University of Chicago frees*
Chicago® Illinois* 1958}* p# 252*

10

School© some one hundred and twenty years ago#

foiay

school administrators regard music as a part of our Ameri-*
can heritage which must ha preserved through the schooler*#
mot only as a skill# hut as. m

wr% ami as m

aesthetic

expe?lenoo»"»the possession of which is the birthright of
every chili of every parent*
Admiuistrators also acknowledge the fact that some
teachers make great contributions to the lives of their

6
students by introducing them to the world of music#

Bh~

fortunately* a musician must undergo long years of formal
study to master the tectoifmes tovoXt^od in his perfewamoe*
However# the student of music derives value .from M s music
courses other than the considerations of future career#
because music can half hi® to understand # to think# to
fetit and to hear**-*sil of which may enrich hit entire
life.7
She music educator should he concerned not only with
the present musical development of the student* hut also
with hie future appreciation and attitudes toward music

m

a eoasuaer or as

m

active participant*

WJLim

K#

tamora* Assistant Superintendent of the lliltmukee Schools*

forest Comer# f,Iiasiic to toe fencral Curriculum/1
H i M .Mucator^. lourml, April-May 1959* ?ol* 45* Ho# 5#
iBghinpSTwlCriTsg#
"

6
Conner*
clt.« p# 34#
7
/Editorial to 5Sie Mr^toiptgMlot* lorfollc* Virginia#
lay 16* 1959#

baa. salt that m

mast project values into the- gamut of

oar musical experiences for wo cannot leave the develop-*
S
meat of cuXturai taste to mere chance* '
fhe elementary school is a time in the educational
process when ail children participate in musical activities
It is of supreme importance* then* that a background of
experience and taotftedge he Milt at this time for future
appreciation*
Augusta Pratt^ a classroom teacher from Hew Mexico
who participated on a panel in music education at the
Southwestern Music Educators Conference at Albuquerque
in 1961 f stated that the 11take home* quality of music has
been neglected too many times la today1© curriculum*

She

felt that tho student should he made more self-sufficient
in. music so that he could use music to enrich his life
9

during M s leisure hours#
A 1959 I M 1 Street .Journal reported that there is a
growing interest in music by people of widely differing
voo&tlo&s* and that here in the Salted States there are
indications that the desire to play a musical instrument
has been rising sharply*

fhis rising participation by

Opinion expressed by lliliiam 11* Earners at the South
westers Music Educators Conference^ Albuquerque^. Hew Mexico
published in the luaie Educator? Journal. Aprll-May 19611
pp* 42*46*

9

Opinions expressed by Augusta fratt at the above
mentioned conference* and also published in the Music
Mucators. Journal* same'reference*

ta
amateurs was ejected to result in a record five hundred
sill ion dollar sales of musical instruments in the fear
1 0 1959*
it is interesting to mote that a later mews item
to

the May If61 Norfolk lad^er^S.tar reported a five

htm *»

drad ninety million dollar sales of musical instruments

mi

accessories for toe year i960*

f f

One of toe music industry observers interviewed by
toe fa,ll Street Journal* expressed toe opinion toat toe
g re a te s t

impetus to toe increased interest

to

studying

music has come from toe expanded school music programs*
toother factor related to toe music boom# as given by
toe music merchants*, was toe fact that many adults are
turning to music for toe first time* and this is credited
12

to toe increased amount of leisure time people now have*,'
With such an appetite, for music found in many adults*
it challenges the music educator to provide toe finest of
formative experiences*

Wnfortmstelyf these hoped for*

fine experiences do- not always develop*'

One 'administrator

too expressed an opinion that toe music area is frequently
! 3
considered toe weakest part of toe school curriculum!

William Bober tsoa* 11toat Bin feu Hear Hay Be Only
Bather Flaying Els trombone *11 Jfeg Wall Street Journal*
June 26* 1959# p* 1*

It
lews Item i n the Horinlk l.Mger-Stay. May 22* 1961,
ta
Hnbefteon* &&• clt** p. 10*

%'3
Opinion expressed by Dr* Burt Stover as a member
of a panel on Momentary Music Curriculum Hanning* Music
Educators National Conference* Atlantic. Oity* March I960*

13
another feels tost in this -area there appears to fee still
14

mare Questions than eenvtoelng answers *

She music edu*

.eater must fee cognisant of to© fact that whereas there an©
problems and responsibilities peculiar to the field of
jaustc* these mast net present music from feeing a part of
the composite curricula,

1.5

ft has fee-on &ctaotsledged that nothing is to fee gained
fey an merge&i&ed. approach to the role of
general airriotiltim*

mn ie

to the

A Wittes music anwicutoB guide Is

profesfely the most effective avenue of achieving

m

tote*-

grated pyograaa$ especially when it is preparti to an
attempt to produce hotter results to terns of student
a c h ie v e m e n t * .

According to Keith inkier# lead of the Hueic Departs
sent at fees Angeles State College9 the music curriculum
consists-of all the actual sue leal csperiencos that
children accept under the guidance of the school*

He

emphasises that no true learning can take place unless
there is a deeire or willingness on the part of toe toil**
% using, toe phrase "under toe guidance of the

teen#

school11 he differentiates between toe planned in-ochoel
erperienees? ant toes© musical esperieBoes ©ittoof-echool§

Comer# op* cit** p* 30#
1 5 . ,

n&gel m b m m Morgan* editor# Husio. to Mericam
Mneaftionu lusio Mucation Source Book ^ S o #' liTiiSsIc
Iducatoare rational Conference* Washington 2* 0* #. 1955)#
p* 16*

over which to© school has m

control*

16

those piaimed#

i&wsohool*- music o^orlenoes become toe music euwienlum*
*

’

i

1,

•

'

lJ

Hascl Morgan believes that ouch music .curriculum develop*
m m t should bo toe joint responsibility,of eupervisors
17
and music teachers*.

But* as Snyder says* too groundwork cannot begin
until m m

person is convinced that a .music curriculum

guide is necessary and is determined that m t k begin*
However# before any progress can. be made it trill fee neces*
eary to define objectives*

I M s trill incorporate toe

thinking and teaching experiences of all too are con*
earned with the project as well as .information from toe
experts in toe field of curriculum* and ideas gained by
examining the curriculum guides of other schools*

fhe

next step tionM involve a study of toe community1s needs t
problems* resources# and people*.

Bile will help in toe

planning stage of toe curriculum*

Siaydar believes that

general omoio should be toe core of toe music program*
Mucatlonal objectives or goals must be established to
develop a clear concept of what toe student is expected
to- toow toon he completes toe course of study*

M m

into this curriculum should be gathered toe materials*
CQmipaeat# supplies* people and activities to.make toe
curriculum a rich and retarding group of experitoces*

Keith 2, Snyder#

(Bostons
17

Aliya and Saco

Morgan# q&* £&&*» pv 24*

'

'’

w
Snyder suggests trying

mt

the curriculum

mental basis 00 it is being developed*

on m

esperl-

As the curriculum

is evaluated. it should be dome in tern® of pupil growth*
10

staff growth*. and CMsuiiiby growth#''
Souse maintains that all who will use the curriculum
ebeuM m T k together to construct it because people learn
©ore m d mrlz more effectively whom they function actively
a ® a tecsau

t§

Such a music curriculum guide must be planned for a
specific school or schools within a division*. for to to*
port another music program* regardless of hot? successful
it might be in its locale* would simply.create additional
problems*

to reiterate from Chapter 1* the music program

must ea&st to harmony with It# local setting* end must be
based upon the needs of the children mtA the M n d of coat**

ao

©unity la which they live#.

Snyder writes that curriculum content is due to vari
ous forces which shape the curriculum*

Shese forces are

custom and convention* textbooks# the legal requirements
of the states* such pressure groups ao the Daughters of
the American Devolution and the American legion P public

Snyier*. eg# olt** PP* 79*92*
19

House* ©p* ©it* * p* 242*

ao

£ao& a* Stevenson* ,;<Mrrioulum Development *”

on in .Action* edited by Archie £©&$$ {Boston
oat Bacon* I9sO}9 p. 427*

16

opinion* cad professional educators1 influences*
M

2f

the ou»ioulii® golde is conceived f the m m i e staff

needs to identify a hard core of misled a^erieases that
the students xiilX carry over into later life*

22

Bile is

also ttet Augusta Pratt referred to t&um she spo&e of the
lftato t o o 0 quality of music instruction*

dust limt cmsi*

c d skills and appreciations should a student possess t-rhea
he finishes school£ Befitoate objectives should be fovtm*
I&ted la terms of experiences students need la order to
develop these* cO,mjs keeping in mind that live export**
•emoes are the actual media of learning the tesie building

material of any program*^
m oddltloa to the specific objectives for certain
el&saes omi the moans to accomplish these* louse tjrites

that a helpful course of study should include the use of
Cfmipiemt sad resources t and should act rigidly be Imposed
24

upon, esay tcaelieiv"

Stephenson believes that curriculum

buiitlmg. should also include information about staff
reepcnsiMlitiesf the music budget $ scheduling of music
classes^ and the physical plant necessary to carry out
2s

musical activities#.

Snyder* mj# oi.t> a p* ?2*74*
22
Opinions expressed by Dr* francos Andress at the
Southern Susie Mucators Conference* loaaote* Virginia*
April 1959^
25
House* n^* eft*i* p* 239*

24
acuS0|.
Oft*» p* 252*
25
Stephenson# mt* dit»» p* 427*

17

forest Ooimar* Superintendent of Schools in St* Paul*
lismeajmXls# mphatimlly states that the music program 1g
for the direct benefit of 1she children in the school and.
nothing should he tome be violate that objective.

26

the

m & t c p m g m m should develop within the children a love ant
m

appreciation for music as well as teach the techniques

tihoroby they can participate in its production ami Its
consuispticn*2^ Music education must he diversified so that
it w i n take into account the wide range of pupil interests
and abilities*

As the

mm%®

curriculum guide is applied the teacher

must keep in mind the long range objectives end strive to
©she the present osperteaoes as compieta and meaningful as
possible.

d* Oloyd Miller$ President of lew Mexico Wes tern
College* believes that the real north of any curriculum
lies in the spirit and the technique of -the teacher who
puts it into- operation*

Sobbing will stifle it as quickly

as a laay and indifferent teacher.

20

In applying the curriculum there should be freedom
of action* thus allowing for individual, differences among

Comer*

S&&** P* 59*

2?

Conner* gp,* elt** p* 37*

20

Opinion expressed by «r. doyd 1111 er at the Souths
western Music Muoatore Conference* Albuguerfue* 1961*

18

the students* as well ©e for the weaknesses and strengths
of the individual teachers*2^
It is interesting, to nets that a classroom teacher*
Augusta Pratt* believes that the music program is often of
no value because it falls Into the hands of a teacher whose
background ant personal experiences in music are limited?
She questions whether the music educators are providing the
classroom teachers with effective* usable guidon*

30

When the music curriculum guide has been completed and
is .In daily use* it should constantly be examined in light
of changing educational, philosophy and trends#

Provision
31
should be included for its revisions and improvement*

leal change comes only with the evaluation of om $a work*
this concept of the changing curriculum is so aptly expressed
in the ’H g 3 & J2bH£4SB1M

$£ Jjg State a£ g&sSS££i$

"She effective carrleuluxa Is not static,
but must be an on-going#.'continuous* flexible pro**
cess related to the nature of the learner* the na«*
ture of the educative process* and the 'nature of
the society* and to meet the need© of the ever*
changing and developing society*rt 32

Morgan* £g>» eit** p* 24*
30
-Opinion expressed by Augusta Pratt at the South*
western. Music Educators Conference* Albuquerque* 1961*
31
Morgan* g^* fili*.* p* 24*
32
aasia n s S&s nasBtesg, a ? M # s al m i s s s s s i * sa&ia
jfesJEJf IPublication Io« 1076, Jefferson City* Missouri*
19557* p* 22*

4*Jfc&lcb JL&*JL

M M t m Of m s ItXfSRATVBB
Although much has been written. in support of the
emote curriculum guide*~what it should contain* and' by
whom it should ho fonaulat e&*mother thou brief forewords
In established music curriculum ^idcs m o ea& find lit*
tie practical Information as to how the actual work of
guide development should he accomplished*

However* more

explicit information regarding curriculum guide eetmirttc*
tion was found in recent educational.research Journals.
£* Galea Sailor* writing in the Bsylew pt
gtescfirph* states that definite research on many of the
basic problems of curriculum planning is utterly lacking*
apparently educators have not had either the resources or
the time to carry out thoroughgoing studies of the many
Important aspects of curriculum planning.

Her have they

been able to provide m y sound conclusions about m m y
$&j)or curriculum problems*

I

Another'educational writer* George A* Beauchamp of
iorthwastera University who is also writing in the Review
l£ Mue^tionel Research. notes that it is necessary to

d* Galen Saylor* ^Curriculum fianning and Develops
gf MmiMonaJ. Research. Vol. XOTXX* Bo*' 3#
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clear up the meaning of the terms ^curriculum1* and."cur
riculum guidefw m

hath of these terns represent different

concepts to different people'#

He maintains that the com*

suBleatien problems would he reduced in this field simply
by improving the curriculum language'* ■
Keith 3» Snyder of the los Jhigelee State College
supports the view of Beauchamp as he is also of the opinion
that the word “curriculum* has mo uniform meaning and must
be defined m m

by each person who uses it*

Snyder then

formulates his m m definition:
the curriculum is those experiences pro*#
vided by the. schools for its pupils and
in which the pupils participate# ^
Despite the paucity of research on the curriculum
question -and the confusion of terms la this area* there
appears to- be m
fished*

increasing number of guides being pub**

Harop and Merritt found this to be true* and

also that there appeared to- be a growing emphasis on the
cooperative production of guides by those who would use
them* as well as. a prevalent tendency away from definite
■4

prescription to general, suggestion*

ifhen teachers and administrators come together to

George A* Beauchamp* nCurriculum Blaming and
Development," Review $f Mmeatiomal Research* fol* K i m #
lo# 3* June 195? T b *
Keith D# Snyder* School Music and Supervision*
(Boston: AXXyn end Bacon* lne#7»9^T* pToSxT

4

Henry Harop and Eleanor Merritt* 11trends in Bro**
luction of Ourriculum Guides*" Educational -Beadarshin*
fol* x m * October 1955, pp.
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further cmwieaim improvement m

a syst@m**wlle or-local

school basis* It is usually dome in a m m m

pattern*

this consists of group work sparked by mutual concern ever
instructional prehlfgaSf. with leadership prosified from
within the group*

Birthermore* fault letemimei. that the

larger the amber of teachers Involve! ia the preparation
of ourrlohiiiii materials* the greater the probability that
stieh materials will be m e t in classroom teaching*
According to § o M f tm

*5

sipdfleant principles hare

developed from these teacher workshops for currlimltxsi
MlMiagf namely f that the changing of the curriculum is
primarily a matter of changing people* and that change la
individuals depends on the changes accepted by the groups
of which they are members.

6 1# further states that a

workshop la curriculum Milling has a potential for level*
oping group spirit which may be much more beneficial to
those participating than the m m

tangible m £ specific
7

information written down im the curriculum guile*
fa order to well the aggregate teachers* supervisors*
and other individuals taking part in the workshop into a
**group* ** Gold writes that workshop leaders'have found
T
William H« fault*. ,fCan Curriculum Guides Be
Effective?" Educational hsatorsMtu fol* III*. April 1$5S»
pp* 410*11*
6

Milton t?# Gold* fiT m Iforkshopt the. Group* the Carrie*
wlua*n HmcaMonal leadership* fol*, III* April 1955* p. 389*
jait*

certain guidelines highly desirable*

a

Of primary import

tauce Is the factor of time# ^or these individuals most
be able to spend considerable time together#- free from
Interruptions and pressure**

Secondly f mil member© nmi

to- feel that they belong and must' develop a concept of
themselves m

important members of the group*' deals

formulated by the group must be xsithln the range of
possibility9 and mot outside the responsibility or the
authority of the participants «■ likewise# discussions
should not be continued past the point of usefulness *'
Gold also indicated that participants would probably
benefit from their tmrkshop experience* and from indi*
irldual acceptance of the group goals* ■
Many curriculum workshops tore been sparked If* prob~'
%-mm 'arising from the impact of suburban living upon the
existing curriculum*• Dan f*- Dodson of lew fork University
writes that in four studies of school systems problems of
grave concern, were engendered by entire new school systems
being built and staffed almost overnight with inexperienced
teachers who tended to fall back m

workbooks to tide them

9

ever their apprenticeships *■
Herbert %* ■Ooon# •Principal of the University School
of Chic State University#.is a staunch advocate of the

Gold# op*
9

* .no* '390*91 *
' «

Ban Xh Dodson# fffactors lacing curriculum Develop*

lent#" U m l m of Mucationai: Research, •Vox, XOTXX# June '
*957# Chapter
2tSu
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benefits accrued.from. eurrietfl*® guide eesatiuiebioa*

He

believes that teachers tateo work in curriculum planning will
understand acre. fully the long range.goals to be achieved
in working with their children*

Curriculum planning* he

writes further* also helps to clarify statements of pfcllo10

sophy* purposes* end. objectives*.

Such planning also

supports the concept that.good teaching is creative end
imaginative* for teacher#- engaged in building 'currienlixtt
guides consult numerous text hooks for ideas and content*
teachers realise that when they coma together to plan how
to Improve a course of study * or a part of it* they will
expand the instructional horizon by utilising materials
and. suggestions other than thee© found .in only one text**
hook*

11

A listing and, surveying of local resources as

part of the curricula- guide will else prove Invaluable,
to both new and experienced, teachers In the community
when arranging class field, trips* or planning m

assembly

program*
Coon believes that as curriculum builders are con**'

fronted by questions regarding the- range of learning
experiences--whether these, are too easy or too difficult—
they are dealing with materials ami procedures which can.

Herbert X* §mn$ #hhy Curriculum guides
Bducgtloral leaclersMn, ?ol* XVX* to* 5.* Botoruary f$59*
p#Hy3*

ft
OoCBf ££♦ Pit* m P* 2?6*
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greatly .Influence their own classroom technique.

Coon

writes that the curriculum guide should also identify
appropriate evaluation techniques, standardized tests as
well as teacher constructed tests.

13

In conclusion, he

states that one would expect all curriculum guides devel
oped in the school to provide general as well as specific
illustrations of learning activities which should help
develop social sensitivity, creativeness, cooperativeness,
and self-direction within the student.

14

Although there has been little research on the prob
lem of the curriculum guide, there is a current emphasis
upon curriculum guide construction by Individual school
systems.

Many authorities feel that individuals who

participate In these projects will gain benefits over and
above the actual curriculum guide.

Through these experi

ences a teacher should be able to crystallize his own pur
pose and goals in teaching.

When such a project is

initiated it is Judicious to Include as many participants
as practical, because the resulting Instrument will then
be the expression of many, and as such, it is more likely
to be used than relegated to the filing cabinet.
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A major consideration in initiating any new venture
or project ls«~Ju©t hew and where does one start?

itiat

are the first steps?
It had teen the prlviledge of the music teachers of
the Division to meet together on released, time at regular*
ly scheduled intervals during the school year*

the purpose

of these meetings was to further professional growth through
study of previously chosen inservice topics and through
discussion of mutual problems*
Prior to the 1953 September Xascrvioe Organisational.
Meeting# a letter containing possible program topics was
sent to all the staff for their consideration*' Jbapng the
topics suggested by the chairman was the possibility of
initiating the construction of a Mvieloa^wld© elementary
music curriculum guide based upon the Sinn and Company#
11Our Singing world#11 which was the basic music text for
the Division# and to incorporate other current music texts
whieh were in use in the Division*
In 1955# the six elementary music teachers then, in
the Division prepared a nineteen page booklet entitled#
Music la...the, mgnootara.flChaoJU a t e mimeographed
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publication covered: seven areas: Scheduling of Music
glasses* 0hild*a Enjoyment and Appreciation of Music5

Ihjrthm Bands 9 Bhythmic Expression* Chorus in the Utmentary School* K&rnony* and Materials*
rhythmic participation*

Shis booklet stressed

trolly ignored the role of

Singing in the elementary music program except in the
■Choral area*

therefore* this work could not be- considered

adequate for a total program of 'music*
When the schedule was made for the t95Bm59 year's
inaervio© sessions* the staff enthusiastically agreed to
devote a meeting to ■the preparatory talks- necessary to
.building a curriculum guide*

Shis project m s whole**

txeartedly endorsed by secondary school music faculty*.
for their work on the secondary level would surely be
more effective if all the incoming students had approxi
mately the same musical e.»eriences in the elementary
school*

It m s then necessary to decide upon a meeting

day for curai-tulua planning'*

the suggestion m s made

that the ©valuation day scheduled for mid-term appeared
to be a logical choice as this would give the staff ■some
time to. crystallise their thinking toward curriculumbuilding*

!£he mid-term day in January was then desig

nated by the administration a© a time to be devoted ex
clusively to beginning the- curriculum planaimg#

tuMMX, m

m

j >£...maia

An opportune visit from the then Assistant State

2?

Supervisor of Secondary Music, Dr* 0* J. Heseh, {now
Supervisor of Music) which coincided with the scheduled
Hovember -meeting of the Division staff, proved beneficial
in getting the project started*

In the informal discus**

slon period which followed the planned program* Dr* Hesch
was asked how one goes about setting up a music curriculum
guide*

His reply consisted of several provocative ques

tions, which later became spring-boards for actions
**ltio will use it— music teacher or class
room teacher? low do you expect this guide to
look when it is finished? IJhat do you expect
the guide to accomplish? Ifhat will it include?*
Dr* Hesch mentioned that at the time— Hovember 1958—
he was aware of only two school systems in Virginia which
were using the type of curriculum guide the staff m s in
terested in writing*

He m s confident that both Miss

Louise Mitchell of the Arlington Schools* and Mr* Claude
BeBaver of Prince Billiam County Schools, Manassus, would
gladly share their curriculum materials with the staff*
In addition* Dr* Hesch advised requesting state music
bulletins from several states.
Administrative...Endorsement of,Curriculum Guide Project
Meanwhile, information concerning the enthusiasm of
the music staff for this project reached Mr* Frank W* Cox,
Division Superintendent*

On 1 dune 1959# a joint communi

cation from Mr* Cox, and Mies Louise buxford, Elementary
Supervisor, was sent to every elementary principal and
music teacher*

This communication advised the staff of
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the fall music workshop to be in session t m m Monday*
Softember 14 through Wednesday * September 16*

fhe entire

elementary vocal staff would be released for the express
purpose of working on the local guide*

The workshop would

meet at Oceana School in the music room* with Mrs* Irene
A* Korte to serve as the workshop coordinator*

A followup

communication was sent the staff on 21 August 1959 as a
reminder of the curriculum planning workshop scheduled
for Oceana School*

Bach teacher- was instructed to prepare for this work*
shop by collecting as. many music curriculum, guides as
possible during the summer, and to report at the workshop
with many materials, ideas, and readiness to begin writing
the local guide*
As her preparation for the -workshop, the chairman
requested guides from the two schools in Virginia which
Dr. Hasoh Indicated were using a music curriculum guides
Miss Ionise Mitchell® Head feaoher
Elementary Music
Arlington Public Schools
Arlington, Virginia
Hr* Claude DeHaven
Supervisor of Music
Brinee William County Schools
Manassus, Virginia
Bequests {by the chairman} for copies of state music
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bulletins and local curriculum guides were addressed $0
the following prominent music 'educators:
Dr* Karl D# Ernest
Director of Music Education
San Francisco Unified School District
San Francisco* California
Mrs* Ernestine Ferrel
State Supervisor of Music
Jackson* Mississippi
Hr* David L. Wilmot
Supervisor of Music
State Department of Education
faXlsdiassee* Merida
Mr# Alfred' Mecksehmidt
Supervisor of Fine Arts Education
State Department of Education
Jefferson City# Missouri
Mr# Forest B# Conner
Superintendent of Schools
St* PauX«HiimeapollS'. Schools
St* Paul#‘Minnesota
All the' above authorities contacted were most
cooperative and gracious in sending the requested materials
promptly along with their personal good wishes for the pro**
Jectt

It will be noted that the- geographical locations of

.these authorities fall into a west^^south»**east**HBiid*west>**
north pattern*

In addition* Miss Dtwsford was able to

secure music bulletins from both ferns and lew Hampshire*

S8S WXRSf OORRICTOTO H0HKSBOP

The school term traditionally opens for the teachers
in the trlneees tone Division Schools on the fuesday after
labor Bay*

However* regular classes on a complete day

schedule do not begin until the following Monday* and the
special classes* such as music* library* and band do not
meet until the third week of school*

therefore* it was

a simple matter to schedule a three day workshop for no
classes would be missed as the music teachers would not
be teaching at that, time*
Shortly before the nine o'clock hour of the first
day of the workshop* Mr* Frank W* Cox* Division Superin
tendent* arrived to convey his personal good wishes to
the staff in their project*

Mrs. Wilson* principal of

the host, school* came In to extend a welcome on behalf of
the school* and Mr* Harold Whitehurst* Division Coordinator
of Elementary Physical Education* stopped by to say that
the music teachers made a great contribution to the total
school program through their emphasis on rhythms*
the remainder of the morning session was spent in
organizational problems*

It m s necessary to decide the
30

scope of the proposed guide and what the staff expected
it to accomplish,

fhe group expressed a desire that the

music curriculum guide in its completed stage should serve
as a silent partner to which one could turn for help# coun
sel, or ideas as needed#

therefore# it should contain not

only suggested instructional procedures and goals, hut
also information as to how children grow and develop, a
philosophy,of education and the place of music education
In the school, the responsibilities of those who are to
participate in the music program, the suggested equipment,
.a list of teaching materials, a bibliography, and the
sources of supplies#
One major decision concerned the organisation of the
guide, either by grad© levels or by subject areas.#

Advan

tages and disadvantages were carefully weighed, and the
final group decision was to organise the guide on a grade
level— one through seven— basis, rather than by subject
areas#

It' was reasoned that If all material pertinent to

one grade level were located together it ifould be more
meaningful to the teacher using the guide*

the guide

would also be easier for a classroom teacher to use as
all material for her grade would be found in the same
section*
The next decision Involved organising the staff to
begin writing on the guide#

At first It was thought that

the staff should be divided into committees which would

3a

be responsible for developing the entire program through
several grades*

The fallacy in such a plan soon was

realised; for without predetermined objectives for each
grade level there would be a great deal of confusion*

The

ultimate decision was to divide the staff into four com**
mlttees by subject areas:

(1) Singing and fundamentals,

(2) Hhythms, Dramatisations, Free Expressionf (3) Listening9
Appreciation, Creativity, and Study of Instruments, and
(4) The Characteristics of Children With Implications For
l^usieal Learning*

Inch committee was Instructed to pursue

its particular subject area on a longitudinal basis through
grades one through seven; thus being able to approach it
in a developmental manner*
m

the preceding dune* a Social Studies and.. Language

Arts Study..
.Guide. .For .Curriculum ..Building had been compiled
by the classroom teachers and the elementary supervisors
of the Division*

The music staff found the 11Characteristics

of Children and the implications for Learning n contained
in that study -guide an excellent source for the desired
section on child growth and development.

Consequently, it

was agreed to use the **Characteristics of Children*1 as
given in the .Social...Studies and LnntmaKe Arts Study, Guide
for,
..Curriculum.. Building* and to write new Implications
for learning from a musical standpoint.

These implications

reflected the studies, tMmhlng* and teaching experiences
of the two committee members involved*

There is a similar
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smaller chart la jfaele.

£g

glementary .SchPPl by Nye ana

lye*
In appointing the working committees* two factors
were considered by the chairman:

(1} the strengths and

weaknesses of the returning teachers, and (2) that each
new teacher be placed on a committee with an experienced
teacher*

Final committee assignments for this workshop

will be given In the Appendix*
The remainder of the first day was spent in committee
work**discussion of objectives and locating necessary
reference materials#
Eeference materials for the workshop included music
curriculum guides from Arlington and Manas sms in Virginia*
Kansas City* Missouri, and Minneapolis**.St* Paul, Minnesota.
State Curriculum Guides from Missouri, Florida* Virginia*
Mississippi, Texas* and lew Hampshire were also consulted
by the committees*

In addition* the teacher’s manuals

and guides with the various music texts were used, also
curriculum materials available through the Music Educators
national Conference, college text books for courses la
Music Methods, as well as the other recent music education
books in the teachers’ personal libraries*
One member of each committee served as the recorder
while the other did- most of the research work#

Some

committees leapt this arrangement constant throughout the
workshop, while others preferred to' alternate functions*.
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The remaining' hour of the second day of the workshop,
Tuesday, was spent in sharing progress with each other-*
It m s not possible for all groups to report in this length
of time, and the following morning session m s needed to
complete the reporting*

The remainder of Wednesday was

devoted to completing the committee assignments*

By Wed*

nesday afternoon all committees had completed work in a
rough outline form*

This m s given to the chairman to he

typed so that it could he sent to the central office for
mimeographing *
The Division Workshop As Compared With Qoldys "Guidelines"
The mechanics of the local workshop will he evaluated >
using Gold *s *Guidelines** for developing a successful work*
shop as- a comparison*

These "Guidelines" were discussed

in Chapter III, pp* 21*22*
Gold
* * * * * 'In regard to time — the workshop participants
must be able to spend considerable time together, to be
free from Interruptions and pressure*
Division Workshop
The workshop convened for three consecutive days*
There was no special pressure on the group to complete
the rcmgh draft in the assigned time, but it m s desired
that it be completed*

Several individuals did "home-work*

on their committee areas during the evening hours •
Interruptions and distractions which could be con**
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trolled were minimised through the efforts of Mrs* Wilson,Principal of Oceana School*

Student corridor traffic was

rerouted when possible* and the remaining necessary student
traffic moved quietly*
In addition, the workshop participants were served
lunch In the music room*

therefore, discussions of progress,

and exchanging of ideas continued during the lunch how*
One distraction, over which the school had no control, was
the noise from the low flying jet planes based at Oceana
Haval Air Station#

Shis seemed highly disconcerting at

first, but by afternoon the staff was somewhat conditioned
to the noise*
£old
• * * * * All members need to feel they belong and must
develop a concept of themselves as important members of
the group*
Piffle.ion l&rtataop

fhe first event of the workshop, was a picnic supper
on the Saturday evening before the workshop convened*

fhe

specific purpose of this social event was to Introduce the
new teachers to the returning staff*

It was hoped that

when the new teachers arrived at the workshop on Monday,
after having mot the staff In a social situation, they
would foel more a part of the staff*
When the four working assignments were made, there
were two individuals on each committee*

Because of the
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small number of teachera involved in this tforkehop* no
one sat lily by while the chairman

aid

all the work.

Bveryone participated# and everyone was important to
achieving the goal of the rough draft .Study guide For
Music Curriculum Building* During the discussion periods

the new teachers were active participants.
Sold

* * * * * goals formulated by the group must be within the
range of possibility, and not outside the authority or
responsibility of the participants*

fhe immediate geal~~to produce a Stufty guide for
luslp Curriculum Bulldiaa«»~wa8 achieved,

Ihis was the

responsibility of the staff as authorised by the adminis*
tration*
gold
. . . . « Discussions should not be continued past the
point of usefulness.

If a pertinent Issue could not be solved imedlately#
fehe decision was delayed until more- Information on the
subject could be obtained and the group had an opportunity
io discuss It infernally*
told
* « * * Participants' would probably benefit from their

workshop experience and from individual acceptance of
group goals.*
MyjLalon. Workshop
It was readily apparent that the staff had a sense'
of accomplishment In regard to the outcome of the three
day workshop#
Individuals*

this was also expressed verbally by several
Hie fine spirit of cooperation engendered

during the workshop was evident at group meetings and
.Influenced the success of other cooperative projects
initiated during the remainder of the school term#

CHAPTER VI
A E E V I ® OP THE 1959-60 STUDY GUIDE

«w

1959-60 siM x

m aaaaaas. te a

m m m m m rnmmim bu mum

Ssbbsz—B z s M a .gs&sfe sasx *»«* not pre-

pared in any particular style or format*

It merely repre

sented the work of the separate committees in the curriculum
workshop on September 14 through 16 which had been mimeo*
graphed and put together in booklet form.
this sixty-seven page booklet, a sketch booh of ideas
for teaching music, was organised as follows t

Prelude, this m s a one page explanatory article,
prepared by the chairman, in which the purpose of the
Study .Guide was explained*

Ihe Guide was labeled as a

^preliminary rough draft11 of the future music curriculum
guide, and would be used during the 1959-60 school year
in a rehearsal and testing period.

Ideas contained in

fluide were to be practiced and developed further,
and supplemented or rejected as necessary*

Finally# a

complete and thorough evaluation would be made to deter
mine If the curriculum material would be practical in
33
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tie local situation*
jgoroffttea.Aflelimgaits,. fpr

the second

page of the preface listed the four committees with the
names of Individuals who served'on each,

iheae committees

are found in the Appendix*
'fatale..of Pontante* fagm H i and iv of the preface
were devoted to a table of contents*
fart., I .:fyduideoosta to Building Music. Ourriculum1*
Miss Duxfori requested the chairman to
write m

article discussing the purpose of music in the

school because the staff was not able to prepare the
statement of philosophy of music education in the short
•time allowed for the workshop*

A succeeding "sharing

page*1 was included so that each staff member could begin
preparation of a statement of philosophy#
Characteristics of Children*

fhe physical»- Intel*

1actual5 social* and emotional characteristics of early
•childhood**gmdes X and II* middle ohildhood**grades III
and I?# and later childhood *~grsde$ ¥ and ¥1, were taken
from the local j m m S S .

S.M.Z M M -

fpr Curriculum ■Building which had been prepared only a
few months earlier by the Division classroom teachers and
supervisors*

However* special implications for musical

learning were written by the staff committee*

.grades.I. through..VII» This section m e arranged in
chronological order from the first grade through the
seventh*

The singing* fundamentals of music,* rhythm*

listening and appreciation# placing of Instruments* drama*
tisatlons* and creativity programs for each grade level
were presented in outline form as prepared by the staff
committees*
each section*

4 *sharing page*1 m s Inserted at the end of
It was expected that the teachers would

record successful procedures mid techniques to develop the
objectives which were Included in. the curriculum guide*
The page immediately following Grade tit
was an evaluation sheet with the questions I
“Have we accomplished what we set out to
dof

How have you and the children evaluated the

achievement of the objectives^*1
> The bibliography pages 59-60 were to
be used by the committees and individual teachers for
listing resource materials used during the workshop- and
throughout the school year*
The Appendix, the Appendix was divided into four
sections % {?) BesponSibilities of those who are to
participate In the music program* (2) Suggested equip*
memt for setting up a music program* {3} Teaching materials*
and (4) Where to buy supplies*
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the ^testing and mkmtBml® period referred to
previously was to be done by the individual music teacher
in hie ei© classroom experience, as_well as by the group
as a whole in the regdar monthly ineerviee meetings*
At the suggestion of lias luxford, Dr* Reach was
invited to come down to frimoess Anne County to review
the Study Guide and make suggestions for the year1s work
in supplementing and evaluating*

Dr* Beech indicated the

staff had made a good beginning, but needed to add many,
many additional details to *round It outn before the
curriculum' guide would be of much help*
As the year9s inservice meetings were planned* the
chairman assigned new committees to review the material
in the Study jhiide and to make the necessary recommendations *
these particular assignments did not relieve the remaining
staff of responsibility! 'but rather each staff member was
expected to come to the meeting prepared to give an -evalw**
attorn of the area under consideration*

Siose assigned to

the committee led the discussion*
At the end of the school tera all staff members met
In Miss Duxford1s office to separate the material in each
Study Guide and compile this into one master file or copy*
As the pages were removed# the individuals assigned to
sorting these retained pages which were 0added on tof‘
and threw out duplicate and unchanged pages*

When all

the pages were sorted, the master copy was compiled by
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placing each grade level, and other sections of the worse
into separate manila folders*
Unfortunatelyseveral areas were still incomplete,
fhere were few entries In the 'bibliography sections9 and
the responsibilities of the staff in the music program had
not been completed*
Dr* Beach had previously agreed to return to the
Bivision in the fall of 1960 to assist in a second music
curriculum workshop*

At his request* the master copy was

mailed to him in Elctaond in August*

Shis gave Dr. Be sell

an opportunity to consider if carefully before the Second
•Music Curriculum Workshop which was scheduled for September
12* 13* and 14* i960*

VII

the BBGom m s t a

m m snm

The Second Music Curriculum workshop was scheduled
for September 12* 13, and 14* 1960,

A picnic supper was

held the evening before- to welcome the newcomers and to
help establish a friendly working atmosphere for the be*
ginning of the workshop*
The purpose of the Second Elementary Music Curriculum
Workshop was to expand, to enrich, and to re-organise the
tentative $jglo &,r£l.$ul?«a 3|u.dy. Guide

$£

1252=62, and to

produce materials that would deepen the teachers’ insists
into the music program and provide constructive guidance
to classroom teachers as well as to the music staff*
Mr* Prank w* Cox, Division Superintendent, officially
opened the workshop on Tuesday morning*

(The passing of

Hurricane Donna had prevented the scheduled Monday opening*)
Miss buxford spoke words of greeting to Dr. Heseh* the State
Supervisor of Music, and to the workshop participants*

The

remainder of the morning was spent in reviewing the Study
Qmido In Its current condition* and In discussing next
steps*
Dr* Heseh stated that each grade level should begin
with the desired objectives****these are the things which
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should come from singing* listening* and rhythms*

Then

there should be overall statements at the beginning of
each, section of singing* listening* and rhythms*

The

desired objectives should be expanded in the body of each
grade level* and the procedures and materials to accomplish
these must be included*

Since there were three other series

of music books used In the Division in addition to the basal
Ginn text, it would mean citing references from all four
music books .for each grade level*
Committees were appointed to develop these areas of
singing* listening* and rhythms*
be found'in the Appendix*)

(Committee listings will

Since the music staff had been

expanded* there were now three teachers on a committee.
The chairman worked individually on a statement of
philosophy* on an article discussing the place of guidance
in the elementary music program* and on an article about
the use of music in. speech therapy*
Dr* Beech was f5on call1* -and advised committees when
his help was requested#

He also worked closely with the

chairman as she wrote the above mentioned articles*
Since the Monday of the workshop m s lost due to the
hurricane* the administration extended the workshop through
Thursday as it was possible for Dr. Beach to remain the
additional day.
The following progress reports were given in the
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closing session of the workshop!
Rhythm* etc* third grade#

This committee m s working on

Ho introductory statement had been prepared*

Singing* etc* - In introductory statement had
been written and this section m s reported as being com
plete through the fifth grade#
hletenlsm* pto* -

The. first three grades were

complete and an opening statement had been prepared*
It m s agreed that the committees would continue to
function* working after school and la the evenings until
finished*

A tentative deadline of December 1 was set for

copy to. be turned in to the chairman*

Dr* Hesch suggested

that this work be typed, double-spaced, and prepared in
duplicate*
Hhen the material was submitted to the chairman in
December, the rhythm section still lacked the introductory
statement*

She listening committee was the only group

■which submitted their copy double-spaced and with dup
licate copies*

The singing and fundamentals area, which

should be the strongest in the elementary music program,
was stated In a few general statements without any specific
procedures for accomplishing these*

m some grades the

material m s identical with that in the original Study
Guide* Several songs were found to be Inaccurate for

the reference cited, so the chairman decided to check
every song reference before Including it*
.It was the chairman's responsibility to compile
the m r k of the separate committees into a unified whole
so the guide could be published*

this meant that it

would be necessary to decide upon a format for the editing
process*

The material submitted was in such diverse forms

of expression that it could not be easily organised*
Finally* the chairman decided to start anew by formulating
a list of objectives for each grade~~obJeetives of singing*
fundamentals* rhythms* listening* etc*

this was accom*

pllshed by drawing upon her own teaching experience* the
musical growth charts prepared by the music text publishers
■and Feter Itykema's, School Music Handbook*

These new objeo

tives incorporated the committees1 materials but were much
more comprehensive*
The format adopted by the chairman was essentially
three partsj objectives, procedures, and evaluation*

Bach

specific grade level begins with a list of the desired
objectives for that grade*

The instructional procedures

and the materials necessary to develop these objectives
are discussed in the body of each grade level section.

An

■evaluation, in the form of questions:, is placed at the end
of each grade to evaluate musical growth.

Emphasis is

placed not only upon acquiring musical skills, but also
in learning songs from the cumulative song repertoire*

4?

The social study emphasis for each grade level m e con
sidered in developing the curriculum guide*
ISlgSgll

&££&

Count£— Virginia Beach Clt^ Musjg

Curriculum Guide* Grades I * VXXff is based upon the fol
lowing music textbooks!
Our Singing ifbrM* Gltm and Go* (basal text)
Mt^sio For ftlyiaa* Silver Burdett and Co.
JO, IMSf Follett Publishing Co*
i m I m m & m & £ 2 m t American Book Co*
Birchard Muslp Series. ffltX* Susmy-Birchard Co,
This is Music* Allyn and Bacon Co.
In addition to the grade level sections* an introduetory section, and preface* the curriculum guide con
tains s
The purpose of music education
Responsibilities of those Involved in the music
program
Characteristics of' children* with implications for
musical learning
Chart of 'musical abilities
Guidance in the music program
Music for exceptional children
Music in speech therapy
The cumulative song repertoire
Sources of equipment and supplies
Bibliography
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the revised and completed Music Curriculum Guide fop
grlacess Aaae Cfflmt£--yirgtala Beach Ojtx M
will be found in Appendix B of this project*

k
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m&m&’
siQM of workshop m m x m c m
BY THE m t t O a A i m fmOHIES

la October 1961 the chairman prepared a question-*
naire baaed upon O d d 1a ,fGuidelines*1 for a workshop and
mailed this to all the teachers who- had participated in
Only one former staff mem**

either of the two workshops#

her could not be reached nut of the group of eleven.
However., of those it was possible to contact., nine staff
and former staff members responded#

three of these

individuals participated in only one workshop, and. sir
participated in both workshops*
Staff members were asked to evaluate .their reactions
to the workshop in retrospect.*

fhe questionnaire com**

stated of a closed form questions with a check list#
Questions included*
1*

Heir many workshops did you participate
in?

2* From, which workshop did you receive the
greatest benefit?
3* Please Indicate your reaction as to the
length of the workshop in relation to
accomplishing desired goals*
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4#

Bid you feel under pressure at any time
to complete your assignment?

5*

Bid you consider yourself an active parti*
cipant In the workshop?

6.

lhat function did the picnic before the
workshop serve?

7*

As you reflect hack over the workshop
experience, which do you consider most
beneficial to your professional improve*
sent?

8. As you look ahead, in what way do you
expect to receive help from the finished
Curriculum Snide?
9*

If we were to start over again on our
Curriculum Guide ** what phase of the
work would you suggest he done differently?

It is interesting to note that the majority of the
respondents felt that there m s not enough time to pro
perly finish the Job*

However, two considered themselves

mder no pressure and the remaining seven were divided
between much pressure and some pressure* However,, all
s&no teachers considered themselves active participants
in the workshop*

Also there m s a unanimity of opinion

In regarding the function of the picnic as helping the
staff to become better acquainted with each other*

Five

>t the group considered close contact with other music
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teachers over a period of three days as feeing most bene
ficial to their professional improvement-*

There was a

diversity of opinion as to the help they expected to re*
ceive from the finished Curriculum Guide.
the questionnaire with the tallied answers will fee
found in Appendix A immediately following the listing
of the committees for the two curriculum workshops.#

from the two f m m of experience in developing
the Music Curriculum Guide* ft Is concluded that %
t♦ the staff should have decided upon the objectives
and goals fox each gxs.de level before beginning to write
m f part of the guide*
2*

lore time should have been allowed for the staff

to work together| and to evaluate the revision of the
original Stftftpr Guide* this was not possible during the
school year 1960-611 because the chairman had to do much
organising of material# as well as expanding of contents#
before the work could be put into proper format*
3*.

the population trend of the past decade projected

into the sixties* substantiates the need for a Music
Ourriculum Guide to assure that all students In the new#
as well as the older schools * will be receiving adequate
music instruction and experiences#
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1959

m b ikhjoatiohs por m b si o m

LmmiMG

Irene A* Korte

Geeana School

Virginia Angara

Courtbouse School
Greeds School

SBTGIH0 M B MBS 10 fBIBMSfMS
Mia Sue Rlracofe-

Bohn B* Bey School
Binkhom Bark School

Sue Reese (new teacher)

Aragona School
fhalia School

BXSfMOTG* ABBRBGIAfXOI, M B BTWI OP W $ m m m m
Willlas Boyll

Bayside School
Shelton Bark School

Virginia Cousins fnew teacher)

w* f* Cooke School

EHYXBMS, CREATIVE RHTTHMS, POTBAMMfABS OP RHYTHM*
m$m$xzkTim$
Asms,

Mormon

Meadows
School
Woodstock School

-K m p B riltB

Sandra Bjerre (new teacher)

Xhoroughgood School

Chairman - Irene A. korte
Workshop held at Oceana School, Oceana# Va.
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o o m m s B AssiciKifs B m m m m 1960
0X10110 M m O T D M a m a OF MUSIC
Christine' Stauffer

Keapsrilia Meadow
School

Sue Beese

Aragona School

Moreen Bmest {mew teacher)

Courthouse School
Creeds School

X*XSf$fXI0# APPEEOXATIOl* A M StOBf OF XBSfBOTBIXS
Will lam Boyll

Shelton Parle School
Bayside School

flrglnia Cousins

If* f« Cooke School

Carroll Shoemaker (mew teacher} Kingsf Grant School
ITOMMfAIiS Of BHtmM, BBmfXfl MOfHSSIf
Anna Mormon

fkoroughgeod School

fOLla Sue Blracofe

linkhorn Park School

01 ends 'Lovelace {new teacher)

Inalla School
Moodstook School

Chairman ~ Irene A* Korte
Xotm B. Bey School
Workshop held at the School Board Office
Building.# Princess Anne Courthouse
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QUESIIOHMIBB SUBMITTED 'TO- SfJkff II OCTOBER

The following questionnaire was mailed to the eleven
present and Termer staff members whose whereabouts were"
line staff members, of the possible eleven* re*

kaorn*

turned the questionnaire.#
shown below*

Their tabulated responses are

In some instance# the respondents checked

more than one answer to a question.

This was true in re*

gard to numbers 2# 6, 7% and 8#
QUISTIOIMIBB 01 MUSIO WORKSHOPS
PI ease. olaps.„a check (r).before,, the aimronrlate answer i
t. How many Music Ourriouium Workshops did you participate
inf
:4
2*

one

_...,6^„ two

From which of the following did you receive the
greatest benefit?
3.

the first 'Workshop

T.J;....:,r the inserrioe meetings devoted to discussing
the Study Snide
r.gr.
... the second workshop
.........2,r■■.. undecided
3*

Please Indicate your reaction, to the length of the
workshop as
3r.....T satisfactory to accomplish goals
59

not adequate to properly finish job

6

...,....0..,v... undecided
Did you feel under pressure at any time to complete
your particular assignment?
.......4 ^ much

.3. ..... some
~ i L _ none
Did you consider yourself an active participant in
the workshop I
9
.0

entirely
.. the other members of the committee did ail

the work
0

your ideas were not accepted or included

What function did the picnic before the workshop
serve?
9.. . to help the staff become better acquainted with
each other
. 3... to exchangeexperiences of the summer
4 ., to create a-friendly atmosphere for working
...

p

....^other

As you reflect hack over the-workshop'experience,
which do you consider most beneficial to your pro
fessional improvement?
..5 .. close contact with other music teachers over
a period of three days-
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.2. :1 .. the research which was necessary to complete
your particular assignment

.4 .. to crystallise your thinking In written words
8,

&& you look ahead:i in what way do you expect to receive
help from the finished Curriculum Guide*
- ^t .... lesson planning
. 5 ^.. objectives of the music program
-B

being introduced to new music materials and

books
0
9*

new procedures of

working with children

If we were to start over on our Curriculum

Guide«*•*

What phase of the work would you suggest be done dif*
ferently?

Wee the reverse side of this page to answer*

*Would have been of more benefit if all could
have worked on every phase of it* realising that this
would have taken longer *but more time for discussion
would have been better *» • *f*
**AX1 should have decided upon the objectives
for each "grade before getting started * * * *w

vm
U&alUtg laite
B o m la lew Haven, Missouri, July 13, 1920#

Crad*

uated from lew Haven High School la that city* May 193?;
Bachelor of Music from Underwood College for Women,
19411 additional worfc at Missouri University, Holla Sum*,
mer Session, and the Borfollc College of William and Mary*
Master of Education candidate.! College of William and
Mary , June 1962* with a concentration in Music Supervision#
fhe author was Supervisor of Vocal Music» Jennings
Bublio Schools$ St# louts County* Missourit from 1942 to
1946i and since 1956* has been teaching Bublio School
Music in the Brineess Anne School. Bivision, Brineess
Anne County, Virginia*
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4t Borth Alanton Driire
london Bridge* Virginia

2- January I§62

Dr. Armand Galfo
College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, Virginia
Bear Dr. Galfo,
I have completed typing my Proieot — pfhe Develop
ment of a Music Curriculum Guide for Princess Anne-Virginia
Beach City Schools”' for Project 530. If X do mot-bear • •
from you to the contrary» 1 shall deliver this to your
office around 9 AM. on Saturday, January 6. Should this
mot be agreeable with you, please telephone me at my home,
Virginia Beach — SArden 8-3125, and reverse charges.
fleas® schedule me for the Orel. Bxamlnatlons • As you
will remember, 1 completed the written comprehensive© last
summer. I could arrange to come to Williamsburg any weekday
afternoon except Shursdaye. when I am committed to three
choir rehearsals at church.
fhanh you.
Sincerely yours,

Irene A. Kbrte
30 tOS
Dr* Howard 1* Holland
Dr. Roderick Ironside
!r. Charles Varner

A&tMBXX. B

A HUS 10 CURRICULUM GUIDE
POE THE EMSMEHTARY SOHOOLS
OP PBIHOESS AMHB COUNTY - VIRGINIA BEACH CITY
GRABBS I <* VII

This page is reserved for a
F0RM0B© writtern by our Supertutendent*
Mr* Frank W. Cox

11

m O H E E S mBfXOXPAfXIG IB MUSIC CUEHXCUltm BUXLBJBG
This Curriculum Guide ffqr Music., m s developed In
response to a ‘need felt by the music teachers* fhe fol
lowing music staff members participated in the Curriculum
Workshops which produced, first of all# A Sftudy Guide for
t fttc Curriculum Building.
* and its revision a year later*
is' volume consists of the Guide* a© revised# edited#
and considerably expanded by' the chairman.

Virginia Aygarn

M i a Sue Eiraoofe

Hue Eeess

William. Boyll

Virginia Cousins

Anna Mormon

Sandra BJerre

Christine Stauffer

Floreen Bmest

Carroll Shoemaker

Glenda Lovelace

Irene A* .JCorte
Chairman and Miter

Grateful ackmowledgement is given to Dr* 0. 4*
Beech* State Supervisor of Music# for his guidance and
his time so freely given in assisting the music staff
in this endeavor*
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P H I If 0 S 0 I B !
POTOPOSB Of SH® EliEMEHtAEX SCHOOL
the purpose of the elementary school is to provide
the foundational instruction that trill enable each element
%m j child to achieve at a level commensurate with his
mitme ability and stage of maturity; and to furnish
school experience© that will give him the opportunity for
the greatest possible development as an individual -and as
a member of society during the years of his elementary
schooling.
‘«*PE»iBoess Anne Oounty^firginia Beach City Schools*
MsmSM M M

- Social stiyilafl Curriculum Galto,

I960.
PURPOSES or MUSIC IB THE SCHOOI.
He believe that
MUSIC is a part of the heritage of all people.
W S I G * properly taught and placed in true perspective
in the whole program' of education* plays a major role in
building morale and developing desirable attitude© in the
whole school.

Musical experiences give balance in today1©

living for children* and should be a part of each day.
MU3X0 is one of the most natural ways of promoting
1

2

good human relationships*
MUSIS is a sound and natural means for strengthening
effective and enlightened relations between school and
community*
MIS 10 gives many students a feeling of personal
accomplishment and success that comes in no other my*.

We believe that
learning in music m m m about principally through
doing*

Actual participation in singing and playing

activities is worth far more in a learning situation
than mere talking about or discussing music.* although
these have their place in the broader picture*

the above statements under, "furposes of Music, in the
School*1'have been taken from the-Virginia state Board
of Bduoatlon Bulletin, Mis IS* Issued in 1954*

GUIDEPOSK TO BUHDIHG m S I O CURRICUIUM
i&z t e l £ ?
Education in our democracy recognises four major,
purposes; {1} the .greatest possible self‘’realisation*
(2) desirable human relationship's* (3! economic effi
ciency* and (4) civic responsibility*
In view of the above purposes * music has unique
contributions to make to the total development of the
child* It is our responsibility as music educators to
provide a challenging and enriching program in which
each child will have the opportunity to create* to sing*
to' playt and to listen* according to his interests and
.highest potentialities* so that he will find enduring
satisfaction and happiness through music*
In a twentieth-century world* beset with new Space
age consciousness and globular problems, as well as
changing social and economic conditions* each individual
is challenged to make adjustments within his mm. personal,
sphere* As life today Is Increasingly occupied with
things material* and improved worlcing conditions have re*
•suited in more leisure time* there la a greater need for
elements which nurture the spirit than ever before*
Happiness and satisfaction in life go hand in hand with
self-expression* and what better means of self-expression
than through music?
fhs individual can scarcely be expected t© express
himself adequately through music unless he is provided
with a well-organised cumulative sequence of successful
musical learning that will give him the power he needs
for self-expression* As his musical mature matures he
should develop the ability to evaluate the music he hears
and be better able to choose the best* m doing so* he
•should discover that participation in. music is such a
joyous satisfying experience that he frill love music
during his entire life* It is our work as music educators
to provide such a challenging and enriching program as
this *
Music as an art requires creating# performing* and
listening* The elementary school child must be surrounded
3

by situations that bring him all types of musical expert**
onees which he can enjoy t and through which he wlII grotr
ana develop 1m hie era ray toward a deeper lore and under
standing of music* He should find school musical experi
ences 00 enjoyable that he will wart to extend these into
his 'home and community life* He should also he encouraged
to share his out**of^school musical experiences with his
Classmates*
through a variety of musical, experiences the child
develops not only musical knowledge* hut also cooperation*
loyalty* leadership* and aclf-diselpllnei thus enabling
him to live and wort; happily with:his contemporaries»
while building patterns and attitudes for a constructive
place in his future adult world community*
#

«

#

11

*■

o

*

Bo we as music educators realise that music is the
only art which has been an essential part of learning
since Plato’s time? Plato so strongly felt the power of
music that he opposed the introduction of a new kind of
music because It would imperil the state as it became
popular with the people* and would quickly affect the
manners and customs* next attacking the laws and consti
tution* and finally overturning everything l Music was
very popular with the ancient sreeks* and in Arcadia all
freemen studied iBUSie to the age of thirty? everyone knew
some instrument* and to be unable to sing m s accounted
a disgraceI fhe highest form of music in the belief and
practice of the. Greeks was choral singing* Choral singing
gave the Spartans another' opportunity for discipline* and
mass formations* for every voice m s subject to the leader*
(Hoten taken from ftiraah’s* .the life qff teases S
In a recent column by Br* •Benjamin Pine on how
properly to evaluate a choice of locality for purchasing
a home by the quality of the schools therein* two of the
questions on his cheek list la #Humi for 0ood School11
rare:
1* Are music and' art an Integral part of the
Curriculum?
2*

Is singing used as relaxation after periods of
hard mental concentration?

KtTSXC ABILITIES CHART
ABILITIES

TEACH XHS 30OTA3IS
Srafles

t

.
1*
Ilf

a

g

3

4.

5

6

7

JJg m g

''

To recognise by ear and
sight* and demonstrate
various rhythmic designs « . * # ♦ «
To create melodies and
rhythmic designs ♦ # * •* IKZXIXKIMXXXXXIKXXX'KXIXniZXX
»•

a n i g j& a i § j b s

J& ^ ? 5ioS?B Mtrsio '- '
To sing with proper tone
quality, phrasing, and
interpretation both in
dividually and with the
group
mnnc.XYKTrxxYTrYxvyYxrrinrxxTxxr
To express the mood and
rhythmic elements In music
through active partici
pation and Interpretative
Si
# ■ < * # * # * * * XXXXXXXjfc^DOCXXXXXaa XXXa XXXXJQL&a
fo sing songs from memory'
In order to establish a
permanent repertory * 4 XXXKXXKXXXXZXKIZXXKXKXZMZMZX

fo recognise simple ^

jxstXK : i x t

To analyse folic songs and
to appreciate charm of
design in songs sung and
music-heard * * » * « . • • * * * » * * *

XXXXIXZ

. * mxxmxx

To sing rounds in pre
paration for two part
singing and to sing
two-part songs
To slug three-part songs

« * «•*•*»•
5

+ • * XDDCX

AKttmES

TEACHIBG EMPHASIS
Grades

To participate in choral
groups ,, choirs, etc * * * XXXX20lXXXXXXXX30Q0£X-XX3CXXjOCXXXX
Hit

ABIIiITt M hlSfllf
xIcglsiHa b u o y HBHI TG‘"THf'W l f r W f H l i
MASTERS
with

To Interpret music of the
masters through understanding
environment and lives of
the composers * * » * » # ♦ * * * * * * * * *ZXMXZXZXZ
To match tones # # * ; * X8XSXXOXK3C
fflm

.

W

A

f

r

-

1

Jj\

^iV'i*Ti(^ ,'rV-~*Ti-J^ r}*k.jL), |jfiSilJ%ftfib

To recognise the instru
ments of the orchestra and
hand by sight and sound and
1S n K m s m n H X
to recognise different types
3QQCXXXXXHiXXXXZXXXXX
of voices by sound . * *IXZXZMXXZXFJIZZXimiXKIXXXKKXK

» l l l i
iss m
fo use staff notation
functionally
fo locate "DO*' or key note
from a given key signature

'XUXXXKX&XZtXXXKKnX
XXXXXXKXXX
* * * ZXZXimXKXnxxXKtXXK

To recognise and use ‘tone
relations in major and
minor scales . . * ♦ ♦ . . , * . * * « * * *
fo recognise and use Intervals in increasing 'difficulty #' *

XKXXXXXXXXXXXXX
tUmnxxaXZMMMX

To recognise and use the
sharp and flat chromatics' •* * * * * * *
To recognise and use the
quarter note beat, eighth
note beat, etc* * * * * * * • * *

XOSXHXSX

ZXX30

7

ABILITIES

IEA0HJES EMPHASIS
Grades
a,__ js^ j l

fo participate in Instru
mental groups *. such as toy
bands, bells* auto-harp,
rhythm ensembles* ■orches
tras* and bands t # *■ <* X20^XXJCX^XXX40CXX:XX!X3QCXiC!X»O^XX3DCJCX
fo bear melodies wben
reading a score silently# % ' ♦ . ♦ * . #
fo read an easy scorewith
correct rhythm* phrasing*5
and intervals

* «l O T X X ff l

....... *

. X3QQQC

fo read and tirite 'in the
bass clef * » * * * * « * . * * * * ■ . * * * * * * • •

* I
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Tor Classroom^ Assembly, and Community 100
fhe following list of songs was compiled with the
cooperation of MflS members in various parts of the United
States*

It is suggested that the music educator use this

list as a basis tor a 11cumulative1" list of songs to meet
his own specific needs*
x*

soias w k $ abb m r n i i

m m m o m .4

sgaoHQ bmp*

& msmmm- m m m

Anchors Aweigh
Army Air Corps, fha
Battle Hymn of' the
Bepuhlio
Caissons 0o Helling
Along* fhe
Iteises1 ipm* She
s WL*
II
OlAtAOfBlISflO j$g A % U S §

Over fhsre
Stout Hearted Men
there #s Something About
a Soldier
liien loiumy Comas lurching
Home

m m mmm„> s a g m m

M u m m m m m

Billy Boy
Camptowa Eaoea
Cindy
Cleady .Burk, fke
Single Bells
Oh ! Susanna

III*

Old Ban fucker
She* 11 Be Cumin1 Hound
the Mountainfurkey In the Straw
Xankee Boodle
Yankee Boodle Bandy

E M M * H^AEflT4M.lTO SOTOS Qf 10TB
ISSPooLojr o f 1 8

Garry He Back to Old
Tirglnny
Beep Elver
Home on the Bangs
Home Hoad, fke
Hornet Sweet Home

Old folks at Home
Keep the Home fires
Burning
long, Bong frail.t fhe
My Old Kentucky Home

a

Columbia* the
of
the Ocean
Cod Macs America,
Sail Columbia

America
Americaf the Beautiful
American H p m

sosos 'Assm^xro pop mo b up he l d a

2 H s m i » g B gf

God of Our fathers
Star Spangled Banner, the
Onward. Christian Soldiers
Song of freedomthis Is If Country
¥1. ' SOSOS AffESfXM
O M E . H B

MM.VS SMBRSISgSCT MJCW. M BIS
i .Si RiQHt M

EKBEDOM.

Or, thou Soul {Slavic}.
Song of Hope {Hebrew)

Chester {Billings)
Oo Down Moses
Ifetheriands H p m

¥ii. Sosos m $ R m s t m s u m m b m o s m m 0011
I^OM OOBflDMf ERI M IS fHlMS.'Qg m i SBIRlf.
Brother lames1 M r
faith of Our fathers
Lord’© Prayer, fhe
Mighty fortress * A
0 0oa, Our Half in Ages
fast

yin*

sosas fBAf

Qomm

Sow Mank We All Our Sod
low the Bay Is Over
O' God, Beneath fhy Guiding
Band

m s fA m ifi abb sebse

Sm.GH&asfe THAT BBllfFfROM THE SHEBTMlSS. PROTECTIVE
All Ihrougli the .light
At the Gates of Heaven
Golden Blushers

Lullaby {Brahms}
Bleep C»d test (Mosart)
Sweet and Low

iMBhllBSS iI$O10 A
MELODIES
A Ouba {Cuban)
Londonderry Air {Irish)
Beautiful Dreamer CD* S*) Oieiito Lind# {Mexican}
Carmela (Mexican)
Rose of Iralee (Irish)
Brink to Me Only (Bug*) Santa Lucia (Italian)
La Golondrlna (Mexican) Scarlet sarafan {Russian)
I .Dream of daanie (t* S.)

Bicycle Built for two
Bast Side# West Side
Irish % e s Are Smiling

I Want a Oirl
Bet Me Call You Sweetheart

la. addition to the previously listed songs* the
Virginia State Music (fofo&e Includes the following songs
for the Permanent Song Repertory i
Dlxl e
I've Been ifor&ia1 on
% m Railroad
Sourwood Mountain

Brog Went A* Courtin'
All Better known rounds'
Shortaia* Bread

Come thou Almighty .Hag
Holy* Holy, Holy
0 Worship the King

fairest lord Jesus
Jacobfe .ladder

y in a Manger
Decs: the Halls
Hark! the Herald
Joy to the World!
0*' little Tom. of
Bethlehem
Silent Wight

Come* Ye Thankful"Peopie*
Come
first ioeif The
It Came Upon the Midnight
■CO.ear
0 Come, All Ye faithful
Over the liver and Through
the Wood

Aula hang Syne
B o m in the Valley
Old, Black Joe.

Believe Me, If All Those
Endearing Young Charms
.Swing Bow* Sweet Chariot

OHmCTBRXSYXCS Of CHILDREN

The good teacher Is a student of children* The
teacher's primary concern is the growth of each individual in M s group* in the light of the child *s capacity
■and experiences* It is important for the teacher to know
the mature of children’s- behavior in general at different
periods in their development* Knowing children In general
serves as a necessary background in studying the indi
vidual child* The teacher recognizes that each'.matures
at his c m rate* For some children this rate is. more
rapid than for others* and the traits mentioned below may
be apparent to a greater degree In some children at a
given age than in others* This listing of traits is
merely suggestive* They are presented here In order that
the teacher’s attention may be directed to the nature of
the learner as the basis for the sequence of his educa
tional experiences*
— * Princess. Asme County -- Virginia Beach 01ty Public
Schools* Language Arts - Social Studies Curriculum
m M * 1955* p. 6*:
m m x OHIIBBOOB
rniBtom

XMFIICATIOHS FOB M9SX0&&
iMRiroia

Maturity and rate of growth
vary* Crime develop more
rapidly than boys*

Provide a variety of activities
which will allow for different
levels of physical maturity*

Vigorously active*
fatigue easily*

Provide well balanced quiet and
activity periods within one
music class; do not devote the
entire music period to rhythms*

Respond with entire
body*

Provide activities which- in
volve entire body; bodily
movement to music* rhythms*
games* etc*

12

Barge muscle© better
developed than email ones*
but Improved coordination
by seven or eight years
of age*

Plan activities using large
muscles, such as; clapping,
©kipping, hopping.# running#
marching* lumping, free
rhythmic play. Introduce
activities utilising smaller
muscles when children are
ready for these.

Baby teeth are being
replaced by permanent
teeth*

Encourage child who lisps toparticipate in all song
activities. Teacher should
use .some songs in a slower
tempo. 'Child is less selfconscious singing with a
group than in individual,
reading or speaking*

Susceptible to communi
cable diseases* Require
ten to twelve hours
sleep.

Use health songs to supple
ment other teaching, of -good
health habits*. Keep .room
well ventilated * Child
should not sing excessively
with a sore throat*

Byes are not fully
developed until ten
years of age*

Introduce gradually activities
such as reading and writing
of notation, which requires
coordination of eye muscles*

BITXSBEOXWL

BfBBIOATIOIS FOR MIS10A1*

imMXIG
Have keen imaginations
and are highly dramatic*

Provide opportunities for
dramatic play and listening,
to dramatic music* 'Child's
imaginativeness should be
encouraged; very often first
impulse bring© out creativity*

Are learning to distinguish
between reality and fantasy
{toward the end of the
primary years)

Introduce musical stories of
a realistic nature ae well
as those of fantasy*

Ability to/listen, reason,
and solve simple problems
Is increasing.

Recognize and solve individual
and group problems# Begin
elementary form of ear train
ing, such a© simple tonal
patterns, scale relationships*.

13
fend to set standards for
themselves which are higher
than they can achieve*

Provide some, opportunities
and goals which pupils can
achieve in addition to
challenging material*

Vocabularies are "in-*
creasing in proportion to
the number and variety of
experiences*

Begin Introducing musical
terms which are meaningful
and appropriate*

fend to think more rapidly
than they can express
coherently*

frovid© therapy to help
overcome this condition
through singing and rhythms*

Curious and eager
to learn*

frovide a ohallengtag.musieal
environment which will stimu
late curiosity, frovide many
new' musical experiences which
will satisfy curiosity and
eagerness through learning*

learn best by doing*

frovide musical experiences
in which all children
actively participate*

Eelaiively short
attention span*

flan short related activities*
■giving'variety to the lesson* ;
within large blocks of time.

lave wide range of
Interest which begins
with themselves and Is
gradually being extended*

0uide children into singing
and playing together as
a group *

Abstraction* have little'

•Create a situation in which
the children will feel moti
vated | give students an
opportunity to feel and
experience*

leaning unless related
to concrete experiences.

S0CXA1

iMiimticms'

m u

m s i o m

IBABIim

ire. self-centered but
ire becoming more sociallind ed *

Motivate child from selfeenteredness toward socialminded ness through musical
experiences.

itq growing In the
tbtitty to work and play
n group situat ions *

Encourage all children to
participate and become one of
the group, fry to reach
those who do not conform.

14

ire growing in the
ability to share*

Provide opportunity for group
creativity., activity, and
evaluation through music*
Provide opportunities for all
children to share musical ex
periences as wall as those
who study privately who can
perform for the class*

ire growing in ability
to assume individual
responsibility*

Emphasise that class rules
and Mies of conduct which
are applicable in other
situations are also applicable
in.. music class*

Ire learning social
skills by Imitating
other persons1 actions*

guide children by setting a
fine example*

Begin to •experiment with
language In order to
gain ends.

Interpret the meaning of
the song text when
1ftis#% £tfitoy*%r_

fend to- be talkative and
to use argument to gain
status*

Keep control of discussion
because of limited time
for music*

feat to. belong socially
but are often combative*

Promote group feeling through
musical, activities.*

Delight in experimenting

Provide opportunities for
children to hear, sing, and
create Jingles and rhymes*

with verbal forms*
look to adults for
guidance and approval*

Snoourage the slightest effort#
give much praise and encourage*
meat* Encourage children to
turn to peers as well as to
adults for help and approval*
dulde children to give and
accept constru-ctlire criticism
in peer relationships* Bo
not single out individual
faults#

fends to tattle*. Beginning
to develop sense of' right

Ship child to understand M s
responsibility for his own
behavior*

and wrong*

fant to be first*

Direct musical, activities in
such a way that all children
can participate* Draw out the
shy children*

JSHQ$IOfU&

m m m m tm B

mu m m oa

hmmma

Change from being easily
upset to greater stability
with retreating and advan
cing periods rather than
steady progress*

Help children feel acceptedand appreciated* Provide
enough routine, familiar 030*
perisreee, seating-plans,, etc* ,
to make children feel secure*

Are impulsive and quick
to act* hack patience
and control*

Sive quiet, calm guidance
to groups and Individuals*

lay develop unreasonable
fears*.

give individual attention
and informal counseling as
needed.

ire moving from selfcentered show off atti
tudes toward attitudes
of greater: control*

Help children recognise them
selves and others as individuals#,
not forgetting that in singing
he. must listen, to his neighbor#
not he too loud# and keep
with the group*'

fend to establish some
Independence from adults.

five opportunity for Indepen
dent singing.-* Students should
not depend upon teacher’s
voice*

Depend upon adults' for
approval, support,, and
affection*

Create an atmosphere of
friendliness which Is con
ducive to security and free
participation In music activ
ities of all types$ encouraging
singing:„lndspendently of the
teacher f,s voice-or recording;
encouraging creation of orig
inal rhythmic response# melo
dies on instruments#■songs sad
song 'Interpretations# listening
responses# dramatisations# and
percussion .instrument scores*

Demand much individual
attention*

Appreciate the uniqueness of
each child m & plan to meet,
his needs*

lave happy attitudes toward
)ther children regardless of
sex# race# .religion# or
social status unless family
attitudes have developed
prejudice*

leach folk songs# games and
customs of other countries#
songs of other faiths# and
songs of manners.,

-

Say become moody and
unappy toward end #f
rtasry period if
aable' to achieve stifv
mpoaed goal*

learning through repetition—
a repertoire of songs in
preparation for public per*
formance* Help children to
set goal© which they can
achieve* 'free children from
pressure to work beyond their
ability* Provide opportunities
where success is assured*

re highly dramatic and.
trive to get inside ex*
erienoss and understand
hem*

Provide a vide variety of
outlets m children may ex
press their feelings through
art, music# dramatic play,
and other creative activities*

'm many ways to gate
tatas*

Provide opportunities for ail
children to ^shine*1 through
musical activities-and
Identification with a musical
group.

legte to gain an
pprooiation of
eautlful tilings*

Provide opportunities for
observation and creative, ex
pression* Belate beauty in.
life to beauty in music*
Strive fo make the music time
the best and finest event te
the school day, lead toward
beautiful tone in singing*

TBH FIRST GRADE
B im iM Q

EOTBAMBBTAliS

RHYTHMS
U3TS&ZS&
SOOX& STOTT EMPHASIS:
OTlving in. the Home and School*

Reference key to song hooks:
a

The first Grade Book

Ginn and Co#

Hmsle Bound the Clock

Follett Pub. Co.

BffigRBfe

Silver Burdett Co.

2§Z
teerlcsag.

American Book So*

Book I
American Book Oo*

1?

flSSf GRADE SITOIB0 ABB T O B M M T A L S
The child fB voice is the musical instrument with
which he was born* and it is a means of emotional expression
of Joy and warmth* as well as a means of releasing energy*
Singing and childhood go together*

It is evident to all

who work with children that the child appears to possess an
inborn minor third which he uses as the basis for many of
his childhood chants and ditties*
The gift of singing is the birthright of every indi»
vidual , and each child should have the opportunity to &m **
perieaee the Joy of singing? whether singing alone or

singing with others*
Songs which are made of materials as common as daily
food and drink, sound, and movement, play and work, thoughts
and words, moods and melodies, constitute the repertoire
of the child*
The development of a pleasing tone and expressive
singing are the means by which rewards are achieved for
pupils and teachers, as together they participate In the
music program*
Singing is the life blood of the school music
program, and as it flows it nourishes and integrates the
entire school music program*

OBJECTIVES OF THB FIRST GRADE SIIOIIG AID F0IDAMBITALS
fo discover the singing voice of the child
To strive for singing intone
fo develop good singing habits
fo encourage Individual singing
fo introduce the syllables and numbers
fo distinguish between high and low, loud and soft, fast
and slow
fo become aware of, and to recognise direction of melodic
progression
fo develop ear-awareness by recognising tunes and melodies
when played on the piano
fo accumulate a sizeable repertory of simple tunes
fo begin, building a cumulative repertoire- of songs

Til f IRS-T GRADE SiHGXIG AID F O T M I I I A B I PROGRAM

TO.BXS00VBR THE SXIIGIBG VOICE OF THE GHIDD
As the whole child comes to- school, so the whole child
comes also to the music class*

He not only brings his

voice, hands, an# feet, hut the entire range of accumulated
conscious and subconscious experiences which have befallen
him In his first six years of life.
Poncest of music and.flinging* The youngster’s concept
of music an# singing will be the result of M s previous ex
periences within M s home an# somewhat limited experiences
in. the outside world through kindergarten and Sunday School*
At home experiences which Include family participation in
singing Mother Goose Rhymes and other such songs of child
hood, attentive listening to the better children's records,
and a daily contact with Captain Kangaroo and similar goo#
childrens * programs on televlsioaf will develop a favorable
attitude toward music and a readiness to proceed with the
school music program*

On the other hand, a child who is

daily subjected to the raucous voices and savage thumpings
heard via the radio, phonograph# an# ff, an# has no- back
ground in the songs of childhood* an# has ha# no kinder
garten or Sunday School experiences*, will probably need
considerable orientation am# readiness before he can
become an active participant in the school music program*
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However* in our immediate school division it would appear
that the majority of the children will fall into the first
.group who have had some previous experience with music.
pangs, of .the ..voice* As there are many levels of fndi~
vidual growth and development within the first grade class
there will likely he e<jusl variances of vocal experience
within a given first grade group*... likewise* the range of
the voice is an individual developmental matter-,

for a

youngster developing on a slow growth pattern may be
capable of only producing a few tones when he is six yearsof age chronologically , this range will gradually expand
as he grows and develops*

Children who have had singing

opportunities at home, in nursery school, kindergarten,
and Sunday School* will know many songs* but unfortunately
may have acquired a **shouting*1 tone instead of finding
the "true child voice15 «* light and high* resulting In a
good singing tone, and ”intuneness# with others.
Mstiiignlshlng between -snpalcite and., singing voices*
Becoming aware of the difference between speaking and
singing should begin the very first time the Children
have an opportunity to sing in school*
A very, first ..musfc, class might- •proceed like this;
in

Music teacher greets the children.* gives his/
her name* and tells why the children com© to •
this room* or why he/she comes to visit them#

nUow ©any of you brought your singers with you
today?11" (Perhaps half of the hands will go
up, the remainder will face the teacher with
pulled expressions#}
'"fid you know that you. hate both a speajiir ami
a slmaer in'here?*

{Teacher should gesture to

Include from the upper chest to top of the

facial masque*}

"hi© ten, as teacher greets you

with facile, two different ways, by using the
speaker one time and. the singer the other time*

When you hear me use my singer will you raise
your hand?”
the teacher should sneak hello twice, and then,
sing it, preferably using the minor third which
children, often resort fo*

There should be wery

little confusion as to which is singer and
which is speaker*.
n!?ow M i l you make your hellos sound the same
as mine?11
Teacher .should move around the- room and sing
helljP to all the children*'

lihen one responds

by using his speaker, the teacher should try
to help him find, his singer*

(This can be done

by looking in’pockets, wader the chairs* etc*.,
if the child is still not successful, the
teacher may remark that he hopes ioBimy will

find M s singer between now and next week
and bring .it to school with hi©#)
fo-....smiTO.k>b .B»Qfg. i m m m
T o m matching is an. important phase of the wort in
the first grade music program.*

The teacher should strife

to assist uncertain singers until they are able to match
tones*

Tone drills such-as those found on up# 154-55*

and also on p* 3 of the &i.tm First grade Booh are helpful*
If the child cannot match the teacher1s tone, the teacher
Should match his ■•»+ ftBo you hear me singing like you are
singing?

.low how about your' frying to sing like I do?**

A tone matching exercise which the children enjoy
is the echoing game*. °Who Has the Button?**

fhe child must

sing the replyi ttx tore the button#11 using the same tune
as the teacher sang, for the question.
V h m singing a song* good intonation or intunenees
depends upon, listening and hearing the, proper pitch before
beginning to sing*

It Is helpful for the teacher to hum

the tonic chord and then give an introduction fo the song
so that the children may hear the tonality*
.

1.

Piano accompaniments enhance the beauty of a song.*
but do not use the. 'piano until the children know
the song*

H a y softly* use little aostenuto pedal*.
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2.

Melody bells or resonator bolls *» children will

m joy
3.

flying seals progressions cm these*

Auto harp accompaniments placed %

the teacher,

or counter meXodies on a string .insiintmehi*
4*

Records which accompany the basal music series
will give' the children an idea of h m the song
should sound*

Other newer scries utilise orohes**

trai aeeospanimemts for m

enriched an# novel

effect which helps build considerable interest
in the song*
5*

tape recorders are very helpful when there is
.m piano availablef and, the teacher cam pre*
record the accompaniment*

t i W i . 0pm.aiiMMJi4im
low is the time to develop a consciousness for good
Sitting and standing posture while singing*
Although formal, instruction in breathing would not
be appropriate for the first grade, the teacher should be
on the alert for- bad habits- of breathing*
As the children are learning about word sounds

*-**

vowels and consonants in. their reading programs occasional
reference.,, during the singing period,, that 11the vowels »**
a# e, 1, 0, u loo) carrv the singing#: and the consonants
start and stop the tone1* ***» will help to lav the ground**
work'for future comprehension of this important element
in- singing*
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$0 MCftUKAOE X M P m m A L SXMX1&
Each chili should have frequent opportunities to sing
alone so that he will accept singing alone as naturally
as he does speahing*
M

this young age-* self-consciousness la not the

factor that it becomes later*

Furthermore* the youngster

is most anxious to please his teacher and will come forth
to sing without hesitation*

laterally* the teacher should

praise every effort*
w

amoflpos m s syi&ablbs
Teaching the Sol-Fa Syllables in the first grade is

m

much a part of the untie program as the teaching of

letters and phonetic sounds are a part of the reading
program.
Syllables and numbers are introduced by rote* with
corresponding visual presentation on chalh board* flannel
board* charts* or hand signs*

the ingenuity and creative-

ness of the- individual teacher will determine the extent
this will be developed*

Syllables and numbers are effee*

tlve tone drills? for example# DC* IE* HI can be sung,
while showing the- distance with the hand in ffellmMng the
musical stairs*,}
the first grade child should be able to sing the
ascending scale with syllables*

By the end of the second

grade# the child should be able to sing the scale both
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ascending and descending*

BO lives on the ground floor,

ted 11 lives next to
12f and

FA lives next to
SO!** you see* tod
M lives next to
fl

M is the father

Of them all as
100 can plainly

(II)
(IA)

Bill and when*

(301)

IfIE he

(FA)

H O T S , he

(HI)

T M m his fasti*
H*

(IE)
(BO)

Several current musical comedy tunes have resulted
in some incidental learning of music syllables*

Therefore*

the present day youngster has probably accepted the syl*
Xabies as f,old friends** and will no doubt enjoy worsting

with them in music class*
fhe English hand' signs for the $el*Pa Syllables »
which follow on the next page* are used In England for
training in eight or interval singing*

than the teacher

and. the class are thoroughly familiar with these sign®*
try communicating a scale* an interval, or a short song
by this musical sign language*
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MI

fl

DO

Some recent research in music reading procedures by
using the shape notes has shorn this to be a worthwhile
approach.

The syllables may be introduced this way.

There

may be some advantage to this method as the child will
associate a certain shape with the specific scale tone and
a certain sound in relation to other sounds.

However, as

there are no music texts available which use the shape
notes, the teacher will have to prepare his own charts
for reading.

However, once a concept of tntervalie dis

tance has been formed, the transfer from shape note no
tation to traditional notation should be relatively easy.
Suggested sona to introduce the shape notes;

d

fsj

d

DO has a pointed head, what a strange shapef
El Is

a cup, but its handle did break.

Ml is

a diamond, sobright and glittering,

FAis

a triangle, athree sided thing,

SOI is shaped like an egg, or the sun

□I

W

isa

box, can you draw one?

d

H is

a top, just ready to spin,

/J How we're at DO, so begin again.
(or for the descending scale Turn around, and go back down.)
Initial first grade experiences with the shape notes
might consist of a flannel board presentation of the note
shapes ascending a stairs, as the song is sung, later pla
cing the notes on the actual staff.
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MSffliaflXSH BETWEEN HIGH ABB LOW. LG CD AID SOFT. AHD

FAST AND SLOW
Distinguishing between music which is fast or slow
is relatively easy because the fast music is running, or
in a hurry.

The child experiences fast and slow by

responding physically to the music.
Most children have some concept of loud and soft by
the time they come to school.

However, the teacher should

demonstrate loud and soft vocally, on the piano, or by
means of suitable recordings.

Children should have an

opportunity to come to the piano to experience loud and
soft by striking the piano keys in accordance with the
volume desired.
However, high and low are often confused with loud
and soft.

Again the voice, piano, bells, or other pitched

instrument will prove Invaluable here in developing an
understanding.
The ABO people have recordings entitled, Soft and
Loud. AS 20, and High and Bow. AS 21, which may prove
helpful*
Suggested songs for high and low?
Seesaw*

0

p-

2?

Swing High, Swing Low"

a

p*

30

What a Surprise"

a

p*

89

Who Can Climb the Apple Tree?"

a

p* 128

Little Frog"

a

p* 158

Suggested

sours

for high and low (con.)

"The Little Black Bug"

a

P* 158

"The Jungle Gym"

p

P*

29

"The Farmer in the Bell1*

F

p.

40

"Scoot"

ABO

P*

36

"Putter-Putt"

ABO

p.

42

"Green Grow the Leaves11

ABO

P*

50

"Clant Steps11

ABO

P«

63

11Tick Tack Too”

ABC

p. to?

11Tonight is Halloween11

ABC

P- 13?

11Hot Cross Buns1'

ABO

P* 148

11Counting Song"

ABOK

P«

7

11Wait for the Wagon11

ABOK

p.

36

“Bumber shoot11

ABOK

P«

37

"A Tree Crows Straight”

ABC!

p.

41

"Christmas is Coming11

ABOK

p. 116

"Going to Boston”

SB

p.

8

11The Woodpecker”

SB

p*

43

"Morning on the farm”

SB

P*

51

"The Steam Shovel”

SB

P*

91

After a child has

high and lew vocally

and instrumeatally* has learned the songs about the SOtoFA
Syllable#* and to# represented tto upward and downward
progression of the seal# with hi# hands* to will tore a
background of experiences from which to become aware of
melodic progression*
One single ten© is net music* but that tone in relation
to what comes before and wtot follows afterward makes the
musical phrase m

remembered and comprehended by the mind*

% listening to determine the direction of the melodic
line

*«•* whether it climbs the stair#.* come# down, the stairs*

take© tog steps and skips certain steps* whether it sounds
ilk© the end of the piece * or the middle and must continue
before It sounds finished

*»*» the chili. 1# making a very

elementary approach to listening and will build concepts
of tonal relationship*

Such concepts of tonal relationship

are one of the foundation blocks toward future reading
readiness* culminating in actual: music reading*
When the teacher desire# to emphasise melodic pro*
gressicm* appropriate songs containing easily discernible
progressions should be selected*

*Vm a little feapeb"

a

p*

7

"watch Me Swing High"

§

p* 31

Suggested songs for melodic progression study (oon«)

"Bow Many Days?”

G

p.

38

"Jolly Old Saint Hioholae"

G

P*

98

"little Bed Leaves".

G

P- 128

"Hound the Clock"

F

P*

4

"A Song for Early Morning"

f

P*

14

"fun to Be a Helper*

f

P*

15

"My Little Ducklings"

¥

P*

21

"The Little Belle"

F

P*

59

"Stamping Land*’

SB

P*

5

"Ha# Ha# This-a-Way"

■SB

p.

6

"Mothers Make a Home1*

SB

P*

25

"In the Garden"

SB

p.

42

M0ne-a~larkeyw

ABO

P-

5

"Qhoo-Choo Irain"

ABC

p.

42

"Autumn Leaves"

ABC

P*

43

"Candle"

ABO

p.

64

"The Hungry Goat"

ABO

p.

77

"Burly Billy Bobadill"

ABC

P/

81

"Kitty*

ABC

P*

90

"My Bonnie"

ABO

P* 110

"A fish Story"

ABOK

P*

8

"My Tree House"

ABOK

P-

20

"Turkey Gobble"

ABOK

P* 115
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MBIT PIAYBP OH THE PIANO
An elementary form of ear training, and one which is
enjoyed by the students, is engaged in whenever the teacher
plays on the piano or sings a few bars of a familiar song
with a neutral syllable, and the children identify the
song.
fhis can be expanded into a kind of game with the
class divided into sides and the side with the most points
for correct answers can be declared the winner.
After the youngsters are accustomed to this activity,
the procedure may be varied by using a phrase from the
middle of the song rather than the beginning.
fQ ACCUMULATE A SIZEABLE REP BRIO IBS Off SIMPLE SOMGS
It is assumed that any material which is presented
in music class will be carefully and thoughtfully selected,
and pre-evaluated in terms of what is likely to be the outcome in the musical development of the child.

The

following criteria for selecting songs will serve

as guidelines for the teacher of first grade musics
t.

Select short songs which contain repeated
patterns.

2.

Choose songs which contain Intervals of thirds
and fifths 'and progress scalewlse.

34
3*

Select songs that relate to tillage which the
children have experienced*

4*

Choose songs which integrate home and school
experiences* as the social studies emphasis la
the first grade is la 'this area#

3#

Select songs with woe&bulary which is within
reach of the child-1a knowledge and understanding*

6#

Choose songs with simple rhythm, pattern*

?*

Select tongs which will appeal musically as
well as lyrically*

8*

@ioose songs which & m conducive to bodily
movement.
a*

Songs which suggest simple movements
for hands or head#

b*

Songs which may be used as singing games
and Involve* use of the entire body*

9*

Select songs appropriate to the season as well as
those which pertain to specific holidays*

10*

include eotinting and alphabet songs*

Th& Cumulative Song list which is found on page 8
of this Guide* m & compiled through the cooperation of
MEI0 members

in various

parts of the- United States*

Additional songs are added from a similar list found in
the ftesisia s m m m s i & M U & *

These songs will form a common background of familiar
songs for morning exercises, assembly and community
singing*

These songs are part of our musical heritage

and every child should have the opportunity to learn as
many of these songs as is practical.

Hot all of these songs will be appropriate to the
first grade level so the teacher will need to choose
wisely.
Songs from the Cumulative Repertoire, found in Flr^t
Grade books:
'America”

^

P- 103

■America, the Beautiful”

a

P-* 106

Away in a Manger”

G

92

'Battle Hymn of the Republic”

G

P* ■107

‘The First loel”

a

P* 95

Q .w

p#

99

'0 Little Town of Bethlehem”

G

P*

93

'Over the River and Through
the Wood”

G

p.

91

‘Silent light”

Ot

P-

95

'The Star Spangled Banner”

Q

P* 104

'Yankee Boodle”

G

P* 105

America”

F

P*

66

America, the Beautiful”

F

P*

65

Are You Sleeping?”

F

P*

11

Away in a Manger”

F

P*

78

Jingle Bells”

v n..

36
Songs from the Cumulative Repertoire (con.):
76

Jingle Bells*

F

P*

'America*

SB

P* 125

Away In a Hanger*

SB

P* 119

Glory, Glory, Hallelujah* *

SB

P* 124

Over the liver and through the
wood*

SB

P* 113

How, low, How Tour Boat*

SB

P«

All through the Wight*

ABO

P* 113

'Columbia9 the Gem of the Ocean*

ABO

P* 153

85

FIBST GRADE RHYTHM
A child is music — a hop, a skip, a swing, a $vmp9
a hum, and a whistle*

fhese and other rhythmic reactions

are innate characteristics of the child*

Our goal as

music teachers is to nurture this rhythmic inclination so
that the child *s life may become more beautiful and
expressive*
Moving to music satisfies the child’s love of and
need for motion.

This can develop a feeling for phrases

and rhythmic patterns in music, as well as a feeling for
mood and dynamics.

It also develops imagination in ex

pressing ideas and emotions, and provides opportunities
for physical and social growth.

Moving to music will take

many forms, such as — fundamental rhythmic movements,
creative expression, dramatisation, organized folk
dances, etc.
As the teacher plans rhythmic activities, it is
necessary to keep in mind the developmental sequence in
auscular coordination, and remember that control of the
larger muscles precedes the control of the smaller ones.
Frlor discussions and directed participation are
37

30
prerequisite to successful bodily responsiveness to music,
from the simple fundamental movements to freely imaginative
and imitative interpretations.

Children are often bewil*

dared when instructed to *do what the music tells you to
do;4* and Indecision and confusions will arise unless the
child has been prepared for this activity by adequate
previous rhythmic experiences.
fhere should be opportunities for the child to ex*
press himself individually as well as with the group.
Moving to music should be regarded as a perfectly natural
mode of expression —

as natural as clapping one’s hands

and tapping one’s foot.
Mearly every rote song can be enhanced with rhythm
instruments and many songs offer opportunities for
dramatisation.
She first grade child should have some rhythmic
experiences every day.
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ommftim o? ter first graee rhythmic program
To develop fundamentel movements
To initiate creative rhythms
To sense basic pulses

leading to study of meter

To experiment with rhythm Instruments
To incorporate rhythmic experiences with singing games,
action songs, and dances
To lay foundations for development of the concept of
rhythmic notation
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TBI JTIRSf GRAM RHYTHMIC PROGRAM
When first introducing movement to music, play the
music and suggest that the children clap ”to keep time1*
with the music*

Observe the class carefully and choose

the most rhythmic clappers and ash If they will show the
class what else the music tells them to do*

(fery neces

sary to choose wisely for the first experience demonstra
tors —

teacher must be certain to select those who will

be successful.)

If a natural response does not come,

the teacher may ask, ”What do the hands do to the music?#
- ”Bhat do our feet do to the music?”

head children to

discover as much as possible for themselves.

Guide and

suggest only as necessary when the children cannot find
a suitable expression for themselves*
The child is helped to understand rhythm as he
experiences;
Meter and accent

the pulse of the music and
the grouping of beats Into
2 's, 3*s, and 4*s.

Tempo
Phrasing

rate of speed — fast or
slow*
division of a musical
selection into shorter
musical thoughts.

Style

jerky,, smooth, percussive,
or flowing.

Mood

cheerful or sad, calm or
excited.

41

w

im m o i ypHB&MMrm wovaiggTS
fundamental movements are bodily responses to note

values# style, and mood, through:
clapping
walking
marching

running
hopping
skipping
galloping

swaying
jumping
heading

Variations on the above movements:
rowing
sliding
bouncing a ball

Suggested records:

"Childhood Bhythms*1

11Basic Hhythms”

Piano music
Piano music
of the Music for
Plano music
W

tapping
tip^toeing

trotting
swinging
pushing and pulling

Buth Evans,
BBS
Phoebe James,
BBS

In the Sinn First Srade Book
in the Kindergarten and First Grade Book
Young Americans, American Book Company*
in through the Bay.,. Silver Burdett Co.

IBIfXAfE CBBAfIfB RHYTHMS
free rhythmic play is possible only after acquaintance

with fundamental movements

use fundamental movements

plus many others, such as:
rocking baby
turning
tossing
floating balloons

patting
reaching
hammering

stroking
creeping
dipping
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Larger class cooperative expressions
circus
transportation

seasonal play

farm

Bhythmlc play may be done to the accompaniment of
records, piano or percussion Instruments.

Children need

to listen to the music and become familiar with it before
responding.

If necessary, suggest bodily response most

appropriate for the music.

Create-an awareness for

phrasing, mood, tempo, and dynamics as the music is being
Interpreted.
Suggested records$

"Captain Kangaroo Songs and
fiances** BBS
*’fihythmic Activities,* Vol. I,

EGA
for rhythmic dramatisations, pantomimes, etc., vary
the procedures; sometimes tell the story before playing the
music and ask class to listen for specific happenings In
the music; other times play the music without giving the
story background.

Children may make up their own story

to the music and act It out.
Suggested records;

"‘Of a tailor and a Bear,"'
Listening Activities,
Vol. II, BOA
"Hutcraeker Suite,* tschaikowsky
"fiance of the toy flutes"
*fiance of the Sugar Plum
Fairy”
"Adventures in Music,” Grade I,
RCA
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Song stories In music series $
"Singerbread Boy*1

G

p. 199

“Chicken Bicker1*

G

p. 190

(both records recorded by Frank Luther - Decca)
“Little Boy Blue”

ABC

p. 154

“Little led Hen*1

ABO

p. 160

“Old- MacDonald’s Farm**

ABOK

p. 124

"Squeaker at the Zoo*1

ABOK

p. 129

(the above song stories are recorded in the
albums which accompany the book)
Imitate instruments of the orchestra in time to the
music?
Suggested records?

“fubby the Tuba*

Danny Kaye,

“lusty in Orchestravill©**
Capitol, ESS
“the Happy Instruments,*

BIS-

Interpretative listening:
After listening to the selection, the child will
respond according to his interpretation of the music as
he has heard it, instead of through a previously teacherimposed, or group**imposed idea.

If the child feels the

music Is portraying a leaf, he acts out just what he
Imagines is happening to the leaf as expressed by the
mood and style of the music.
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TO SBHSR BASIC m S B S —

LEADIIG TO STUDY Of MBTBR

All rhythmic work should lead to a feeling for accent
and meter.

The teacher will refer to "how the music

swingsH rather than attempt to explain accents and recog
nize the various meters.

Accordingly, the music swings

in twos, threes, or fours.
TO BXfBRIMIKT WITH RHYTHM INSTRUMENTS
for the first experience the teacher should demon
strate how the instrument is played, speak its name and
ask children to repeat several times, and discuss how
the particular instrument sounds.
Drums - smaller hand drums which are struck with
a mallet are the ones usually found in rhythm
sets •
Rattles - Maracas - a rapid shaking back and forth
which results in a swishing sound.
Rhythm sticks - use in pairs, or individually to
strike a surface.

The sticks are held one in

either hand, the right-hand stick being tapped
on the left-hand stick.
Cymbals - the two halves of the cymbal graze each
other in a sliding movement, the arms moving up
and down in a large, free sweep.
Sand blocks - hold one in eaeh hand, and swish

across each other.

dingle sticks or clogs - strike the hack of the
instrument against the palm of the hand, and then
shake vigorously.
Sleigh bells - either on sticks or on wristlets*
Shake- in rhythm.
Tambourine - rap the top with the fist or knuckles,
or use a flattened hand for contrasting effects.
Also use a sweeping swing of the arm and shake
the instrument vigorously.
Tone blocks or wood blocks - strike with a small
mallet.

Tone blocks are held by the handle, and

the wood block is grasped lightly on the under
neath side.
Trlangle - 'the larger triangles will give a better
tone.

Suspend the triangle by the holder, being

careful not to touch any part of it with the
fingers.

Strike with the beater, or move the

beater back and forth within the triangle to
achieve a tremolo effect.

The triangle may be

silenced immediately by placing the fingers on
it to stop the vibration.
It is best to introduce only a few instruments at
one time.

If financially possible, it is advisable to

have enough rhythm instruments so that all children can
participate at one time.

Through guided listening lead
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the children to discover which Instruments sound best
with different types of music.

This will help develop

the children*s sense of musical discrimination.
Playing rhythm instruments-will help develop the
children*s sense of rhythm, and also provide an oppor
tunity to foster their growth in musical taste and judg
ment as a result of their having to decide which instru
ments are best suited to accompany various selections.
Suggested records %
"Music for Rhythm Bands"

RCA

"Strike Up the Band**

ERS

"Polly Put the Kettle on"

Rhythmic Activities,
Vol. Ill, RCA

"March, little Soldier"

listening Activities
Vol. I, RCA

"Come Lassies and Lads*1

Rhythmic Activities,
Vol. Ill, EGA

Songs with rhythm instrument scores
Sand blocks
"Here We Co A-ridlng on a Train"

G

p. 178

"The Might Express"

ABC

p.

41

"Zipper Song"

ABC

p.

4?

Wood blocks and sticks
"The Little Shoemaker"

G

p. 71

"Tick-Tock"

G

p. 165

"Tlck-Tock"

F

p.

7

p.

55

"Fun With lack and dill"

4?

"Our Clock"

SB

p.

40

"Tick-Took"

ABO

p.

3

"Washing Machine Song"

ABC

P*

25

"ThumpIty Drum11

G

p. 174

"Here We Come*1

G

p.

"The Kangaroo"

ABC

p • 9^

"Telephone Song"

ABC

p.

"Happy Hour"

ABO

P#

"Merry Christmas"

ABC

p. 145

"Shadows"

G

p. 174

"Passepled"

G

p. 134

"Bing, Bing"

G

P* 1^3

"L*Avalanche"

G

P- 1T5

"The Orchestra"

ABO

P.

97

"The Carpenter"

ABC

p.

30

"Humpty Bumpty"

ABO

p. 106

"I Make Myself Welcome"

ABC

p.

Drum

39

Triangle
13

Several instruments
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INCORPORATE RHYTHMIC EXPERIENCES WITH SINGING GAMES.

ACTION SONGS AND DANCES
Children should he thoroughly familiar with a song
before the teacher introduces the game or the actions.
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It might he advisable to present the song at one -lesson
and later add the actions,

little children have difficulty

in attendlag to more than one thing at a time, and if actions
are started before they are certain of the song, they are
likely to forget to sing as /they concentrate only on the

physical response.

It is advisable to ask part of the class

to serve as the singers while the others participate in
the game.

Action songs
*rnothing to Vo"

OBG 1012

"A Visit to My Mttle friend*

CEG 101?

^Ringing Games*

fi

"Singing Games*

BOA

*traditional Games*

BOA

Suggested songs;
Action songs
P*

A4

P-

7

P*

71

a

P*

17

G
G
G

p. 159

"This Old Man*

a

“I'm a littie Teapot"
"The little Shoemaker*

a
a

"Pop Goes -the Weasel"
"Beney Weency Spider"
"Gallant Ship"
*Ten little Indians”'

P«

51

P«

43

49
Action songs (con.)

"Here We Go A~riding on a Train"

G

p. 178

"Clap Your Hands"

G

p.

20

"Here We Come"

G

P*

39

"Teddy Bear"

G

P*

34

“Stamping Land"

SB

P*

5

"Charlie Over the Water"

SB

P*

14

"little Bed Wagon"

SB

P*

41

"Music Gets Inside Me"

ABOK

P*

t

"The Wiggle Song"

ABOK

p.

56

"fingers, Hose and Toes"

ABOK

P*

58

"Exercise Song"

ABC

P*

8

"Slippy Sloppy"

ABO

P*

56

"Seesaw"

ABC

P*

59

Going to Bombay"

ABC

P*

67

"Sing a Song of Sixpence"

SB

P*

42

"Three Little Kittens"

SB

P*

36

"Pussy Cat"

SB

P«

41

"Three Blue Pigeons"

SB

P* 101

"Polly tut the Kettle on"

SB

P*

33

"The Old Gray Cat"

SE

P*

37

SB

p.

15

jgantoalnes

Singing games
"Little Bird, So through My
Window"

50
Singing..gam.es (con.)

"Oats, Peas, .Beans"

SB

P*

60

"The Mulberry Bush"

p.

49

P*

4?

P«

46

"When 1 Was a Lassie"

a
a
a
a

P*

50

"London Bridge"

F

P*

39

"Binga, Ringa, Bela"

F

p.

36

Sally 0o Round the Sun"

F

p.

31

"Sandy Maloney"
"Jenny Orach Corn11

The above songs represent a minute sampling of the
material available in the current music series.

The

teacher need only spend a few moments in research to
locate the "right song" for a particular need.
TO LAY m m m t l O M B FOB BlfmOMBlT OF THE GOKCBPT Of
RHTTHMXO BOTATIOI
The first grade child should become aware of notes
which run, walh, step-bend, and of rhythms which ship and
gallop.

This is a matter of developing auditory proportion

at first, and later transferring to visual perception
through 'home-made* notation.
As the child compares the size of the lines in the
'home-made' notation "picture" he should form a conception
of the relative note values.

$1

1Home-made1 no fratton
walking
running
skipping
galloping
two other responses which are helpful in developing
the concept of rhythmic notation are clapping the rhythm,
and stepping the rhythm*

FIEST aHABB LISTENING

"Cosing to Enow the worth of music” should be the
goal of listening activities*

this is achieved as chil

dren develop skills in reacting more effectively and
purposefully to the expressive qualities embodied in or
ganised sound; i. e, to rhythm, to melody, and to harmony*
Thus singing, Instruments played:, and applications of
skills take on new meanings, and children have Increased
their "appreciation” of music*
the degree to which this development takes place
for any given child will depend in large measure upon
his level of Intellectual and social maturity, his natu
ral interests, his musical capacities, his previous
musical experiences, his cultural background, and the
skills of his teacher.
The approaches of the teacher should be varied and
imaginative If he Is to reach All pupils, and such ap
proaches are those which, most generally, are centered
upon the expressive qualities of the music to be pre
sented.

The teacher will prepare the children for what

they are to hear by directing their attention, when
appropriate, to the social milieu out of which the music
52
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came, the composer, the performer(s} and the medium,
the mood, and many other factors which may make the
specific composition worthy of study.
The result of such guided and purposeful listening
will he an Increased understanding of music*s message
and an extension of the use of music as a phase of dally
living.

Music will then intensify the social, physical,

and emotional life of the child, because he understands
more fully the worth of what he hears.

Thus it is that

beauty in music lifts man above and beyond his animal
being.
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OBJTSOmBS OF the f u s t s h ap e listbnijtg program

To respond to moods of music through the child*s own
stories, pictures, and dramatisations

To develop good listening habits

To help children become aware of the sound in the
world around them

To acquaint the children with the more common instruments
and the tones they produce
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t m w m s t m & m msibhxhg m o o m m

tO RBSPOBP fO MOODS OP MUSIC TBHOflGH fHB CHILD *S OWB
sfoEXEs« picfgBBS. abb
Arouse Interest for first experiences by suggesting
to the children the possible mood of a selection

It dalntyv sweet, happy, harsh, weird, or sad?
march, dance, or skip?

is

Boss it

It will be necessary to set the

stage for a response,- and the teacher will need -to
®anewer the correct one from the class,

later on let

the class, suggest the mood of other compositions*

Suc

cessful motivation and/involvement most generally results
when children are given something specific for which to
listen.

Specific items for which first grade children

can be expected to listen for, in addition to mood, ares
high and low, loud and soft, slow and fast, rhythmic
patterns, the sounds of Instruments and human voices, etc.
Impressions of and responses to the music can be
shared by telling how the music made one feel, by creating
a picture, or by acting out the story in a dramatization
or creative rhythmic interpretation.

tQ

SQQB MSffflXM HABIXS
At the very first listening lesson explain to the

class that the only way we can have the music is by lis
tening —

because music is not something we see, although
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we can see people making music; music is not something
we can touch ami hold on to because music is a sound
which is always moving and Is not a thing like a box or
a chair.

So the only way we can have the music is through

our own ears which take it to our mind.

(This is helped

by gesturing to the corresponding parts of the head.)
Suggest that the class sit up straight, keep hands in
lap, open ears, seal lips, and think about nothing else
except the sounds of the music.
Therefore* the teacher must provide an atmosphere

conducive to good listening at all times.

This will

necessitate both the teacher and the children giving the
music their undivided attention.

Heedless to say, the

teacher's listening example is of prime importance -*
as he appears interested and appreciative, so will the
children.
*Boys and girls, we must listen carefully so that
the music will speak to us.w
fO HELP (miLPBM BB0QMB AVARS Off THE SOPHD IB THE WQBIP
aiotos m m
Give attention to the many audible sounds about us
both indoors, and outdoors, such ass

footsteps, tele

phones, kitchen noises, voices, cars, trucks, trains,
planes, fog horn, birds, animals, motors, wind, etc.
Unfortunately, many of us are not good enough listeners

to hear these many sounds about us.
Ask for complete silence for a few moments to listen
to the sounds about us —

there will likely be; happy

voices of children at play on the playground, the drone
of an airplane overhead, the sound of footsteps in the
corridor, somebody moving in his chair in the room, perhaps
even the sound of farm equipment and farm animals if the
school is located in a rural area, cars passing by on
the highway, etc.
Children will enjoy hearing how Sir Edward Elgar
as a boy took a pad of music paper and pencil and sat
down by the side of a brook and attempted to write down
in music the sounds about him, especially the sound of
the wind blowing through the reeds and grasses on the
stream's bank*
10 AOQUAIIf THE PHILDREH WITH THE MORE CPMHQH INSTRUMENTS
AMD THE TOMES THEY MOIHjPE
first grade children can be expected to recognise,
after some preliminary study, the *volce* of the piano,
organ, drum, violin, and trumpet.

Make use of available

instruments, performers, pictures, and recordings,

let

the children experiment for themselves with the rhythm
instruments, as well as with the piano, bells, etc.

THE TIME EG! LISTEEING
Every music period, as well as much of the time
spent la school, constitutes a listening experience
children listen as the teacher speaks and sings, they
listen to each other, a® they sing and speak, etc-., or
they participate in a planned listening experience.
There will he many times for music in the day of
the first grader, and the classroom teacher will use
music listening activities as frequently as other ob
jectives permit.

The music teacher should serve as a

resource person to the classroom teacher and assist in
the selection of appropriate records for listening —
to correlate with the social study emphasis, wMvihg
in the Borne and School,** or to serve as a stimulus for
working periods, or to be heard during periods of
relaxation and enjoyment.

E V iX M f l O B

SIIGIBG
Has the child found M s singing vole©?

Does he use

it with a clear, light, high tone quality?
Does he enjoy singing, alone and with the group?
las he learned proper singing position?
Has he learned a few of the songs on the cumulative
song repertoire?
FOHDJJfEHf&LS
Does the child recognise tunes when played on the
piano or hummed by the teacher?
Oan he discriminate between high and low?
Does he know the music syllables?
Can he sing the scale as easily with numbers as
with the syllables?
Does he recognise walking, running, skipping,
galloping patterns by both sound and sight?
Can he" discriminate between loud and soft, fast
and slow, and high and low?
BHXfHMS
Does the child respond freely with both large and
small movements —

clapping rhythm, keeping time?
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IHffKMS (eon.)

Has he had an opportunity to experiment with the
rhythm instruments in addition to directed, instructed
playing?
Has he had opportunities to participate in
singing games?
Hoes he respond without hesitation to walking,
running, skipping, and galloping rhythmic patterns?

Can

he change quickly from one to the other?
Has he had opportunities for free expression?
hmtmmQ

Has the child developed favorable listening atti
tudes?
Is he aware that the sounds of music are another
way of telling a story?
Hoes he distinguish the mood of the composition?
Is he able to recognize male and female voices,
piano or organ tone, the violin and the trumpet?

immmmts
Has he had the opportunity to explore the piano
keyboard?
Has he experienced playing the bells?
Which rhythm instruments has he played?

RECORD LISTING FOR FIRST - THIRD GRADES

It - Lyons Record Catalogue

EES - Educational Record Sales

INSTRUMENT RECOGNITION
1.

Concerto for Toys and Orchestra - BBS,

2.

Happy Instruments * BBS, L

3.

Licorice Stick - EES,

4.

Mr. Grump andthe Dingle School Band «* EES, L

5»

Tubby the Tuba - EES

6.

Peter, Tubby, and Fan - EES

?.

Rusty In Orehestraville * ERS, L

8.

Toy Symphony - BBS, L

9.

Wonderful Violin - ERS, L

to.

L

L

Said the Piano to the Harpsichord - EES, L

iSSM
1.

Listening Volumes I * III, RCA Victor Records
for Elementary Schools - ERS, I*

2.

Volumes I «* III, Quiet Music - ERS

3.

Magic of Music - IRS, L

4.

Animal Rhythms - L

5*

Clowns and Dwarfs (Midsummer Night’sDream) * L

6.

Children's Corner Suite - ERS, L

7*

Pictures at an Exhibition (Selections) - L

8.

Pavanne * L
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t.

Holiday Rhythms - HRS, 1

2.

Holidays for It. S. - HRS

3*

luteracker Suite * 1

4*

Christmas free Suite - RCA Victor, Listening
Album, Vol. Ill - BRS, 1

5*

Christmas Hymns and Carols - IRS

6.

Treasury of Raster Songs - 1

7*

Grandma#e Thanksgiving - BIS

LISttBRIHG

Am AWmMQlktlOM

1.

Children’s Corner Suite * BRS, 1

2.

tiny Masterpieces for Very Young listeners - BBS

3*

Vol. I - III, RCA Record library for Elementary
Schools - BRS, 1

(listening Activities)

4.

Vol. I * III, Adventures In Music - SIS

5*

The Clock That Went Backwards - BEE, I

OTHER'XHtlRBSTS
1.

Circus Comes to Town - BRS, 1

2.

Til Bulensplegel'a Merry Pranks * 1

3*

Men Who Come to Our House - ERS, 1

4.

Pun With Music - 1

5*

Genie the Magic Record - BRS

6.

Cinderella * M B

7-

Peter and the Wolf - BRS, I

8.

How We Know - BRS, 1

TH.B SECOID (MABt
SIiailG
PBlBASOTmS
m im & $

Bisraraa

S O O m SfBDY EMPHASIS:
^Living together 1b the Community"

Eeference key to song hooks:

<*

Sinking Every Bay

Ginn and Co.

SB

Music in Our Town

Silver Burgett Co.

F

Mus1c Bound the 1own

follett Pub. Co.

ABO

Music for Young: Americans. II

American Book Co.

AlfZiB

m^s Is Music. II

Allyn and Moon Co
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QBjmfxtm op tub sworn o m m stmtno m o o m u

fo use song books when a class is ready for this
experience

fo place more stress on clear enunciation and pronouneiatiom

to develop phrase consciousness

fo develop a lilting and crisp singing tone

fo begin counter melodies

fo provide opportunities for the child to sing alone

fo add to the cumulative song repertoire

64
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fm

SECoip g rad e s x m x m program

In addition to those ideas and suggestions given
for the first grade, all of which should be enlarged
upon for the second grade, the following experiences
should be addeds
10 USB SOUS ROOKS M E M A CLASS IS READY FOR THIS EXPERIENCE
Singing experiences in the first grade have been
rote experiences; the children simply*learned songs by
hearing them and repeating over and over.

In the second

grade the child Is taught to follow the printed page as
a new song is being learned.

At first the children will

only follow the words as they sing, paying little atten
tion to the musical score,

then the class is accustomed

to following the words of a song, their attention should
be directed to the music.

Some understanding for this

may be developed prior to using the books by showing
the class ”how the music picture looks” by examples on
the chalk board or by using notation charts.
Finding pages.

In any second grade there will

be some children who experience difficulty in finding
pages.

They lack number sense and cannot visualise the

page number of the song which has been announced.

The

teacher should write the numbers on the board, and If
possible, arrange the schedule of songs In numerical
sequence to avoid so much skipping around in the book.
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Sufficient time should be allowed to enable the children
to locate the desired page.

The teacher should hold up

her open booh for the class to see —

some children will

find the pages by locating pictures.
Sow to hold the booh.

Second grade children are

aware of proper singing position —
tall as we sing —

we sit straight and

but now the introduction of the book

brings on the necessity of forming another good singing
habit; that of holding up the book at the proper level.
If the music class is conducted in the regular classroom,
the children are instructed to clear their desks, and
music books should be held up at a ninety degree angle
to the desk or table surface.

If the class meets in a

music room without desks, the children should be Instructed
to hold up books while

singing,but allowed to rest books

in their laps at other times.
Care of the music book. Mien the music teacher tra
vels from room to room, a rolling cart for storage and
transport of books will eliminate wear and tear that
will result from handling and dropping of books.

If

the music class Is In a special music room, the class
should learn to place their books in the center of the
chair, front cover up.

This isnotonly a way of keeping

a neat and inviting room for the next class to enter,
but will facilitate collecting and storing of books on
the shelves.
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TO PLACE MO&B STRESS,OH ClEAR EBUKOIATION AND PKOHOTOOIATXOB
The teacher*s singing should he the epitome of clear
enunciation and pronounetation as the class will vocally
mirror not only her tone quality, hut also her singing
technique.

Despite the exactness of the model, whether

it he the music teacher, the classroom teacher, or a
recording, it will often he necessary to drill on trouble
some sounds,

The teacher should listen carefully as the

children sing to make certain that the words are enunciated
correctly.

It will be helpful to discuss meanings of new

words in the text.

Songs which stress different sounds

will be found in some of the books.
Suggested songst
B sound
24

*Bring the Bat**

a

p.

*The faucet Song11

©

p- 146

*Busy, Busy Bee*

ABC

p* 132

"Here Dances Bl-ba Butzemann"

AIM

p*

30

*Aydi Bim Barn*

AIM

p*

51

"By'tt Bye*

AIM

p*

71

"Work and flay*

G

p«

46

**0n Our Train*

P

p*

53

"Little Ducky Buddie*

a

p*

12

"The Ice Box Song*

G

p* 144

and Oh

68

1
"Beaky Faucet*

SB

P*

6

11Down, Down, Bows*

ABO

p.

20

"Fire Down Below*

SB

P-

80

"Halloween Faces"

ALXiB

P* 138

"Hlpplty Hop to Bed1*

F

P* 110

"Hot Soup11

ABO

P-

"See Maw! Ho Hum!"

ABO

P* 144

"Jiggity Jog*

0

"TP•
J

63

"Jump, Jump, Jump*

SB

P*

7

"fo Market, fo Market"

ABBB

p. 125

"Klleklety, IaekletyM

ABO

P*

94

"El Ooqui*

ABBB

P*

29

"Kuekuek"

ABLB

P*

56

"Elver Song"

0

P* 104

"Sweet Music, like Magic"

ABBB

P-

"flie Motor Boat1*

a

p. 152

69

75

1

69

H
"Bouncing Rabbits0

SB

P*

"Ihe Woodpecker"

ABC

P* 161

"Little Ducklings"

AIiLB

P- 118

"Sing a Song of Sixpence0

a

p.

"Simple Simon0

F

P* 102

"Golashes*

SB

P*

39

0Scraping up Sand0

ABC

P*

18

nWho Can It Be?"

SB

P*

22

"liddy*tflddy-WurkyH

G

P* 135

"Needle Song"

SB

P*

11

"Jet Planes11

ABC

P*

36

"Zing, Zing, 21ng!”

ABC

P* 135

"Zany Saddlepate"

ABC

P« 141

21

11

1

$0 p s m o g PHRASE CONSCIOUSNESS
fhe children should develop a feeling for phrases as
musical Ideas through ear-consciousness and physical res~
ponse.

fhrase lengths may he show by extending the arm©
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slowly up or down or to the left or right, with the an
swering phras© returning to the original position.

An

other method sometimes used to show phrasing Is to begin
with both hands touching at about chest height, then
slowly moving the hands upward until over the head to in
dicate the rise of the phrase, and the fall of the phrase
by the hands defining a half circle, .returning to position
in front of the chest for the beginning of the next phrase,
for first experiences it is necessary for the teacher to
demonstrate,

later on, suggest that the children

close

their eyes to hear the music better,* as this should In
sure an individual response rather than an imitative one.
fQ B171L0P A LILTIHG All 011Bf SIHGIMGTOHB
It is desired that the child sing with a forward
placed tone and rhythmic vitality.
strain and is not forced.

Good tone is free of

Children's voices are charac

terised by their lightness in quality.
Songs to heln develop lilting tone qualityt
Hear the Bain*

G

P« 103

'leaky Faucet*

SB

P*

6

dump, dump, Jump*

SB

P*

7

‘fhe fune 'the Calliope flayed

f

P*

62

fhe Little Shepherd**

f

P*

24

fiptoett

ABC

P*

49

'Snake Charmersw

ABC

P*

61

Songs for lilting: tone quality (cbn.)

*Valentine Bo^

ABO

p* 112

11The little Bird's Ball0

ABO

P*

00

"The Happy Wanderer11

A11B

P*

46

"luckuck0

AX&B

P*

56

,fSweet Music, like Magic0

ALLS'

p.

75

*Deok the Hall0

A11B

P*

144

TO BBGIB COURIER MELODIES
When the class can sing a song independent of
teacher help, the teacher can add a simple descant while
the children continue to sing the original melody.

Per

haps the class can create a simple descant.
Suggested song with descant;
11On Halloween0

F

p.

78

TO m o VIDE OPPORfOBIflBS FOB THE OHXLB TO SIBGA10IB
Individual singing to the class during a moment of
sharing, or perhaps during the last few minutes of the
music class will give opportunity for this,

fhe child

should not hesitate to sing alone, it should be

as

natural to sing alone as itis to speak alone. The child
needs to hear his own singing voice.
TO ADD 01 TO IBB CUMtJLATlVB S0IG REPERTOIRE
The teacher should consult the following list of

songs from the second grade books which are on the
Cumulative Bepertoire and choose those which are appro
priate for her class.
Songs from the .Cumulative...Repertoire:
America*

a

p.. 86

wAmerica, the. Beautiful”

G

P*

90

"Away in a Manger”

a

p.

80

nBattle Hymn of the Hepubllc”

G

P*

87

”0, Come All Ye Faithful”

a

P*

85

"Over the Elver and through the
Woods"

G

P*

74

"Silent Sight”

G

P-

83

"the Star Spangled- Banner"

a

P*

88

"Yankee Boodle”

G

P*

87

"America, the Beautiful”

f

P*

50

"Home on the Bange"

F

P*

29

"Bow Thank We All Our God"

F

P*

70

"Silent Bight”

P

P*

85

"Yankee Boodle”

F

P*

48

"America”

SB

P*

57

"Away in a Manger”

SB

P* 143

"Froggie Would A-Wooing Go”

SB

p.

"Over the liver"

SB

P* 137

"Yankee Boodle”

SB

P*

44
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Songs from the Onmulatlire Repertoires

"America"

ABO

p* 118

**Cradle Hymn"

ABO

p.

"Yankee Doodle"

ABO

P* 116

"America"

AMB

P* 143

"America* the Beautiful"

AMB

V* 132

"Deck the Hall"

ABBB

p. 144

"Down In the Talley"

ABM

P* 155

"Jingle- Bells"

AL1B

P*

"Over the liver"

AMB

P- 140

84

83

PBJBOTIVBS OF THE MDSIC FOTDAMMfAL-S fEOSEAK

W

THE aBOOED GRADB

fo Become observers of notation as preparation for music
reading readiness

fo help the children develop a feeling for the basic
rhythm patterns
f© begin a vocabulary of musical terms
fo increase shills in using syllables and numbers in
reading music
fo create simple songs and jingles
fo become aware of harmony In musie
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TBM SECOND GRADE HD3IC FSJNDAMERfABS PROGRAM
fO BECOME OBSERVERS OF NO fAt101 AS FREEABAfION FOR MBS 10
IHADllO. READINESS
low that the child has the music booh in his hand,
with the “music picture* In It, he Is ©shed to observe
the direction of the tune*

Does It go up, or down, or

does it remain on the same tone, or perhaps take giant
stepsf

The student should be taught to recognise phrases

which are alike, familiar tonal patterns, and the general
melodic direction of the phrase.

If the class has had

considerable first grade experience with syllables and
rhythms, it might be possible to try reading a simple
three tone song such as “lot Cross Buns,• on p. 45 of
the Ginn, Singing SgSXX. &£•
Suggested songs for observing like phrases. and/or

familiar tonal patternst
“Here We Go Skating Along*

G

p*

22

“Balloons*

0

p.

25

“turning, turning Roundw

0

p*

33

“Bluebird, Bluebird*

g

p*

34

“there Came to My Window*

a

p* 119

“Daffodils11

a

p* 120

“Strawberry Jam*

SB

p. 40

#Breakfast*

SB

p.

4

“leedle Song*

SB

p.

It
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Suggested songs for observing like phrases

“Fops1cle Song*

SB

p.

92

“Our fonies”

SB

P*

90

**Come to the Fair*

F

P*

96

*the Merry-Go -Hound11

t

P*

98

“On Our train*

f

P*

53

“the Snails*

ABC

P*

10

“Gingerbread Childram”

ABC

P*

24

“Golden Sands**

ABO

P*

54

‘*r Wish I Were*

ABC

P*

56

“traffic lights*

ABO

P*

77

“Scraping Bp Sand la the Bottom
of the Sea*

ABBB

p.

90

“Supermarket”

ABBB

P-

98

*Billhead1*

ALLB

p. 122

“two Eabblts*

ABBB

P* 151

“Biding in a taxi”

ABBS

P«

89

“One Potato, two Potatoes*

G

p.

41

“Autumn leaves11

a

P* 112

“Elding on an Elephant”

■SB

P*

99

“the ladder”

ABO

p.

15

“Department Store Elevator*

ABO

P*

16

“Bells in the Steeple”

ABBB

p.

24

Scale so&aas
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TO BEL? TIE CHILDREN DEVELOP A PBHhlHG FOR BASIC RHYTHM
MTTISHS
thy thm patterns and note values are not considered
as mathematical units in the second grade, hut are ex
pressed through movement; such as walking, running, skip
ping, and galloping*

By means of rhome-made, notation,

children can develop a concept of proportion which will
later aid In understanding note values.
***. — „ walking
._ ^ _

running

*

skipping
galloping

Son^s involving material for baste rhythm ipatternsi
”Penny Problems”

G

p.

21

”Run and Walk”

G

p.

18

wSing a Bong of Merry-Go-Round”

G

p*

29

"Hide Away”

G

p* 133

*'Shake My Hand”

SB

p.

63

”Parmer's Market”

SB

p.

71

”Birds in Granny *s Garden”

ABBB

p. 160

”$rotf Trot”

AIM

p.

16

78

Galloping
"Circus Elders1*

F

P*

63

"She Ponies*

ABC

p.

38

tfSwing High, Swing Low”

a

P*

26

"She Street Organ1
*

G

P*

66

*Happy Birthday**

G

P.*

68

"Come Rowing With Me**

F

P*

41

**Aeh, Du Lie her Augustin*

f

P.*

74

"Katrina9s Wedding"

F

P* 107

"Where Has My Little Bog Gone?"

SB

p.

14

*X*m On My Way"

SB

p.

37

"My Bonnie"

SB

P-

58

"If I Ask Tou*

ABO

p.

4

"Star Light, Star Bright"

ABO

P*

27

"Skating"

ABC

P*

70

"Waltz Song"

ABC

P* 110

"Will foul”

ABO

P* 113

"In March"

ABO

p. 127

"She Sea Gull Curves Hie Wings"

ALLB

38

"Oranges and Lemons"

ALLB

■p. ;63

"She Sheep Shearing"

ALLB

P* 124

"She Woodpecker11

ABC

p. 161

Waltz

79

Syncopation
*■Going Bound the Mountain”

ABO

p.

38

"Sambalele"

ABO

p.

20

Sotted quarter and eighth

"America* the Beautiful"

0
?
ABBB

p. 90
p. 50
p. 132

When a child has sung and responded physically to
songs employing a variety of rhythmic patterns, he will
he well equipped expertenee-wise for future intellectual
grasp of the rhythm.

The teacher will utilize these pre

viously learned songs as points of reference.
TO BBSIH A VOCABULARY Off MUSICAL TERMS
As the child observes the music in his book he is
likely to ask at various times —
"lhat is this called?"

"What does this mean?"

His questions should be answered

with an explanation that is comprehensible to him*

Botes

should be referred to as quarter notes that walk, eighth
notes that run, and sixteenth notes which run very fast,
and half notes which are longer and step-bend.

Such a

reply helps to build a concept of the characteristic value
of the note.
Suggested songs to expand musical horizons?
"Here Is a Big Train"

0

p. 14?

"Simple Simon" (minor mode)

I*

p. 102

80
ug&ested son&s to expand musical horizons (con.)

11At the Airport* (natural, sharp
fermata, first and second
endings, ritard)

F

P*

18

nAt the Corner Store* (triplets)

F

P*

18

”Xhe Jolly Fiddler*
fermata)

ABO

P*

9

ABC

P-

26

ABO

p.

29

A1XB

p.

67

ABBB

P* 112

”How Do You Dot*
note and rest)

(slur and

(sixteenth

"Fire* Mister Fireman1’

(rests,

and repeats)
"Hickory Biekory Dock* (fermata

and portamento)
’’Cops and Robbers* (rest, and
all accidentals)

tO XlfORBASB SKILLS II USING BOMBERS AID SYLLABLES li
RIADlia MOS1Q
Although the syllables and numbers were introduced
by rote in the first grade, both should still be used for
rote tone drills even though the students are using books.
As both are sung the children can show distances with the
hand in imitation of climbing the stairs.

By the end of

the second year each child should be able to sing the
scale ascending and descending with both syllables and
numbers for the words in the songs.
Please refer to the music reading readiness section
on p. ?6 for a listing of suitable scale songs.
Xhe Allyn and Bacon book, This Is Music, also intro
duces the letter names for the notes, and has many songs
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with the letter names, with letters as note heads,

there

are also songs with syllables and numbers.
tO OIBATB SIMPLE SONGS AMD JiffGIBS
Bach child should have an opportunity to create his
own songs and jingles.

Perhaps this will only be a

slightly altered version of a song which has been sung
by the class.

Musical conversations between the teacher

and students are another way to develop creativeness.
there is little to be gained from notating these
songs at this early stage In musical development.
TO BBQOMB AWARD OF HAHMOKY IN.MUSIC
A single
the classroom

melodic line, unaccompanied, as muchof
singing is apt to be, presents music in a

horizontal aspect only.

Since music is also vertical,

and the harmonic tension and resolution is so necessary
to musical meaning, an awareness for harmony should be
developed through the use of accompanying instruments;
piano accompaniments,

chords on the auto-harp, and the

use of bells.Sometimes the

teacher can harmonize the

last few notes of a song.
Although rounds are contrapuntal and not harmonic
in the true sense, it is advisable to begin teaching
the more familiar rounds now as songs and part of the
permanent repertoire, for future round singing.

02

Suggested rounds, to be taught as songs*,
**Eowt How, How Tour Boat11
19Are Tou Sleeping?"1
"Little Tommy Tinker"
"■White Coral Bells1’

’’Three Blind Mice"

OBJECTIVES

OF THE SSCOSD 0BADS RHYTHMIC FH00BAM

To continue the first grade program of rhythmic activities
To continue development of the fundamental response to
rhythm, with chanting, clapping and stepping
To Broaden through variation the rhythmic activities Begun
in the first grade
To Become aware of Basic accents and meter
To continue rhythm instruments with more complicated
sound combinations and rhythmic patterns
To Begin simple circle dances and folk games; using more
complicated action songs
To further readiness for notation By correlating physical
movements with written symbols
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THE SBOOED GRADE RHTTRMIO PROGRAM

$0 CONTINUE TEE FIRST GRADE PROGRAM OF RRTTRMXO ACTIVITIES
Rhythmic activity in the second grade is a continma-*
tlon of the first grade program of fundamental rhythms*
creative rhythms* Interpretative rhythms and dramatizations*
plus more advanced responses a© the child becomes more
rhythmically experleneed.
of m s ftommmtal rbsboisb to

so.- o o s n m s

RHYTHM VITO OHABTINO. CLAPPING. AID SfEPfllG
There are many possible activities in this area and
the creative and resourceful teacher will not he at a loss
to find a suitable activity*

The following experiences

will prove helpfuls
1.

Select a child*s name* chant it In rhythm, then
clap it in rhythm* and then step It.

2.

Create combinations of various fundamental
rhythms, such as
Walk* walk, walk, walk,
Skipty, sktpty* skipby* sktpty,
Walk* walk, walk, walk*
Slide* slide, slide, slide*

3*

Wse a rhythm round

—

”Three Blind Mice**

Three blind ©ice . . . . . .
walk
See how they run
. . . . . run
They all ran
. . . . . . . skip
She cut off* * ....... Jump
Bid you ever
............ slide
As three blind mice.
walk
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4.

Mvlde the class into several groups, giving each
a rhythm to act out*

one group -* walk, another *

gallop, and.-so forth*

Bach group responds In

turn to the appropriate music for Its assigned
rhythm.
M

BROADEST THROUGH VARIATION H E RHYTHMIC ACS?IVIHES
am

m

xbb

first grade

Suggested recordings for free rhythmic clay*
Rhythmic Activities11
"Lietoning Activities**
"Spinning Song*1

Vol. X, BOA
Vol. XX, BOA

wXhe Wild Horseman*1
"Of a tailor and a Bear**

*Waltzing Boll**
"Skaters Waltz"

Shy. Act.

Vol. 2?, BOA

"Flight of the Bumblebee"

Rimsky-Korsafcoff

"In a Clock Store"

Orth

"The butoracker Suite"

fsehaikowsky

*’Carnival of the Animals**

Salnt-Saens

"The Walt sing Cat**

Leroy Anderson

f*$be Syncopated Clock*1

Leroy Anderson

Suggestions for imitative nlav;
'Shuffling feet

Indian Album, BOA

W « n bending, walking, ana £BBB.lag notes have

been Introduced, the following activity can be used;
Haying oars —

first gear
Second gear
Hl^h gear

half note value
quarter note
eighth note

After the das® has experienced the rhythms, notate
on the chalkboard! either with *home-made* notation, or
with the actual note values.
Suggestions for dramatizations:
"Hansel and Oretel*

Columbia

"Of a Tailor and a Bear”

RCA

"listen and Bo" 1, II /' ill

ABC

"Shoemaker and the lives”
(also In Ginn, XI)

Decca

"fhree Billy Coats Cruft”
(also in Ginn, II)

Beoca

"A Mother Goose Concert”

ALLB

"let's Build a town"

ALLB

Suggested songs for imitation of orchestral :
"He Flay In our Band”

F

p.

73

"The Fiddle”

F

p.

94

"Johnny Boy"

ABO p. 158

"Dancing Song”

ALLB p. >19

Suggestions for interoretative listenings
"listening Activities11 II

RCA

"Adventures in Music* (fipton)
(Volume II)

RCA

fO BBOOME AWARB Off BASIC ACCBH1S M U METER
fhe children can become aware of accents "how the
music swings” by participating in activities such as:
3
1. Conducting, simple down, I up
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Su&gested .som&s.for conducting experiences

This Old ManM

0

p*

7

'Sing a Song of Sixpence”

p-

11

p*

3t

Bluebird, Bluebird”

a
a
a

p*

34

Jingle at the Window**

0

p*

39

One, Two, Three, Four”

a

p*

40

Bound and Bound the Tillage”

2. dumping rope
3*

Clapping hards on accents

4.

Showing accent with strong step and bodily dip
while walking

5*
to

Bouncing ball on accent

ooOTnrcra rhythm x h s t r u m m t s with m o r e complicated

SOTOS CQMBXBATIOBS ABB HBTTHMIQ BAfTBMS
The songs which follow have scores for rhythm Instru
ments, or instrumental parts can easily be improvised.
Suggested songss
On a Balmy Bay”

0

p. 101

!Amaryllis”

0

p. 134

'Bing, Bing”

0

p* 155

Tick Took”

0

p. 142

The Wake Bp Clock”

0

p.

50

On Our Train1*

F

P-

53

The Carpenter”

F

p*

36
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Suggested songs with rhythm instruments!

p.

20

SB

"Old House”

SB

"The 01reus Parade"

Jj0

p.

"The Woodpecker"

ABO

p. 161

"Indian Boy*

ABO

p.

76

"Playing”

ABO

p.

96

"Halloween Faces"

AIM

p. 138

"Here Dances Bi-Ba-But se -Mannf?

ALLB

p.

30

M Had a little Overcoat1*

ALLB

p.

96

"Ulster Hamgoat"

ALLB

p. 130

CO

"The Firefly”

62

Suggested recordingss

"Music for Rhythm Band*

RCA

"Indian Music*

EGA

"Rhythm Activities, " fol. Ill
"March Milltaire”
"Come, lassies and lads"
"Polly tut the Ke|tle On*

ROA

TO BBSCT. SIMP1E CIRCLE DANCES

F Q M OAMBS M B MOBS

COMPLICATED AOIIOI SOTOS
this is an activity the children enjoy, hut uafortu*
nately, space to move about Is required*

The singing game

song© could be taught during the music class, and then
played at recess time.

Some games which require less

space will be welcome activities for indoor recess period©
during bad weather.
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Suggested recordings!

"Rhythms and Dance© for the Blementary School,”
LaSalle
"Honor Your Partner,” Album to — flay Party Games,
Singing Games, and Polk Dances
iggested game songs:
"Round and Round the Village"

a

p.

31

"Looking for a Partner"

G

P*

32

"Draw a Bucket of Water”

G

P*

33

"turning, turning Round11

G

P*

33

"Bluebird, Bluebird"

0

P-

34

"for and Goose”

G

P*

33

"Loobyloo"

G

p.

36

"London Bridge"

Q

P*

36

"One, two, three*1

G

P*

38

"Jingle at the Windows"

a

P«

39

"the farmer"

f

P* 106

"the Muffin Man"

p

P*

T

"follow Our Leader”

SB

P«

84

"Hoky pokey”

SB

P*

68

"Who Has Gone from the Ring7”

SB

P*

64

"Going Round the Mountain”

ABO

p.

36

**I Wish 1 Were"

ABO

P*

56

"Kllaa Jane”

ABO

p.

74

"Anyone Can Do a Dance**

ABO

P*

93

90
Suggested game songs (con.)8

“The Circle of San Miguel*

ALL!

P*

23

*Clapping land11

ALLB

P*

15

“Going to the Pair*'

ALLB

P> 161

*If Tou*re Happy”

ALLB

P*

“The Pawpaw patch11

ALLB

P* 135

“ieaey Weency Spider”

G

P*

“The Bus”

G

P* 153

*Mr* Mosquito”

G

p. 125

"What a Surprise11

G

P»

72

“John Brown Had a Little Indian*

G

P«

42

“This Old Man”

G

P*

7

MHhen We Go to Play*

a

P*

22

“One Potato, Two Potatoes”

G

P*

40

“Oh, When I Go A-plowing*

G

P*

44

“I'm. Going to Slag*

SB

V*

62

“Shake My Hand11

SB

P.*

63

“hike a leaf”

SB

P* 134

“Hohie Duke of York”

SB

P*

69

“And They Danced”

SB

P*

66

“Builders at Work”

F

P*

30

“The hittie Shoemaker”

P

P*

16

“AngelinaM

ABO

P*

22

8

Suggested action soxutss
9

Suggested action songs (con . )t

"Follow My lady"

ABO

P*

*8

"Going to Boston"

ABO

P*

45

"Marching fo Pretoria"

ALLB

P*

12

"little Bingo"

ABBB

P* 123

to m n m m u m m m & s fob rotation by correlating physical
KOVMgHTS m m

WRXTT1S SYMBOLS

After the children have been accustomed t© seeing the
*home-made* notation for walking and running drawn on the
chalkboard* and have responded physically to this* it is

time to observe the actual formal notation in the song
hook*
t.

First

Walk ^
Bun

2* later

« **•

Walk
tun

^
«*■»

mm

mm

mm

^
_

mm

mm

mm

jd jd jd

mm

^
mm

mm

^
mm

mm

^
mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

jJ jJ jJ jJ

tmJ

d

J

niJJHJ1

Step-bend

J

d

d

d

d

An excellent song to use for making the transition
from ’home-made* notation to formal notation Is "Run and
talk*'* found on p. 18 of Ginn, Singing Bverv Day, recorded
on Record 2 A-9*

A procedure such as the one following

may be used:
1.

The class listens to the recording, books closed.

2.

Teacher asks class how many different word© they
heard In the song.

HUM* WALK, and STOP.
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3*

Jhls Is indeed interesting, a three word songl
How did the music sound when the words BBB, BUB,
were used — * fast or slow?

How did the music

sound when the words were I&blt, WALK?
4.

Boys and girls, our music runs and walks just as
the words in this song do.

Open your books to

p. 18 and notice how fast the music Is going on
the running line.

In fact, the notes are running

so fast their coats are flapping in the breesel
5«

Observe music score as teacher sings? then class
sing with teacher.

6. Bow that our voices have had the fun of singing
this song, we’ll use our hands to clap.
7* low it Is time for our feet to share the fun
too.

first of all, we’ll stand and run and step

in place as we hear the recording.
8.

If space permits, allow the children to move about
the room, running and walking with the music.

Many of the songs in the music series can be adapted
to this kind of activity.

However, in choosing songs for

walking and running, a duple rhythm is best, with quarter,
eighth, and half note values.

OBTOOfXVBS Of fBl SIOOHi OlAOl U S f M I B G fBOORAM

fo build upon the listening experiences of the first grade
fo develop good listening habits
to respond to mood music
fo listen for story content
fo develop tune recognition
fo recognise the Voices w of the more usual instruments,
and to know the families of Instruments
fo relate music to personal experience
fo correlate listening to music with other areas of the
second grade total curriculum
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THB SBOOBS GRADE LXSfBBIBO PROGRAM
fO BOILB OIOl tMM hXSTBBIHG EXPERIENCES Of THE FIRST GRADE
Second grade listening Is a continuation of. the first
grade program of listening.

However, a new aspect enters

the picture as the children have now become "observers* of
music via text boohs and wall charts, and will be able to
follow the score of the songs as they listen, or the pro
gress of a theme in a recorded composition.

Since the

children are one year older, the teacher will expect more
advanced and defined response than was possible in the
first grade,

the children should be able to listen to

slightly longer compositions .and excerpts, and to approach
listening more intellectually as they have had a total
year of first grade singing,, dancing, and rhythmic play.
gQ DEVELOP GOOD LXSXBBIBG E&BlffS
this Is an area which will require patience on the
part of the teacher and guidance for the children.

Present

day youngsters are conditioned to hearing music as back
ground via the radio, television, mosaic, or phonograph,
this blares at them all day long in both home and market
place, so it is a novel situation to be asked to listen
quietly to a selection of music*

For some, namely those

who were not in your first grade classes last year, this
might be an entirely new experience.

Such background music
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does not often call for imaginative or intellectual
participation, but now the teacher is asking that the
child listen actively, and Identify himself with the music*
He must realize that the music will speak to him by means
of sounds if he will only listen.
Provide an atmosphere conducive to good listening*
The Students should be physically comfortable, and a
feeling of rapport —
atmosphere —

friendliness and a happy emotional

should be established between the teacher

and the class.
The example of the teacher is important.
will mirror the attitude of the teacher.

The class

If the teacher

moves about the room and appears to detach himself from
listening, or If his mind should wander (which is immediately discernible from his facial expression), the chll*
dren are also likely to become indifferent and Inattentive.
The teacher, at all times, should be the model of rapt
attention.

Granted that this is sometimes difficult to

assume, especially upon the twentieth playing of a com
position.

Therefore, it is necessary for the teacher to

be a convincing actor, for he will need to be as enthusi
astic with the last group as he was with the first group.
Boredom is highly contagious.
Vary the procedure of presenting the recording.

It

is sometimes advisable to give the title of a composition
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before'It is played; other time© withhold the title and
let the students listen without a preconceived picture.
It will be difficult for this age child to- sit quietly for
very long; therefore, it is good to vary quiet listening
with some kind of participation —

humming the tune, or

clapping the beat.
TO HSSrOlB TO MOOD MUSIC
A feeling for the various moods in music builds a
groundwork for later understanding of interpretation and
musical form.

Some songs are sung in a happy maimer, some

quietly, some smoothly, and others quicker, etc*

Also the

child should become aware of a variance in tempo and mood
within a given selection,

the student should notice the

contrasting section immediately*
TO IISTM FOR STORT CQKTEST
The teacher should create an awareness of how music
tells a story by using sound; just as a poem or story uses
words, an artist uses paints and crayons, and the dancer
usee physical movements.

The teacher should be prepared

to guide the listening and to bring out the dlscoverie©
by means of his questions.

With each repetition of the

recording something new is bound to be heard.

For such

experiences it is best to use recordings without a
narrator, or lyrics of any kind.
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TO DEVELOP TUHB HEQOGKXTXQH
Aural memory of a kind will come with. Increased
musical experience.

Acquisition of this musical facility

is not consciously sought after on the second grade level,
hut many facets of the school music program will aid in
developing this.

W i m presenting a recording, the teacher

can place the main theme(s) up on the chalkboard, play
these on the piano before using the recording, and ask
the children to sing the themes, if within their vocal
range, before hearing the record,

therefore, when the

melodies are heard in the composition, the children will
be able to recognise them.
A classroom version of "fame That Tune11 is also
helpful for tune recognition as well as for review pur
poses.

Such an activity has proven successful when con

ducted in the manner of a spell down, either by individuals
or by teams.

The teacher would play excerpts from songs

learned, or recordings heard, and the child would be al
lowed one "guess* to identify.

If the response is incor

rect, the other team or individual would have the oppor
tunity to reply.

The team with the most correct responses

is declared the winner.
TO R2QQGtEXZE THE "TOI01S3* Of THE MORE USUAL ISSTRPHBHTS
The second grade child should be familiar with the
four families of Instruments, and should be able to
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recognise the sound of the more usual, instruments, and
differentiate between the high and low instruments in
each family, for examplej
tuba, snare drum —

violin —

bass drum,

bass viol, trumpet —

The preferred experiences

in this category involve live performances with actual
Instruments; either adults or upper class students who
are in the instrumental program.

Bext best source, ofcourse,

is the use of a recording with the accompanying picture.
The second grader should begin to develop a concept of
the relationship of the size of an Instrument to its pitch.
TO RELATE THS MUSIC TO PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
This objective can really be incorporated into the
others because music must become a personal experience to
the listener.

However, If it .should begin to snow, hearing

"The Snow Is Dancing11 from Debussy’s "Children's Corner
Suite" would be a meaningful experience for many children.
Many children's pieces by Debussy, Schumann, Pinto, filla*
Dobos, and contemporary composers can be used most effec
tively.
TO CORRELATE 115 TESTING WITH OTHER AREAS Off THE CTIRRIC0LUM
It is advantageous to musically supplement the other
curriculum areas when correlating materials are available.
There are many song records available to complement the
social studies emphasis on "Living Together in the
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Community.*

Explore other existing relationships between

music and subjects:

Music

nature (science), Music

weather (science), Program Music and narrated musical
stories, (language arts)
m B fIME FOR L I 3 M I I G
Every music period constitutes a listening experience.
Children listen as the teacher sings, they listen to each

other as they sing, or they participate in a planned
listening experience.
However, with the increased musical background of
the second grader, and his increased attention span, the
listening lesson assumes a new significance.
necessary for the teachers —

It is

both classroom and special

music teacher -• to pursue a balanced program, combining
all phases of music instruction so that all areas will
be explored.

S BOOB D GBADB EVALUATION

SINGING
Does the child use his voice with a clear, light,
high tone quality?
Does he enjoy singing, alone and with the group?
Has he learned to use his singing hook with the
understanding that looking at the music picture will
help him to learn the tune?
Has he learned the proper singing position and how
to hold his hook while singing?
Has he learned additional songs on the cumulative
song repertoire?
FUNDAMENTALS

Is the child able to sing both an ascending and a
descending scale with syllables and numbers?
Has he learned to apply the use of syllables to
simple reading songs?
Does he note and recognise the melodic progression
of melodies?
Does he recognize walking, running, and stepbowing notes?
Oan he discriminate between high and low, loud and
soft?
too
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FUNDAMENTALS (con.)
Does he use his hands to show the direction of the
melody?
Does he recognize repeated patterns visually and
aurally?
BHTTHM
Can the child clap rhythm patterns?

Does he dis

tinguish between clapping the beat, and clapping rhythm?
Does he recognize walking, running, skipping, and
galloping patterns visually and aurally?
Has he participated in simple singing games and dances?
Has he had the opportunity to experience individual
and group expression of rhythms?
Is he able to step a rhythm pattern?
LISTENING
Has the child developed favorable listening attitudes?
Is he aware that the sounds of music are another way
of telling a story?
Does he recognize the mood of a composition?
Does he recognize the four families of instruments?
Does he distinguish between the high and low voices
in each family?
INSTBUMENTS
What opportunities have there been for playing rhythm
instruments, piano, and bells in both directed response
and Improvisation?

THE THIRD GRADE

F0H DAMEHTALS

OREAflfXTX
RHYTHMS

Lisfmim
SOCIAL STUDY MBBASXSi
"Living In Different Communities and Meeting
Man*s Heeds in These Communities”

Reference key tosong books?

®

Singing and Rhyming

Cinn and Co*

F

Music Through the Tear

Follett Dub. Co.

SB

low and Long Ago

Silver Burdett Co.

ABC

Music for Young Americans.

American Book Co.

Book III

ALLB

This is Music. Book III
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Allyn and Bacon Co.

OBJECTIVES Of THE THIRD 0RAD1 SIHGIBG,
fUHDAMIITALS, AND CREATIVITY
To sing with a bouyant lilt and crisp tone, and with the
Joyous freedom of childhood
To help the child learn to listen as he sings
To present songs which will help the child "feel” the music
To help the children become independent singers
To begin singing rounds
To add on to the Cumulative Song Repertoire
To begin using staff notation functionally
To recognise and sing common tonal patterns and Intervals
In reading and observation songs
To Identify alike and similar phrases
To create original songs, to complete the answering
phrase for Incomplete songs
To create dramatizations using classroom songs
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f&n mim amm simim

program

As the third grade represents a step forward in the
academic program; likewise* the student in third grade
music Is also ready to step ahead,

low that he is able

to grasp the meaning of the printed page in his other
school subjects, he should also understand the nmuslo
picture* as this is found In his music books.

As he has

become an observer of the musical page through his second
grade activities, and as he has sensed the progression of
phrases, he is now ready to observe phrases which are
alike in melody and/or rhythm,
or visually.

this can be done aurally

He will experience many scale songs, and

try his wings at reading songs based on simple tonal
patterns.
10 SXHG WX IB A BOPYAM! hill AIB ORISP 1QHB. AID WXYH fHI
tTOYOHS FREEDOM OF CHILDHOOD
As the child has grown in body, so has his voice
grown in strength, range, flexibility, and expressive
quality,

fhe child voice should never be forced, and it

should be remembered that a good tone is free of strain
and should have an even quality.
10 Hl&ff 1HB OH3£3) LEA&H $0 tlBTM AS HB SIMS
Ihis is the beginning of the long road to developing
objective listening, not only to himself, but to others.
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Be should become aware of listening In order to improve

enunciation, tone production, and interpretation in
singingTO PRESENT soms 181OH HULL. HELP THE CHILD "FB3BL* THE MUSIC
Children are very responsive to beauty, humor, and

the emotional content in their songs.

Therefore, the

teacher should choose songs for musical quality as well
as for the observational features.
Music has often been, referred to as the "language
of feeling*"

Is the child experiencing an emotional

response as he sings?

Has he projected himself, through

his own imagination, to help express the meaning of the
song?
The child in the third grade should be growing In
'his concept of beauty in tone and expression in music.
Suggested songa to help.develop feeling in musics

Thanksgiving" (Eeverence)

a

P* .83

Crusaders1 Hymn"

0

P*

75

lock and Key" (humor)

a

P*

29

Don’t Want to Co Home"
(sympathy)

a

P*

64

lullaby and Good Night"

f

P* 136

Cuckoo M

F

p. 134

The Question"

ABO

P* 166

Day"

ABC

P* 138

lullaby"

ALLB

P* 103

Skating''’

AIDE

P* 148
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TO HELP THE CHILDREN BECOME INDEPENDENT SINGERS
This is a skill to be developed group-wise as well
as individually.

The group should be independent of the

piano or the accompaniment.

Individuals should be able

to carry the tune without help.

Dialogue type songs with

a solo and a chorus are excellent to help develop the
skill of carrying the tune and staying on the pitch.
Suggested songs,..for developing independences
{Bongs with dialogue, or inter-changing parts)
Blow, Boys, Blow"

SB

p.

84

Haul Away, Joe"

G

P-

40

Echo"

G

p.

29

Dance With Me"

F

P*

20

'Bittie Eskimo"

ABO

P*

91

When Shall We Be Married, John?"

ABO

p.

92

Daughter, Will You Marry?"

ABO

p. 118

I l l a Gay Musician"

AL1B

p.

58

Alouette"

ALLB

P*
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TO BEGIN 3INGINS ROUNDS
It was recommended that the children learn several
rounds by rote during the second grade.

If a third grade

class gives evidence of being able to sing independently,
the teacher might divide the class Into small groups for
"hearings", and when this has been done successfully,
singing the round in "round fashion" should be possible.

It will be advisable to divide the class into only two
groups for the first experience in round singing.

When

a class is able to keep two parts going successfully, try
a three part round.
Suggested roundsi
16

Sing Together1*

G

P*

'Three Blind Mice*

G

P* 146

Are You Sleeping?”

t

P*

76

Choral Grace”

?

P*

43

’Horning Bound”

f

P*

29

TO ADD OH TO fHB ODMBMTIYH SOBS IIBBBI0XRB
Building the cumulative repertoire is an objective
of each year's work in school music as this is a definite
carry-over into future adult life.

The third grade books

contain many of these songs.
Cumulative repertoire songs In third grade booksi
America0

0

P-

96

America, the Beautiful”

G

P*

95

'Come, Thou Almighty ling”

G

P-

73

’.fairest lord. Jesus”

0

P*

75

The first Bo el ”

G

P*

87

'Bark! the Herald Angels Sing”

G

P*

91

Home on the Bange”

G

P*

38

’0 little Town of Bethlehem”

0

P*

92

’The Star Spangled Banner”

G

p.

96

108

(eon.)s

•0

P*

74

"Yankee Doodle”

a

p.

12

"America"

SB

P* 161

"America, the Beautiful”

SB

P* 164

"Billy Boy"

SB

P*

"Jingle Bolls”

SB-

P* 158

”0 Come, 111 Te faithful”

SB

P* 155

"She'll Be Cornin' Bound the
Mountain"

SB

P* 129

"Tanked' Boodle”

SB

P* "128

"America”

P

P*

38

"Are You Sleeping?”

P

P*

76

”Auld Dang Syne”

P

P*

68

"Battle Hymn of the Republic"

f

P-

84

"Fairest lord Jeaue”

P

P*

39

"Borne on the Bange”

F

P*

10

"Lullabye and Good Bight”

P

P- 136

”0 Come* All Te faithful11

P

P*

62

"Over the liver”

P

P*

48

"The Star Spangled Banner”

F

P*

46

"America1*

ABO

P* 106

"Americat the Beautiful"

ABO

P* 104

"Deck the Hall"

ABO

P*

"Home on the Range”

ABC

P- 128

"Swing- Low, Sweet Chariot11

94

84

109
Cumulative repertoire songs (con* It

74

'Over the River1*

ABO

P*

America**

AIM

P* 160

America, the Beautiful**

ALIB

P* 162

Are Tou Sleeping?1*

AMB

p. 106

Home on the Range**

AMR

p.'

lullaby**

AMB

P* 103

Oh I Susanna1*

AMB

P*

Row, Row, Row your Boat”

AMB

P« 123

Silent light**

AMB

p. 144

18
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m i m GRADE FOTDAMMTAIS
to m a m m i m

staff ioiaiioi pctotiomaily. aid td

XBBIfXfl BY BAR AND BYB VARIOUS RHYTHMIC PATTERNS
It will be advisable to review both syllables and
numbers by rote at the beginning of the year.

A similar

review of walking and running notes, etc., will prove
beneficial.
The first third grade experiences In staff notation
might be built around a song with a rhythmic emphasis,
such ass
^Marching and Running,** p. 20, Ginn Booh III
(Recorded in Album 3A - 13)
Smg&ested procedures
1.

Request class to listen to record and watch
the score closely.

1 to

2. Where did

the music EDI?

Where did it WALK?

Where did it almost STOP?
3* Speak the words rhythmically.
4. Listen to

record again, then sing with record.

5* Clap rhythm with record, singing WALK, RUE, or
STSP-BSKD.

6.

Step rhythm with record. (Teacher will need to
explain this procedure to the new students. )

7.

If space is available select a few children to
move about the room, stepping the rhythm.

8. If the previous experiences have been satis
factory, try clapping the rhythm without any
music.

Suggest that the class watch books

very closely.
Another easy song to focus attention on both rhythmic
and tonal patterns:
#Catch Me If You Can,*’ p. 19, Cinn Book III
(A scale song, with syllables given in bracket)
Suggested procedure;
1. Teacher read words in rhythm, repeat and ask
the class to loin her.
2. Who will tell us where the music notes E M in
the first line? Second line?

etc.

3* Where does the tune WALK?
4. Does the tune move up or down for #fDp the Hill
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went Ned?” How does the tune move for the words
”Sown the hill went Sue?"
5.

When there Is a house number {key signature)
of two sharps, low DC is on the space below the
staff, and high DO is on the fourth line of the
staff.

6.

Head syllables orally, then sing syllables.

7*

Sing the words.

8.

Olap rhythm and sing.

9*

Step rhythm In place and sing.

10.

Clap rhythm without music.

fO RECOOHIZE AID S I M C0HM01 IBfBHflLS 11 RBADIBG AHP
OBSBHVAtfOl SONGS
there are many scale songs in the third grade music
books,

the teacher, with a little research, should be

able to locate a song to fit her purpose.
place

Sometimes

the song on the chalkboard instead of reading from

the books•
Suggested scale songs 1
’’Mary Middling”

a

p. 138

"llho’s In?1*

G

p. 134

’’Lady Bug”

Q

p. 129

11Pussy Willow”

Q

p. 125

^Hallowe'en light”

P

p. 40

”Maple Sugar time”

P

p . 104

112

Songs for Music Steps, also music stairs, scale and
keyboard Illustration on p. 40, ABO
"Taffy"

ABC

P*

40

"The Elevator”

ABC

p.

43

"That Merry Man"

A11B

P*

48

"Spring Flowers"

A11B

p.

TO

m&s for Music Skips, also music stairs, and
>nie chord on p. 44, ABC
"Down in the Meadow"

ABO

P*

45

"What Bid Tou Bo Bast Summer?"

F

P-

7

"Can Tou Plant the Seeds?"

A11B

P*

?!

"The lone Star Trail"

AlXtB

P*

20

TO IDENTIFY ALIKE M B SIMILAR PHRASES
This is both an auditory process as well as a visual
recognition*

After a song has been learned, select one

which has two phrases exactly alike for a first experience,
the teacher can sing one of the alike phrases on loo, or
other neutral syllable and then ask the class what words
are sung to that particular tune.

When there is disagree

ment about which one of the like phrases was sung, the
teacher will tell the class that both of these phrases
happen to have the same tune,

the class will verify this

by carefully comparing the notation.
After this experience, finding alike phrases can be
part of the approach to each new song.

When one particu

lar class could find no alike phrases In "Mary Middling”
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they quickly arrived at the conclusion that this was a
scale song.
"Thanksgiving Song" on p. 83, OInn Book III, is an
excellent observation— reading song, as it contains like
phrases, fermata, and four different note values.
It may be found that the students will recognise the
different note values, but if asked to draw the note
which WALES, BWHS, or is held four beats, etc., there
is much confusion and uncertainty.

It would appear that

this concept has not yet been developed.

Third graders

enjoy coming up to the board to "write music” and It
would be advisable for the teacher to include such acti
vities, starting just by sketching the note values.
Follow-up activities might include actually placing the
notes on the staff.

One group of third grade children

were most enthusiastic about notating "Mary Had a little
lamb.”

The clef, key signature, and metric signature

were placed on the staff by the teacher and each child
was asked to write the notes as these were dictated by
the teacher, i. e*, MI —

a dotted walking note, RE —

a running note, DO — a walking note, RE —
note, etc.

a walking

This class was not told the name of the tune,

but after each note was placed on the staff the tones
that far were sung.

By the first beat of the second

measure the tune’s identity had been established.
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ommiro
fO OBKATB ORIGIHAL 30803, fO QOMELBTB THE AHSWMXIG
M B A SB..FOB XBOQMfliBTB 30BG8

Children with an inventive mind are usually most
willing to share their songs with the class.
Procedure in creating the answering phrase to a song
may be as follows}

§h
^Hoses Are Bed*

G

p.

94

1. Class and teacher speak the entire words in
rhythm.
2. When a feeling for the rhythm has been estab
lished, the teacher sings the part of the
song which is given.
3* The class answers as a group.
4. The teacher may invite individual responses.
5* This activity can be considered successful If
bbe answering tune has a similar character to
the first tune, and if it cadences.
TO 0RBAT1 PRAMATIgATIOHS PS IBS-■CLASSROOM SOITGS
The longer song-stories in the music texts, as well
as the songe grouped according to content, or any single
song can be adapted to this activity.

The staging of songs

on television has made children <|uite aware of the possi
bilities in *ac ting-out4’ any particular song.
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Suggested somg-stories fordramatisation;
"The Baggie-faggle Town Singers"

0

p. 1?0

"The Ugly Buckling"

0

p. 182

"Cinderella"

ABO

p. 172

"Tiny Town Bells"

ABO

p. 184

The above song-stories are available on the recordings
which accompany the music texts.
"Tied Biper of Hamelln"

AIM

p.

43

O BJECTIVES O f THE TH IR D GRADS RHYTHMIC PROGRAM

To continue fundamental movements, striving to have all
movements and rhythms well coordinated
To encourage free expression through creative rhythms
To create an awareness for basic pulse, accent, and meter
To use rhythm instruments in connection with new learnings
in rhythm
To teach additional folk songs, dances, and singing
games
To supplement other rhythmic experiences for the functional
use of notation
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TH IR D GRADE RHYTHM PROGRAM

TO COHTIHDB THE POTDAMEITAL MQYEMEIIS. AID STMTS TO HAVE
MOYSMMTS AID RHYTHM A NATURAL EXPRESSION FOR THE CHILDREN
the fundamental movements have been part of the child1®
school music experiences for the two previous years.

low

that he is eight years old, he tends to show an Increasing
amount of physical energy and activity, and hie small
muscles are becoming rather well developed*
the teacher should provide opportunities for the
child to respond to music of different types and moods
using large bodily movements. An attempt should be made
to provide adequate space for rhythm activities even
though the classroom is crowded and small.

Desks can

always be moved to one side of the room.
Suggested songs for rhythm experiences:
Galloping
nRlde My Horse, Giddap"

G

p. 149

"Skipping and Galloping"

G

p.

21

p.

64

F

p.

21

ADM

p. 122

F

P*

Skipping
"Christmas Dance"
"Skipping and Galloping"
Running
"Children Running"
March. Walk. Tlntoe
Paw-paw Fateh"

15

118
Waite> and Tiptoe Ceon.)

t1

“Morning Song*

f

p*

’’The Stars and Stripes*

F

p* 150

"Battle Hymn of the Republic*

F

p*

84

“We Oome A-Marchlng*

0

p.

2?

"Magic Feathers"

AX&B

p.

30

Suggested recordings*

Rhythmic Activities> Vol. X, IX, and III,
BOA Victor
TO ENCOURASB fRIS TORBSSIOB. THROUGH CREATIVE RHYTHMS
The teacher should provide m&ny opportunities for the
child to express himself in song, rhythmic dances, and in
dramatization.

Rvery child possesses some creative ability*

After a listening lesson has been presented, and the class
is familiar with the music, it is well to follow up with
rhythmic dramatisations and free expression.
i

large colored scarves make excellent props to be
used in rhythmic interpretations.

The children will res

pond to color In music as easily as to tonal sensations
and rhythmic patterns.
Suggested recordings for free expression, following
the listening lessons
“Jaglled"

EGA Rhy. Act., Vol. I

"The Hurdy Gurdy Han"

BOA list. Act., Vol. 1

"Running Horse"

RCA Rhy. Act., Vol. I

Suggested recordings (com.)
"Hush, My Babe**

BOA Met. Act., Vol. I

“Andante” from Haydn*s "Surprise Symphony*
flie BOA Bhvthm Activities and BOA listening Activities
are excellent sources of recordings for free expression,
the new Adventures in Music. Gladys Tipton and the
National Symphony are also excellent sources of appropriate

music.
Suggested dramatizations;
RecordInge
"Hansel and Gretel"

Columbia

“Adventures in Music”

Grade III, Vol. I, Tipton

and the national Symphony Orchestra

p. 163

The Baggle-Taggletown Singers”

G

p. !?0

The Ugly Duckling”

G

Smoke Goes Up the Chimney"

G

p*

Train Song”

G

p. 160

The Bus”

G

p.

10

Merry-Go-Bound”

a

p.

too

Punchinello”

0

p. 101

The Clown”

G

p. 102

VO

G

CD

Johnny Sehmoker*

•

Songs

28
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10 CREATE AH AWAREKBSS OF BASIC M S B , ACCENT, AND METM
Third grade children should he able to distinguish
duple and triple meter by ear when listening to deter
mine ”how.the music swings.*

The children should have

developed a feeling for the waits; by now.

Children may

use hands to clap or beat the various meters.

The

conductor’s beat pattern for 2/4 may be used for duple
meter.

This activity was also suggested for grade two.

Songs In duple meter suitable for conducting basic
pulse, or sensing accents

Bluebird, Bluebird”

0

P*

11

lankee Doodle*

0

P*

12

Marching and Sunning*

G

P*

20

Solly Welly Doodle**

0

P*

56

Jolly Old Saint Nicholas*

G

P»

85

Old MacDonald Had a Farm**

G

P* 136

Helping Mother Bake a Cake*’

G

P*

60

I See Tou*

G

P*

49

Ohickama, Chlckama, Craney-Crow*

G

P*

48

Farmers* Market**

SB

-..P.?

57

Jig Along Home”

SB

P*

74

Billy Boy”

SB

P*

94

Paw-paw Batch”

P

p»

15

Dance With Me”

F

P*

20

Trot, Pony Trot”

F

p.

32
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3o.ngs In duple meter (con*)

Ta~ra-ra Boom~de-ay”

ABO

p.

6

Do As I’m Doing1'

ABC

P*

13

November Twilight”

ABC

P*

73

The Happy Wanderer”

A1LB

P*

94

Navaho Happy Song”

A11B

P-

32

All Night, All Day”

A11B

P« 158

Songs In triple meter suitable for conducting basic
pul se .or.s,ensing ac cent t
"Swing High, Swing low”

0

P*

9

"Susie, little Susie”

0

P*

55

"Clouds”

G

.P* 106

"Hop o ’er the fields”

G

P* 144

"Off to the Woods” (anacrusis)

G

P* 116

ffMy Home's In Montana”

SB

P*

56

"Minuet in F* (instrumental)

■SB

p.

99

"The Mexican Woodpecker”

SB

P* 116

"Swing the Shining Sickle”

F

P*

30

’
*>

P«

65

”¥e Wish You a Merry Christmas”
"The Cuckoo Sings”

F

P* 123

"Starting the Day”

ABC

P*

•2

”At Twilight”

ABC

P*

1?

"The End of Day”

ABC

P*

56

"The Merry-Go-Boun^"

ABC

P»

50
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Songs In triple meter icon* )
"Skating”

ALLB

p.

148

*One-Two-Three"

A11R

p. 104

"Doing Nothing But Sing"

A11B

p. 105

Suggested recordings for sensing pulse* accent and
meters
"Minuet"

Symphony 39 * Mozart

Vol. I, RCA Rhy. Act.

"Country Gardens"
"legend of the Bells"

Vol. I, list. Act.

"Toreador Song"

Vol. IV, Rhy. Aet.

"Susie, little Susie”

Vol. IV, list. Act

(the listening Activities Albums and the
Rhythm Activities Albums are RCA releases)
Sousa Marches
Strauss Waltzes
TO USB RHYTHM INSTRUMENTS IN COSNBOTIOff WITH NEW LEARNINGS
IN RHYTHM
Rhythm instruments add interesting accompaniments to
songs and also assist the children in feeling the basic
beat.

Instruments also help to point-up contrast in dif

ferent rhythm patterns.

These are best added after the

class is thoroughly familiar with a song (or instrumental
music) and have had an opportunity to clap or step the
desired rhythm patterns.

It is advisable to have enough

instruments so that every child in the class can participate.
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If there are not sufficient appropriate Instruments for
all children to participate simultaneously, repeat until
all have had an opportunity to participate.
Suggested songs for rhythm instruments:
"The Train"

G

P- 160

“Easter Bells”

G

P*

"Clocks”

G

P* 156

"In Bahia Town"

2?

P- 118

"The Moloch Song”

F

P*

44

”My Mother's House”

F

P*

45

"Hallowe'en Bight”

F

P*

40

"Tinga Bay©”

SB

P*

48

"Making Tortillas”

SB

P*

8

"The Peace Pipe”

SB

P*

87

"Hear Mosquito Buzzing”

SB

P*

90

"The Mexican Woodpecker”

SB

P* 116

"Mister Banjo”

ABO

P*

97

"Music Making”

ABC

P-

31

"Prayer for Bain”

ABO

P*

36

"The Woodpecker”

ABO

P* 151

"Work Song”

ABO

P*

3f

"Covered Wagons”

AX.LB

P*

9

"Oh, Susanna”

A1IB

P*

15

”PIay, Tamhourine”

ALLB

P*

57

98

Suggested songs for rhythm Instruments (g o b .)
”3?he narcissus*

ABBB

p.

73

“Chiapanecas”

ADDS

p. 100

Suggested.recordings for rhythm Instruments:
”fhe Clock Symphony”

EGA Bhythm Activities

”In a Clock Store”

Vol. V, Mat. Act., BOA

gQ TEACH ASPITIOMAL FOLK BAHOBS AID SIIGIBG GAMES
fhird grade children should have opportunities,to
participate in folk dances and other singing games which
stress rhythmic expression,

fhese can be performed,outdoors

if there is not room indoors.

Children who are not dancing

should "keep time” by clapping hands, tapping shoulders,
swinging arms, or patting feet, and, ofcourse, singing
along with the music.
Folk dance recordings;
Folk Dances. Album I, Burns and Ivans
First Folk Dances. Michael Berman
let Vs. Square Dance. Album I, BOA
• Suggested singing games t
Shoemaker^ Dance”

0

P*

42

Old Boger Is Dead”

6

p.

51

Oats and Beans and Barley Grow”

G

P*

46

High, Betty Martin”

G

P*

43

1The Heedle■s Bye”

G

P*

45

‘Here Sits a Monkey”

G

P*

46

125
Suggested staging games (con.)

11Dance With Me1’

f

P«

20

*Paw-paw'Patch*

f

P*

15

’’Under the Spreading Chestnut free” f

p.

81

’’Borrowing11

SB

P-

24

*three Dukes’’

SB

p.

as

”furn the Classes Over”

SB

P*

26

"Old Gasper”

SB

p.

28

"Shoo Ply”

SB

P* 118

"lady in the Pond”

SB

p* 120

’’Old Brass Wagon”

SB

P* 121

wPaper of Pins”

SB

P* 124

”Jenny-0”

ABO

P*

46

”Buey long”

ABC

P*

66

"the Hohie Duke of fork”

ABO

P» 110

”Popl Goes the Weasel”

ABO

P*

"Carrousel"

ABBB

P* 109

"Oome, Dance With Me"

Alia

P*

"Going to the fair”

AlliB

p. 101

’’Old Brass Wagon”

A1BB

P*

10

4?

13

TO SPgPlEMEST OfHBK RHYTHMIC EXFERIEHOES K>H TKS
lOTOnOSAL TJSE OP HOTATIOK

After a class has learned a song, part of the class
should move ahout the room In rhythmic Interpretation
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while those remaining in their seats sing and clap the
rhythm#

Select one child who has a good sense of rhythm

to lead the group as they respond to the music#

Walking,

rather than marching, should he encouraged for awhile in
order to keep the activity informal.

Walking should he

done with the left foot falling on the first and third
heats of a measure in 4/4 time.
walk or step
d

* 1 count

(quarter note)

slow or step-hend* 2 counts

(half note)

<J. walk, bend, point

- 3 counts (dotted half note)

O

together, or walk, bend

walk, bend, point,
bend, bend
run

-

- § count

4 counts

(whole note)

(eighth note)

rests * instead of moving to rests, keep the feet .
stationary, but move the hands as if throwing
the rest over the shoulder.
It is advisable to use songs in 4/4 time for this
activity.

OBJECTIVES

Of THE

T H IR D GRADE D X S T IIX IG

PROGRAM

to build upon the experiences of the previous grades
to further develop good listening habits
To identify the mood, distinguish the rhythm, and recognize
the theme of listening selections
To relate music to personal experiences
To create an awareness of how music can paint a mental
picture
To identify the four Instrumental families

string,

brass, woodwind, and percussion
to become acquainted with the lives and music of two or
three of the great composers, stressing incidents in
their biographies which will appeal-to children
To correlate listening to music with the other areas of
the third grade total curriculum
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third

a m m

listeuim

m o a n m

TO BUILD UffOH THE E O m g S O B S OF TUB TWO PHgVIOUS PHAMS
®ood listening depends upon the active use of the
mind and imagination in following and responding to Ideas
which are expressed in moving patterns of tone.

The child

comes to the third grade with a background of musical ex*
perlences which Includes singing, listening, and responding
to rhythmic patterns.

This will serve as a foundation for

more advanced work as his attention spam is now longer and
he will thus be able to listen to a longer composition.
TO FURTHER DEVSLOf GOOD LISTMIIG HABITS
listening Intelligently to music requires guidance
and training.

Children must be conditioned to listening

with interest to the music which they will hear in the
classroom.

It is necessary for the teacher to prepare them

for the listening experience by relating the recording to
something the class has experienced in the way of mood or
interpretation, rhythm, structure, orchestration, or per*
haps a story or a picture.
In addition, it is necessary for the teacher to pro*
vide an atmosphere conducive to good listening.
dents should be physically comfortable.

The stu*

It Is advisable

to vary the procedure in presenting a recording; sometimes
play it without giving the title to see if the students
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can grasp the meaning of the music.
■Perhaps the attitude of the teacher Is the most impor
tant' single' element in developing good listening habits;
he must he the supreme example of a ngood -listener**
TO I P B B g m EBS MOOS. BXSTIIG0ISH M I RHYTHM. AMD RgQOCftiaB
THE T&mss OF DXSTSSIHG QOMPOSlflOIS
lost recordings will have © contrast In both rhythm
and mood.

Interest the children by suggesting the mood of

the opening theme, and then allow the class to suggest suc
ceeding moods.

Most successful experiences occur when the

children are given something specific for which to listen.
Suggested procedures
t.

Select a brief excerpt from, the .masters*

2.

Decide upon the specific purpose of the listening,
whether for
the theme

—
— ..its mood, happy or sad,

contrasting ■sections or phrases
meter

duple-or triple

initrMm.en.ts hjBoyd — ' string, brass, woodwind,
or percussion
TO BEL&TB MBS 10 TO DlBSOHAIt EXPERIENCES
This objective can really be incorporated, into the
others because music must become a personal, experience for
the listener.

The teacher needs to keep in mind that music

Is a language of the emotions, or the feelings.
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TO CREATE

M

AWARENESS Off HOW MUSIC CAN PAIHT A. MEBTAL

The teacher may begin by asking how many ways there
are to telling.a story.

The class will no doubt reply that

with words and by pictures

—

and the teacher might need

to add that a story can be expressed through bodily move
ment, such as in ballet, and by sound, such as in music.
An excellent selection for this purpose is the Villahobos, "The little Train of the Cmptra," recorded in
Adventures in Music. Grade 3, Volume 1, Gladys Tipton and
the national Symphony Orchestra.
Suggested procedure;
1*

■

/

~

r

Ask the class to listen to the music without
giving the title.
listen.

"Close your eyes as you

Pictures will come into your mind and

when the music is entirely finished, we*ll
'talk-about it. u

^

'

i

2.

Ilhat did you' hear?

(the response, without fail,

will be "a train.")

Is It going fast or slow?

Do you think this.'is an express train with a
diesel engine, or a little local train?

(again,

the response, will surely be, "a little local
train.*)
3*

low the teacher should tell how Villa-lobos
came to write the composition.

While he was

traveling in the inferior of Brazil, he traveled
or a little steam train which made frequent stops
to pick up the eaiplra.
or farmer)

(Brazilian countryman

Villa-Sobos used the music instru

ments to produce all the sounds of the train*
4.

The beautiful melody heard represents the number
of times the train stopped to pick up passengers.
The first time it is played by the violins, and
the second time by the flutes and the oboes.

TO IDENTIFY TH1 FOUR IISTR0M.BITAB FAMILIES

—

STRIBG.

BRASS. WQOPWIHP, ABB PERCUSSION
The teacher should have available the large charts of
the instruments of the orchestra, as well as the recordings
of the "voices" of the different instruments.

The best

experience Involves bringing a real instrument into the
classroom; however, when that is not possible, charts,
recordings, and movies will be helpful.
"lusty in Orchestraville" is an excellent recording
which highlights the following instruments;

violin, cello,

bass viol, trumpet, trombone, clarinet, oboe, flute,
piccolo, bassoon, saxophone, kettle drum, bells, xylophone,
and piano.

Part of the "Surprise Symphony" by Haydn is

also included in the recording.
Suggested procedure;
This recording is narrated, but the children will
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derive -greater benefit if the teacher tells the
story beforehand, and also tells what the instru
ments say to lusty*
lusty is a little boy

--

who la studying the piano*
abalesV

about your size —
Do you like to practice

lusty didnft like to practice scales, and

one day when his mother had to leave the house
during his practice period, he slapped the keyboard,
and then curled up In,a chair and went to sleep,
lusty had a dream, and in his dream he goes to
Grchestravllle where everyone can play any instru
ment and all the instruments can talk.

The first

person lusty meet© la Orohesiravllle is the
Conductor who rules in Orohestraville*

He invites

lusty to visit the instruments.
1.

Vera, the violin - "Good day, Busty, land
sakes, child, ofcourse, 1 can.

Play me more,

lusty.*
2.

Cello - "I’d be honored, Master Busty, if you
would.*

3*

Big Bass Viol - "Well,

4.

Tommy Trumpet - "What would you like to play?"

5*

Tony, the trombone - "What’s going on out
there?"

6.

right."

(he sticks out his tongue!)

Entire orchestra plays part of the "Surprise
Symphony" by Haydn.
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7.

Olerenee Clarinet - "Hello."

8.

Hobo, the Oboe * "Good day."

9*

Bassoon - "I am the voice of the M g bassoon.1*

10*

Sammy, the Saxophone - "Hello, lusty."

11.

Kettle Brum * "they Just hit me on the head all

the time."
12.

Bells and Chimes.

13* Beter Fiano, who has booh running away from
lusty, finally makes up and plays the/"Minute
Waltz" by Chopin.
After lusty has finished playing the piano In his
dream, his1mother- returns home and awakens him.
lusty surprises her by vowing that he will practice
and practice.
The entire recording requires about twenty minutes
of playing time.
TO BBOOMI ACQHAXHfIB WITH til LIVES M B MUSIC OF TWO 01
THEBB OF TE1 GRMT OOMfQBBES
Children enjoy hearing'about the childhood experiences
of the composers,

the Follett Book, juste Through th& lga&,

ha© a composer of the month.
this program.

The teacher may easily expand

It Is advisable to choose composers whose

songs have been sung because the child will have a personal
acquaintance with his music.
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Suggested material on composer©

"Johann Sebastian Bach*1

ALLB

p. 125

"Franz Joseph Haydn"

ALLB

p. 128

"Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart1*

ALLB

p. 130

TO CORRELATE LISTSglHO WITH OTHER AREAS OF THE CURRICULUM

It is advantageous to musically supplement other
curriculum areas when correlating materials are available.
If there is not time during the special music teacher’s
class period to use this material, he should serve as a
resource person to the classroom teacher in suggesting
appropriate recordings.
THB TIME FOR LXSOTIHG

Every music period constitutes a listening experience

—

children listen as the teacher sings, they listen to each
other as the class sings, or they participate in a planned
listening lesson.

However, with the Increased musical back

ground of the third grader, combined with some growth in
mental maturity, the listening assumes a more Intellectual
approach.
It is necessary for the special music teacher to pursue
a balanced program, combining all the phases of music Instruc
tion so that all areas will be explored.

T H IR D GRADE B fA LD A TlO H

SIEGING

lave the students formed the habit of sitting up for
the correct singing position?

Do they hold up the books?

Do most of the students sing with a clear, light head
tone?
How many songs have been added to the permanent song
repertoire?
Have there been opportunities for individual singing,
and small ensemble singing?
Can the words be understood as the group sings?
What experiences has the class had in music reading?
In observation songs?
Has the class sung rounds in round fashion, or added
a simple descant to a song?
What songs have been memorized?
fOTDAMITAlH'
Have you utilized the available scale songs to teach
the scale patterns?
Is the class able to use both syllables and numbers
In reading songs?
Have you emphasized that DO will move up or down on
the staff, depending upon his house number —
signature?

the key

1:36

Are the students aware that each line and each space
on the staff represents a definite sound?
Do the students seem to understand the relative
value of
Is the class able to recognize like phrases by both
eye and ear?
Is the class aware that the metric signature at the
beginning of a song tells us "how the music swings?"
las the class met the fermata, the repeat sign, and
songs with first and. second endings?
CIEATIVITf
fhat opportunities have the children had to finish
incomplete songs?
Has the class composed original songs?
Has the class had the opportunity to dramatize eithera song story, or a song?
LISTENING
Does the class quickly sense the mood of a composition?
Is the class able to listen for story content of an
Instrumental composition?
What composers have been studied?
What instruments can the class recognize by sound and
sight?

JMIYOTHUI<5
Does the class differentiate between clapping the
rhythm, and clapping the pulse, or —

"how the music

swings?"
What singing games and dances has the class learned?
Have there been opportunities for individual and group
free expression in rhythm?
Has the class had ample opportunities to step rhythms,
both in place and in movement about the room?

miX B a im m m m r s
Have you utilized the rhythm instruments to supplement
the rhythm program?

Have the children been able to create

their own rhythm patterns?
Has each child had the opportunity to play the
resonator bells, either in scale passages or in a melody?
Have you provided an opportunity for the students
to "play the piano?"
Has the class sung with auto harp accompaniment?
Have individual members had the opportunity of strumming
and playing it?
Have you used drum sticks, or other rhythm instruments,
to play from a notated score which was made by either the
teacher or the class?

o m m c f m i n u G B of children
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD
PHYSICAL

IMPLXGAIIQBS FOR MUSICAL LEARNIBG

Rapid and uneven growth
toward relative stability*

Provide a variety of musical
and rhythmical activities
which will allow for different
levels of physical maturity.

Girls generally
advanced over boys*

Avoid comparison between girl
groups and boy groups in
singing and rhythmic activities.
Girls tend to be more graceful.

Guard against over-stlmulatlon
Prone to work and play
to the point of exhaustion - through prolonged rhythmic
heart especially subject to
activities. Provide careful
balance between musical
strain.
activities and quiet. Bo not
devote the entire period to
rhythmic activity of strenuous
nature.
Bye-hand coordination
good.

introduce playing of instru
ments, recorder, auto harp,
piano* Begin first attempts
at writing music.

Energetic, daring, and
active.

Provide opportunities for
first hand experience with
writing music in creative
experimentation*

Interested in organised
competitive games and
sports.

Provide opportunities for
simple dances, play party
games, and musical dramati
zations. Share creative
Ideas for musical acitivlty.
Guide children In formulating
their own standard of and
evaluation of musical
expression*

May have to have their
teeth straightened*
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Are capable of assuming
responsibility for physical
needs (baths, hair combing)

Stress the Importance of
good posture, while singing
and at all times.

Are disdainful of danger.
limhBGfML

i m x c m o f f s foe mbsical

l s &e h x s g

Attention span longer*

Schedule thirty minute music
classes, part singing intro
duced, longer periods of
listening are possible.'
Stress emphasis on musical
performance through objective
and critical listening.

Continues to learn

Provide many experiences and
opportunities for experiment
tatIbn In as many different
musical areas as possible.

best by doing.

Growth in vocabulary.

Bee concrete experiences in
developing musical vocabulary.

Have a desire to organize
work and are increasingly
able to evaluate work in
terms of plans.

Provide opportunities for
group planning and evaluating,
such as, preparation for an
assembly program or public
performance.

Concept of size and
location emerging.

Emphasize that music is a
universal language and trans
cends all geographic boun
daries, also that the music
of a country reflects its
peop1e1s charac teristies.

lager to attain skills
in learning.

Improve quality of singing
and performance, through
attention to tone production,
diction, and accuracy.

Keen interest in reading,
eager to use reference
books *

Erovide musical reference
materials suitable for this
age level, create an Interest
in the biographies of composers
and other musical personalities,
also subscribe to children*s
music magazines, such as
Keyboard lunior and Tournc
Keyboard Junior.
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Are interested in
collections and

Foster Interest in the col
lection of the better phono
graph records, making of
.music note books or scrap
books, forming a permanent
song repertoire.

similar lobbies.

Concepts of time and
space not mature, but
beginning, to see more
sequence' In past 'events.

feaeh the meaning of meter
signatures, note values, and
music notation, and musical
history; such as, development
of our modem scale.
Allow for this by reading
words of songs In rhythm,
and by insisting upon
correct pronounclatlon.

f Wide discrepancies in
reading ability.

30.CX4&

IMF&IOAflOJfS. FOE OTSXCAl. MABIXI0

Establish social
standards and codes of
fair play; acceptance of
rules when made by group
participation.

Interest in the ex
panding community now
broadened to include
the world.

Guide children in formulating
own group standards of be
havior, such as in a choral
group where many students
, participate. Guard against
•\ making rules that are too
'strict.
Ose of patriotic songs, and
folk songs and dances and
musical characteristics of
other countries.

•little companionship be’tween girls and beys.

V&e dialogue songs in which
boys sing one part or verse
and girls another.

learning to give and
receive affection; forming
friendship with peers Is
Important.!

Encourage participation in
special glee clubs, etc.,
and pride in classroom
,endeavors.

Seeking to" free oneself
from primary identification
wi th adult s and adult
authority.

Interest child in peer group
and individual music perfor
mance; increasing pupil teacher planning; use of tape
recorder for improving indi
vidual and class performance,
feacher should not talk down
but give simple clear explana
tions of technical aspects
of music.
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Provide glee club oppox*
tunities, instrumental
groups, and folk dance
clubs.

*’0angw and club
enthusiasm noticeable.

mbflOHAl

m tx o k fto m

FOB MtJSIOAD i m t H I M

Are sometimes rebellious,
over-critleal, ehsngeable f
and difficult to guide as
they approach adolescence.

Provide warm understanding
and affection for each child,
always reason with child when
necessary to correct him, and
be consistent in treatment of
the child.

Have a well developed
sense of humor.

Provide songs and music with
humorous content. Don’t be
afraid to laugh with the
children.

Critical of self and others,
including adults.

Bncourage pupil participation
in discussion and planning
of music activities.

Hero worship is common.

Introduce composer and musi
cal artist biographies.

Perfectionist!© — wants
to do well, but loses in
terest if discouraged or
pressured.

Create a learning environment
that provides time to experi
ment and to develop skills in
music activities 5 teacher en
courages growth of selfconfidence through successful
participation, both as an
individual and as a member
of the group.

Cain satisfaction from
successful environment.

Remember that enthusiasm for,
and success in musical perfor
mance will spill over into
all other school areas.

Are strongly concerned
over group recognition
and approval.

Help each child develop some
competency which will warrant
recognition from the peer
group; provide opportunities
for all children to succeed.

Display teasing and
antagonism between girl
and boy groups.

Avoid comparison between
the voices of girls and
boys ♦

m i m m m

gradb
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"Diving in Virginia ana Seeing
Man1© feeds Around the World"

Beference

to song books s

G

SiMBix i & s a B x

Ginn fubllsMng Co*

SB

Ib M c lear an£ Far

Silver Burdett 0o.

Music Across gt|r Oountrv

Follett Bublishing

ABO

l M l £ |or Youn^ Mer±s&n&, X? American Book Oo.
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1M.I A® iHM£> S

Allyn and Bacon Oo*
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Co.

OBJBOJCmS OF FOURTH GRADB SIIGIIG,
f m m m m t & L ® aid oibatx?itt
To sing with a tone quality that is alive and vibrant,
and pleasing to hear
To keep in mind the development of good singing habits
and posture
To enrich the permanent song repertoire with songs that
are more gtom^np
To give opportunities, for individual and group singing
To provide experience with rounds, canons, and descants
as readiness for two-part singing
To understand and use the singing names and numbers in
reading and observation songs
To understand the pitch difference of chromatically
changed tones
To Introduce the pentatoric scale
To develop an understanding of the metric signatures
To develop a feeling for syncopated rhythm
To become aware of the form of a song or composition
To create original songs,'to complete the answering
phrase for Incomplete songs

t4 4

FOURTH GRADE SIIGIIG PROGRAM

The fourth grader, whose previous music experiences
have been adequate, should have an understanding of the
syllables, proportionate note values, and the concept that
each line and space on the staff represents, a certain
pitch.,

hooking at the music page has been an aid to

learning songs more quickly*

Els fourth grade music ex

periences will include more reading songs, an introduction
to the function of chromatics, a new rhythm pattern which
he has been hearing for many years but was not formally
presented —

syncopation, exploring the fora of a song or

composition, and singing many rounds and descants as readi
ness for two part singing in the fifth grade*

The fourth

grader prefers to learn by doing, and bases much of his
reasoning on observation.

He la ready to perfect skills

In various subjects and is changing from concrete experi
ences to more abstract symbols in his thinking*

The music

teacher will need to provide many varied music experiences
to meet the needs and interests of a particular group.
TO SIBG WITH A TOIR QUALITY THAT IS ALIVE AMD flBMIT. AID
PLEASING TO S M I
The fourth grader should sing joyously with a light
lilting tone quality.

Fourth grader© are at times inclined

to be loud and boisterous, therefore the teacher will need
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£request reminders to the class that the desired tone
quality is one which is pleasing to hear.
unvested songs to. help ..develop lilting tones
"The Merry Skaters**

a

P* 138

"All the Birds Will Soon Be Mere**

a

P* 143

*0p fonder*1

c

P* 161

"The

0

P* 166

"Hiking*

F

P* 1?0

"Sarasponda"

f

P*

83

"Sweetly Sleeping In a Manger1*

f

P*

91

"The Bowry Song11

f

P* 116

w!y Banjo"

f

P* 118

*Xilttie Bird"

F

P* 128

"Shucking of the Corn"

SB

p.

to

"the farmer and the Crow"

SB

P*

24

"Doctor Ironbeard"

SB

P*

30

"My Village"

SB

P*

66

"Cuckoo*

SB

P*

68

"HaddalenB”

SB

P*

70

"Walking Song"

ABC

P*

31

"Sweet nightingale"

ABC

P* 150

"The Sea"

ABC

p. 168

"My Mountain Home"

ABC

P* 170

flute Besson1*
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Suggested son&s to develop lilting tone (con.)
"Come Waltzing With Me*

ALLB

p.

55

"Andulko, the ®oose 0irl,f

ALLB

p.

77

"Come, Let Ms Be 01adw

ALLB

p. 105

"Fair Maid"

ALLB

p. 110

"waltz Song"

ALLB

p. 134

Recently published music textbooks include dynamic

markings, and suggestions for tempo and mood.

If the

children have been unaware of these Interpretative indi**
cations, now is a good' time to bring these musical helps
to their attention.

TO KBit IN MIBB THE DEVELQFMMT OF GOOD SXKGXHG HABITS
AMD SIEGXBG fOSTBRI
Frequent reminders of —
how we hold our song books

how we sit as we sing and
will be necessary.

Children

should realize that they are ready to sing when they are
sitting or standing erect, with their heads high and chins
in, and Jaws relaxed.

Some consideration should be given

to correct voice usage

easy and forward placement of

the vowels and crisp and effective articulation of the
consonants.
The range of songs in the fourth grade has expanded
In both directions.

The teacher should be on the alert

for those singers who will drop the tune an octave when
the notes become high.

If this is allowed to continue
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some of the hoys will never experience singing the higher
tones of their childhood voices.
,$0 M1I0II' TE1 BBBMAHIiT 8010. &.1B1HTOIR1 WITH SOTOS THAT

ah m m am m +m
Patriotic feelings can he effectively aroused and
fostered through music*

the music teacher should he aware

of this and devote some time to teaching the patriotic
songs which have not.been taught in the previous years.
So often the daily morning exercises degenerate into mean**
ingless repetitions of the Pledge of Allegiance and the
singing of a patriotic song.
time tospend on the song than

The music teacher has more
the room teacher has, and

she should possess the ability to make the patriotic song
a vital and meaningful experience for the children.
Suggested lesson plan for "The Star Soanaled Banner*

The World Book *8*; contains background material if
the teacher needs to consult a resource.
1. Today we are going to,talk about the origin
our national anthem.
2.

of

What song is this?

What is a national anthem?

(national meaning

that the whole nation sings it, and anthem
meaning song)

A special song which represents

a country in a musical way.
3*

What respect do we show this music?

(If the
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teacher is in doubt, he should consult "the Oode
for the Rational Anthem of the United States of
America"

which may be obtained from MM0, or

may be found on p. 31.3, Music In American
Education. Source Book lumber II)
It is suggested that the teacher place on the chalk
board a brief resume of the fact© he wishes to cover, and
that key word© be omitted for the class to fill in as the
lesson progresses.

It might be possible to complete all

the statement© before' the teacher tell© the story of the
happenings which inspired Francis Scott key to write his
poem.

Some emphasis should be placed on the fact that

had not this particular lawyer been sent, one who was also
a poet, we would not have had "The Star Spangled Banner."
Statements on board - omit words in parentheses;
1• (Francis.Scott lev) wrote the word© for "'The
Star Spangled Banner.1*
2.

This happened during the

(War of 1812) .

3*

(Dr. filllam Beanes) was held prisoner on a
(British) warship.

4.

His friend

(Francis Scott Key) went to the ship

to seek his release.
5*

The ship was in the harbor of (Baltimore).
Maryland.

6.

The British were getting ready to fire on fort

(fCq|Sqppy.)• They would not let (laaas.6?
(Eev) off the ship so they remained on board
the English ship during the battle.
7.

As the Americans watched the battle, Francis
Scott key reached Into his pocket and pulled out
a (Letter) to write down hi® Impressions of the
battle.

8.

in (.1,93.1) President Hoover signed a bill .making
(The Star Spangled Banner) our national anthem.

Although this happened during the War of 1812, the
teacher should fix the actual date of the battle as Sep
tember 13 -14, 1814.
The students might understand* the significance of
Fort .McHenry better-.if the teacher suggests that Fort Wool
in the Serfoik —

Hampton Hoads harbor Is a similar fort.

(Fort tool can be identified as the place where the cause

way to the tunnel ends, and we actually enter the tunnel.)
Children will enjoy seeing a picture of the .flag with
the fifteen stars that was flying on the flag pole at
Fort McHenry.

This flag is now in-the Smithsonian

Institute.
The class should then open song.books to "The Star
Spangled Banner* and.'the teacher'should explain the meaning
of-each phrase.

'It 1© advisable for the class to chant

the words in rhythm before singing.
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Similar lessons can be planned around Ratherin© lee
Bates and America, the Beautiful** and Julia ward Bow©
and "fhe Battle Hymn of the Republic. “
Suggested patriotic songs;
a
SB
ABO
AL1B
(not found in Pollett, Booh If)

“the Star Spangled Banner*

P*
P*
P*
P*

110
176
100
168

“the Battle Hymn of the Republic0

a

P* 112

“Dixie*

F
F

p. 126

“America* the Beautiful0

SB

7
180
P*

V

Other songs from the permanent song repertoire which
can be found In fourth grade boohs?
Sugg© b ted sonas t
“Home, Sweet Home*

0

P*

63

*Jingle Bells*

0

P* 140

“Oh! Susanna*

0

P-

77

"Old Ban fucker11

0

P*

80

“Home on the Range*

0

P*

10

wIfve Seen Workln1 on the M* a.*

0

P*

35

“Frog Went A-Oourtin1“

0

P*

30

“Gome* Ye fhankful People*

0

P*

97

“Billy Boy*

f

P* 141

“Down in the falley11.

SB

P*

“We Gather together*

SB

P* 148

69

from.'permanent repertoire:

Cindy*

ABC

P*

fhe Glendy Burk*

ABC

V* 188

All through the Bight*

ABO

P* 158

Shortinin1 Bread*

ABC

P-* 178

America”

ALLB

P* 181

Auld Bang Syne*

ALLB

P* 107

Jacob's Ladder”

ALLB

P*

dingle Bells*

ALLB

p. 153

Lullabye*

ALLB

P* 148

Comim* Sound the Mountain,f

ALLB

P* 154

Sidewalks of Hew fork*

ALLB

P*

Silent light”

.ALLB

P* 144

When Johnny Comes Marching Home” ALLB

p. 116

9

49

16

In order to become part of the student’s permanent
repertoire,- these songs will need to he sung frequently,
and finally with the hooks closed*
10 aiYB

mmmmmm

pok ibdiyimal amb group

simim

Children should have an opportunity to sing indi

vidually , and in small groups of two, three, or four
students, as well as with the entire group,

fhls will

help to’overcome, timidity, will give the teacher an
opportunity to check the development of individual voices,
and should help foster am appreciation for solo, small

ensemble, and choral singing.
It should be as natural for the child to sing alone
as It is to speak alone.

However, as this age child is

most sensitive to success or failure, the teacher should
select participants carefully.

The retarded singer can

be helped privately without embarrassing him before.the
class*
TO PROVIDE MBBBXHBOI WITH R O M P S . CABOBS. ABB .BBSCABTS
AS RB&BIBESS FOR TWO PART SIBGIBG

',

Some fourth grade-classes will be more skilled In..
round singing because of successful experiences,in the
third grade.

Other groups may Just be ready for their

first experience at _round singing.
Bescants may be sung by the teacher, or the class,
or played on an instrument.
Songs which, can be sung together as ’’partner songs*
offer pleasing variety in the program of developing in
dependent part singing.

*Home on the Range* and wMy

Home's in Montana* may be sung together*
wfhree Blind Mice,”

The rounds,

Are lou Sleeping,” and *Eow, How*

low four Boat** may also be combined.
Looking at the notation of a canon is an excellent
way for a class to see how two part music can be written
on two staves, as well as on one staff.

Suggested canons, rounds, songs with descantss

"For Healtli and Strength1*

G

P*

"Lovely Evening"

G

P* 121

"The Brook*

G

P- 126

"Echo**

0

P* 165

”Susan Blue1*

G

P* 176

"Early to Bed"

f

P* 111

"little Tom Tinker"

F

P*

"mite Coral Bells"

P

P* 106

"Gotton 'Heeds A-Fickin1*

P

P- 133

"Norwegian May Song"

P

p.

66

"Hanging Out the Clothes"

F

P*

20

"The Mockingbird Song"

P

P* 140

"Old Gray Goose"

P

P* 106

"Hey Bo! Hobody Home"

SB

P*

31

"Kookaburra"

SB

P*

49

"Sing Together"

SB

p.

90

"Strawberries*

SB

P*

66

"Haul on the Bowline"

SB

P*

96

"Mock Island line"

SB

P* 112

"Boll on the Ground4'

■SB

P- 109

"lazy Sammy"

ABO

P«

"The Cuckoo**

ABO

P* 110

"The Brass Band"

ABO

P* 160

75

77

74

154
Suggested canons, rounds, descants (con.)

"The Spring Is Sere”

ABO.

P- 154

"The Echo*

ABC

P* 164

"Marching, Along1*

ABO

p. 104

"Call of Spring"

ABC

P* 166

"All Through the light**

ABO

Pf 15B

11All Praise to Thee"

AMfB

P* 124

"Clouds*

AI&3

P* 139

"?alentine Creating Song"

A&LB

P* 183

m m m i m n aid use tee sxsazsra iames abb numbj
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During the preeedt a g school years, the children should
have built up a vocabulary of tonal~rhythmic patterns,

fhe

purpose of the fourth grade is to bring about further
growth in the basic music reading shills that have been
acquired in the previous grades,

fo expect that every child

will become a skilled reader of music in the limited time
of one thirty minute lesson period a week would be foolish,
but each and every child should develop some degree, of
hearing and thinking what he sees on the music page, when
he sings.

In other words, the musical symbols on the page

should convey to him an understanding of the musical idea.
Ihe eye will need to grasp the main ideas of the notation.
Suggested procedure*
It is assumed that the teacher has created an interest

in the song, or built an atmosphere of motivation byshowing its relationship to some other music activity,
another school subject, or perhaps a living experience*
1.

teacher and class read words in rhythm.

2.

Glass looks through ...song to find phrases which
are alike.

3* Go through song again with speaking rhythm —
walk, walk, run, run, etc. If the rhythm pattern
is not too complicated for this activity.
4. locate DO.

lame starting tone.

If the class

is not too skilled at reading, it is suggested
that the syllables be spoken at first —

reading

phrases that are alike, before contrasting phrases.
5* Teacher set the tempo.
6. Sound DO, and sing with syllable names.

If

necessary, isolate troublesome spots for brief
drill.
?. Sing song with neutral syllable.
8. Sing song with words.
9*

Repeat, striving for as artistic a performance
as is possible with a new song.
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fourth grade pubbambhtals

$0 glDlBSTABD TUB BITCH PlffFBRBlCB OF CHROMATIGALLY
CEABGSP HO TBS
The first awareness of the chromatic sign will he
through the eyes.

If the music is heard without a score

to follow, the fourth grade child will not he able to

pick out what is different.

However, once1he has met the

sign on the musical score, and is shown by means of a
demonstration on the piano keyboard -- how the accidental
can raise or lower the tone —

he should begin to realise

how the presence of the accidental adds a new flavor to
the music.

The newer bells, which are available In

black and white keys like the piano keyboard, are helpful
in showing the child that we play on the black key instead
of on the white one.
The teacher will be wise if he uses students to
locate the chromatic tones on the piano.

It seems a class

Is inclined to be more attentive and interested when a
child is at the keyboard.
The fourth grader should learn that
& Qharn means higher than, and means to play
the note one-half step higher —
^

to the right.

A fl&t means lower than, and means to play the
note one-half step lower —

to the left.
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A natural cancels the chromatic and means to
play the note on the white key.
It is sometimes helpful to play the song without
using the chromatic, and the children will tell you that
something is wrong* the song doesn't sound right without
the chromatic,

This activity should be used only when

the class is thoroughly familiar with the song in question#
Suggested songs, for chromatics;
"Whither* little Bath?"

G

P-

25

"I've Been Workin* on the R. R#*

a

P*

35

"San Sereni"

G

P*

43

"Thanksgiving Song"

G

P-

95

"We love the S. S. A."

F

P«

4

"Alaska's Flag"

F

P«

16

"California Poppies"

F

p.

18

"Grape Gathering"

F

p.

28

"My Banjo"

F

P- 118

"First Signs'of Spring"

SB

P*

2

"He Shall Feed Hi© Flock"

SB

p.

56

"Good light"

SB

P*

82

"Our History Sings"

SB

V* 105

"I listen to the Whistles"

SB

P* 116

"A Bicycle Picnic"

ABO

p*

2
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Suggested songs for chromatics (con»)

*Wei come Song1*

ABO

P*

5

"Bunch of Boses”

ABO

p.

15

"football Weather"

ABO

po

17

"Scouts"

ABO

p*

59

"Stars of the Summer light"

ALLB

p« 112

"The dolly Switzer"

ALLB

p*

*Tarantella"

ALLB

.p* 115

"Trlpili , Trapola*1

ALLB

p*

114

85

TO XITRQMOB TB1 BBNTATOMXC SCALE
She pentatonic scale can■be introduced through
Indian music#

Later la the year when the children learn

"Old Dan Tucker" and "froggy Went A-Courtin1" the teacher
should call attention to the fact that both of these
songs are based on the pentatonie scale and can be played
entirely on the black tones of the piano#
the teacher should tell the children that the pentatonic scale is an old, old scale which is used in many old
folk songs, Indian music, and Oriental music#
tones (hence the oenta prefix

It has five

perhaps a brief reference

to the fentagon in Washington, 0# 0# will help fix the
five concept for the children) and does not have fA or fl
as our present day seven ton© scale does.

Several chil

dren should be asked to come up to the piano keyboard
and play all the black tones so that the class can hear
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how this scale sounds.
Suggested procedure for a lesson on two Indian songs
from the 01nm hook, Singing Bvery Bay?
Songs
"Down the Stream**

G

p. 128

(Recorded Album 44 - 20}

"Buffalo Bead Dance**
G
(Recorded Album 4B - 43}

p.

55

Bhythm Instruments
Brums
Jingle sticks
Sand blocks
Specific aims for this lessons
1.

to teach two new Indian songs*

2.

to give the children the experience of
playing the rhythm Instruments with this
Indian dance, and if time permits, ask a
group to come up and "dance.*

3.

to convey Information about Indian music
and how the Indian used it.

Su*?i?ested teacher*s "lecture"s
We have learned many American folk songs and some
folk songs from other countries, but today we*ll spend
our class period learning two real Indian songs,

these

are not songs about Indians, but real Indian songs, actually
sung by two different Indian tribes.

Some authorities on folk music insist that the
Indian music is the only true folk music of America,
there are many different Indian tribes in our country
and each tribe had its own music, yet all Indian music
was alike in certain ways.
It is rather difficult to separate Indian music
from Indian life as the Indian used music to work for
him.

S© -wanted it to accomplish something for him as

he felt that it possessed a sort of magical power and
could bring success in the hunt or war, could heal the
sick, or assure a bountiful harvest,

fhe Indian used

instruments such as the flute, drum, and the rattles,
the Indian used the pentatonic scale, which was a five
toned scale.
ward.

Be also preferred melodies to move down

Host often the highest tone In a phrase was the

first one, and each ton© became lower in pitch-.as the
phrase moved along.

Often each successive phrase

would end lower in pitch.
Open your song books to page 128 to the Indian
song from the Miwok tribe.

It Is called, "Down the

Stream. ** In this song the Indian watches the leaves
drift down the stream and he wonders where they will
go.

fhen he wonders about his life —

will go.

where his days

This is a melancholy tune, and sounds as if

it could be played on a flute.
1.

Ask the class to listen to the recording.

2.

Scan the words If necessary.

3-

Sing with the recording.

4.

Sing with piano accompaniment.

5.

Sing melody on loo* as if playing an Indian
flute.

fiemember that we said the Indian used his music to
help him have success in the hunt?

Open the book to

page 55# to the "Buffalo lead Dance* which is a Plains
Indian song.

In this dance the leader made motions to

Imitate buffalo grazing, swinging his head, and walking.
All the dancers danced In a circle in the middle of which

sat the drummers.

As you listen to the recording notice

that the first verse Is written in Indian language, and
the second verse is in Btegllsh.
1.

After the class has had an opportunity to listen
to the recording, speak the words together.

It

might be necessary to go over the Indian words
several times.
2.

When the song can be sung reasonably well, ask
the class to clap as if they were the Indian
drummers.

4.

Pass out the suggested rhythm instruments and
accompany recording.

5*

If there Is enough time, select a few children
to dance the "Buffalo Dance."

Follow-up activities at a later lesson might include

listening to Indian music from the BOA Indian Album, and
learning additional Indian songs.
Other Indian son&ss
"Canoe Song1*

SB

P*

9t

"Little lamb0

SB

P*

52

*Beturning Hunter0

SB

p.

71

"Song of the False-Faee Society0

SB

P*

8

"Invitation to the lance0

ALLS

P*

26

"Song of the Bain Chant*

ALLB

P*

2?

Book Three of the ABC Music Series, American Book
Company, has a fine unit of Indian music which includes

music of the Suni, HavaJo, Lakota, and Sioux Indian tribes.
TO P g m O P AH OTBMSfAlBIIO Of THE METRIC SIGNATURES
The full significance of the meter signature In music
will largely depend upon the student's understanding of
fractional values,
fifth grade.

fractions are usually taught In the

However, here in the fourth grade the teacher

could tell the class that the upper number, the numerator,
tells us how many of a kind, and the lower number, the
denominator, tells us what kind of a note Is to receive
one of those beats.
The teacher should refer to the upper number as telling
ue how the music swings —

whether in 2*s, 3's, 4*s or 6 1s.

flie Follett Book I? lias several songs with changes
In times signatures*

m

"fhe "Mocassin Sengw

F

p.

"Johnny Schmoker*1

F

p. 112

"little 'Bird* little Bird"

F

p. 128

BBmOM

85

FEELIHG FOE SIIOOmflB lEffHK

fhis Is far from being something new to the children
as their ears are atune to syncopation and they have
responded to it over and over*

Present day youngsters

hear so much swiagy-Jazjs rhythm and Batin rhythms that
syncopation seems a perfectly natural form of rhythm*
rl'.s'

fhe teacher should direct the class’s, attention to'
fthe
rhythm in **11tile lisa Jaa®w as a syncopated folk song;
one of the many which were composite ancestors of American

Olapping the rhythm will help focus attention to
the syncopated passages.

0sing Instruments will also

help in developing a feeling for the syncopation*
Suggested sonffs for experiencing. syncopationi
"111 11 za Jane*

G

P*

79

"Little Girl**

G

P*

221
’

"Beep in the Heart of fexas"

f

P*

44

wMy Bony and Xw

F

P*

53

"Paul Bunyan"

f

P*

54

wSmokey, the Bear1*

F

P*

58
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Suggested m n m

for experiencing syncopation {con.)

"Go, fell It on the Mountain"

SB

P- 165

"finga layo11

SB

P* 126

"Dumplin's"

SB

P*

26

"things to Bo*

ABO

P*

3

"then I’m Going Home"

ABO

P*

13

*Remember Me"

ABO

P*

40

MPishing"

ABO

P*

55

"He's Got the Whole World"

ALLB

P-

21

*Cowboy*a Gettin‘ Up Holler"

allb

P*

31

"Angelicas, 0fr

AMS

P*

61

"Goo* Bight, Aye, Goo’ light, 0"

ALLB

P-

63

fO BBGOMB & m m OF TUB FORM Of A SOHG OH COMPOS m O K
When the student recognises that a song contains
some ■phrases which are alike, ©ad other phrases which are
similar, and some which are totally different, he has begun
his study of musical form.
Occasionally the teacher should plan to Indicate the
phrases of a song by curved lines on the chalkboard.
Suggested song for this experience*
"Good-Bye, Old Paint"

G

p.

38

fhere are four phrases In this song, the first and
the last are alike, and the second and the third are alike,
so they are named as followss

Another cowboy song also found In the Ginn book,
"Eight Herding Song** on page 40, offers a total of six
phrases, which are diagrammed as follows;

0
3
D
B
This experience in for® can be made more meaningful
if five children are chosen to move to this song.

Bach

child is assigned one particular phrase, and when his
phrase is heard, he will move with the music.
TO OtBATB ORIGIHAL SOHGS. AID TO OOMBhETB .THE AISilBRIHG
1HBASB FOB IHCOMPhBTB SOKGS
The teacher should keep In mind that the creative urge

is strong in children of this age, and he should
not hesitate to encourage self-expression in all forms*
When attempting to compose an original song, or com
plete an unfinished one, it is best to approach this
activity by speaking the words In rhythm*

When a feeling

for the rhythm has been established, "create* the tune*
fhe class might enjoy notating the better tunes.
Incomplete songs to completes
#X Started Out One Day*

AI1B

P*

16

*Animal Honsense*

ALLB

p.

44

"Merry-Go-Bound *

a

P*

18

"Valentine11

0

P* 115

OBJBOTlfBS OF THE FOURTH GRADE RBTTHM BBOGHAM

To encourage free expression through creative rhythms and
dramatizations of songs and recordings
To become familiar with the conductor’s beat for 4/4,
3/4 and 2/4 meters
To teach additional folk songs and singing games
To become acquainted with new rhythmic patterns, such as
the dotted quarter note followed by the eighth note,
and syncopation
To use rhythm instruments to strengthen physical res
ponses to new learnings in rhythm
To introduce the melody instruments as an aid to teaching
music reading
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be m m
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program

expression through creative rhythms

AND JDRAMAfIlAflOJS:Of SONGS AID RECORDINGS
Moving to music has bean part of the rhythmic pro
gram since the first grade.

Unless the children have

had an adequate background of fundamental movements and
other experiences in free interpretation, the teacher
might discover that the fourth graders will not be par
ticularly receptive to this as a new activity.
Previous free bodily response probably Included
such diverse activities as pretending to be swaying trees,
drifting clouds, swooping birds or airplanes, dancing
figures, and so on.

The teacher should utilise poems,

stories, paintings, science, and social study materials
to help develop the imagination of the fourth grade child
as he is coming into closer contact with the structure
of the music,

this should enable him to hear more effec

tively, and to distinguish the many different ^voices*1
of the music he hears.

In turn, his whole body will be

come an expressive instrument when he listens and then
physically interprets what he hears and feels.
Some of the fourth grade children1® responses are
bound to seem clumsy and inadequate, but the experience
should be regarded as successful when the child appears
to be feeling and enjoying the music to which he responds
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with the free rhythmic movements of his body.

As each

child is an individual, so he is succeeding in his own
way.
The teacher should not dictate pre-determined pat
terns of response.

It should he remembered that this

is not the teaching of dancing, but instead we are pro
moting the realisation of music through the mind, the
spirit, and the body.

The child should be encouraged

to work toward freedom of action and individuality of
response.
Heedless to say, organisation and planning are very
necessary for this type of activity.

The teacher cannot

play a recording and hope that the children will respond.
The approach, procedure, and materials for each listening
and bodily response lesson must be carefully thought out
in advance preparation.

Although the teacher does not

dictate the type of response, he must help the children
focus their attention on the music in order to bring about
the necessary involvement.
Suggested songs for creative expressions
"Three Pirates,s

0

p.

61

11Jack and the Beanstalkw

0

p. 180

wSleeping Beauty1*

0

p. 191

^Hanging Out the Clothes1*

F

p.

20

*Dancing in Holland11

SB

P*

2

t?0
Suggested songs for creative expression (con*)

Down the Ohio"

SB

P-

36

Dancing In Holland"

SB

P*

2

The Keys of Heaven"

ABO

P*

23

Toro Torogil"

ABC

P*

26

Speak louder"

ABO

P*

80

Singing Cowboys" (play)

ABC

P* t43

The Ambassador Comes"

AllR

P*

86

Dashing Away with the Smoothing
Iron"

A11B

P*

69

Down in Demerara"

AIXB

P*

13

Suggested recordings for creative expression:
"Dance Macabre"
"The Sorcerer’s Apprentice’*
"Funeral March of a Marionette1’
’’March Militaire*

(Schubert)

"Carnival of the Animals"

(without the Ogden lash

verses)
listening Activities. Volumes I- - VI, RCA
Rhythmic Activities. Volumes I * VI, RCA
Adventures in Music. Grade IV, Gladys Tipton and
the Rational Symphony Orchestra, EGA

1?t

go BECOME FAMILIAH WITH THE CQ8DUQT0B13 BEAT fOE 4/4.
3/4. AND 2/4 METERS
The children have had previous experience in heating
the 2/4 pattern, consisting of down [ and / up.

This

should he reviewed and applied to songs that swing in 2/4
meter.

One of the objectives in the fundamentals for this

grade level is to understand the. meaning of the meter
signature.

Through heating the conductor’s heat the chil

dren will have a physical response before they need to he
concerned with the mathematical aspect of the 3/4 and 4/4
measures.
The conductor’s beat for the 3/4 measure is in the
shape of a triangle!

The conductor’s beat for the 4/4 measure is slightly
more complicated

All members- of a class should practice conducting
together, and later individual® may be selected to serve
as conductor for specific songs.
Sometimes the symbol 0 will be used to indicate
Common Time, or 4/4 meter.
or two beats to the measure.

Likewise <| indicates Out Time,

Suggested songs for conducting 4/4 meter:

"thanksgiving Bay*

G

p*

96

"Come, Ye thankful People, Gome*

p*

9?

"Polly Welly Boodle*

a
a

p*

S

*Arkansas traveler*

G

p*

78

"America, the Beautiful*

P

p*

7

"fhe Speckled Bird*

?

p.

13

"Lotus Blossoms*

?

p.

22

"Song of the Crow"

f

p«

23

"the Magic fom»Y©mf’

SB

p*

87

•Blow, Ye Winds"

SB

p*

"On Board the Kangaroo"

SB

too
p* no

*Grand father*s 01oek*

SB

p* 156

"Toma"

ABC

p* 125

•Sneezes"

ABO

p* 132

"Let Us with Gladsome Mind*

ABC

p* 151

"Kazak Song"

ALLB

p*

39

"Steeple Bells*

ALLB

■p.

43

*?esper Hymn11

ALLB

p*

49

"Moon over the Ancient Castle*

ALLB

p«

75

p*

54

iggested songs for conducting 2/4 meters
"Brother, Come and Bance"

G

"the Folks"

a
a

"Billy Boy"

p

«

59

p* 76

173
Suggested songs for conducting 2/4 meter (con* )

F

p.

24

"Spring Joy"

F:

P*

25

"Madagascar Boat Men*a Song"

SB

Pr

92

"(Ready Burk*

SB

P* 112

"Walt for the Wagon*

SB

P* 121

"Doctor Xrontoeard*

SB

p.. 30

"By the Light of the Moon"

ABC

P«

20

"Walking Bong*

ABO

P*

31

"Voices*

ABC

P*

37

wCarolina*

ABC

P*

12

"Down Came a Lady"

ALL®

P*

18

"Shuckin' of the Cora*

ALLB'

P*

19

MThe Codfish*

ALLB

Pr

71

"Pounding Rice Song"

ALLB

p.

98

'"Sandy Land *

Suggested sonas. for conducting 3/4 metert

"We Wish You a Merry Christmas"

G

p.

99

"Whitecaps on the Sea"

G

p.

,58

"Thanksgiving Song"

a

P*

95

"America"

f

P*

■6

*'A Morning Song*

F

P*

26

"Little White Dove"

f

p.

42

"The Fish Peddler*

SB,

P* 134

Suggested songs for conducting: 5/4 meter i c o n * )

We Gather Together1’

SB

p. 162

I Ride an Old Faint"

SB

P-

Springtime find"

ABC

P- 157

The Brass land*

ABC

-P* 160

Gall of Spring*

ABC

p. 166

The Jolly Switaer14

ALLB

P*

Walts Song"

ALLB

p. 134

There’s a Hole in My Bucket"

ALLB

P* 126

46

14

TO TfAOH ADBXTXOML FOLK SONGS AID SIIGIBG GAMES
Fourth grade children should have frequent opportuni
ties to participate In folk dances and singing games*

Some

of the boys will probably shy away from partner dances at
first* but a little gentle persausion by the teacher and
urging by their classmates will usually prod them into
action.

It is not unusual to find those who are reluctant

to participate at first become the ones who are most eager
at the next lesson.

Children who are not dancing at the

moment should be involved in another activity; either
singing, clapping, or playing instruments.
Suggested singing games*
"Clapping Came*

G

p. 1?

”In the Land of the Dutch"

G

p. 56

"The Law-paw Fateh"

G

p. 51

175

Suggested singing games {con*)
nThe Bridge of Avignon"

a

"Bwon the Elver"

F

p.

"four In a Boat"

F

p. 105

"Thread follows the Needle"
«Sandy Land n

f

P-

24

F

p.

24

"Hato Fopo"

SB

p. 141

"San Sereni"

SB

p. 139

"Norwegian Mountain Banee"

SB

p*

42

"Dancing Through the Corn"

SB

p.

6

"Down the Allegheny"

ABO

p. 137

"Swing Tour fartmer"

ABO

p. 139

"Wooden Shoe Dance"

ABO

p. 140

"All Hands Bound"

ABO

P* 141

"Tea Rye Billy"

A1LB

p-

"Cornish May Song"

ADIt B

p. 186

"Little Gazelle*

ALLB

p»

*Hig-a~Jlg-Jig»

ALLB

p. 102

Suggested recordings for folk dances;
folk Dances. Album I —
first folk Dances

—

Burns and Bvans
Michael Herman

Let* s Souare Dance. Volume I
Honor Tour Partner. Album I

—

RCA
Bd Durlacker

96

8

90

1?6

tO BECOME AOOTAHfflSD WIfH ggg RHYTHMIC MTfBRlS. SDOE

AS SHE DOTTED QUARTER BOTE FOlhOWlD BY M B EIGHTH lOTE,
AMD SMCOPAt 101

the children should remember from their third grade
experiences that a dot placed to the right of a note means
to hold it longer#

therefore, when the quarter note with

the dot Is noticed by the class, the students should re*
spend Immediately that it is longer than the walking note
without the dot.
for first experiences contrast the sound and the
feeling of the dotted quarter not© followed by the eighth
note, with the sound and the feeling of the two successive
quarter note beats.
Place this illustration on the chalkboard:
J

J J J J
J.

J' J J

3

J J

J

J.

t. Ask children to clap both patterns and compare.
2. Children sing both patterns, using a neutral
syllable.
3* Dotted patterns are rather difficult to step,
but if the class is capable of doing this, it
should help to enforce the feeling of the
jerky rhythm.
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.Suggested songs containing

"America”

F

F*

6

"My Home*© in Montana"

0

P*

39

"April”

ABO

P- 131

"One More Day*1

SB

P« 100

"Auld hang Syne”

ALLB

P- 107

The resourceful teacher will be able to locate many
additional songs through which the class can observe and
experience this rhythm pattern*

Syncopation was discussed In the Fundamentals section
on page 163*
TO m 3 THE. HBXTEH IBSTRgMEtlTS TO STftEBGTHER PHYSICAL
RBSPOHSBS TO BSW LEAHBIBGS 11 BSTTHM

Rhythm Instruments add interesting accompaniments to
songs as well as help the.children to feel the basic pulse.
Instruments can also aid in showing contrast in rhythm
patterns.

For example',, the large drum, will play on the

accented beat 1, ami .the smaller drum on beat© 2 and 3, etc.*
Instruments should be added only "after the class is thor
oughly familiar with the song (music)' and have had an
opportunity to respond to the rhythm either by clapping'
or by stepping.

If is advisable-.‘to have enough rhythm

instruments-so that- ©very child in the class can parti
cipate In the activity;, if not, 'repeat the activity
'several times ©0 that all may hsVfb the experience.'

Suggested songs for rhythm Instruments*

San Sereni”

F

P*

39

Spring Joy1*

F

Pt

25

Texas Cowboy*s Song*

F

V*

46

When the Saints Co Marching Ia*

A1IB

P-

23

Buffer Billies*

A2&B

P-

52

to m m o m o E thi mblopt x m m m B M s as am aid to teaching

mmio Rmmna
The fourth grade is the preferred time for beginning
the melody type of pre-band instrument.
are available on the market*

Several varieties

fhe toilette, flutophone, and

the melody flute are a few of the instruments which have
been used successfully in some schools.

Before the

teacher launches into such a program, he will need to con
sider how the instruments will be paid for.

Because of

sanitary reasons each child must have his own instrument,
or one must provide elaborate sterilizing processes or
alcohol dips, etc.

If this is done on a required basis,

some parents in our schools might protest at the additional
cost, for they are now paying a # .55 music fee.

If the

teacher desires to use the melody Instruments, it is
suggested that he form a special elective class for this
purpose.
Children who participate in a melody instrument
program undoubtedly will learn to read music quicker than
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those who do not*

They will learn through practical

application and individual experience not© values and
pitch relationships, end ensemble playing.

Children who

progress rapidly on the melody instruments and display
musical ability and muscular coordination should be guided
into the instrumental program later.
Flaying the resonator bells can be a worthwhile
class experience, and the teacher will find many oppor
tunities to use these Instruments to play melodies and
chords.

OBJECTIVES Of TEE FO0HTH GRADE LISTENING PROGRAM

To continue the development ot good listening habits in
preparation for concert enjoyment and audience situations
To identify by sight and sound various instruments of the
orchestra and the family to which each belongs
To recognise the voices of the choral group —

soprano,

alto, tenor, and bass
To follow a second theme through a composition and identify
the solo Instrument
fo recognize characteristic rhythms of the waltz, minuet,
Indian dances, Latin-American dances, and marches
To study some of the great composers and hear their music
To correlate musical activities with the social studies
and language arts programs when possible
To use the material in Young Keyboard. Jr. when it is
suitable for this age group
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fRRFARAf 101 FOR OQIOiRT MJOYMBNT AMD A0DIMCB SXfUATXOJfS
One of the greatest factors in the success of the
listening program is the attitude of the teacher.
must always he the model of undivided attention.

He
He will

need to present the work that he has planned with such a
spirit of pleasure and enthusiasm that this will he con
tagious to the students In the classroom.

It is Just as

easy for boredom to he contagious as enthusiasm.
As fourth grade children might have opportunities to
attend concerts as well as assemblies; several lessons
could he planned toward simulating a concert atmosphere
in the classroom#

A program could he prepared, children

ushered to their seats, the lights dimmed, and the music
played before a perfectly composed concert audience.
The children should realise that absolute quiet is
necessary in order to hear the still, small voice of the.
music,

fhe composer will give us the message, if we will

only listen for it.

One does not speak to his neighbor

during the playing of the music, hut waits until the
composition is finished, or until intermission time.
fO IHMflFI BY SIGHT AND SQ0IID VARIOUS IRSTRHMBHfB OF THE
ORCHESTRA ARP THE MMill fO MBIOH TBIT BMiOlG
This has been an objective for many years, and it
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will continue to be a most important objective of the
listening program, and It is to be hoped that each year
a greater number of children will develop the auditory
discrimination necessary to Identify the voices of the
instruments.

The visual recognition of the more common

instruments is a relatively simple skill to acquire.
More emphasis should be placed upon the family to
which a particular instrument belongs and how the sound
is produced —

whether by blowing, drawing a bow across

the strings, or by striking with a mallet or drum stick.
In addition to the many fine instrumental recordings
which utilise various instruments as characters in a
story, many of the recorded songs with the music texts
feature particular instruments.

Whenever such a recording

is used with the lesson, the teacher should direct the
attention of the class to the instrumental voice.
The picture of the instrument should be presented
simultaneously with its •voice,* to enable the student
to make both an auditory and a visual association.
fhe large EGA Charts of the Instruments utilise &■
different colored background for each family

the wood

winds are the darkest green, the brasses on a lighter green,
the strings are shown against an ecru background, and the
percussion family is shown against a cream colored back
ground.

This color relationship, as shown by the like-

colored backgrounds, should help children place the

Instruments in their proper families.

TO aisoogglgg TUB VOICES OF THE CHORAL GROUP —

SOMAtO.

ALTO. TUTOR ARB BASS
fhe teacher will be able to locate many recordings
which will illustrate the difference in the human voice.
this would also be a good time to begin building a
positive approach to the singing of a. harmony part.

A.

few years later, especially in the sixth and seventh
grades when some.of the voices will be classified as alto,
the teacher will likely find himself with some rebellious
harmony singers.

Somehow children feel that it Is a dis

grace to be assigned the low or alto part*

Education in

this matter should include comments that the person who
sings harmony has to be able to read his part,, and It is
much harder than singing soprano, which usually carries
the tune!
TO FOllOW A -3B001B TRBME THROUGH A COMPOSITION AID
IDENTIFY THE SQIO INSTRUMENT
It is helpful to place the themes of a composition
t o vbe heard on the chalkboard and play these on the piano
before the', children hear'.the. composition.

If the themes

are within the vocal range: of the students, sing with loo
or lah.

The teacher might call for some additional kind

of response, such ass
1.

Raise your right hand when theme

is heard.
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2.. Raise your left hand when theme WBW is heard*
3*

Should both themes be heard together, raise
both hands*

TO RECOGNISE THE CHARACTERISTIG RHYTHMS OF THI WALTS* M X W E f ,
INDIAN DANCES, LATIN -AMBRXCAN DANCES, AID MARCHES
If the children have had an adequate background of
listening, this objective should be easily realized*
is another phase of the meter signature —
gram in Fundamentals and Rhythms.

This

conducting pro

If a child has formed

a concept of a certain type of rhythmic pattern belonging
to a specific type of musio, he should be able to identify
the different selections*
TO CORRELATE MUSICAL AOTI?IfIBS WITH SOCIAL STUDIES AID
LANGUAGE ARTS WHEN POSSIBLE
If there is not time in the scheduled music class for
this supplementary material, the music teacher should act
In a resource capacity and advise the classroom teacher
of appropriate songs and recordings.
TO 38g MATERIAL Xi YOUNG KEYBOARD. JR. HHBN THIS IS
SUITABLE FOR IBIS A01 GROUP
Much fine musical current event material, as well as
articles about musical masterpieces are included inloms
Keyboard. Jr.« a monthly music magazine designed for grades
four through six.

It Is suggested that the accompanying

recordings be purchased too.

Sometimes it is advisable

for the children to read the articles, and other lessons
may be more effective if the teacher relates the contents
of the articles*

FOURTH GRADE EVALUATION

SINGING
Is it necessary to remind the class to assume
proper singing position?
Has the singing program included both rote and
reading songs?
Can the students apply both numbers and syllables
to reading —

observation songs?

What songs, appropriate'for this age level, have been
added to the cumulative song repertoire?
Has the class sung a number of rounds, canons, and
descants?
Do you and the class listen for and strive for good
diction and good ensemble?
Have there been opportunities for Individual singing?
How many songs can the students sing from memory?
FUNDAMENTALS
Do the students regard the pentatonic scale as the
old.scale which,is the. basis of Indian music and many
folk songs?
Have you observed chromatics?
What work has been done with scale patterns and songs?
Do your students have an understanding of the meter
signatures as telling us how the music swings?
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(con. 5

Do the students appear to have a concept of how
notation represents the way a song Is organized?

(like

phrases, repeating tonal patterns, contrasting phrases, etc.)
Can the children notate, upon dictation, the following
note values? A f . J ,
Can the children locate DO in the commonly used key
signatures, and name the starting note in relation to IK)?
Can the children sense a syncopated rhythm?
Can. the children analyse the fora of a song?
ORSAflFITT
Have the children had opportunities to finish songs?
Have they created new songs?
Has there been opportunity for dramatic interpretation
of song stories, or songs?

LISTENING
Can the children quickly determine the mood of a
composition?
Can the children listen for story content?
Nhat composers have you studied?

Uhlch instruments can the class identify by sight and
sound?
Have you used current event music magazines when the
material is suitable for fourth grade?

wxtmu
Has the class stepped and ■clapped' rhythm patterns
-as well as the pulse of songs and compositions?
What singing games and folk dances have been taught?
Has there been group and individual opportunity for
rhythmic free expression?
lave the students had an opportunity to explore the
patterns i j -. j.'j , and -syncopation • N J"?
PLATING OF INSTRUMENTS
Have the rhythm instruments been utilised to supple
ment the rhythm program?;
Has each child had an opportunity to play the bells,
either in a scale pattern or In a melody?
Have the students had an opportunity to play the piano?
lave you used drum sticks in. the rhythm program,
playing from a notated: rhythm pattern?
Save your classes had as opportunity to play any of
the melody pre-band Instruments?

SUGGESTED RBCGRDIIGS FOR GRADES IV THROUGH VII

L - Lyons Record Catalogue

IRS - Educational Record Sales

IHSTRUMBHT REOOGHITIQR
loung Peopled Guide to the Orchestra (Britten) - ERS, I
Carnival of the Animals (Saint-Saens) - BR3, L
Musical Sounds Boohs for Touag Listeners
Said the Plano to

- BRS

the Harpsichord «* ESS, 1

Instruments of the Orchestra - L
Meet the Instruments - L
MOODS
RCA Victor Record Library for Elementary Schools
Listening, Volumes 4 - 6
Magic of Music

-

- IRS, L

BRS", h

Music to Stimulate Inattentive, Sleepy Children - L
(Consult listings in Lyons Record Catalogue)
Change in Pace

-

L

(Consult listings inLyons

Record Catalogue)
Relaxing to Calm Holey, Excited Children

«* L

(Consult

listings In Lyons Record Catalogue)
Music for Quiet Listening

-

L

(Consult listings

from Lyons Record Catalogue)
Children’s Corner Suite (Debussy)
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-

ERS, L
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SMS0H3
fhe Months (fsehaikowsky} - I#
fhe Seasons (Glazunov) - t
• 1, OHS

iutcracher Suite

Amahl and the Might Visitors

*

OKS, L

Great Sacred Choruses - 1
Holidays for 0. S.

-

IBS

Songs of Christmas

-

L

treasure of Easter Songs

- 1

patriotic Songs of America
Messiah (Handel)

-

BBS

- L, BBS

BXSfBBIlfO AID ABBRBClAflQI
Musical Sounds Boohs

•

Budget Record library

BBS

-

BBS

Child’s Introduction to the Great Composers
Music Masters Series

(Great Composers)

Adventures in Music

-

-

-

MS

IBS* 1

BBS

OfIBB IlfBBESfS
Songs of: The Sea, Of Battle, fhe West, fhe World,
and fhe South

-

BBS

fhe History of Music, Volumes X to X
Pines and fountains of Rome
William fell Overture

-

Grand Canyon Suite

BBS, 1

-

1

*

-

MS, l»

MS, 1>
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Scheherazade

-

IRS

Tales of the Vienna Woods
Galte Bartsten©

-

Ballads of the Revolution
*

Am

MB

-

-

IRS

I

Billy the Kid (Copeland)
Of BRA

ERS, L

BBS

Ballads of the OiviX War

flying Butchman

-

-

BBS, L

OBBRBTTA

Oarousel *-

MS

Gilbert and Sullivan Sought)ok

Great Moments in Opera
Oklahoma

-

-

-

IRS

MS

Operatic Choruses

-

SRS

Rodgers and Hammerstela Songbook
Opera Without Singing
Carmen

-

MS

BBS, 1

*

IRS

-

IRS

fHB FIFTH GKADB

nmaim
PUBBAMIHIALS
OBBAfXYXXT
S8TTHMS

LISTUfXBG
FMTIIG I»ST10M1MTS

SOCIAL STUDY EMPHASIS:
wI<ivlag Together in the Americas”

Beferenee key tosong hooks?

G

Sing Together

Ginn Publishing Co.

F

Voices of America

Follett Publishing Co.

Music in Our Country
ABC

Silver Burdett Co.

Music for Young Americans. V American Book Co.
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OBJECTIVES OF TIB FIFTH GRADB SIHGIHG PROGRAM

To continue to make a conscious effort to improve singing
position
To listen carefully and to strive for good diction and
tone quality
To provide opportunities for Individual and small ensemble
singing
to include rote songs , reading songs , and observation
songs in the year’s work
To provide opportunities for the children to sing rounds,
canons, descants, and simple two-part songs with the
children alternating, on the parts
To Introduce chording as another way of harmonizing a
song
To use ear harmony as a way of improvising a second part
to a song
To correlate songs with social studies
To add on to the cumulative song repertoire
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fll FIFTH ® m m

S I S G I W PROGRAM

TO MAKE A OOMSGlOm EFFORT TO IMPROVE THE SIIGIMO SQSltXOM
The students should be thoroughly familiar with proper
singing position meaning that one sits up straight, or
stands erect, with his head high, ohln in, and Jaws relaxed..
Sow that the child is tea it is time to include that feet
should be flat cm. the floor when one sits la the singing
position.

Raburally, not all of the ten year olds will

have reached height sufficient to enable them to do this,

but there will be some la the class who can.
There are likely to be some who will require constant
reminders

Just remember that an alert and attentive

mind depends upon an alert body.
to l i b

f

mm

m m m m t a id .to s s g ire t .fgk m m

m om m a »

fohi aiAiiigf
there are likely to be Varying degrees of vocal ability
within a given fifth grade class.

It is to be hoped that

most of the class can ,be regarded as •Intunef singers*
However, those who are act probably have not had the oppor
tunity to sing in the lower grades.

Whenever possible, the

teacher should work with these youngsters on an individual
basis, and la a private session.

It Is a great temptation

to this age boy to drop the tune an octave when it goes

beyond third space C.

The fifth grade singer should he developing into a
discriminative listener as he is learning to distinguish
differences in phrases, rhythm, mood, major or minor mode,
pitch, interpretative style, and diction.

Assemblies and

public performances will give the needed motivation to
make certain that wall of our words can be understood.*
The child should be aware of the message of the words and
strive to convey those thoughts to his listeners by means
of clear diction.
The teacher should not over emphasize vocal technique
at the expense of the child*s attitude, or his will to sing.
For the child's attitude toward singing as a natural mode
of expression is certainly more important at this age than
formal vocal training.
TO PROVIDE OfFORTOTiTIBS FOR IHBIVIBUAL AIB SMALL EKSEMBLE
SIMX31G
This should be a continuation of an activity which
was begun in the first grade, and has been carried through
every year.

Small ensemble singing should be encouraged

in parts as well as In unison work.
TO XH01UBB HOTE $0103. R1ADXBG 0010$. ABB OBSBRVATIOB
SQKOS m

t m YBAB'S WORK

teaching a new song In the fifth grade will probably
be a composite of the procedures for reading, rote, and
observation songs.
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Suggested procedure for teaching & new song when a
phonograph recording is availablet

1,. Create interest in the song by giving some
background material.
2. lotIce illustration if there is one In the book,
also the source of the song

whether it

is composed, or a folk song, etc.
3* listen to the recording and follow the score.
4. After hearing the recording, read the words
in rhythm.
5* Decide how many beats there are to the measure.
6. Observe what type of rhythm

— * smooth, running,

walking, skipping, jerky, syncopated, etc*
?. locate any notes which will be held longer
because of dots or fermatas.
8. find the highest note and the lowest note.
9. Observe the general up and down movement of the
melodic line.
10. Iota whether the melodic line progresses step-*
wise, by skips, or uses repeated notes.

11.

Analyse the musical form as an aid to learning noticing which phrases are exactly alike, which
are nearly alike, or which contrast.

12.

Recognise familiar tonal patterns, such as tonic
chord, ascending and descending scale passages.

13*

Bing song with recording.

14.

Isolate phrases which need attention.

15*

Sing again, without recording.

When the children are accustomed to the above procedure
with a new song, they.will often volunteer information be
fore the teacher requests it.

They are eager to discover

Information about the new songs, and to be the first to
tell what he has found.

TO PROVIDE OfH)RT1IIITIBS FOR QEILPRM TO S i m ROMPS , CAHOHS
DBSCAB IS. ABB SBTOB TW0-1ABT SOBQS WITH THE OBXLDRBB AlfERBAT1BG OB TIB IARTS
The fifth grade year Is a time of stepping ahead into
part singing.
perience.

Children should find this an enriching ex

froper hearing is very essential to this activity

There will always be a few children who attempt to cover
their ears so the other part will not bother them as they
try to sing their part,

fhe children must realize that it

is not harmony until the two parts are sounding together.
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If a particular fifth grade is not ready for twopart work at the beginning of the year, dialogue songs,
rounds, canons, and partner songs will help In readying
a group for this activity*.
Partner., songs or eomhlrable songs s

1.

#3klp to My Lou* with "Ten little Indians*

2.

"Home on the Range* with "My Home 's in Montana*

3*

"Three Blind Mice” with "Are lou Sleeping?1*
"Row, Sow, Sow four Boat* with "The Farmer in
the Bell"

The rounds la lo. 3 may be sung together, or sung in
any combination.

The children will hear the melodies bet

ter If a neutral syllable such as loo or lah is used.
Singing with a neutral syllable will only be possible
after the group Is thoroughly familiar with the tunes.
ROtJMB * A round is a song which Is repeated from the
beginning to the end by several different groups, each
beginning at a specified time.
OAK0I - A canon is a two-part round which is not
repeated.

Frequently a canon is arranged so that both

voices can end together

—

the first part will hold the

last tone until the second part "catches up."
The teacher should make certain that a class can sing
the round or canon correctly and in rhythm as a unison
song before attempting to sing it as a round or a canon.
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Establishing the correct rhythm is vitally important when
singing the comblmabl© rounds listed previously.

It is

advisable to sing through these in the correct tempo
before putting them together.
Suggested rounds for fifth gradet
''Sing Together"

0-

P*

IT

'Oood light to feu ill"

a

p.

81

’Pray Cod Bless”

a

p. it2

'Morning is Come” ,

Q

P* 137

'Awake* Xou lazy Sleepers”

p

P-

'long live Music”

$

P* 125

1Whippoorwill*

w

P*

37

‘Else Op* .0 flam©11

F

p.

25

‘The Bell”

SB

p.

•13

’Echo”

SB

P*

23

'Chairs to Mend”

SB

p.

28

'Sing Everyone”

SB

P« 183

Autumn Bain”

ABC.

p.

1?

'Weather”

ABO

P*

19

Away •We *11 Co”

ABO

P* 114

The Shamrock”

ABO

P* 181

O'

P*

*

14

Suggested canons for fifth grades
‘’Coin* to leave 01* Texas Wow”

58
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Suggested canons for -fifth grade (con.)

WA11 Creatures of Our Cod and King** F

P* 186

f!Follow dn#*

f

P*

**0 loving Father**

F

P« 172

*l*hat loss Soho Sayf*

F

P* 111

**Butterfly w

ABO

p.

12

"Evening Bugle**'

ABO

P«

14

23

First expertemcee with two-part singing are usually
successful with songs that are predominantly unison but
have a harmonic ending.
Suggested unison songs with harmonic endings;

Czech Walking Bong**

a

P*

19

The Ball it of the Boll Weevil**

s.

P*

54

I’m a Eovlng Cowboy**

a

P*

56

The Skaters*’

0

P? 154

'Morning Song*’

?

p.

15

Oh* Susannat**

F

P*

62

let’s Keep America Beautiful**

P

P?

84

Three Pirates**

F

P- 141

There’s a Meeting Here Tonight1*

ABC

P*

8

The Derby lam1*

ABC

P*

18

love Somebody*5
*

ABC

P*

21

Spelling1*

ABC

Pf

22

there should never be a definite part assignment in
the fifth grade, as children should practice alternating
parts on a given song,

the one obvious exception to this

rule would Involve preparation for a public concert*

At

such times a definite assignment will be necessary in order
to present an adequate performance.
Other effective experiences In singing harmony can
be achieved through the use of descants.

Again it is ad

visable for the children to alternate singing melody and
descant, unless performance is the ultimate aim.
Suggested songs with descants for, fifth., grades

Golden Slumbers Kiss four Hjres*

a

P*

14

ffSlumber, Slumber”

O'

P-

80

”Muslo of the liver”

a

P* 149

“Blueboanets**

a

P* 163

*Boom-Fa- Be-lal -Bat*

F

p. 116

91Coaxing lolly”

F

P-

48

”Deaf Woman’s Courtship”

F

P*

41

”Hew Year Carol”

F

P* 13?

”Song of the West”

F

P«

83

*Goldan Slumbers”

SB

p.

41

"Battle Hymn of the Bepublic”

SB

P* 134

**■Fashions”

SB

p. 160

whown In the Yalley”

SB

P*' 176
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Suggested songs with descants (con.)

"Tinder*

ABO

P*

23

11Brother James' Air1’

ABO

p.

4?

"Silent Hight”

ABO

P*

82

"Battle Hymn of the .Republic"

ABO

P- 165

II U T B Q W Q B OBOBPXM AS AffOTHBR WAY OF HARMONIZING A SOHO
Chording not only helps to develop Independence in
part singing as it serves to strengthen the feeling for
tonal and key center, but also will build harmonic concepts
for ear harmony, and give chordal background for playing
the auto harp and the bells.
Suggested procedure for Introducing chordIng to the
fifth grade;
1.

Play a recorded song (found in their texts) which
uses a chording part.
What did you hear in addition to the tune?

2.

Possible replies5
a.

a second part.

b.

they sang the syllables while the tune
was being sung.

3«

Without further comment the teacher should go
to the piano and play a ehordlng pattern in the
same key as the song being studied, using the
2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 measures.

After playing the jt - 1? - V- J pattern,
the class what this is called

—

ask

someone Is

bound to reply, M0hordtng.w
What you have Just heard is chordlag played on
a piano, and what you heard with the song is
©hording too, but Instead of using the piano,
the voices are used and sing the syllable names
of .the root tone of each chord in the pattern*
root of any chord Is the principal tone of
chord and denotes the scale ton© on which that
chord is constructed.
1

fohic Chord

DO

IV Sub*-dominant Chord

FA

f

SOD

Dominant Chord

At this point the teacher should notate, in
root position, the chords which will be used.
It is suggested that this be done with the stu
dents watching to see how the chords are built,
rather than prepared before-hand.
should then sing the roots;

The class

Do, Fa, and Sol.

For first experiences it is helpful if the
teacher places the entire chordIng pattern on
the board, including measure bars, and beats
indicated.

This can be prepared before class.
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Ohor&ing pattern for ”Sweet Betsy from Pike11

t

t

o

*» *
1

i

t

o

ft

i

%
o

ft

Sol
te#
0

3/4
Sol*

<

?«

Bo -

*

Sol-

Do - Sol

*

*

Bo

*

-

Sol

*

-

Bo. -

1

t

Sol

-

*

Do

*

I

-

t

*

Q

Bo

©

8.

Sol*
Do

*

~

Bo

*

-

Do -

Ask the class to bring arms down on beat 1 and
•'feel* beats 2 and 3, or use the conventional
conductor^ beat to keep time as they sing.
Keeping the rhythm of the chording part accurate
as the class practices will help to hold chording
and melody together when the two parts are combined.
Ihe "feeling’4 of the down*beat and the unaccented
beats, will be helpful when playing the auto harp
or the bells*

9*
to.

Combine chording with song and alternate parts,

the teacher should tell the class thatmany
songs can be harmonised with only I, If

folk

and f

chords.
Suggested chording songs t
"Wait for the Wagon"

G

p. 183

"Work on the Railroad*

G

p. 53

"the Blacksmith Sings Merrily”

G

p. 6?

20$

the other music series do not give syllables for
chording, but if the teacher believes in this activity,
he can locate suitable songs by noticing the auto harp
chords.

If these chords are I, If* and V, the song can

be used for chording activities.
fO USB .MB-HARMCmi AS A WAY. OF IMPROVISING A SECOND PART
10 A BOMB
When the children have experienced rounds, canons,
descants, simple two-parts, and chording, and the teacher
believes that the class can hear as well as "feel" the har
mony, ear-harmony may then be tried.
Sar-harmony simply means improvising a harmonic part
by ear, and adjusting the notes to make them sound right.
Perhaps one can Interest the class by telling them that
this is a kind of barbershop singing.
Suggested procedure for developing .ear-harmony 8
1.

Select a song which the children know.

Sing it

together in unison.
2.

teacher asks for a few'volunteers to sing a
harmonising part.

3«

Children do'not use books.

4.

teacher should give the starting note to both
the melody part and the harmony part in order
to Insure a proper beginning.

5.

Begin singing —

teacher may move his hand up and
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down.

If the children have difficulty the teacher

should assist the harmony singers.

If he cannot

improvise the harmony part* it Is suggested that
a song be selected which has a written harmony
part, as he can use that for a guide.
6.

Auto harp accompaniments may also be used,

the

added tones in the harmony should aid In making
up the Individual vocal ear-harmony.
?.

Songs with ear-harmony treatment might not be
harmonized the same way twice,

the added part

can either be a descant above the melody, or an
alto part.
tO QOERHAfB SOUQS V i m SOCIAL. .SfOPISS
the fifth grade social studies emphasis is "Living
together in the Americas.*''

this makes correlation of music

with social studies especially easy as the fifth grade
books contain a wealth of American Folk Songs.
Suggested son&s for correlation with social.studiesi
" 'Liza Jane"

G

p*

10

"Ain* t Gonna lain#

G

p*

24

f?In the Plaza"

G

p.

46

"the Erie Canal"

G

p*

62

"Jacob*s ladder"

G

p*

83

"Sweet Betsy from Bike"

a

p-

91

Down in the Valley**

P

P«

45

he OXendy Bart*

P

P*

60

Trampin*"

P

P*

71

Else Up Shepherd and Boiler*

P

P*

74

Ohiapanecas1*

P

P*

92

0it Along little Bogles0

F

P* 151

Alouette*

P

P* 171

Susette*

SB

P*

23

Sis Joe"

SB'

p*

9§

Shenandoah*

SB

p. 109

Johnny Has Cone for a Soldier*

SB

P* 127

Eavaho Happy Song*

SB

P> 191

This Train*

ABO

P*

95

Aunt Dinah fs Quilting tarty**

ABO

P*

32

Sourwood Mountain”

ABO

P*

7

Plymouth Town”

ABO

P* 172

Donkey Hiding*

ABO

P«

Paul Bunyan *s Oamp’*

ABO

P* 142

61

to ADD QE TO «BB OgMDBAflVB SON-S .RfflSaTOXHB
All fifth grade music texts contain a great number
of the songs found on the Cumulative Song Repertoire*
Since so many of these songs were found in all the booksf
it appears that the editors agree upon these songs as
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part of our common cultural heritage.
Cumulative Repertoire Songs in fifth grade
"A Bicycle Built for Two"

G

p. 181

"•Billy Boy*

0

P*

95

"Cindy*

G

P*

92

•'Come, thou Almighty King"

0

P*

12

•'Come, To thankful People11

G

P* 110

"Dixie"

0

P* 128

"faith of Our fathers*

0

P*

86

"frog Went A*Gourtl&'*

a

P*

8

"Golden Slumbers Kies Tour Byes"

0

P*

14

"HarkI the Herald Angels Sing"

0

P* 118

"Home, Sweet Homo*

G

P-

12

"Jacob's ladder111

a

p.

S3

"the Marine’s Hymn*

0

P- 129

"low thank We All Our God"

0

p. 108

"0 little town of Bethlehem"

a

P« 114

"Oh! Susanna1''

Q

P*

7

"Old folks at Home"

0

P*

70

"Silent Wight"

0

P* 113

"Sounrood Mountain11

0

P*

"the Star Spangled Banner"

0

P* 124

"America"

f

P*

6

"America, the Beautiful"

?

P*

8

"'Caissons Go lolling Along"

f

P* 164

"Cindy"

f

P‘ 63

50
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Cumulative songs (con.)

"Be Olemdy Burk"

f

P*

60

*<5od of Our fathers"

f

P>

t1

"the.Marlae1e Hymn"

f

p. 161

f*0hl Susanna"

F

P.*

62

"Old Bam fucker"

F

P«

59

"Sourwood Mountain"

F

P* ■44

"America"

SB

p. 122

’‘America, the Beautiful*1

SB

P*

“Battle Hymn of the Eepublic"

SB

P* 154

“lullaby*1

SB'

P* 168

“Dixie"

SB

P* 132

"Ooldem Slumbers"

SB

P*

“Hark ! the Herald Angels Sing11

SB

P* 212

“Home on the Bange*

SB

.P*

“When Johnny Gomes Marching**

1

41

82

.SB

P* 131

“Marine *s Hymn**

SB

P* 138

“low fhamk We All Our Sod"

SB

p* 206

"Ohi Susanna**'

"'SB■

P* 112

“Bast Side,, West Side"

SB

P* 168

“Silent Might" '

SB

P* 211

"fhe Star Spangled Banner"

SB

P* 130

"Turkey in the Straw11

SB

P*

"Tamfcee Boodle"

SB

P* 128

Battle lyma of the Republic"

ABO

P* 165

93
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Cumulative songs (con.)

“Brother James* Air**

ABO

P*

4?

“Caissons Go Rolling Along11

ABO

»•

50

“Bizi©1*

ABO

P»

30

“low thank We All Our God'*

ABO

p. 104

“Silent light**

ABO

P*

8S

“Sourwbod Mountain*1

ABO

P*

7

“the Star Spangled Banner“

ABO

P* 19B

“Sweet and low“

ABO

P* 176

“Swing low» Sweet Chariot*1

ABO

P*

“When Johnny Oomes Marching*1

ABO

P* 1?1

“Yankee Boodle**

ABO

?• 139

97

0W80TX?BS OF
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FIFTH GRADE FOIDAMEHTAIS PROGRAM

To teach the mathematical Implications of the metric
signatures 2/4, 3/4» and 4/4
to Introduce 6/8 time
To observe chromatics
To Introduce the minor mode
To learn how to locate BO from the given key signature,
then name the starting tone
T© continue observation of melodic direction and form
of songs
To acquaint the class with various dynamic markings, as
well as with the meaning of the tie, slur, B. 0. al Fine,
D* S. al Fine, and the repeat sign
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FIFTH GRADE FOTDAMBHTALS PROGRAM

TO TEACH TEE MATHEMATICAL IMPLICATIONS OP THE METRIC
2 /4

..3 /A.

4 /4

After the fifth grader has had fractions in hie
arithmetic class, he should he able to transfer those
learnings to the time signature and arrive at a full
understanding of what it means.
He should be able to look at a time signature of
4/4 and interpret it as follows $
1.

The lower number, the denominator, tells us
how many parts the whole is divided into.

The whole in this Instance referring to the whole
note O

.

It is divided into four equal parts which

are now called quarter notes J

• The student has

known these notes previously as walking notes.
2.

The upper number, the numerator, tells us
how many of those equal parts will be used.

Therefore, in the musical time signature of 4/4,
the child should realise that there will be four qnar~
ter note beats to the measure.
The whole

O

The half
The quarter
The eighth
The sixteenth

cl

J

O

J
JN

i

m

J
Jv

JS

J\

JN

J\
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fP XHfRQMQR 6/8 flHB
the child will look at the 6/8 time signature and
eome to the conclusion that it must mean six eighth note
heats to the measure*

Be has heem singing and responding

physically to 6/8 rhythms since his first experiences
with music# hut It might he slightly confusing to hi®
when he first notices the music In that meter*
His first impression will prohahly he of a strong
accent on heat t, followed by a secondary accent on beat
4.

Xa faster tempos, 8/8 is thought of as two pulses to

the measure.
6 /8

>
>
t 2 3 4
^ / r /

5
/

6
/

A slow 6/8 conductor’s beat:

A fast 6/8 conductor's beat

the child should have an opportunity to experience
both the slow and the fast pattern In conducting*
Suggested songs .in slow.and fast 6/8 times
*Rlg-&»£lg«-Jlg*

a

P*

13

**We *re All together Again**

a

p*

16

**One More River”

0

p*

25

21'4

Suggested.songs in slow and fast 6/8 timei

"Poor fired fim"

G

P-

28

"Summer Horning**

?

P*

IB

"there Was an Old lady of Steen"

¥

P*

29

"Bluebonnets of feras*1

F

»•

90

"Happy Are they"

¥

P* 130

"Bugle Sote*

SB

p.

7

"In Houlant Ha Boult*

SB

P*

20

"Shepherds Go with their Hooks"

SB

P*

69

"the lemon free1*

SB

P*

72

"Home on the Range1’

SB

P-

82

"Whoopee fi II fow

ABC

P«

4

"the Derby lam"

ABO

P*

18

"Daniel Boone"

ABO

P-

60

"What Child Is ffeis?"

ABO

P*

81

"Silent light"

ABC

P*

82

fO IWHOBPOB fEE MXIOR MODB
the major'.mode creates a very strong feeling for a.
tonal center, or keynote*

the major mode is used more

frequently than any other In music of the Western. World,
so consequently the child has heard more music in the
major mode.

In the fourth grade his attention was dlrec*

ted to the pemtatonto scale, and as he sang and listened
to this music, he found that the song could stop on any
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tone of the scale ana see© finished, provided he didnH
have a preconceived notion of where to stop*
low his attention is being directed to the minor
mode.

He may notice that the song usually ends on LA In

place of DO*

At this young age, it is best to distinguish

between major and minor by ear, rather than explaining how
the third is lowered in the minor scale, etc*
One effective way to emphasise the expressive quality
of the two modes, the major and the minor, is for the
teacher to play a minor selection that is well known in
the tonic major,

this process may be reversed, by playing

a major selection in the tonic minor.

The class will ob~

serve that the personality of the composition is entirely
altered.
Since there is emphasis in the fifth grade upon
locating DO in a given key signature, some alert child
might wonder about the key signature for the minor scale*
The teacher will reply that each signature serves a major
and several minor scales, and they are spoken of as being
relative to each other*
Suggested songs in the minor modes
"Poor Tired Tim**

a

P*

28'

"Drill te Terriers*'

a

P*

52

"The Brie Canal"

0

P*

62

"Hallow**-ezx Visitor"

G

p* 107

"Else Up, 0 Flame" ’

F

p«

25
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Suggested sours In minor m o d e _(con* )

''.Harvest**

F

P* 109

‘Hew Year Carol”

F

P* 137

'Pat-a^Pan*

f

p. 193

'Mountain frail”

SB

p.

10

‘dolly Miller1*

SB

P«

27

'Wraggle-faggle-Gyps1es“

SB

P*

40

fhe Grindstone Mam”

SB

P*

46

Johnny Has Gone for a Soldier”

SB

P* 127

Hallowe*@n light”

ABO

P-

34

hand of the Midnight Sum”"

ABC

P*

37

Old Joe Clark”

ABC

p.

70

'What Child Is this?”

ABC

•P*

81

Joshua fought 'the Battle”

ABC

P*

98

fhe Birds* 'Song”

ABC

P* 137

Poor holette”

ABC

P- 150

m L m m how m lqcaib *dq” fbom tun given key sigbathrb.
ABB f H M GI7B THE

M S

OF SHE SfARTXBG fOHB

the fifth grad# child has heard throughout his school
music experience that a scale, or a hey, is a closely
related group of tomes which tend to gravitate or move
toward the tonal center.

(Do and his family)

the keynote

acts somewhat like a,magnet in holding the tones together*
It is possible to build a ma^or scale on any tone,

21?

but the only scale which does not use any sharp© or flats
is the scale of 0.

All other major scale© require the

natural notes to be adjusted, either raised or lowered,
to satisfy the formula for the major scale.
Formula for the Major Seale;
>fhole step
Whole step
Half step
Whole step
Whole step
thole step
Half step
A hey signature, then, consists of the sharp® and
flats necessary to build a particular major scale on a
given note.
3E&JU? X£TS - la sharp, keys the last sharp, the'one
farthest to the right, or the newest one added, is jfl.
Simply count up one seals degree to DO.
To find the newest, sharp * the sharp farthest to the
right is the. newest,
fifths.

the sequential order of sharps is

In the illustration below, the number In the
place in the sequences
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FLAT KEYS - In flat keys the last flat, the one
farthest to the right which Is also the newest one, is FA.
Simply start on FA and count down to DC*
DO.

FA «* III *.HB «*

A short out method is to take the flat second to

the last flat, for this Is DO, because of the sequential
order of flats which is in fourths.
To find the last or newest flat ~ the flat farthest
to the right is the newest.

The sequential order of flats

is fourths, and the number in the flat in the illustration
below denotes its place in the sequencet

OABTX0B - the objective here Is to locate DO* it
is not to give the letter name to the key.

However,

many children because of other music experiences will be
familiar with the letter names of the staff degrees and
will refer to the key in that manner.

Should confusion

arise, the teacher should state that the letter names
are fixed to the staff by the clef sign and never change.
However, DO and his family move up and down the staff
whenever there is a new house number,

(the key signature)

TO FXID TIB STABTTia SILLABLE BAMl FOB THE FIHST T 0 « Once DO has been located, it is only necessary to sing
mentally up or down until one reaches the starting tone.

'■TO OBSERVE MELODIC DXBBGtlOH AID FOBM
noticing the direction of the melody and whether it
progresses by steps or skips should be a familiar activity
to fifth graders.
Melodic progression should now be considered in the
light of chordal structure.

As the child will experiment

with vocal chording, piano chording, auto harp, ear-harmony
and bells, an understanding of the *chorda! structure1* of
a melody will aid him, in creating accompaniments.
Suggested activity.
wFind the hidden chords!**

the children are familiar

with puzzle pictures in which they’ve had to locate hidden
objects

--

now this same technique can be applied to the

music class.
1.

Teacher should select a familiar song containing
passages of tonic, sub-dominant, and dominant
chord tones.

2. ' Teacher, or a class member, should notate on the
chalkboard the tonic, sub-dominant, and dominant
chord in all three positions.

The class should

sing all positions with syllables in the arpeggio
manner.
3*

Sing the song.

4.

After the song is sung, the teacher should direct
attention to the chords and state that these

chords are found many times in this song*
5*

Bequest the class to look for the hidden chords.

6.

A tally sheet could be kept to determine how
many times each chord occurs.

7.

Write the melody on a music chart showing dif
ferent chordal patterns with colored notes,
using crayons or magic markers.

Suggested songs, containing chordal progressions In
X, IV. and ¥« which may be used for the preceding aot&vlty

"Oh, Susanna Itt

0

P-

?

nMy Horned in Montana*1

0

P*

9

"Wait for the Wagon1*

0

P*

22

*Ain't Gonna, lain**

0

P-

24

"Awake, lou hazy Sleepers*5

F

P*

14

15Clementine"

F

P-

27

"The Deaf- Woman's Courtship"

F

P*

41

"Coin* to Boston"

F

P*

95

"The Campbells Are Coming"

ABC

V* 160

"Canaday-X-O"

ABC

P* 151

"The Crested Hen"

ABO

P- 148

"The Shepherd"

ABO

P*

"The Beautiful Blue Danube"

SB

P- 196

"Fiesta"

SB

P* 188

"Michie Banjo"

SB

P- 166

99
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An activity such as analyzing a song for like phrases,
those almost alike, and those contrasting, is an aid to
learning a song as well as being a study in musical form*
Sometimes this experience should be done visually
with the students observing the notation.
it should be done entirely by ear.

At other times

The teacher can play

a few phrases on the piano and request the class to tell
which are alike, etc*

Short instrumental compositions

may be used also.
TO aaOQOglZB AID D1DIBSTA1D THl TIB. IBB SMB. D*. 0* al
Fill. AID TEI BBFIAf SIGH
Students will have observed these signs on the music
page long before fifth grade, but now at this grade level
a more detailed explanation can be given.
Ties and slurs, as both are indicated by small arcs
or curved lines Joining the notes, will be confusing at
first.

Perhaps the ear will be as quick to distinguish

the difference as the eye.
The slur Joins two or more notes of a different
pitch which are sung on the same syllable of the text.
The tie Joins two or more notes which are on the
same staff degree and is sung on one syllable of the text.
The two notes are hooked together like two railroad cars
are Joined

—

the first pulls the second one along,

and the tone is sustained for the combined value of both.
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Suggested sours for experience with fflBS..and SLTOS:

"Listen When the Orchestra1
*

a

P- 182

"Mister Babbit”

a

p. t?2

"Colly, My Cow”

Gf

P* 169

”fhe Skaters”

a

P« 154

”fhe Marines’ Hymn”

f

P* 161

’’Cowboy*© aettlnf~0p Holler”

f

P-

89

"fhis Loveliness**

F

p.

64

"Else Op, 0 flame”

F

P*

25

"Our fites Are Hying”

SB

P- 162

"Brahms * Lullaby”

SB

P* 168

”fhe Beautiful H u e Danube”

SB

p. 196

"Song of Destiny”

SB

P* 200

’’Bring a forch”

ABC

P«

78

”Silent.light”

ABC

p.

62

"Swing'Low, Sweet Chariot**

ABC

P*

9?

**joshua fought the Battle”

ABO

p.

98

tepeat signs are fretu®htly encountered in music
texts and the class should be familiar with their function*
However, the teacher should make certain that the students
understand
t.

What part of the song is repeated

2.

Where to begin the repeat
a.

Within the signs?
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b.

from the beginning of that section?

Go

from the beginning of the piece

»• If there

Is only one sign?
Suggested .songs for experience .with repeat signs $
"Sating Goober teas11

0

P*

61

"Old folks at Home"

a

P-

70

"Twelve Days of Christmas”

a

p. 123

"Sandman*s Song"

a

P* 204

"Karlanina"

F

P- 124

"Happy Are They"

F

p* 130

"The Commuter's Special"

f

p. 149

"Fireflies"

F

F* 1?6

"The Brook"

SB

P*

4

"Mountain Trail"

SB

P*

10

"My Balmeape"

SB

P*

19

"The Teamster's Song.11

SB

P-

18

"RapI Clap 1 Snap!"

ABO

P* 174

"Hawaiian Might"

ABO

P* 170

"The Orested Ken”

ABC

P* 148

"Gustaf'8 Skoal"

ABC

P* 146

Do 0. al Fine Is found occasionally in the music text*
booh, and when It is encbuntered, the piano students will
be anxious to explain what it means.

the Italian phrase, D. 0. al fine

Da Capo al

fine, tells us to go hack to the beginning or the head
(Da Capo) of the composition, and perform again until
one comes to the end which is marked fine*
Help the children to see the word G-A-P in Capo.
A cap is worn on the head, and the head is the top or the
beginning of the body, etc.
Write the word F1I1S and FXflSH for comparison, and
explain that fflne. a related word, also means *the end."
D. S. al fine is an Italian phrase meaning- to go

back to the sign (Da Signa) and perform until one comes
to the end which is marked fine.
.Suggested songs■for experience.with D. 0. al. fine..;

11Don’t let lour Watch Bun Down**

0

P«

63

"fast three O ’clock1*

G

P*

69

"When Moses Smote the Water**

0

Pi

83

*‘fhe Skaters"

0

P- 154

"Happy Are they11

t

P« 130

"Birds' Courting Song**'

F

p. 143

"AXouette"

t

P« 171

F

P* 180

"Mountain trail"

SB

p.

10

"En Boulant Ma Houle"

SB

p.

20

"fast three ©•Clock"

SB

P*

29

S. al fine
"the Swallow*’
0. al fine

Suggested eonms for .3CU 0« al Fine (.con.«)

wSoldier, Soldier*

SB

P* .35

”*toor Bolotte,f

a m

P* 150

ffSkye Boat Song1*
'

410

P* 162

"Baater Oarol**

410

P* 165

"She Wild Bird11

410

P* 195

O B r a o m s s of thb fifth

g r a m

rhythm program

To provide opportunities for free expression on an
Individual and collective basis
To provide conducting experience with duple and triple
meters
To teach American dances and party games as well as
dances of other countries
To introduce new rhythm patterns
To use the rhythm instruments to strengthen physical
responses to rhythms
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FIFTH GtABB RHYTHM PROGRAM

TO PROVIDE OFfORTOHIflBS FOB FREE gPRHBSIOK OH AM
X8MVXWAL AMD COLLECTIVE BASIS
If the program of creative rhythms has been a part of
the students* past musical experience.! this work should
fee continued.

However, if it is a new experience, some

of the children who are becoming self-conscious will fee
reluctant to participate.

The teacher should suggest

activities which will appeal to this age group, such as
acting out every day experiences in rhythm.
The rhythmic responses of the fifth grade student
should fee more definite and more precisely timed with the
music.

The class might fee interested in devising rhythmic

accompaniments for songs fey clapping hands, patting knees,
or tapping feet.
Suggested song for the above activity*
Hold Him, Joel*

ABO

p.

24

The children will enjoy dramatising their song® and
presenting these not only to their class, but to another
class, and to the school in an assembly program.
Suggested songs for dramatisation®s
"Hansel and Gretel”

G

p. 221

"The Bold Soldier”

0

p. 38

"The Brave Knight”

G

p. 39
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Other materials for creative rhythms and free
expression may be found in the.RCA Rhythm and listening
Activities, Volume V of each.

Indian music is an ex

cellent resource for free expression.
Suggested songs for free ..expression and creative
rhythm, activities s'
'Harvest Pun"

a

P* tso

a

P* 156

!Tuku, Tuku, Tuu Ifm Calling"

0

P* 168

!fired Tim"

a

P*

28

Give Os the Wintertime'1
*

1

'Soldier, Soldier*

9

P*

49

M*sleu BenJo”

I

P«

52

Ida Marina11

F

p* 121

F

P* 149

Sis Joe"

SB

P-

98

Santy Anno"

SB

p.

86

John Henry"

SB

P* 144

The Railroad Oars Are Coming"

SB

p. 116

Butterfly"

ABC

p.

12

Rocket Ship"

ABC

P*

16

Halloween Bight"

ABC

P»

34

Canadian Boat Song"

ABO

P* 152

The Commuter’s Special"

>

m

movim experience

m

cpbdcot

m m s amp i m m

MBT1HS. QliAf A»S..Sm BOTH RHYTHM MTTBRMS ABB BASIC

mm
Rhythm is best grasped through bodily movement.

As

has been said before,, if a child has not had a previous
background of such experiences, he might be reluctant to
participate freely at this age level In large bodily move**
meats, but he will respond to clapping and stepping.

His

rhythmic responses are more definite and precisely timed,
and it is possible to link the physical response with the
symbols of notation, as visualised by the eye.
Stepping rhythmic patterns should be continued unless
the rhythm Is highly Involved, such as in the la tin**American
rhythms, etc.

Best rhythms for stepping experiences are

the duple rhythms.

Clapping will take the form of clapping

the basic pulse, as well as clapping the rhythm.

A class

might divide, with some clapping the rhythm, and the others
clapping the pulse.
Conducting experience was suggested for fourth grade
and should be continued in the fifth grade as there is
emphasis this year upon understanding the mathematical
Implications of the metric time signature.

The 6/8 meter

is also wlntr©ducedf, this year.
The conductor1s beat for 2/4 is a simple down • up
motions

It is wory necessary that the students feel the down
heat, or the accent*

This will he helpful when playing

the bells, strumming the auto harp, singing of rounds,
and also In the singing of the comblnable partner songs.
Suggested ..songc...for...conducting 2/4 rhythms

"fher© Grew a Rosy Maid"

G

P*

44

"Old Gaelic lullabjr"

G

P*

73

frWlnkum, Wlnkum H

a

P*

76

"K'sieu Banjo"

?

P*

52

"Botte Walked"

t

p. 107

"Marine©* Hymn"

p

P* 161

"Don't let four Waifccb Run Down *

SB

P*

"Mingo Mountain"

SB

P» 102

"Song of the Gypsy ling1*

SB'

P* 198

"In Sweden11

ABC

P* 144

"Dudelsack"

ABO

P* 117

"Row Thank We All €)ur §odw

ABO

P* 104

92

The conductor's, beat for 3/4 is made in the shape of
a triangle.

Again, make certain that the students-feel

the down beat, or the accent.

Suggested songs for conducting 3/4 meter;

'The SKaiers*1

G

P- 154

'A Bicycle Built for Two”

G

P* 181

The fisher Maiden”

G

p.

4a

f0od Bless Our Band”

F

P*

7

'Katrina’s Wedding Waltz”

F

P» 112

F

P- 133

'Creation’s Morning Sorg#

SB

P*

13

Echo”

SB

P*

23

Lumberman’s Alphabet”

SB

P*

50

Bring a Torch”

ABO

f
\
P- 78

;The Pilgrims **

ABO

P*

57

Spanish Is the Loving Tongue”

ABO

P*

49

Bend emeer *s Stream”

It might be wise to distinguish between the faster
3/4 meter which actually becomes a down beat or accent,
followed by feeling the two successive beats at the bot
tom of the beat*

this will be used in rapid waits tempo*

The conductor*s beat for 4/4 is given below.

The

beat for one must always be the most decisive motion*
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Suggested songs .for conducting 4/4 m«stef5
"May Day. Carol"

a

P* 162

"Indian Summer"

Q

P.* 153

"A Summer Morning"

0

P* 136

"The Cutting Bench"

SB

P-

"Aloha Oe"

SB

Pr 152

"Harvest Hymn"

SB

P* 204

"fh e Mead owland a11

P

P*

20

"Soldier, Soldier"

P

V*

49

"loch Lomond"

f

P* 144

"Ukulele Song"

ABO

P-

90

tt0o Tell It on the Mountain"

ABC

P*

83

"Hack. Is the Color"

ABO

P*

69

45

For experiences In 4/4 conducting It Is best to
select slower sad more stately rhythms.

If the piece is

a fast 4/4 or cut time, the child will think of it as
two heats

2/4 meter rather than the 4/4.

Also It

Is best to aelect .music which begins on beat 1, rather
than on the anacrusis.
The conductor's beat for fast and slow 6/8 beat
are given below:
A

I
fast

Slow
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Suggested songs for conducting 6/8 meter;

P* 124

Who Has Seen the Wind?**

a
a

Come, Ye Maidensw

a

p. 14?

Bluebonnets of Texas**

F

p.

90

Captain Jinks’"

F

P-

98

The Swing*"

f

p. 173

In Boulant Ma Boule”

SB

p.

20

Cold eu Slumbers1'*

SB

P*

41

Down in a Coal Mine”

SB

P-

62

Silent Might**

ABO

P*

82

What Child la This?**

ABC

P*

81

The Derby Bam”

ABO

P*

18

Peter, the Fiddler1"

p. 146

tO TEACH AMERICAN FOLK BANCSS AMD PASTY GAMES AS M

AS

HATIVB DAMCBS Of THOSE WHO CAMS to AMERICA
At the fifth grade level there should be more
emphasis upon teaching the specific shills of folk dancing*
Definite dance steps, should be learned; such as schottische,
polka, waits, and other folk and square dances, as well
as singing games.

Many of these folk dances and singing

games will be found in the music textbooks, and the stu
dents can become familiar with the music of these dances
in music class, and then perform the actual dance during
physical education period and recess.

through such experiences the students should develop
an appreciation for the culture of other lands and realise
the contributions of many nationalities to the “American
Melting Pot.*
fhe State Board of Education Bulletin on Physical
.Education.*» 1953 is an excellent reference for steps of

the various folk dances*
In addition to learning definite steps to a dance,
the students should be given opportunities to create
their own simple and original dance routines to music or
song.
Suggested dances and singing games found In music books
Swing in the Corner'*

G

P*

33

Put tour little foot*

G

P*

3t

Captain dinks*

G

P*

35

Shoo fly*

G

P-

32

Old Ban fucker*

f

P*

39

Gome, let Us Be Joyful*

f

P* 110

Cornin' fhru the Bye*

r

P* 146

Katrina's Wedding Walts'*

p

P* 112

Weevily Wheat"

SB

P*

Sambalele*

SB

P* 136

Song of the Gypsy King*

SB

p. 198

2um Gali Gali* (Hora)

SB

P- 169

42

Suggested dance songs (con*)

“La Conga”

ABC

96

“Custaf1s SkoalM

ABC

P* 146

nThe Crested Hen”

ABO

P* 148

“The Walts*

ABC

P* 156

Suggested recordings... for folk danelag:
All-Purpose Folic Dances

-

Michael Herman, folk

Dance House, lew fork
folk Dances. -

Album B. arranged and recorded by

Joseph ?. Burns and Edith S. Wheeler
Honor Tour Partner

-

Ed Durlooher, Educational

Record Service
TO IHfRODHOB M W RHYTHM PATTERNS
Learning about rhythmic notation is an on-going pro

cess from year to yearo

However, a fifth grade student

who has studied fractions will be able to consider note
values from an intellectual (mathematical) standpoint.
The arithmetic book now in use in the Division has several
pages devoted to problems with musical note values.
However, it is necessary that rhythm be felt and
responded to, as well as intellectually comprehended.

This

can be accomplished by clapping and stepping the less com
plicated rhythm patterns.

The *new understandings1* in

rhythmic notation will be focusing attention upon various
rhythmic patterns which the children have been singing and
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responding to in previous musical activities, but have

not Isolated for study*
Bhvthm patterns to be considered;

3
triplet

m

f
m

tango {ha banera )

J.TT7

dotted etghth*»8ixteenth
eighth rest

j n

y

Suggested songs for experience .with triolet rliArijiiis*
’’Sing Together1’

a.

p*

”Jesu., Joy of Man?s Desiring”

p*

w0n the Eoad to Willamolay”

a
a

p* 175

f’The Railroad Oars Are Coming”

SB

p- 116

**I Found a Hors© -Shoe”

SB

p* 1?4

SB

p-

79

"Frog- Music”

P

p-

22

"Dinah"

P

p*

26

ABC

p.

2

"Ukulele Song”

ABO

p*

90

"When We*re Dancing”

ABO

p. 155

"Lonely

Is the Hogan”

The Wagon Train”

96

Suggested procedure for the song ”On the Road to
Wlllamolay** in the Sinn hook;
1.

The melody for this song comes to us from Old
California.

Kayhe "Zorro” and his men enjoyed

this same tune I

(This will be the cue for a

sudden great Interest —

the teacher should

take advantage of Zorroi)
2.

The words are quite humorous because a mule
outsmarted his master*

If the class has not

read the words, ask how a mule might outsmart
his master.
3*

look closely at the music and note if there
is anything unusual.

Someone will observe

the number 3 in the little are above the
sixteenth notes.
4.

The teacher should sketch sixteenth note
triplets up on the chalkboard, both separately
and Joined together*

It usually means three

quick notes in the place of one note*

In this

song, the triplets are sung in the amount of
time allowed one eighth note.
5.

How many times do the triplets occur in the
melody?

It is discovered that triplets are

used in connection with the word "Will-a~mo-lay,

and for only the first three syllables.

Ask

the class to clap "Willamolay” as It is spoken
in rhythm.
6. Triplet rhythm is a characteristic of Spanish
Music.

The bolero, a Spanish dance, uses the

triplet rhythm.
7* Teacher should sing this song for the class
and accompany himself on the piano so that the
class can also hear the rhythm of the accom~
panlment.
8. Speak the words in rhythm, being very careful
that the triplets and the syncopation are
accurate.

The quarter notes in the last two

'lines will see® exceedingly slow so be certain
that these are given full value.
9. Class sing.

After the singing, the teacher

should play the piano and the class clap the
rhythm.
to.

Conclude the lesson by informing the class that
"Willamolay” will become our "cue” word for
triplets and that next year when we study more
about triplets In the sixth grade we will build
upon this experience.

Perhaps the teacher

should remind the class that our "cue” for
syncopation is "111 H ike Jane.”
t1.

Follow-up review experiences for this song
might include playing'the rhythm with rhythm
instruments, or dividing the class and asking
one group to play a steady beat with the other
group playing the rhythm of the song.

Perhaps

a third group of students might play only on
the triplets.
Suggested soigs for experience with tan&o (habanera)
rhythms
"In the Plaza"
{tango rhythm in accompaniment)

G

p.

46

"Fishing Boats"
(tango rhyth® In melody)

SB

p.

56

"Fashions”
(samba melody, and habanera
accompaniment)

SB

p. 160

"The Teamsters* Song”
SB
(habanera rhythm in accompaniment)

p.

18

The rhythm instruments are most helpful in experi
encing this rhythm.

In the song "In the Plaza” found

on page 46 of the Ginn book, the class could accompany
their singing by playing the tango-habanera rhythm on
the rhythm instruments.
The dotted eighth note followed by the sixteenth
note Is a rhythm which is characterized by its *fjerki&ess*
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therefore, both the bodily response and the clapping
would be appropriate.
Suggested songs for experience with dotted eighth

"Young Woman with a Cane*

a

P-

2?

"But Your Little Foot*

0

»•

31

wYhe Sunrise Call*

a

P* 133

ffYhe Brie Canal"

G

P*

"Alouette*

F

p. 171

*01eraentire*

F

P-

27

"On a Long Summer Day"

F

P*

57

#Cowboys1 Ohristmas Ball”

SB

P*

85

*Mountain Ira11*

SB

P*

10

"Dixie**

ABC

p.

30

"Hallowe’en Might"

ABC

P*

34

62

Listening to "Humoresque" by Dvorak will provide a
fine supplementary experience In dotted rhythm.
Suggested songs for experience with the eighth rest?
"Come, My Dove"

0

p.

41

"Coin* to Leave 01* fexas"

0

p.

58

"Old fexae"

SB

p. 78

"fostados"

SB

p. 190

SB

p. 106

r*

Bight Bells"

<?41
Suggested songs for eighth rests

*8anty Anno*

SB

p. 104

MThe Swallow*

f

p. 180

*Two Wings*

ABO

p.

64

*Ooldea Harp*

ABO

p.

6

Most of the songs in the above list have eighth rests
on the heat, rather than after the heat,
a form of syncopation.

thus, it becomes

The children will gain little from

noticing an eighth rest at the end of a phrase, hut when
it occurs at the beginning or in the middle of the musical
line-, such, as in the two songs from the ABO series, it
will become a meaningful experience.
TO..USB THE BBYTHM IN8THUMBS TS TO 8TRBBQTHBK MTSXCAB
MSBOHSBS TO HHYTHMS
Using rhythm Instruments will not only strengthen
physical response to rhythms, but will also serve as a
creative experience*

This becomes a creative experience

when the children decide which Instruments are most
appropriate for certain passages and when the class creates
a special accompaniment.
The rhythm Instruments can be used effectively in
follow-up experiences with the new rhythmic learnings.
This is especially true in the songs where the melody has
one rhythm and the accompaniment another rhythm.

o m m t i r m of

m m

fifth grade iistbnimg program,

CREATIVITY AND PLAYING OF INSTRUMENTS
To further the development of good listening habits
To become better acquainted with the orchestral instruments
To develop the ability to follow several themes throughout
a selection, and also recognise the two fundamental
musical forms

binary and ternary

To correlate listening experiences with social studies
by studying American composers and American music
To create original songs and dances
To dramatize songs and orchestral music
To provide experience playing the auto harp, bells, piano
and rhythm Instruments in planned and improvised
accompaniments
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$m m m amm tiwmxm

program

TO FURTHER THE BBfELOBMBRT OF GOOD LXSgMITO HABITS
When one listen© to music he should give his whole
attention to the music.

Each time this kind of listening

take© place in the classroom, the good listening hahlt
is strengthened.

Present day children are so conditioned

to talking and studying while music Is playing that unless
they are specifically requested

—

or required

to Its*-

ten, they apparently are not aware of the music being
played.
As the class receives guidance for and preparation
for the listening experience, so they are likely to res*
pond,

the teacher must direct their listening, or their

involvement in the Immediate situation,

heedless to

say, the teacher must be an active participant In the
listening too.
Being a good listener In the classroom as well as
a good member of the audience in assembly programs and
concerts should be desirable behavior of every fifth
grader.
TO BECOME BBTTIH ACQUAINTED WITH THE ORCHESTRA!
INSTRtlMEBTS
The voice and the appearance of the individual
instruments have been studied every year.

It is hoped
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that the student ha® a knowledge of the family each Instru
ment belongs to.

He should also form a conception of the

part each Instrument plays In the total group

whether

It 1® primarily a melody Instrument, or a supporting har
mony instrument.
first hand experience with real instruments 1® the
desired experience« and live situations involving local
artists and school group® can be arranged.
The next year these students will be in the sixth
grade and then eligible to participate in the elementary
band program.

Therefore, the teacher should give these

children an opportunity to listen to the Instruments and
to become acquainted with them In an effort to encourage
some students to study instrumental music next year.
TO DEVELOP THE ABILITY TO FOLLOW SEVERAL THEMES THROUGHOUT
A SELECTION AHD TO RBCO&KXEE THE fTOAMlHTAh MUSICAL
FORMS. BINARY M B TERNARY
First experiences in following themes in an orchestral
composition may be provided by using compositions which
develop themes the children already know.

Ear! MacDonald *s

"Children*® Symphony*1 is an excellent work for this purpose
as It is based upon familiar childhood tunes, such as
"London Bridge,/5 wJingle Bella,0 etc.
Morton Could*s "Cowboy Rhapsody” which uses such
familiar melodies as "Home on the Range,” "Old Paint," and
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"Trail to Mexico" will appeal to this age group also"Pumpkin Eater*© Little Fugue," composed by Robert
McBride, use© "Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater" and 111 Like
Coffee, I Like Tea."

This is an excellent composition

for following themes as well as for learning about fugues.
A fugue may be defined in the fifth grader*© terminology
a© a composition of gay little melodies which appear to
be chasing each other.
Students should be actively involved in the listening
by being asked to respond with a show of hand© or fingers
as specific melodies are heard.

This will keep them

actively listening, and there will be some competition to
be the first one to recognize a melody when it appears.
Binary and Ternary form. The simplest musical- form
consist© of two complete musical sentence© which divide
naturally Into two parts.
or two-part form.

This form is called the binary,

Many folk songs, hymns, and short piano

pieces are in this two-part form.

Brahms* "Lullaby and

Good Eight” on page 77 of the Ginn book is an excellent
example of the two-part binary form.
The ternary form consists of the original statement,
a contrasting section, and a return to the original
statement or melody.

"Harvest fun" on page 150 of the

Ginn book is an example of three-part ternary form.
The Dykema-Gundiff School Music Handbook, p. 97,
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gives a comparison between music and language which may
prove helpful when explaining form to the class.
Music

Language

note

letter

figure

word

motive

phrase

phrase

clause

section

sentence

period

paragraph

The musical section or sentence concludes with a
cadence.
TO OOBBBU,TB LISTMBfG EXPERIENCES WITH SOCIAL STUDIES
BT SggPTIHQ AMERICA#-. COMPOSERS ASP AMERICAN MUSIC
Too often we slight our American composers and con
centrate entirely upon our European heritage in music.
There Is much emphasis upon American folk music In the
fifth grade, so the students should become equally
familiar with our country's composers,

lames such as

Stephen foster, George Gershwin, and Edward MacBowell
are likely to be familiar to some of the class.
Several prominent composers live in the tidewater
area, and the teacher should tell his class about these
too.

David Garr Glover of Portsmouth has written many

piano selections and is working with Walt Disney.

Lud

wig Plehn, a German, composer who has settled in Eorfolk,

24?

Is known for his Instrumental works.

Willard Robb of

the Eorfolk College of William and Mary composes and
arranges for choruses, and has recently had an opera
performed*

Johan franco, who lives at Virginia Beach,

has produced an abundance of works, and enjoys international
fame.
Suggested procedure for introducing: Stephen Collins
foster and his "Old Folks at Homesw
"Old folks at Home"
1.

G

p.

70

The teacher should devise some method of
arousing class Interest',

for example;

I a®,

going to write the names of three men on the
chalkboard, and when you recognize a name, will
you raise your hand?
2.

The following names are written, in this order?
Francis Hopklnson

(the teacher pauses, but
probably no response

Willlam Billings

( the teacher pauses, but
probably no response

Stephen Poll Ins foster

(It will be an unusual-

class if the hands don't go
up as Collins is being
written)
3-

All three of the above names have something In

common* a© all were'early American composers.

However, Francis Ropkinson and William Billings
lived during the Revolutionary period, and
Stephen Collins foster lived In the nineteenth
century.

He is often considered the first

American composer of note because of the great
number of songs he produced and the fame he
achieved.
Foster was born in Pennsylvania on July 4, 1826.
(Mention that this’is Just a year- after the Brie
Canal was opened

—

If "The Brie Canal” has

been learned by the class)

Foster showed an

early interest In music and it is told that one
day when he was a small boy he went to a music
store with his mother.

While they were there,

Stephen reached up on the counter, took a toy
flute that lay there, and surprised everyone
by playing a patriotio tune on It.
Foster wrote many songs for minstrel shows, and
"Old Folks at Home1* was written at the request
of the Christy Minstrels.

It was published in

1851, and In the time of one year, everyone was
singing It.

An Albany newspaper reports in

1852 that the song was sung by sentimental young
men and women, by tradesmen, and by every darky.
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young and old.

Until Foster published this

song he had never been South of the Ohio River.
His ideas of negro singing came from colored
church services and minstrel shows.

He had

originally planned to use the "Pedee River"
in this song, but his brother, who had located
the "Swanee River" on a map, suggested this as
a better'sounding name.
6.

The class might be Interested to know that this
song was originally written in dialect although
it appears in conventional English in our song
book.

7*

After the class has sung, "Old Folks at Home"
it might be interesting to make a list of
some of Foster's songs:
"Beautiful Dreamer"
"Camptown Races”
"Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming”
"Old Black Joe”
"Oh, Susanna!"
HJeanie with the Light Brown Hair”
"Massa*® in the Cold, Cold Ground”
”Ky Old Kentucky Home”
"Old Dog Tray”

8.

Follow-up lessons might include listening to
the music of Stephen Collins Foster?
Andre Kostelanetz Orchestra plays "The
Music of Stephen Foster”
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*Theme, Variations, and finale11 Dubensky,
based on the music of Stephen Foster
In addition to studying American composers, the
fifth grade is a fine time to introduce Jazz as a particular
kind of American music.

An appropriate recording to use

for this experience is the Hoiden Eecord "A Child's Intro
duction to Jazz*w narrated by Bob Keesh&n (Captain Kangaroo}
and sung by the Honey Dreamers*

There are other such albums

available, but this one is excellent and is easily under
stood,which makes it a fine recording

for a first experience*

Suggested lesson procedure for introducing jazzs
Seconding - "A Child ‘s Introduction to Jazz*1
A Holden Becord narrated by Bob Keeehan, and
sung by the Honey Dreamers.
of both sides of a large 33

The record consists
record.

If the

music period Is only a half hour, it will be
necessary to plan to devote two lessons to the
recording alone.
1.

The teacher‘should create interest by approaching
this lesson in such a way that it grows out of
past experiences:
As the fifth grade is emphasizing the study of
America in social studies this is also a good
time to learn our country’s history as seen
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through her music.

We have sung many folk

and composed songs which have reflected our
American way of life or some particular
historical event,

let us list some of these

songs on the chalkboard:
"Jacob* e Ladder*
"Boll Weevil"
"The Erie Canal*
"Old Folks at Home*
*Drill, Ye farriers, Drill*
"Star Spangled Banner*
"Goin* to Leave Old Texas How*
’’Goober Peas*
"Sourwood Mountain*
"Sweet Betsy*
"Lil Lisa Jane*
"Captain Jinks"
Btc.
(Above songs found in Ginn book)
All of these songs have made a lasting
contribution to music, but America has made
another great contribution through a particular
style of music.

Ivho knows what this might bet

(If the desired response isn*t forthcoming
after about three responses® continue with the
lecture.}
In the early days of our country it was
necessary for people to make their own enter
tainment and this was often music.

The songs

sung were part of the American life of the
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day -- sentimental songs about home and mother,
and sometimes about a tragedy, such as "Casey
Jones."
However, other forces were at work which
were destined to change the style of American
popular music*

JAZZ was beginning to sound its

strange rhythms in Hew Orleans and Chicago.
Life was speeding up, and Americans did more
listening and less playing and singing themselves*
Thomas Edison invented a practical phonograph
in 1877*

Popular dance orchestras came into

being*
By 1900 Ragtime began to work its way into
popular dance music*

By 1911, it began to

affect the songs which came out of "Tin Pan
Alley."

Instead of the "Sidewalks of lew York*

and "Bicycle Built for Two," people were singing
and dancing to "Alexander’s Eagtime Band."
tagtime got its name from its "ragged*
rhythm.

Syncopation is a feature of ragtime*

Ofcourse, syncopation is not new to us, for we
remember "Lil Liza Jane* and many other folk
songs which use it*

However, Mr* Bach and Mr.

Beethoven used syncopation too, but not nearly

as much of it as we are going to find In JA£2«
Bemember that in syncopation a weak beat in
a measure receives the stress that is ordinarily
given to the strong beat.

(As the teacher

discusses syncopation, he should move to the
chalkboard and sketch the *1*11 11 za Jane* pat*
tern, and also the one given in 3/4 meter, and
ask the class to clap both patterns.)

fhere was syncopation in negro folk music.
As the negro sang his version of the white man's
songs, he added his own African rhythms.
Bagtime was quickly followed by the ’'blues,*
where the notes are sung at a pitch halfway be*
tween two half steps.
It Is suggested that the following outline of
Side I of nA Child's Introduction to lam** be
placed up on the chalkboard before class time.
Boys and girls, you will hear a voice on
this record which is very familiar to you.
play ;]ust a small part of it so that you may

I’ll

2§4

identify him*

(Although the Money Dreamers

address him a© Mr. geesh&n, the -children will
know him only as Gaptaln Kangaroo.)
of. Side.. X

What is’Jazzt

(15 minute playing time)

fo answer that -question we* 11

have to travel to Africa

—

drums, rhythms

Slaves had songs for planting, harvesting,
and hammering roeke

~*

"John HenryH

Mired African rhythms with work songs
is a part of Jazz

"Mixing

French, german, English, Scottish, and
Bussiaa people cam© to- America
America is a melting pot

snatches of

folk songs sung in native languages
iravel again
fetmesse© Hymn" —

wComfort Te°

As the negroes in Georgia sang the same
hymn it became the spiritual —

"Hobody Knows

the trouble I've Seen0
lew Orleans Funeral Marches.definitely apart of Jazz
Second lesson

.use reverse, side of record.

Beview material from previous lesson, and also sing through
'■Jingle Bella * and "Bow, Bow, Bow four Boat0 as these tunes
-are used as illustrations,

fhe record will be more meaningful
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if the outline is up on the hoard, and the children go
over it before hearing the record?
Outline of fart 11
Jazz makes you want to dance all day.

It

is made up of African drumming, folk songs,
spirituals, funeral marches, and work songs.
It has developed into these kinds?
1.

lew Orleans Marching Band Music

2*

Dixieland

3.

Blues

**

Jazz has a special sadness.

Blue notes are notes you won’t find in any music
store In town, or in a book -* a note which Is
In between two notes {a quarter tone)
4.

Bagtime

—

Jazz has a happiness

5.

Boogie Woogie

—

started about thirty

or forty years ago In Kansas City
6.

Swing

7.

Be*Bop, Be*Bop, and Bop

8.

*0ool* modern Jazz

"Bow, low, Bow four Boat" done in the
styles of the above forms of Jazz
lhat is Jazz?

Jazz is American Music, it

is a certain American way of playing any music.
It is really more of a way of performing music
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than a type of music.

Any tune can he played

in Jazz style.
TO CHEATS ORIGINAL SOKGS AID DAHCES
Many fifth grade teachers emphasize creative writing
in language arts.

Some of the better poems written by the

children could be set to music.

Approach this by reading

the poem rhythmically to determine the meter.
a key

*~

register.

Decide upon

whether it should be put in a high or low
Sing scale and tonic chord in the chosen key,

then proceed to sing the poem.

Students may be asked to

sing phrases, and the teacher or the classmates may notate
these,

later on refine the tune until it is put into its

best possible form.
Creating an original dance means planning specific
steps to be performed at certain times in the music.
represents a concerted action.

This

Creative expression is an

individual response and may differ at each repetition of
the music.

Dancing is a fixed response requiring close

coordination with the music.
TO DRAMATIZE SOHGS ABB OBCHBSTRAh MUSIC
Many ballads are suited to dramatization.

With a

little ingenuity and originality almost every song can be
dramatized.

Fresent day youngsters are so accustomed to

seeing songs "staged" on television that it seems perfectly
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natural to "act it out" as they slag.
Dramatizing instrumental music is creative expression.
As part of the listening program more emphasis could he
given to acting out particular themes, etc.
TO .PROVIDE. IXPIRIBBOB P1AYXBG TUB AUTO BARF. BBL13, PIANO.
AND RHYTHM IBS TRDM1N TS IN BOTH PIANN ED AND IMPROVISED

Playing the auto harp, hells, and piano can he part
of the experiences to supplement vocal chordihg.

(Ohording

was discussed in the fifth Grade Singing Section.)
The fifth grade class will probably show some interest
In how the auto harp functions.

For the benefit of those

in your class who are not familiar with the instrument
take a few minutes to explain the mechanics of the auto
harp t
1*

first of all

—

the name auto harp*

If the

class is asked what this means someone will probably
respond that it is named this because it is portable
and can be carried about.
called a porta*harp?

But then why isn't it

lead the class to realize

that this is an automatic harp.

All the player has

to do is to press a button, strum across the strings,
and he will have the desired chord.

How simple

when compared with other instruments where the
player has to finger the strings to produce the
desired tones!
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2.

Demonstrate how the strings vibrate and how it

is possible to stop the vibration by placing a fin
ger on the strings.
3.

8ketch a side view of the auto harp on the

chalkboard showing the uneven teeth of the bars.
The class will realize that these teeth are the
secret of the auto harp.

Play 0 and G chords on

the piano, playing In arpeggio manner,- using the
same tones that are used on the auto harp.
the chord on the auto harp to compare.

Play

It Is

assumed that the piano has been used to tune the
auto harp and the two Instruments are in tune
with each other.
4.

Someone is likely to ask what Will happen if

all bars are pressed down together*

Endeavor to

have the class discover that there will be no
sound, because the felt teeth are pressing on
every string, and none are free to vibrate.
5*

For first experiences at playing it is advisable

to use two students; one to press the buttons and
one to strum the strings.
6.

The auto harp may be used to supplement experi

ences in chording.

The class as a whole should sing

the chord roots while the auto harp is being played.

7.

Many songs In the music series are scored for

auto harp, and after a song has been learned, the
students will enjoy accompanying the class.

It is

best to choose songs which use.only two or three
chords for student accompaniment*
8.

The class can sketch the auto harp bars, and

label these in the order used on the harp.

It is

also possible to purchase cardboard replicas of
the auto harp for individual practice.Individual resonator bell blocks maybe used as
melody instruments as well as accompanying Instruments.
The new bell sets which have the chromatic tones in
black to correspond with the piano keyboard are helpful
In creating an awareness for chromatics, and thus serve
as a point of reference for the teacher.

The white notes

on the piano are white bells.
When the bells are used as melody instruments, the
student is given one bell block and he strikes it when
ever his tone occurs in the music.
As accompanying Instruments, the tones of the DO
chord, the FA chord, and the SOI chord may be sounded
while the class sings the roots in a chording exercise.
The bells may also be used in connection with the auto
harp to accompany a song*
It is advisable to have all bell players keeping
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time with their mallets in the air when not playing.

It

is much easier to make an entrance at the proper moment
if the players are keeping time this way.
can he made rhythmically',

The entrance

Flayer© should sit or stand

together In chordal units.

If there is.only one setof

hells, the student playing

the

fifthofthe DOchord, will

also have to play the root .of the SOI chord.

This should

help the students to become aware of the relationship of
scale tones In the various chords.
The hells are usually struck on the ’accented heat
when playing harmony, for example:
V

3/4

Play

c *-

rest

rr-

rest

|

V

I Play

rest rest

The auto harp score may he used for a harmonic
bell accompaniment.
Simple chordlng accompaniments can he played la the
piano by the students.

Again, use the auto harp ^cor© as

a guide for a simple chordlng part on the piano.

It is

best to use either the key of 0, F, or G. for this
experience.
Rhythm Instruments may be used to provide additional
Interesting accompaniments.

The Follett book has suggestion©

for rhythmic accompaniments, as do the Silver Burdett and
the ABO.

If there is no suggested accompaniment, the

students can improvise their own.

FIFTH GHABE EVADBATIClf

SXIGXIG
I© there a conscious effort to improve singing position?
Do you and the class constantly strive for good diction
and ensemble?
What opportunities have there been for individual and
small ensemble singing?
Has your program included rote, reading, and obs©no
vation songs?
Have the children had many opportunities to sing
rounds, canons, descants, and songs In simple two-parts
with children alternating on the parts?
What opportunities have there been for ear-harmony?
In what way has music been correlated with social
studies?
What songs have been added to the cumulative song
repertoire?
Have you used OHOEDXBG as another way to have twopart singing?
OTDAMBBfADS
Have you reviewed the metric signatures of 2/4, 3/4,
and 4/4 and discussed the mathematical implications of
each?
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F 0 I D A H I U m s (con. )

Has the 6/8 time signature been Introduced?
Has there been continued attention to chromatics?
Has the minor mode been presented?
How many of the class can locate BO from the given
key signature, then name the starting note?
Have you observed melodic direction and form?
Are the children acquainted with the TIE, 3L0R, D. 0.
al Fill, and the BBFBAf sign?
RHITHXS
Do you continue to clap and step basic pulse and
rhythms?
Have you introduced the triplet?
What American and other national folk dances have
been taught?
Has there been an opportunity for free expression on
an Individual and a collective basis?
Are the children able to recognise the waits, tango,
march, and minuet?
What experience has the class had in conducting
various meters?
OBEATXraX
Have the children composed any original songs?
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O H m m w

(con*)

Have you experimented with Instrumentation?
Have there been opportunities for dramatisation?
Has the class Improvised an original dance?

What composers have you studied?
Have you used Young. Keyboard. Jr. for appreciation
lessons?
Ho the children listen for mood, story content, and
beauty of tone?
Are they acquainted with all Instruments?

What opportunities have there been for playing the
auto harp, rhythm instruments, bells, and piano, etc.?

OHAHAOTBRISTIOS Of OHXLBBBI
M I S CHILDHOOD
PHYSICAL

IBPDXCAYIOHS FOR MUSICAL LEASHING

Marked physical develop*
meat with rapid uneven
growth.

Make use of the grand march and
such floor patterns, use rhythmic
activities which aid coordination,
study the polka, sohottische, and
square dance, do folk dancing and
social dancing.

Frequent minor Illnesses
and short absences from
school.

flan a flexible program with
frequent reviews.

Reluctance to be dif
ferent from the group
physically and socially•

Frepare classes for the change
of voice which can be expected
after the age of twelve.

Capable of carrying out
good personal hygiene
habits.

Stress importance of good pos
ture, not only in singing but
at all times*

finer muscles manipula
tion, coordination, and
strength In boys and
girls.

Begin instruction In orchestral
instruments. Use smaller
movements in rhythms.

Unlimited drive to
energy and activity.

Help develop a feeling for
rhythms and aesthetics, appre
ciation for tempo of the music.

XHTSLLEGmi'

XKPDieAYXOIS FOR MUSICAL L3MIXIG

Greater understanding
of concept of time
and place.

Give further work on rhythmic
patterns, meter signatures, note
values, variations of tempo,
also development of notation —
music history.

Gradual increase in
reasoning ability and
in handling abstrac
tions.

Bmphasize study of Intervals,
and slmnle major and minor
triads —
I, III, and Y.
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Readiness to accept
quick and easy conclu
sions with over
confidence.

Encourage pupils to approach
new music with an open mind,
as many musical selections
will grow and unfold
artistically with study*

Provide varied music pro
Widening range in
individual differences
gram and activities to reach
In reading abilities
all children.
and in personal interests *
They are curious about
the physical world and
about self.

leach simple rudiments of
physics of sound, how sound
travels, pitch is -determined,
science of how music is
produced.

they are- graspingmeanings of abstract
words when met in' 11s-'
tening and reading*

leach meanings of dynamic and
tempo markings, and musical
terms, also study thought
content of song.

They are beginning to
understand international
relations.

Utilize music in all its con
temporary phases of communi
cation — television, radio,
and current periodicals —
as a basis for discussion*
Create, an ever awareness of
music as an universal language.
Study nationalistic composers.

Increased concern for
school, community, and
world problems.

Share your music ability with
others, present programs to
school groups and community
audiences.

Questioning, doubting
printed material, adult
guidance, statements,
and facts*

Give children opportunity to
make their own musical arrange
ments, and develop their program
ideas under teacher direction,
teacher should not force his
tastes upon children.

Are able to discriminate
between sounds and are
approaching adult devel
opment in sense of rhythm
and associative memory.

feaeh elementary forms of ear
training. Begin part singing.
Provide opportunity for
creative expression, both
melodic and rhythmic.
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Increased group cohesion
and iiQTk skills. Growth
with dependency on
leaders, cooperation of
Individuals within the
group. (Achievement and
socialization of skills}

Develop special choruses,
small ensembles, coordinate
musical and dramatic pro
ductions .

Able to work on longer
time consuming tasks
with pride in accom
plishments* foluntarily
sticking to difficult
study to gain wanted
information.

Recognize both Individual and
group achievements- through
concerts, operettas, dramati
zations, and festivals.

Broadening use of
resource materials.

Extend avenues of information
through use of supplementary
materials, take students to
live concerts, 'bring in per
forming groups, or a resource
person* Use recordings,
library materials.

SOOZAh
Increased awareness
of moral codes. nGangs1
or groups evolve, some
times undemocratic or
in conflict with
cultural codes.

Use music as a character
builder and a discipline,
responses aroused by music
not conducive to crime.

Wide range of Individual
difference In maturation,

Brovide group activities in
which everyone has some
responsibility and interest.

Emerging social role
of opposite sex awareness
and differences, feasing,
over critical, impression
of being uncooperative.

Bupkasize coeducational music
activities In which everyone
has some responsibility and
interest. Use music to foster
healthy boy-girl relationships.

Desire to excell in
group activities.

Develop ability to follow
choral direction so completely
that individual has nlosttt
himself within the group.
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Interest in work
and 1trelIhoodv

Explore music vocations rteacher* artist,.* composer,
symphonic conductor* dance
band leader* music critic,
church musician, music
merchant* etc*

Strive to be free of
adult domination.

Endeavor to guide tastes and
attitudes toward the lasting
and desirable.

MmOE&h

XMPlXmiOlS fOH MUSICAL LBARIOTG

tendency to feel awkward
and self-conscious.
Easily depressed or
excited, emotionally
unstable*, ■'"know it all.”
attitude.

Be considerate and use reason
rather than demanding when a
child is embarrassed or upset*
Ease, rather than force shy
pupils into spotlight. It is
better to rehearse an entire
section to correct an error,
rather.than to embarrass one
individual.

Conflict between being
a child or grownup
without assuming
responsibilities
entailed.

Help pupils to understand that
as responsibilities grow
privileges accompany them*

Eeer relationships are
more important than
adult approval*

Provide opportunity to sing
and play in small groups.

Oreater insight Into
Strive to help develop desirable
musical tastes in recordings
self; increased respoasiblllty in self-directlono and 7? programs. Encourage
talented students to study.
Idealistic; inclined
towards hero- worship.

Use materials from, biographies
of music composers and artists.

Children are sometimes
rebellious , over-critical *
changeable, and difficult
to guide■

Select music activities in which
child can succeed * select different children to assume leader
ship roles* give praise for work
well done.
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A need for security
among peers, a feeling
of belonging.

Meet this need by band,
orchestra, and choral groups,
folk dancing groups, social
dancing; also use 11ear harmony**
and chording to songs, as well
as two and three part singing
when groups are capable of
this.

fHB B i x m GRADE

B xm xsa
v a s s m m u is

hlBTmxm
SBTTBMS
creativity

fL A iim mGmmmts

SOCIAL STUDY EMPHASIS:
"Living Together in the Old World*

Reference kef to song books:

G

Singing in Harmony

Sinn Publishing Co.

P

Voices of.the World

follett Publishing Co.

SB

Music Around the World

Silver Burdett Co.

ABC

Music for Young Americans, VI American Book Oo.
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OBJECTIVES Of THE SIXTH GRADE SXBGII0 PROGRAM

To continue to make a conscious effort to Improve the
singing position
Xp provide many opportunities for the class to sing at
this time when the child voice is at its best
To provide choral opportunities for the select voices
To encourage individual and small ensemble singing
To grow musically through observation, reading, and
rote songs
To develop a feeling for tonal ensemble through such
means as tone blending experiences
To develop skill in part singing through chordIng,
ear-harmony, and assigned parts
To develop an appreciation for the folk songs of those
nations studied In social studies
To add on to the permanent or cumulative song repertoire

2?0
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THE SIXTH GRADE SINGING PROGRAM

TO OOHflllTB TO M A O A QOHSOIQUS BEFORT TO IMPROVE THE
SIgaXHO POSITION
Unfortunately, oven in the sixth grade, it will be
necessary to remind some students to assume the proper
singing position.

If a student Is allowed to slump in

his seat in his classroom, he will continue these posture
habits in music class.

But as singing in tune requires

both alert minds and bodies, sitting and standing
^straight and tall* are prerequisites to actual singing.
The student must be cognizant of the fact that singing
position Is a special kind of posture for singing
the spine should be straight, head up, and shoulders
relaxed.

This should facilitate proper breathing*

It

is better at this age level not to go Into detail about
breathing; If the posture is correct, the child will
probably breathe correctly also.
Sixth grade students, except for a few who are very
small for their age, should, be able to put their feet on
the floor.

This is part of the singing position too.

TO PROVIDE MANX OBBORITOXTXES FOR THE 01ASS TO S I M AT
fHIS TIME WHEN THE OH11>D VOICE IS AT ITS BEST
The voices of the children in the sixth grade are
generally the most free, full, and resonant of the child
voice period.

Right before the voices change the children
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have a more brilliant, beautiful, and true tone than ever
before.

The voices of boys and girls who are eleven and

twelve years of age have gained in strength, range, flexi
bility, and expressive quality.

Most boys will be proud

to know that many choral directors feel that the boy’s
voice is superior to the girl’s volee at this time.
The teacher should endeavor to develop desirable voice
quality in the class by striving for beautiful and sympa
thetic expression In the spirit and ’’feeling* of the
song.

If the teacher’s voice Is not a good example, the

children can hear good voice quality on the recordings
which accompany the various music series.

The success of

the elementary music program will evolve around how the
students sing.
The Dykema-Cundiff School Music Handbook states that
beautiful tone is dependent upon certain physical con
ditions pertaining to the individual and upon the sur
roundings ;
t.

Healthful and cleanly conditions of
the nose and throat.

2.

Breath support brought about by
attention to proper singing position.

3.

A relaxed open throat, loose tongue
and lower Jaw, and flexible, parted
lips.

These should be obtained by the

teacher through general suggestions
rather than by specific reference.
4.

the children must be alert, think
clearly, and hear keenly.

If a tone quality is good, it not only refines the
taste of the children, but It helps phrasing and intonation.
fO PROVIDE 010RAB QggQRgPHIttXBS FOB THE SSLBgf VOICES
The school chorus or choir, should consist of the
best singers from the grades eligible to belong.

It is

often better for the teacher to select these individuals
rather than allow this to be dependent entirely upon the
student’s whim.

One successful choral program has func

tioned in this way.

At the first class music period of

the school year the teacher would try out all the voices
for purposes of classification into sopranos and altos,
thile this was going on, voices which were likely choral
material were tested more thoroughly.

The selected in

dividuals were then asked to attend chorus rehearsal*
After the program of events and the nature of the activity
were explained; the students were given two rehearsals to
decide whether they wished to remain in chorus.

At the

end of the two weeks trial period very few dropped out.
This type of selection is better because it enables the
teacher to reach the boys.

Boys are generally reluctant

to come forward for chorus try outs, but if they are chosen

especially, from all the students in that grade level,
there is a distinction and honor attached to being in the
choral group.
The school chorus should sing frequently for their
classmates, and give the public performances of the school.
This is usually a. Ohristmas Concert, a spring concert, and
in .school© where there Is an adequate stage, an operetta.
Members of the school chorus will participate in the
Division-wide Singing Bee in May.
Criteria to follow in selecting chorus participants?
t.

Intonation.

2.

Tone quality.

3«

Freedom ot tone.

4.

Good diction.

5.

Good class work, cooperation, and
sincere endeavor.'

The children should understand that a continued high
standard of singing and effort is necessary to their re
maining In the choir.
Material© to be used In the-choral program will in
clude BA octavo music and' selections found 'in the music
textbooks.
Gongs suggested for selected choral groups?
“Sing- We Today*

G

p. 148

*Woodland Song*

G

p. .178
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gongs .for choral grousa ( c o n * )

May Song*

a

P* 195

To a Wild fiose” (enriched edition) 4

p. 220

'The Brooklet**

f

P*

84

How Brightly Shines w

f

p.

79

'Shadow March1*

f

P*

22

the Shepherd**

f

P* 186

'the Bird Catcher”

SB

P* 228

"Sweet Music Enchanting”

SB

P* 229

While Bagpipes Blayn

SB

P* 182

The fiking Song*

SB

P* 143

The Alphabet*1

ABO

P*

The Trout1'

ABO

P* 162

The Children*s Prayer*

ABO

p. 166

Anvil Chorus”

ABO

P* t?1
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TO EBCOURAGE IBD17WUAL AND SHALL ENSEMBLE SCTQXMQ
If the children have had adequate experience in singing
alone and with small groups in the previous grades, there
should not he any hesitation to continue in the sixth grade.
However, if there has not been a background of experience
those students who are becoming more self-conscious will
probably hesitate to participate.

If there are especially

good voices in the chorus, a small ensemble singing three
parts might be organised from the chorus personnel.
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flie music series contain songs which can he sung
with solo voices alternating with the chorus.
Suggested souses for solo and chorus;
"Blow the Han Down"

a

p.

76

"Shenandoah"

a

P»

76

"0 Soldier, 0 Soldier"

a

p. ,51

"Dancing and Whirling"

a

P*

40

"O, No, John"

p

P*

21

"fhe Wee Cooper o'.fife"

p

P*

37

nfhe Invi tation"

F

P« 11?

Mfhe Peddler"

F

P* 120

"Shenandoah"

SB

P* 144

"Swing Low, Sweet Ohariot"

SB

P*

6

"So Down, Hoses"

SB

P*

26

"Little David"

ABO

P* 142

"Haul Away, Joe"

AB0

P* 144

"Bio Srande"

ABO

P- 145

"Listen to the Lambs"

ABO

p. 196

to grow m s tG M & r m m m n qbsebvaiiqi. bbapibg. and

Learning to read music is dependent upon a bae&ground
of experiences which began with the first music lesson in
the student's school experiences,

fhe purpose of learning

how to read music is to become musically literate.

It is
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a process of giving meaning to the printed symbols on the
page.

This also involves knowing what to do

—

learning

how to look at the music, glancing ahead to pick out the
familiar, glancing back to connect the old with the new,
how to relate the parts Into a meaningful whole, and how
to keep going.
fhe student will need to hear inwardly before he sings.
In the lower grades he looked at the book as he sang in
order to see what he was singing.

Now he will look at the

music page and sing what he sees.

He should be developing

the power to think tonal relationships before he sings them*
To be able to do this successfully he must have a concept
of tonal relationships by means of using the syllables
DO to MI will always sound the same, fX to DO, etc*
Many of the songs which the children learn will be
learned by a combination of rote^observatloh-readlng.
Often a class can repeat a simple tune after hearing it
one time and following the score as it is heard.

In the

strictest sense of the term, a rote song is one which
is learned by imitation.

An observation song is a song

which has been learned by rote but which contains a figure
or pattern which is observed in the familiar song and then
applied to a new song*

fhe reading song is where the

student tries his wings at singing the song without hearing
It first,
together.

this procedure is usually done by the class
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As a class approaches a reading song, it Is suggested

ite&i
1.

fhe song be surveyed as a whole before
singing.

2*

Compare phrases, find those alike and those
which contrast.

3«

Bote progressions of the phrases; whether
by steps or skips, up or down.

4.

locate the greatest skips and name them-*
(It is assumed the keynote was given by the
teacher or was named by the class before
the survey process was begun.}

5*

Observe the metric signature, and clap the
rhythm*

(It is best to choose songs for

reading which have a simple rhythmic
pattern*)
6.

Determine where the song begins —
and begin singing*

sound DO

If the class has diffi

culty with this, it might be advisable to
speak through the syllables all the way
without singing.

However, If sixth graders

have had an adequate background of experienci
it will not be necessary to speak the syl
lable names*
7«

fhe teacher should come to the rescue if the
class flounders hopelessly*

Unless the

child finishes' the reading experience -with
a sense of accomplishment and success he Is
likely to he conditioned unfavorably against
this aspect of the total program.

If he

feels success he will be anxious to achieve
more.
fhe development of reading ability will depend largely
upon the student1© Interest and the desire from within to
learn to do this because it has value for him.

It will be

the, teacher's responsibility to show him that It has value,
not only Immediate value in being able to learn new songs,
but -in a definite carry-over into- adult life,

fhe teacher

should remind him that In the early days of America, singing
schools were established so that people might sing better
in church,

today people even have more opportunities to

make music.
fhe teacher*© enthusiasm and -belief In the reading
program Is necessary before It can be accomplished by
the students.
Suggested songs for reading experiences:
"fhe footin' furk®

a

P*

12

nA Song of the Open Air"

a

P-

16

"Great Grandad"

a

p.

31

"Oh, low We Are Maying"

G

P* 190

"keep the Ball lolling"

f

p.

15
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ted songs for reading experiences (con.)

Harvest Song*

f

P*

43

'Paul on the Hillside1*

F

P*

48

Hunting Song11

F

P-

83

On fop of Old Smoky*1

SB

P-

57

Donkey Elding”

SB

P* 105

Itoupe! Toupe! Sur La Hivlere”

SB

P* 104

‘As the'Sun Goes Down*

SB

P* 114

Down by the Elver”

ABO

P*

15

'Bells in the Steeple1*

ABO

P*

23

Great GrandadH'"

ABC

P*

43

Here Comes the land4*

ABC

P*
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,01 A W M l i m FOE TQHAL ’ENSEMBLE fHROUGH SUCH MBABB
AS fOBB BL1BDXBGBXBBRXEB01S
tone blending ^drills” are helpful In developing a
feeling for harmony*

Although by the time the student is

in the sixth grade he has experienced singing rounds,
canons, descants, chording patterns, songs with harmonic
endings, and simple two part songs, tone blending drills
in two and three parts should help to further develop his
response to harmony.
Simple patterns sung by syllables and sustained until
the tones merge and become a harmonic entity will help in
achieving a feeling for harmony.
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Suggested., tonal combinations for, tone blending*

low.

Mli*a
.So--- So

Ml
Bo

high
Inner

DO
f1 Bo
Sol .Sol 'Sol

'Bo

Re

Sol

Sol

Ml" ' ..fa

Mi
Sol
li

fhe students will enjoy being creative and making up
their own tone blending drills in all the possible com*
binatlons*

4s these are sung some students might play the

■chords on the piano# and also others notate the chords on
the chalkboard*

to DBVl&QP 30hh3 m PART SXRGIIG fBROUGH 'CHORBIMCL miHARMOBI« M S ASSIGHED PARTS
Sixth grade experiences in part singing will build
upon the foundations laid in the fifth grade# with two
exceptions; the class should be divided into highs and
lows for part© instead of exchanging parts, and there
should be an attempt at singing in three parts*
Suggestions.for assignment of partsi

1.

Girls with light voices# which are still not
changing# should sing soprano.

2.

Boys who are small and physically immature,
whose voices are thin and light, or brilliant
should sing soprano.
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3*

Girls who cannot sing high, and whose voices
are heavier in quality should he assigned to
the second part.

4.

Boys whose voices are lower than soprano# but
cannot sing easily below middle 0 should be
assigned second.

5*

Boys whose voices are ready to change# or are
changing can be assigned to the alto*

6.

When there are only two parts —

the girl and

boy first sopranos should sing soprano, and
all seconds plus the boy altos should sing
the lower part.
If a voice shows evidence of beginning to change, the
teacher should observe the student closely as he sings#
and be alert for any visible signs of straining.
fhe ear Is the, Important element in harmonic singing.
When the ear© have really heard the tones sounding together
and the mind has perceived this, and the students have also
sensed how the tones wfeelfi and "soundn together, they are
ready to go ahead with harmonic singing.

Once they eompre**

hand what it is all about, using the visual form of notation
to show the tones one above another on the staff will fur
ther emphasize the concept of a harmonic entity, rather
than two separate melodic lines.
In choral singing the student must be independent as
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he sings his own part, hut must also fit It into the total
ensemble.

It Is not unusual for some of the seconds and

altos to rebel at being assigned the harmony part,

fhe

teacher will need to exert the most convincing sales talk
about Manyon© can sing soprano which is usually the melody#
but it takes a real brain to be able to sing the harmony
part —

to hold his own part and fit in with the sopranos!*

naturally# this Is not said in the presence of the sopranos.
Ideally both parts should rehearse together.

If cer

tain passages need special attention# the part which needs
help should sing words or syllables, and the other part
hum along to give the feeling of the harmony,

This is a

good time to build attitude that even though the other
part is■
■rehearsing there-must be no talking or noise from
the group which is not actively Involved for the moment.
Chordlag consists of a second part which is the root

tones of the tonic# sub-dominant and dominant chords

—

I, I?# and ?, and is done by singing the syllables'.BO#
fA# and SOI*,
grade.

(this procedure was discussed in the previous

If the group has not experienced chordlng# it is

suggested that it be presented as outlined In the fifth
Grade Singing Program.)
The Ginn series is the only one

which givesthe

chordlng parts, but all one needs to

do is checkthe chords

given for the auto harp to determine

if the songcan be
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need for chordlng purposes.

Suggested songs for chordlug: experiences i
wMy Old Kentucky Home”

a

P*

91

“The More We Set Together**

a

P*

23

“Bing, Elng the Banjo”

Q

P-

14

”Shuckin’ of the Corn”

a

P- 183

“The little Mofcee*

y

p. 184

“let Us Break Bread Together”

y

P* 179

“Poll Perloa”

f

P* 177

“Heap the flax”

y

p.

57

“In Switzerland”

SB

P*

3

“Auli Bang Syne”

SB

P<

8

“It’s Hunting We Will 0ow

SB

P*

32

“Olrdy”

SB

p.

56

“There’s Work to Be Bone”

ABO

P*

6

“Bed Elver Valley”

ABO

p*

7

“Harvest Ball”

ABO

P*

9

“My Home’s in Montana”

ABO

P-

2?

“Sing lour Way Home1*

ABO

p. 10?

“Sweet Sally Sue”

ABO

P*
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Bar-harmony Is usually very simple as the singer
improvises a second part either above or below the given
melody.

He experiments and adjusts the harmonic tones

until they blend smoothly with the tune.

This is a rect

reatloaal type of singing, and this sort of harmonising
is fun to do on hikes,, at summer camps, and other gatherings
After experiencing chordlng* harmonic endings, and rounds
in the fifth grade* the sixth grader should be able to ex
periment with ear-harmony*

Heedless to say, a good begin

ning is essential, and If necessary, the teacher should
indicate the direction of the harmony with his. hands.

An

accompaniment on the auto harp will also lend assistance.
Songs which can be harmonized in thirds and sixths should
be chosen for this experience, and the students should be
thoroughly familiar with the melody before the ear-harmony
is attempted*
Familiar songs which can be used for ear-harmony;
#Folly Wblly Boodle”
“Old Folks at Home”
”Tankae Boodle”
“For He's a lolly Good Fellowi*
”111 11 za lane1*
“On Top of Old Smoky”
"Goodbye* My lover, Goodbye”
“Oh, Susanna1*
A listing of songs In two and three parts will not be
given because the sixth grade books contain many fine ex
amples and the teacher’s choices will depend upon the

■
<
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capabilities and interests of each class.

w nmmo'2
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IATIQIS SfDBXBB IB SOCIAL ST0PIBS
fhe social studies emphasis in our Division schools
in the sixth grade is "Living Together in the Old World.*
fhe music teacher is in a unique position to bring an
awareness of how the differences in the Old World cultures
were expressed musically.

Sixth grade books contain many

folk songs and it will no doubt be possible to choose
songs which can be utilised for other musical experiences
in addition to correlating with the social studies pro
gram only.
Because of the abundance of material contained in all
the music textbooks and the scope of the problem, it is
suggested that the study of the "Old World" folk songs
be a theme which runs throughout- the sixth grade vocal pro
gram.

As this is ptirsued on a long range basis, it is

hoped that at the end of the year the students will have
an answer for the following questions}

What is a folk song?
low does it differ from an art song or a
composed song?
Are folk songs being "created* today?
How does time play a part in the history of
a folk song?

28?

How is the type of life the people lead
reflected in their music?
What are the characteristics of English folk
music?

french?

Sreeelan?

Bussian?

Spanish?

Cerman?

Italian?

Scandinavian?

Suggested activities in addition to learning the
folk songs;
Learn the dance, if the song is also a dance.
flan an Around-the-World Assembly Program
using folk songs learned in music class.
Locate the country of origin for specific folk
songs on a map of the world.
Identify folk tunes without hearing words; try
to Identify new tunes on the characteristics
associated with the familiar songs.
Invite parents or adult members of the community
who have traveled or lived in the countries
being studied to speak to the group.
Listen to additional folk music on recordings
available from Educational Eecord Sales,
15? Chambers St., lew fork 7, H. If.
Suggested recordings;
Music of the World1s Peoples
Follow the Sunset
Folk Songs of Many People

(4 albums)

Suggested recordings (con.)

Songs of the World

-

Borman Luboff Choir

lohn McCormack Sings Irish
Folk Songs of Western Europe

-

Folk Songs of the British Isles

Eoger Wagner Chorale
-

Wagner Ohorale

Besouroe books for additional folk songst
Little Folk Songs. arranged by Hawley Ades,
Shawnee Press Inc., Delaware Water Gap, Pa.
The following pocket sized books are available
from Cooperative Becreatlon Service, Inc.',
Delaware, Ohio?
1• Work and "Sing. An International Song book
2..Songs for Experimenters
3* Chansons de pptre Chalet
4. Bast - West Songs
The above songs booklets average about I *30 per
copy, and quantity prices are less.
Teachers desiring additional information on folk songs
and music will find abundant material in the following books
The Musfic Lover1s Handbook by ELI Slegmeister,
William Morrow and Company, lew fork.
Music Throughout the World by Marian Cotton and
Adelaide Brad bum, 0. 0. Birchard and Co., Boston,
Massachusetts.
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Grove*8 Dictionary of Music end Musicians,
Volume 111, fifth Iditton, pp. 183-422, St. Mar
tin’s Brass-, Hew York.
fhe International Cyclopedia of Music and. Musicians.,
edited by Oscar Thompson, Bold Mead and Company,
Hew York*
Suggested folk songs to use from the music textss
German and Austrian
Austrian folk songs are gay and lively.

German

folk songs are direct, vigorous, and sometimes simple and
sentimental with strongly 'accented dance -rhythms.'
"The More We Get ‘
Together11

G

P*

"Time Out for a Song1*

G

P* 174

’G
SB

p. 206
P« 14

"Orchestra Song**

23

*Cuckoo"

f

P*

90

"Mystic lumber"

f

p.

89

"Bear nightingale, Awake"

f

p.

80

"Hemember All the toopie"

F

P* 192

"’Spring Gladness"

f

P-

82

"The lowlander#

SB

P«

5

"Upward Trail"

SB

P*

36

"In lau terback Village1’

SB

Pr 193

"The Cuckoo Bird"

ABC

P« 130
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German and Austrian songs Coen*)
”Braise to the Lord9*

AMO

p. 103

"Dona Hobis facem”

ABO

p. 139

french
french folk songs are nearly always .simply construc
ted ; a two. Xlne verse with a refrain common to all verses*
the content is usually about love, nature or religion*

In

Horthem France the songs tend to be. serious and religious,
while in Southern France the songs tended to be more gay
and sentimental.
'Are Tou Sleeping?*1'

0

p.

'Sing, !e faithful Sing"

a

p* 144

Sleep, Little.lord*

a

P* 14?

Dancing through Lorraine”

f

P*

74

Baris in the Morning”

F

p.

68

With the Sound of Pipe®

F

P*

70

In the fowm#

SB

P-

84

fhe King* s Oarpenter*’

SB

P* 158

find Work, My Daughter”

ABO

P* 186

Happy ¥111age”

ABO

p. 190

On a fine Summer Bay”

ABO

P» 197

33

jfagUafc
English folk songs reflect the sea as there are many

sea chantyes.

English country life is reflected by the

many hunting songs,

fhe love songs are somewhat reserved

fhe custom of Christmas caroling come© from England. Eng
lleh folk songs also reflect pride in their country and
their heritage.

Aio

P« 36
p. 134

0, Ho, John*

0

P-

fhe free in the Wood*

G

P* 177

fhe Holly and the Ivy*

f

P*

30

Hobin Hood and the fanner*

W

P*

26

Itf© Hunting We Will Go*

SB

p.

32

fhe fwelve Hays of Christmas*

SB

P°

93

lord Hovel*

SB

P‘ 208

Greensleeves*

SB

P* 222

Hassail Song*

ABO

P*

fhe Heaving of My Hove*

ABO

p. 100

Robin Hood*

ABO

P* 136

Over the Hill© and Far Away*

ABO

P* 139

a

fhe Keeper11
also in

50

73

Scottish
Scottish folk songs help to recall the beautiful
lakes, the piping tune of the .herdsmen, the songs of the
warriors, the crooning lullabies of the mothers, and the
mournful tunes which tell of the cold, hard existence*

Many Scottish tunes use the pentatonic scale because of
the bagpipes which only played five tones.

(See fundament

tals section of the sixth grade for the presentation of the
.pentatonic scale.)
Auld Lang Syne*
also in
With a Hundred Pipers*
'Skye Boat Song*

0
SB
ABC

P*

G

P* 202

■■F

29
P-: 8
P* 76

p.

32

fhe Wee Cooper o'Fife*

f

P* 37

Weel May the Keel How*

f

P*

"LoahJ-Lomond*

SB
ABC

p.
66
p., 150*-

also

29

Irish‘folk .songs are a combination of major and minor
moods with Jolly lilting strains v changing to somber, melancboly.airB*

Irish folk music also has many lively reel®

and *Jlg0v ■fhe Dbulds used music- in their services before
St. fatrick arrived_as a.missionary,

fhe harp, an often

seen symbol of Ireland, is an old Irish instrument .and con
tests in harp playing were held as early as the' sixteenth
century.
*Cockles and Mussels*

f

p. 40

w,fis Irish I Am11

f

p. 34

SB

p. 113

SB
ABO

p. 167
p. 187

MI Wish I Had a Kerry

Cow*

*Cockles and Mussels*
also in
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Irish sones (con.)

*6t. Patrick*

SB

p. 214

wLondonderry Air*

ABO

p.

wBend emeer1s StreamH

ABO

p. 146

90

Welsh
fhe Welsh people sang in harmony centuries ago and
some historians think they were the first people to sing
In four~part harmony,

fhe Welsh have stirring national

songs ani many fine hymn tunes which are found in church
hymnals today,

the Welsh people practice a type of'vocal

improvisation which Is known as *peaIllionfr singing.
”A11 through the Bight*

ABO
a
SB

P*
PP*

33
90
1?

*Beautiful land of My Birth*

a

p.

97

*The Ash Grove*

F

p.

18

"Men of Harlech*

ABO

P*

64

also in

Italian
Some of the oldest folk songs in the world come from
Italy,

fhe Italians have folk songs of unusual heauty.

Most of the

music isbright

suggestssadness,

and gay, but some is slow and

fheItalians

"Marianina*
*Santa lucla*

love to sing and love music.
G

p. 60

0
ABO
f

p. 79
p. 2.2
p. 96
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Italian songs Coon.)
“Barcarolle*

G

p. 171

“Harvest Panes*

0

p. 185

“Ma Bela Blroa"

F

p*

103

“Song of the Street Singer*

F

p.

too

“firitomba*

SB

p.

68

“Dance together1*

ABO

p. 172

Many of the folk tunes of Spain seam Oriental, be
cause of the Moorish influence,

this, is especially, evl~

dent in the. unusual intervals and rhythms,
are beautiful,
dancing-,

the folk songs

fhe Spanish are also famous for their

fhe gypsies have also influenced both Spanish

folk songs and dancing.
My Courtyard*

G

P*

AS

Bum, f m $ hm*

f

P-

96

Gypsy Dance*

W

P*

94

fhe Spinner*

P

P*

92

the Meadow hear the Brook*

F

P*

93

Please, Senorlta*

ABC

P-

64

Fooial Foomi Boom Iw

ABO

P*

71
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gWlBB
The folk songs of Switzerland have been greatly
influenced by the closeness of Germany and France.

There

fore, some musicologists feel that the yodels are the only
real Swiss folk music.
*Gypsy Song**

G

p.

"Skating Party*

G

p. 18?

#In Swl tzerland *

SB

P*

#fhe HIeh Parmer*

SB

p. 138

*Swiss liking Song"

f

p*

75

"Vreneli*

f

p.

76

27

3

Scandinavian
Scandinavian folk songs reflect the charm, scenic
beauty.,, and exciting tales of adventure which, have been
handed down through the centuries.

Scandinavian folk music

shows' a deep poetic feeling for the spectacular beauty of
the northland.

There are songs of the fisherman, wood

cutter, herdsmen, and farmer*
"Oh, fetch the Water1*

G

p.

44

**Q Vermeland*

a

P*

94

ff*Mong the locks by the north Sea*

G

P*

95

*The farmer and the Crow*

f

P*

44

"Harvest Song*'

F

P*

43

"Bawl on the Hillside*

F

P*

45

Scandinavian...songs,. (con*)

*Per Spelmann*

f

p.

AS

^Shepherd *e Song*

f

p.

4?

**fhe Happy Plowman*

f

p.

§S

^Reap the Flax*

f

P*

5T

*Hid summer Eve*f

F

P-

59

f

p*

58

*friendship Song*

ABC

p*

32

*l»egend*

ABO

p. 144

Mfhe Viking Ship”

ABO

p. 115

wfhe Fiddler*

ABO

p. 133

Summer lvenimg#

Russian
fhe Russian folk songs are generally sad and In the
minor mode because the Russian peasants experienced war,
famines, and continual poverty*

there was music for every

occasion In the life of a Russian peasant*

fhe predominant

themes of these folk songs Include love, war, and work*
Bark Ryes*

0

P*

38

White Birch1*

SB

P*

St

fhe Peddler*

?

p* 120

Sleigh Bells’*

F

p.

122

troika Riding’*

ABO

P*

at
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m m .
The Foies are' a Slavic people .and their folk music
greatly resembles that of the Russians but they use '-the
major mode and only now and then use the minor mode*

fhe

Polish folk songs include many beautiful Christmas carols*
"Hark Te, What Angel ¥oices”

a

P;‘ 150

^Christ Is Born*

f

P* 111

"Wedding in Krakow*

f

p. 116

"Harvest Ball*

ABC

P*

..110

P* 201

raise- Ye the lord*

9

Czechpsloyajtlaa en& PBftg&iA&B

fhe folk songs of these countries offer great con**
traete as they are either slow and sombre or fast and fiery,

fhe gypsy has influenced the music of. Hungary* fhe violin
Is a. popular Instrument In both Czechoslovakia and Hungary*
A Creating*

a

p.

24

Panelng and Whirling*'

0

P*

40

ticking Apples*

a

P* 182

Bagpipe Music"

f

P* 113

Hu-Ya°

P

P* 10?

Sedlak, the Farmer*

F

p* 106

Come and Bing Together"

F

P* ,118

Ah, lovely- Meadows*

■SB

P- 109

farewell ’Song*

ABC

P* 200
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Greeclam
Music reached a high level of development in Greece
in the pre-Christian era.

this ancient Greek music did not

survive, hut some authorities "believe that some of the
Greek folk songs resemble the ancient music.
#The Little Church*

G

p. 95

’’The Shepherd Boy*

f

p. 130

*The Donkey Cart*

SB

p. 12

fhe Hebrew people have been singing for thousands
of years,

fhe Old testament is full of references to both

vocal and Instrumental music*

After the fall of Jerusalem

Jewish music was preserved through the synagogues.
today (in 19^1} there is still the sound of singing
in Israel but under different circumstances*

Since 1953

the government has been, sponsoring choral groups In hopes
of creating a harmonious nation out of the diverse nation*
alities pouring into Israel*

Music is being used as a tool

to bring people together spiritually and emotionally through
the singing of folk songs and music from many nations.
”lo, We Walk a Harrow Way*

G

p. 10?

11farewell Comrades*

SB

p.

’’feast of Lights*

SB

p* 21

*0 Hannukah*

SB

p. 82

4
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Hebrew folk songs i c o n * )

Debra Bora*

P

P* 134

Shalom Chaver!®*

F

p* 135

2um Sail Gall*

F

p. 132

Havah Bagilah*

ABO

b*

50

Sum Sail _0aliw

ABO

p.

57

Book of Ages*

ABO'

p*

66

TO APB on TO THB BBBMAHBHl QB CTOUIATIVB SO10 EBfBIfOIRl
learning to sing the songs which are part of our
cultural heritage is an objective of each year's classwork
iii music,

this should provide a permanent nucleus of songs

for singing in the daily classroom opening exercises,, as*
sembly programs, and other public gatherings where singing
is done.
Songs on the cumulative song list which are found in
the sixth grade booksi
90

"All -Through the light*

0

P-

"America, the Beautiful*

a

P- 154

"American Hymn*

0

P* 137

"Auld Bang Syne*

0

p.

"Battle Hymn of the BepubXie"

0

P.* 152

"A Bicycle Built for Two*

0

p.

t3

"Carmen, Oarmela*

0

P«

62

"Qielite Undo*

0

P*

68

"Fairest lord Jesus*

0

P* 104

29

Cumulative song list (eon*)

•The first Hoel*

Q
V#

P* 135

"Home on the Range”

G

P*

#Xt Came Upon the Midnight Clear*

G

P- 134

V o y to the World?”

a

P* 15*

"My Old Kentucky Home"

a

P*

"0 Come t All Te faithful"

0

P« 140

"0 Cod, Beneath fhy Guiding land"

G

P* 105

"0 Worship the ling11

G

P* too

"Santa lucia”

a

P*

T9

nShort *nin# Bread"

a

P*

89

"Silent light"

G

P* 142

"The Star Spangled Banner"

a

P* 155

"Swing low, Sweet Chariot"

G

?• 118

"When Johnny Comes Marching Home"

G

P* 160

"Oampiowr Races"

f-

P*

10

"Santa lucla"

f

P*

96

"The Star Spangled Banner"

F

P* 190

"Turkey in the Straw"

F

P* 185

"All Through the light*

SB

P*

1?

"America, the Beautiful"

SB

P*

98

"Aula Bang Syne1*

SB

P*

8

"the Caisson Song"

SB

p.

76

"delit© Undo*

SB

P*

61

"Cindy"

SB

P*

56

1?

91

Cumulative, song list (con.)

”Go Down, Moses’*

SB

P*

26

"God of Our Fathers*

SB

P*

25

"Home, Sweet Home*

SB

P*

2

"'Joy to the World 1**

SB

P*

95

"Silent Sight*

SB

P*

92

"Sourwood Mountain*

SB

P* 133

"The Star Spangled .Banner*

SB

p*

96

’’Swing low,. Sweet Chariot*

.SB

P*

6

"We Gather Together*

SB

p.

80

"All Through the light”

ABO

■P*

33

"America*, the Beautiful”

ABO

P* 158

"Auld Bang Syne”

ABO

P*

"Beautiful Dreamer”

ABO

p. 135

"A Bicycle Built for Two”

ABO

P* 112

’’Down in the Valley*

ABO

P*

"Field Artillery Song”

ABO

P* 154

"The First Boel”

ABC

P*

68

"Go Down, Moses”

ABO

P»

52

"Home on the Barge"

ABC

P*

26

"Londonderry Air”

ABC

P*

90

"The Marines’ Hymn*

ABO

p* 156

"How the Day Is Over”

ABC

P* 166

”0 Come* All Ye Faithful”

ABO

P-

74

"Oh, Worship the Bing”

ABC

p.

87

"The Star Spangled Banner*

ABC

p. 202

?6

31
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SIXTH GRADE FUIDMEITALS PROGRAM

To further develop a feeling for minor tonality through
am aural and am intellectual approach
To become acquainted with the pentatonic scale* and to
realise its significance in early music as well as in
present day music
To introduce the letter names of the treble staff
To practice writing notation on music paper
To strive for competence in identifying key signatures
by letter names
To increase knowledge and understanding of musical terms
and vocabulary

303
S IX T H GRASS K IH B A M B H fiXS PROGRAM

W

FURTHER DBTOOP A PBBLIHG FOR MXHQ.R TQHALIfY 'THROUGH

AN AURAL A m AH XHTELLBCTHAI APPROACH
This objective In regard to minor tonality is-two*
fold

—

to- be able to recognise that a song is in the

minor mode simply by looking at the notation* this will
mean'that the stud out should be familiar with n'D0* in the
easier keys; and to recognize the minor mode when it is
heard.
Hearly all of the songs presented In music classes
prior to the fifth, grade have been in the major mode.
This is only natural as most of our music is based upon
the major mode.

However, in the sixth grade* with the

theme of songs from the Old World, the students will en
counter many folk songs in the minor mode.

These will be

many of the Russian* Greecian* Hebrew* Scandanavlan*
Scottish* and Gypsy folk songs which utilize the minor
mod e.
Questions to consider?
How is the minor mode different from the major mode?
1.

By its sound

—

sad, melancholy* sombre,

dark, gloomy, often slow

—

but' cam

also be fast and gay.'
What in the music is responsible for this sound?
1.

The minor key starts and ends on LA.
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2*

It has accidentals in it*

Contrast the minor scale with the major by writing
the following illustration on the chalkboardi
LA

fl

BO
BO

Sing

HE

MI

fA

SI

LA

BE

MI

fA

SOL LA

TX

the twoscales.* and note the raised SOL

BO
which

is now sung as SI because it is a half step higher*

This

is characteristic of the harmonic minor which is the most
frequently used minor key.
Bote also that the minor is different from the major
by how it looks on the page*
1.

It usually ends on LA.

2.

Itoften hasaccidentals in It.

The average sixth grader who has no formal experience
with music outside the school classroom would not benefit
(at this time) from a detailed explanation of the formula
for the minor scale, as he has no idea of the formula for
a major scale as that is seventh grade work.

However* if

a few students who have had other outside music experiences
show a curiosity about the minor mode, the teacher will
probably find a convenient time to work with these students
independently of the class.
Belated activities when studying the minor modes
1.

Listen to orchestral works in the minor mode*

303
2. Create

a melody using the minor mode.

3. Make a

list of adjectives which could be used

to describe the minor mode.
4. Listen

to minor songs played in the tonic major

to become increasingly aware of how powerful an
Influence the key Is to the moo# of the music*
Suggested sona8 in minor mode?
Bark % e s p

G

P*

38

0 ?©rmeland#

G

P*

94

Oh My,.Oh Me*

G

P-

48

Lullaby©*

a

Lo, We Walk a Barrow Way*

0

85
P* to?

When dohnny Comes Marching Home*

0

P* 160

fhe Ice ling*

P* !8 8

White Frost*

a
a

Pum, Pum, Fum*

F

'Shepherd'd' Song*

F

P* 96
P* 4?

fhe Farmer and the Cow*

F

Song of the Street Singer*

F

P- 44
p. too

Gypsy Dance*

P

p.

94

Go Down, Moses*

SB

P*

26

fhe mite Birch*

SB

Sweet the Bvening Air of May*

SB

fafta Hindi*

SB

P* 62
p. 135
P* t?4

P*

P*

t 86
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Suggested minor songs (com.)
"The Puppet*

SB

p. 179

*Fiesta Bays*

SB

p. 196

"The Brie Canal*

ABO

p.

36

"Mountain Climbers*

ABO

p.

42

"Havah Hagilah*

ABO

p.

50

*^um Gall Gall*

ABO

p.

57

"Brill, Ye farriers*

ABO

p.

63

"Troika Siding*

ABC

p.

81

"The Viking Ship*

ABO

p. 115

TO BICOMB AOOmXOTM) WITH TBS PMTATOMIO SCALE, AHI? TO
BB&LX3B ITS SIGBIfiOABCB IH BASLY MUSIC AS WILL AS PHBSBIT
BAY MUSIC
fhe peatatonic scale will not be new to the earsvof
the students as they have heard and sung melodies which
use it

—

negro and white spirituals, cowboy songs,

mountain ballads, and Indian songs.

However, this is an

excellent time to develop an understanding of the penta*

tonic scale and Its significance in music.
Suggested procedure for a lesson plan on pentatoale
scales
fhe first step is to get the students involved.

This

cam be done by the teacher going to the piano and playing a
melody on the black,tones, or improvising a melody on the
black tones.

When all are aware of what is going on, the
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teacher goes to the chalkboard and writes the word ?3BTA*»
TOBX0 SGA&B.
We've been talking a great deal about major and
minor scales this year, and today we shall study
another scale

**

the PSITAT0BX0 80ALB.

Oan any*

one tell me something about this scale Just by
looking at its name?

We have talked about this

scale in connection with Indian music.
It may take a little skill on the part of the teacher
todraw out the desired answer.

When no correct answer' is

forthcoming, the following approach will probably work:
fhe teacher should writ© on the chalkboard
triangle
quadrangle.,
pentagon
It should be an easy matter to draw out the desired
reply for these wordsj emphasis should be upon the three,
four, and. five relationship,

fine© many of our■children

are military dependents, the pentagon building with Its
five sides is familiar ■to-, them.
Look at the word PBBfATOfXO again.' Do you see
any part of it which reminds you of pentagon?
first part of the word which means five?

fhe

What do

you suppose this means in regard to the scale?
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Someone will surely respond that this must mean
a five-tone scale*

Ask a student to come up to the

piano, start him on G flat, and have him play all
the black tones within the octave*

Class should

sing along, and also count them as he does.
How that we have found1that the BBBTAT0BI0
S0ALB refers to a five-tone scale, just what kind
of music do you suppose uses this scale?
Chinese, Oriental, etc.)

(Indian,

But what about these tunes

which we know as American folk tunes, which can be
played on the black tones too?
The teacher should play *Froggy Went A-0ourtin,w and
*014 Dan fucker* as both of these tunes which the students
have been singing for years use the peatatonic scale*
this is not Indian, Chinese, or Oriental music*
but American folk tunes which also use the fivetone scale*

Historically speaking, do you think

the PBBTAT0BXO SOALB Is an old* old scale or a new
one?
If there is any doubt here, the teacher should lead
the discussion so that It will be realized that the Indian
andChinese people are "old* in civilizations, and
do the primitive peoples use this scale, but

not only

it is found

as the basis of many* many folk songs which we sing.
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How do you suppose that ancient man began to
use a five-tone scale?
how.

He must have heard It some

Have you any idea how primitive people could

have discovered the pentatonic scale?
The pentatonio scale is considered by many historians
as the first musical scale and many of the old folk songs
use it.

Primitive people today still use the five-tone

scale.
Bfcen one thinks about fhe type of music existing is

prehistoric times, one can only guess, but there remains
In the present day music of so-called primitive people,
some features which no doubt reflect their ancestors1 music.
Song and speech are closely .related in the development
of music within the race or within the individual,

A baby

makes sounds, whoops, and cries of a vowel nature before
he learns to make the consonants.
Early man, like a present day baby, based his speech
upon the first expressive cries.

Then when he learned to

communicate with his fellows by means of speech he used a
sort of speech tone, sing-songs of highs and lows, and the
meaning of a word was determined by where it was pitched.
Some African, Chinese, and Japanese dialects are based
upon this principle.

This song-speech was the ancestor of

both speech and song.
Prehistoric man learned to pound on hollow logs for
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rhythm, and to blow across a reed or perhaps a bon® to
produce a tone.

The former led to the development of the

percussion family, and the latter to the wind instruments.
He also learned that the twang of his hunting bow string
produced a tone.

By holding the bow stave in his lips, not

allowing it to touch his teeth, he could pluck the string
near the far end with his other hand and produce the funda
mental (low tone) of the string.

By shaping his lips and

cheeks he could get the harmonics of that tone and that was
the emergence of the pentatonic scale.

This was then imi

tated In his vocal music.
(The above information on Prehistoric Music was found
in Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Volume VI,
Fifth Edition, "Primitive Music.*)
A song using the pentatonic scale should be chosen
from the following list.

After the initial hearing of the

song, it is suggested that a staff be drawn on the chalk
board, and the tones which are used in the song be placed
on it, and sung by the class —

both in ascending and

descending pattern.
Plan a follow-up listening lesson using the recording,
*The Clock That Kent Backwards.*

This is an interesting

presentation of musical history —

going back into time.

Music in madrigal days, the early Christian era, and that of
primitive man Is used in the story.

The students will also

enjoy the comments about the clothing worn by the people

who lived long ago.
Suggested songs uslag the nentatontc scale;

Auld Lang Syne*1

G

p.

29

Young Man Who Wouldnft Hoe Corn"

a

P«

34

Rocky Island11'

G

p.

47

frail to Mexico**

a

P*

73

Git or Board**'

F

P*

It

Boor Wayfaring Stranger1*

F

P* 183

Song of the Hoe*

f

p. 146

Feng Yang 2)rumw'

f

P* 148

Auld Lang Syne*

SB

Pr

8

Tosa Bushl*

SB

P-

51

Goal Miner* s Song*’

SB

P* 110

Feng Yang Song”

SB

P- 172

Wayfaring Stranger**

ABO

p.

Riddle Song*

ABO

P- 114

38

It is suggested that the teacher be careful in Itapro**
vising an accompaniment to these pertatonic songs, as the
mood of the song can be destroyed by letting some diatonic
harmony creep in.
Suggested activities in addition to singing the songs:
1.

Give all students an opportunity to experiment
with the black tones on the piano

—

melodies using the black tones only.

Improvise
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2. Play the pentatonio scale songs on the black
tones of the piano.
3*

Use the chromatic hells to give additional
experience.

4.

Prepare a list of songs which can he played
on the black tones of the piano.

It is best to use the black keys of the piano for
pentatonio melodies.

However, for the pupils who have

had piano instruction, it will be easy to play pentatonio
melodies beginning on any of the white tones.
$0 INTRODUCE THE LBffER HAMBS OF TKB fRBBLl GLSP
The fact that letter names are also used in music
will hardly be considered something new to be taught at

this stage as any student who has had an adequate school
music background will probably have picked up this concept
as incidental information.
It Is assumed that the majority of the students are
aware of the following concepts:
t. As the notes are placed either higher or lower
on the staff, the sound is correspondingly
higher or lower.
2. fhat each line and each space on the staff
represents a fixed (certain) sound.

(Vibrations

per second 'will be presented in Grade fII, so
there is no need to discuss that now unless

some alert student desires to know how this
is determined*)
3*

That although folk songs were orally trans
mitted and aurally perceived, as music became
developed, a system of writing down the sounds
on paper evolved.

4.

This music notation is understood by students
of music the world over, regardless of what
language they speak.. Music notation is an inter
national language.

5»

That DO can be located on any line or space of
the staff, and the remaining syllables are
placed consecutively.

6.

The location of DO or keynote is determined by
the key signature*

the student had experience

in finding DO from the key signature in the
fifth grade, but the letter names were not used.
A SPlOlflO o m m n m for the sixth grade is to present
the letter names for the lines and spaces of the treble
clef.
Suggested procedure;

1.

teacher should take staff liner and place a

staff on the chalkboard.
2.

Place a treble clef on the staff, taking care
that It is drawn correctly and ends on line $*

Ask the class what this sign on the staff Is
called.

Some piano student will oblige by

eaying treble clef.

It 1© also known by a

letter name* does anyone happen to know what'
that Is?
You will notice that the clef sign stops on
the second line.

(If necessary draw another

one and ask class to observe carefully.) Since‘
the clef is the G clef and it stops on the second
line, this line Is known as G.
One difficult realisation for some o f Jthe chil
dren will be that only the first seven letters
of the alphabet are used In music when there are
so many plane keys!

Endeavor to relate this to

the syllables, as-there are only seven different
syllables and these are used over and over again,
in each succeeding octave.

It is suggested that the degrees on the staff
be named first*
and 1.

Since the 0 is given, locate P

Then start from G and go up.

Count the

first seven letters of the alphabet to ascertain
that G is- the seventh letter* so the series will
begin again with A, etc.
spaces on the staff.

Label all lines and.

Play the tones- on the piano

and ask class to sing with the letter names.
Further practice with the staff degrees may be

devised.
a.

Galling out letter name and asking
student to locate on staff degree.

b.

Calling out staff degree* ex. fourth

space, third line* etc., and the stu
dent will respond with the correct
letter name.
to

.p r a c t i c e

waiting lemfioi qm

m u s ic

m?n

This is the opportunity for the student to apply bis
understanding of the staff.
the music paper should be furnished by the. school.
It is suggested that the student write bis name on the
sheet, and it be collected at the end of the- music period
and kept In a safe place until the next class.

In that way

both sides of the paper can be utilised.
1.

Practice drawing the treble clef.

-Begin with

the straight line (the bach*bone) and be care
ful to cross the staff lines at the proper
places.

It Is sometimes helpful If the teacher

designates the points of contact with "x's* on
a staff which has been placed on the chalkbbard.
2.

Illustrate how a not© placed on the line must
have the line -going through its center, and hew
a note placed in the space must take in the en
tire space,

this. Is .very important and should
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be learned correctly from the very beginning.
3.

Use open note head® for first experiences*

4.

After the class has practiced writing both space
and line notes, place some words up on the
board which use only the music letters.

lotate

these words on the staff.
5.

Dictate letter names and have students place
the notes on the proper staff degrees.

6.

Teacher places a familiar melody up on the
board, but leaves out certain easily determined
notes.

Students are to copy and fill In the

missing notes.
?.

This writing of notation can be continued as
far as the teacher feels the class Is ready to
go

—

practice In writing rhythmic patterns,

note values, etc., will surely be helpful If
the class is ready for this.
TO STHIVB FOR COMPETMOB II XjDMTIffYIlG RBY S10EATTOIS
BY LETTER IAMB
This Is a continuation of locating DO from the key
signature as done in the fifth grade; but now that the
staff letter names have been presented, the key signatures
are spoken of by letter name.
To find the share ke.v;
Take the newest sharp, the one farthest to the right,
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call It fl and count up to DO.

Each n m sharp is

a fifth away from the preceding one.

Humber
of sharps

1 2

Key

0

0

3

4

5

6

7

A

S

B

F*

0*

fo find the flat keys
find the newest' flat, farthest to the right, call
It PA, count up or down to B0.
flat will he the keynote,

fhe second to last

flat® art an Interval

of the fourth apart.
lumber
of flats
ley

1
P

2

3

4

5

Ib

B*

Ap

B>

6

7
0^

fhe following letters read from left to right give
the order of sharps which are a fifth apart*

Sharps
P

0

a

B

A

B

B

fhe above letters read fro® right to left, give the
order of the flats which are an interval of the fourth
apart.

A satisfactory musical performance depend® upon
reading the notation' correctly and performing the work in

the mood or style Intended by the composer or editor.
Most of the expression markings 'In the music texts
are given In English.
Italian term,

Occasionally there will be an

fhe students must realise how important

these "directions* for interpretation are.

Every effort

should be made to adhere to these expressive markings.
As the student observes the markings and notes that they
are followed* he is forming the proper concept In regard
to performance*

Some students* and amateur musicians,

have the idea that they are free to take untold liberties
with the music*
fhe musical vocabulary of the sixth grader should
Include the following'words*
Dote. Characters which are placed on the staff to
show which tone to sing, and how long to sing it, or
play It.
Staff,

fhe five parallel lines and four intervening

spaces on which music is written.
Clef*

this Is a. sign placed at the. beginning of the

staff and it is used to determine the pitches represented
by the’staff.
lines*

these make up the staff.

Space*

fhe area Inbetween two lines on the staff,

a note is spoken pf as being in the space.
Measure, fhe music found between two bars, having
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a certain number of beats as prescribed by the time
signature.
Bars. Perpendicular lines across the staff used to
indicate the measures.
Melody. A pleasing, singeable, and easily remembered
pattern of single tones.
Harmony. Several musical tones sounding together,
.or a lower part ^harmonising*1 a melody.
Scale. A group of related tones which tend to go to
the keynote, tonic or BO*
Sharp. A musical symbol which is used to raise a
tone one-half step.
H a t . A musical symbol which is used to lower a tone
one-half step.
key signature,

fhe sharps or flats (or absence of)

at the beginning of a piece

—

this tellsus where DO or

the keynote is located, and it also tells us which tones
are raised or lowered from the natural state.
time signature, this tells us two things

—

how

many beats in the measure and what kind of a note is to
receive one beat.
Bests. Moments of measured silence In music,

there

Is a rest to correspond with each note value*
Dots. A dot placed beside a note makes it half
again as long.
£• £• Si M n e . Da Capo al Fine,

this means to go
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back to th© beginning and sing or play again until one
comas to Fine in the music.'
i s as i j.II:

*11 This mean© to perform again the section

within the signs#
ffermata* O

Fig’s eye, or bird1© eye*

This means to

hold the note longer.
Fine,

This means the end or the finish.

.Conductor. Shis is a person who leads a choral or
Instrumental group, and who directs with his hand© or with
a baton.
Orchestra. An .Instrumental group in which the strings
predominate.
Band. An instrumental group in which the woodwinds
predominate.
Strings.

Musical instrument© which have string® and

are played by bowing or plucking the strings.

This Is the

largest family in the symphony orchestra.
Brasses* A wind instrument with a cup-type mouth
piece, with a bell flare at the opposite end.
Woodwinds. Wind Instruments which use either a single
©r double reed, or are transverse blown such me the flute
and. piccolo.
.Percussion. .A family .of instruments which are struck?

the bells, tympani, etc. have definite pitch, and the drums
have indefinite pitch.
Rehearse.

To go over music, to practice.

This usually

means a group of people coming together to practice and
learn music*
Alto* A harmony part which is immediately below the
soprano and Is written In the treble clef*
Soorano* fhe highest part or voice,
voice of women, and the voice ofchildren.

fhe highest
It usually

carries the melody*
Concert.

This Is a musical program given by an

orchestra, band, or chorus, etc.
Recital*

A musical performance by a solo performer,

and when needed, the accompanist.
Composer,

this Is an Individual who creates (writes)

music.
Symphony, fhls has two meanings

—

a large,' com

plete orchestra, or the work written for this orchestra
to perform.
Choral music,

fhe music sung by a chorus of people.

Opera. A music drama which is sung throughout.
Sacked. Music with a religious text, to be used for
worship.
Secular. Music which Is non-religlous in nature.
Hymn. A religion©' song, usually arranged in fourpart harmony, which is sung by the congregation in church
services.
Ballet. A classical form of dance which tells a
story through movement and music.

OBJIOflfBS OF ffil SIXTH &&&BB RHYTHM PROGRAM

To become acquainted with folk dances of *01a World*"
countries studied In social studies
To develop an appreciation and understanding of 1stinAmerican music, with a particular emphasis on calypso,
through singing and playing'of .rhythm instruments
To create an awareness of the importance of syncopation
in present day music
To continue conducting experiences using the basic meters
To explore unusual meters which are found in the music
textbooks
To develop rhythmic responses through using rhythm rounds,
by clapping or playing on rhythm instruments
To enforce previous learnings of various rhythmic features
of notation

-** triplets, duplets, rests, etc., and

practice writing rhythmic notation on music paper
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SIXTH GRADE RHYTHM PROGRAM

OO0MTEIBS B w m m m

sqoiai studies

Polk musie consists of both vocal and Instrumental
music.

The folk songs were;discussed in the Singing Sec*

tiom for this grade*

Many of these folk songs first began

as dances.
Dancing is a much loved activity the world over.
People have danced at weddings, parties* christenings* and
festival times* etc. for centuries.

There have also been

dances which imitate the work of the people.

The rhythm

of the folk dance is always strongly accented and may be
clapped with the hands.
If the class already knows the music because of having
learned the song, it should be easier to."learn the dance,
folk dancing demand© close physical coordination with the
music, hence a thorough knowledge of the tune before per*
forming the dance is certainly helpful.

Successful folk

dancing will depend largely upon a background of funda
mental movements' performed to music in previous years*

If

there is no instrumental accompaniment it will be difficult
for children to sing and dance simultaneously.

Divide the

group, and ask part of them to sing and clap, while the
remaining students perform the dance.
Performing the folk dances 'can be interesting activ
ities for physical education time, as one cannot justify
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too much time taken for this from other music activities.
All should be in balance.
The State Board of Education Physical Education'
Manual. Grades I * V H will be helpful in learning the
folk dances.
In addition* there are usually dance instructions
available with the recorded folk dance music.
The teacher should be thoroughly familiar with the
dance before attempting to teach it to the class.

Perhaps

a small group can be taught the dance before class time,
and these students will serve as a nucleus for the experi
ence.
Suggested materials f o r dancingi
Honor Tour Partner Records
All Purpose folk Dances. Michael Herman, folk
Dance House, lew fork
folk Dances. Album B, Burnes and Wheeler
Let1s Square Dance. Album 2, EGA ?ictor
folk Dancer Records
Rede Grivne

Circle dance

tot5

Brsko Rolo

Couple dance

3020

Sehottlsche

Couple dance

2G01

Polka

Couple dance

30t6

Troika

1059

525

tO DEVELOP AN APPRECIATION AMD PNDERSTABDIKG Of LAfllAMBRXOAB MUSIC. WITH A PARTICULAR MPBASIS OH CALYPSO.
terquoe s x i g x b g . a nd blay x i g r h ythm iistrumbhts

Although the social studies emphasis this year Is
upon the “Old World1* there Is much hatIn-Amerlean material
available in the music texts which the teacher will also
want to use.
Since the Latin-Ameriean rhythms and music are heard
so frequently, our students will have a greater appreciation
for this hind of music as an outgrowth of studying about it.
Also some of the students have traveled and lived In the
Latin-Ameriean countries and will be able to contribute
first hand Impressions of the music and native musicians.
for the purposes of this study it will be well to use
the term Latin-Amerlcan in an all comprehensive manner

—

to refer to the music from Mexico, Central America, South
America, and the West Indies®
flan to approach the study by first of all mahlng a
list of as many types of Latin-Ameriean compositions as
possibles
glads of dances-composltionss
1.

fast waits

■2.

tango

3®

samba

4*

mambo

5®

calypso

—

habanera

Latin-Amerlcan c.omrosltleits (con.)
6*

rhumba

?.

conga

8* Jarabe
9*

eha*cha
Itc*

Guide the students In their thinking about how this
music Is different*

If the class has learned some Mexican

songs* or Latin-Amerlcan songs before* perhaps they can
recall what made those pieces different.
Characteristics of Latin-Amerlcan music;
t. syncopation

{negro rhythms)

2. frequent use of triplets
3* poly-rhythm

(Spanish Influence)

(several different rhythms

sounding together}
4. changing metric signature within- the piece
5* tying through from the last beat of the measure
to the first beat of the next
Sow was this particular style developed?

What people

have contributed to its development?
1* The native Indians

—

Mayan, fnean* and Asfee

who used the peatatonlc scale in their music*
2® The Spanish and Portuguese settlers*
3*

African slaves who mixed in their African rhythms*
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4.

the Italians arrived in the 1800*s and brought
with them beautiful melodies*

Consequently, Latin-American music is a blend of -Indian flavor, Spanish vitality, legro rhythms, and Italian
melodies.
Suggested Latln-Amerloan songss

tasssiXm.
wChacarera#

SB

p. 129

”Soag of the lampas*'

SB

p. 120

“the Oat#

f

P* 168

rtfhe Count of 0abra”

t

P* 16?

“Boll Berioa”

p

p. 1??

“Sambalele”

f

P* 169

“My fretty Oabocla*

SB

P* 195

“futu Maramba*

SB

P* 216

"The Band Concert11

ABO

p. 161

l
"Buy My Tortillas"

0

p.

“the Wind11

0

P « 169

“My White Horse”

W

p. 172

“Elver, Elver”

F

p. 170

“tortilla Vendor”

f

p. 1?1

Brazil

M

81

Chile (con*)
“Buy a Boten”
wm

Marinero”

“tortillas”
S£sta Eica
“Bartollllo”
Cuba
“the Peanut Vendor*
Beuador

“frees”

mm
“Angelique-C*
Xaiaalca
“Banana Boat Loaders”
Mexican
“Xu the Plaza”
“the Cay Caballero”
"Song of Mexico”
"Clelito U n d o ”
“Morning Song”
"Olellto U n d o ”
“La Oucaracha”
“La Easpa”
"Chlapaneeae*
"Clelito Xiindo*

"Four Cornfielda”

SB

P.* 126

"She Highlands*

SB

P*

7

"She Unhappy Owl"

SB

P*

30

“Buy a Tamale*

ABC

P*

20

“Mountain Climbers"

ABC

p.

42

“la Raepa"

ABO

P*

53

"Fleets*

ABO

P« 176

F

p. 1$6

SB

P* 194

“0 Mighty Sun*

0

P* 163

“She Slyer"

a

P* 174

“To Bethlehem"

a

P* 136

"The Cleaners*

a

P* 184

#HIn© Ohl^ulto"

F

P* 176

"The Puppet"

SB

P- 179

“Bonn by the River"

ABO

p.

15

wI Build Me a little Bouse"

ABO

P*

56

Mayan Indian
“Song of the Sun"
ganama
"Panamam Tombe"
F&ru

Puerto Sioo

West Indies

As the songs from the preceding list are sung by the
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students, call attention to the particular characteristics
of Latin-American music which are found in the song.
CALYPSO
Calypso comes to us from the West Indies, where it is
sung to the accompaniment of drums and whatever other instru
ments are available.

Calypso music is highly rhythmic and

needs to be sung with a strong accent even when there is
no accompaniment.

Calypso music is a contemporary outgrowth

of the ballad tradition*

As a form of Yolh music, it ex

presses the need to sing songs about life experiences, to
participate in music to express how one thinhs and feels
about something.
For the students the calypso rhythms will be a natural
outgrowth of the traditional rhythm band experiences of the
lower grades.

In calypso all the Instruments used have

separate rhythms, and it will be necessary for the student
to learn each rhythm before he can participate with actual
instruments.
The Audio Education, Inc. has prepared an excellent
record' album, Calypso for Children * AS 25, by Virginia
Harder.

This is a series of eight records which build an

understanding of calypso through the lyrics of the songs.
The instruments are described In the songs, and then are
heard'separately.

In order to achieve the greatest benefit

from this unit, it will be advisable to devote at least
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five lessons to this study.

This should enable all the

students to play the instruments and learn the songs.
It is suggested that for the first experiences with
the rhythms that the students sing the rhythm pattern on
a neutral syllable, and clap hands lightly, or tap on the
desk.

Instruments used are the conga drum, the bongo drum,

maracas, cow bells and claves,

if there are not enough

real calypso instruments available -(and who Is likely to
have enough) the following substitutions work satisfac
torily %
1*

Oonm drum - large metal waste basket, five
gallon paint cans* large lard cans, etc.

2.

Bongo drums - request the lunch room to save
the gallon cans for the music department.
Mount a gallon can with a large Juice can.
This is best done at home where the fathers
or older brothers can assist.

Use the elec

tric drill to make a smooth hole, then Join
the two cans together with ordinary stove
bolts.

This makes a very satisfactory

bongo drum.
3*

Maraoas - It would be an unusual classroom

to have several sets of maraeasj however,
the Jingle sticks are an excellent substi
tute for this instrument.
4*

Qow bell - if no cow bell is available, use
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one small cymbal and tap It gently near
the rim.
5*

Glaves - all of a sudden the sticks assume
a great significance when these can become
Imaginary claves.

The sticks must be held

in the claves* position.
It is suggested that the teacher read the lyrics for
each record before playing it for the children.

This will

make the hearing of the record a more intelligible experi
ence m

the students will know what to listen for.

Side I - Let* s Go Calypso
“Let’s go, let’s learn about calypso.
You will sing of things you do.
You will sing of things you feel . . . .
Side II - Meet the Instruments
“The conga drum, the cow bell, maraeas, claves,
and bongo,
But them together and 'you have a real calypso.
The deep, bass conga drum, conga drum,
You’re the drum that sets our beat in every case.
Da

da

da

da

etc.

That’s the rhythm, of the cow bell
Singing in our band.
Maraeas have a sound that gives our music lots
of spice,
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They swish and swish and shake and shake and
turn and twist and twirl**
Side III - Meet the Instruments (concluded)
HWe're two little sticks of wood

. . .

Upon us tightly please don't bounce,
Just hold us lightly and let us bounce.
A two-headed monster am I, the merry bongo drum.*1
Side I? - let1g- learn the Rhythms
On this record each Instrument plays its rhythm pat
tern alone.
notes

The rhythm pattern as Illustrated In the jacket

of the album should be placed on the chalkboard, or

on chart paper, and analyzed before the rhythmrecord Is
played.

It is suggested that no instruments be used for

this first experience, so that the students can give their
entire attention to listening to the rhythms.
Conga drum rhythm pattern
The player is seated and holds the drum between his
knees.

4

It should be tipped away from his body.
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Cow bell
4
4

Claves
The claves must be held loosely so that they are free

to vibrate.

The left hand' is held palm up, with the clave

being suspended by the thumb and fingers.

The other clave

is held lightly between the thumb and the forefinger of
the right hand and is used to strike the other in the left
hand.

It is suggested that the students learn this rhythm

by repeating the following phrase:
*Shave

* hair out

-

two bits-.-*

4
4

Maraeas
The maraeas play a steady, rhythmic, back and forth
rhythmic pattern*
* S * + 1r
f JTJ 7 J77 ? St t im JTTi
# # #

4

I RL tt R h M

n n ' i n s

m
.Q
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As the class works and experiments with calypso, the
teacher should bring in the poly-rhythm characteristic as
frequently as she can.

Here are five different rhythms

for the instruments, and the voice will have still another
rhythm#
After the class has practiced the rhythms and' appear
to understand what Is going on* the instruments should be
distributed;
experience.

This will be a very noisy but enjoyable
Ideally, each student should have an oppor-*

iunlty to play each instrument.
Additional vocal recordings in the album may be used
for the playing experiences as the instruments maintain
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the same rhythm pattern throughout the album.

If the

teacher uses any commercial recordings he must audition
the recordings carefully, for many of the calypso records
and songs have highly questionable lyrics which would be
most inappropriate to this age group.

The song ”Tinga

lays, Come, little Donkey, Oome** is found in the Silver
Burdett Music Hear and far, page 126.

Other calypso songs

in the album include, wMttle Tardy Boy,” and "Back She
Back to She M a . T h e final recording shows how familiar
tunes can be played In calypso style.
The rhythms learned through this album may be applied
to calypso-type songs in the music texts.

Many of these

songs will have suggested rhythm accompaniments*
TO CREATE AH AWARENESS Of Til IMPORTAECB OF SCTOOMTIOH
IB B3U3SBHT-DA1f MBSIO
After studying jazz in the fifth grade and also after
spending some time with Batln-Amerlcan music in the sixth
grade, it is hoped that the student will have a conception
of the influence of syncopation upon present-day music.
Syncopation Is that'Off beat effect which displaces the
normal accent and puts stress on a beat which is normally
unaccented.

According to the &rov@#s Dictionary. wSyn

copation has become a general term for all that class
of twentieth century music which has sprung from the
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American adoption of rag-time.”
Whenever the teacher chooses a song with a syncopated
rhythm., he should make certain that the students are aware
of the syncopation even though another feature is being
used for teaching purposes.
TO OOBTIIflJB OOBD0OTX1& MBBRXBHOBS HSXM THE BASIC MITERS
Conducting is more than Just beating time.

The real

significance of the conductor’s movements is to be found
in the response he evokes from the participants.

The

tempo and the mood of the music must be reflected in the
beat of the conductor*
To illustrate this the students might enjoy partici
pating in an activity such as:

2mm

M M

°l

m esm H a

conducting;

The Individual standing up before the class would
endeavor to adapt his beat to the type of song Impression
he hoped to convey to the class
1* A vigorous energetic beatfor a march.
2*

A flowing, swaying motionfor a lullabye, etc*

The class would attempt to guess the type of music
the conductor was conducting, and the student who guessed
correctly would then have the opportunity to be the con
ductor*
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TOUStFAS MBfBRS HHXOB M l FOUND II THE MUSIC

T M T BOOKS
It Is hoped that the student has formed a concept
about the Influence of a particular key upon the mood of
a composition, and how the meter Is of similar importance*
the sixth grade texts offer opportunities to explore the
unusual meters, and it is suggested that the students
experience these and thus realise how an effective meter
and rhythmic pattern can enhance the mood of a piece of
music*
Sours In the hooks which use different metersi
The TaIlor4s Mouse”

0

P*

32

The Young Man Who ¥ouldn’t Hoe”

0

P-

34

■Mary and Martha”

0

P* 116

Robin Hood*4

F

P*

2$

:0o Down, Moses”

ABO

P-

52

■'United States Armed Forces”

ABO

P* 152

;Bappy Village*

ABO

P* 190

Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Ones”

0

P* 102

Poor Wayfaring Stranger”

P

P* 183

Hey, Ho, To the Greenwood”

SB

P* 207

Alleluia”

SB

P*

22

33a

* Alleluia11

ABO

p.’124

*Wayfaring Stranger*

ABO

p.

38

"¥ainanoinen,s Sift*

F

p.

61

HThe Crafty Cow*

P

p.

78

"June Festivalfe

SB

p.

101

"Legend*

ABO

p. 144

"April*

0

p. 190

"Shepherd's Song"

p

P‘ 47

"Remember All the People"

P

p* 192

"John Dory"

SB

P* 191

Co ro

Songs using different meters (con*)

3
2

"0 Mighty Sun"

0

p. 163

3
8

"Santa Lucia"

o

P-

"The ice King*

g

p. 188

"My Spanish Guitar"

G

p. 200

"Zither and I*

G

p. 203'

"Santa Lucia*

p

P*

"Greens and Beans"

F

p. 156

"The King's Carpenter"

SB

p. 158

"The Alphabet"

ABO

p.

61

"Buy a Tamale"

ABO

p.

20

5

4

6
4

79

98
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Songs using different meters (con.)

4
8

0Aloha Gew

5
8

0 Summer

7
8

9
8

12

f

P« 160

f

p. 127

#fhe Shepherd Boy”

f

130

"The Donkey Cart”

SB

P*

"loupe 1 fcupel Sur la tivlere”
(contains one measure 9/8}

SB

P* 104

m"®om

ABO

P*

"Beautiful Dreamer”

ABO

P* 135

"The Tear *8 at the Spring1”

0

P* 191

"Song of the Open Air”

a

P*

16

"Song of the Open Air”

SB

p*

45

0

p. 113

Has Come"

in the Talley*

8

12

31

STo meter signature givens
"Tribal Prayer”

In Seating time for the previously 11stel compound
measures, one usually divides the measures Into groups of
2, 3, or 4 beats «** according to the position of the
accents t
Accents In the 5 and 7 compounds are 8
5:

>
12 3 4 5

7s

A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

or

12 3 4 5
or

>
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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The accents In a 7 compound meter in slower tempo
may he felt as followsj
>

?j

—

>

12 3 4 5 6?
U

or

-

-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 4 5 6 7

Ihatever compound rhythms are chosen for study by
the teacher should he seen by the students as well as
experienced,

if the song containing the desired meter

is not In the hooks used by the class, put the song on
the chalkboard, or on music chart paper so that the stu
dents can see how it looks written down.
TO DEVELOP RHYTHM

fHEOtfGl GSIHO BHYTHM BO TOPS.

OHAMTIHQ. OIABPXBG 01 BhAYXHO THESE OB BHYTHM IhSTRUMIHTS

Bhythm rounds are another way of gaining rhythmic
experience and independence.

Sometimes the round is

chanted on one tone, or for variety the different sections
can he assigned .BO, MI* and SOI.
The ABO book has a rhythm round on page 39*

This Is

a three-part round in 4/4 meter, and is to be chanted at
a moderate speed*

For variation this round can be clapped

or played with rhythm Instruments.
The class might be interested in creating similar
chants, using their own words and ideas,

later on the

class might improvise a melody for the chant.

Bhythm round taken from Book VI. ABO, p.
j
i— i
n
i
Group t
0
0
0
0
0
Here comes the el-e-phant,

J

j j~i

n J

j

y~i

39;

Here-comes the■el-e-phant ,

j~i

i

Here comes the el-e-phant,

i~i
j
j
Here he come© now*
Group 2

(start on Group 1 chant when Group 1 completes

it first four lines)

j j j j
j j j j
See him com - ing,
j j r~i n
See him com - Ing as he
See him com - lug,

J ~ 2
J~1
A
Swings his heav~y trunk.
Group

3

(start on Group 1 chant when Group 2 completes

the first four lines of the chant)

n n j~j J
<n n n J
He is big and ver-y strong,
He is big and ver-y strong,

U
U
J~3
He is the Icing of the

J J M-

«Tun-gle.
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It will often be possible t© find many rhythmic
features, within one song.

Many of the -songs in this

curriculum guide are very versatile and utilitarian as
they are found on several lists,

therefore, a teacher

should endeavor to draw all desired learning experiences
from these multi-purpose songs,

this Is not only a- time

saver, but the students tend to enjoy those songs which
have become a vital experience for them.
Practice in writing rhythmic patterns may be achieved
by notating calypso patterns, and by copying rhythm
rounds, and by writing down the new ones created by the
class.

objectives

of the

sixth

grade

listening

ahd creativity

PROGRAMS, AHD THE FLAYIHG OF IISftDWRfS
To learn about composers native to countries studied la
social studies and to bear their music, and to realize
how many composers used their country’s folic tunes
To learn about contemporary music as well as about the
masters through Youn& Keyboard •Junior Magazine
to develop an understanding of form in orchestral compositions
fo develop a desire to attend live concerts
To create an interest in keeping a music scrapbook

To create original songs and chants, and notate these
To provide opportunities for dramatization
To encourage Improvisation of original dances
To provide opportunities for playing Instrumental
accompaniments to songs
To urge talented, students to participate in the elementary
band program
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OBJECTIVES Of THE SIXTH G R A D E L X 8 T W X H G PROGRAM

TO LIARS ABOUT COMPOS IRS BATIVB TO OOUHTRIBS STBDIED IH
SOCIAh -STUDIES AHD TO HEAR THEIR MUSIO. AID TO REALIZE
E Q W m m COMPOSERS USED THBIR CDUITRY1S FOLK TUiBS
fart of the musical knowledge that we will expect
cur students to possess when their elementary music days
are over will consist of being acquainted with the music
masters

—

a knowledge of who and what they were, why

they are remembered, and the lietaming skill of being able
to■recognize some of their better known works.
If this phase of the music program Is neglected it
will indeed be unfortunate, because musical instruction'
and experiences in theseiformative years will greatly
influence the adult taste and appreciation in the years
to come.
A partial list of composers from Old World countries

will follow.

Haturallyrnot all of these can be covered,

so it will be necessary to be selective.
Suggested activities t
1.

Use individual pupil reports, either oral or
written on assigned composers.

2.

Make a note book project of biographical
sketches of composers from all countries studied.

3*

Plan an assembly program to share information
with other classes.
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4.

Plan a bulletin board display of reports on
composers, and pictures of composers.

Some resource material, for students:
Ginn -- Book* If# V# and' fl contain Information on
Mozart# Haydn# Handel, Bach, Beethoven and
Schubert.
Music Throughout the World*. Cotton and Brad bum#
0.

0. Birchard and Company, Boston

A Story of Music* Barbour and freeman, 0. C. Bir
chard and Company, Boston
M & WerM Book
Resource material for the teacher;
Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians
listening lessons can be planned using some of the
better known works of these composers.

It will be inter

esting to the students to hear how some of the composers
have used their country’s folk tunes in their compositions.
listing of composers;
Germany
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
George Frederick Handel (1685-1759)
Budwig Van Beethoven (1770-1827)
Franz Beter Schubert (1797-1828)
Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847)

Germany composers (con*)
Ho bert Sehuman (1810-1856)
Richard Wagner (1813-1883)
Johannes Brahms (1833*1897)
Austria
Franz Joseph Eaydn (1732-1809)
Wolfgang Amadeus Hozart (1756-1791)
England
Henry Bureell {1659-1698)
Sir John Stainer (1840-1901)
Sir Edward Elgar (1057-1934)
Gustav Holst (1874-1934)
Ralph Vaughn Williams (1872-1958)
trance
Jean Baptiste Bully (1632-1678)
Francois Oouperln (1668-1733)
Jean Bhlllipe Rameau (1683-1764)
Hector Berlioz (1803-1809)
Charles Gounod (1818-1893)
Georges Bizet (1838*1875)
Camille $aint-8aens (1835-1921)
Jules Massenet (1842-1912)
Cesar FrsneR (1822-1890)
Claude Behuagy (1862-1918)
Maurice Ravel {1875-1937)

Italy

Palestrina (1525*1594)
Claudio Monteverdi (1567*1643)
Areangleo Corelli (1653*1713)
Antonio Vivaldi (1675-1743)
Allesandro Soarlottl (1659-1725)
Gioacchino RoseIni (1792*1868)
Giacomo Puccini (1858*1924)
Ottorino Respighi (1879*1936)
Russia
Michael Glinka. (1803*1857)
Nicholas Rimeky-Karsakoff (1844*1908)
Modeste Moussorgsky (1839*1881)
Beter Ilyltch fsehalkowsky (1840*1893)
Mikhail Ippolitov*Ivanov (1859-1935)
Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873*1943)
Igor Stravinsky (1882Serge Brokefieff (1891-1953)
Dmitri Shostakovich (1906Aram Khachaturian (1903*
Spain
Felipe Pedrell (1641-1922)
Isaac Alhenlz (1860-1909)
Enrique Granados (1867-1916)
Manuel de Falla (1876-1946)
Joaquin furnia (1882-
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Norway
Edvard Grieg (1843*190?)
Sweden
August Johan Sodeman (1833*1876)
Denmark
Niels Gade (1817*1890)
Finland
Jean Sibelius (1865-1957)
Sellm 'talmgren (18780%eoho siovakia
Frederick Smetana (1824-1884)
Antonin Dvorak (1843-1904)

Franz Biszt (1811-1686)
Bela Bartok (1881-1945)
Boland
Frederic Ghopin (1810-1849)
Ignace faderewski (1860-1941)
As these composers are studied, it is hoped that the
student's thinking will he so directed that he can see
relationships.

Nhat was happening in the world when this

composer was alive7
music he wrote?

Was this reflected in the kind, of

How did the people live then?

One excellent example of a composer using folk tunes
is. that of Georges Bizet in the ,*B,Arlesienne Suite, No-. 2."
In the final selection of the suite, *Farandole»* he uses
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two old folk tunes.

The first of these is a marching

song which the children should recognize as the familiar
Christmas Carol» *The March of the Three kings.*

The other

folk tune is a farardole which has. been traced to the
eleventh century.

Suggestions for using this as a lis

tening lesson are found in the Teacher's Guldp. prepared
by Gladys Tipton for the new EGA Adventures in Music
appreciation series.

In addition to this French music#

the Sixth Grade Album contains Russian* German, Spanish,
and American compositions*
TO BBAEB ABO0T CQITBMBORARY MUSIC AS WEBB AS. ABOUT til
MASfBBS THROUGH

»10010 KEYBOARD JURIOft MAOAIXiS11

Young Keyboard Junior Magagine* which Is published
during the school year, contains excellent material for
appreciation lessons' in the upper elementary grades.

The

front page story is usually of current interest, or is an
anecdote which unifies the remainder'of the Issue.

This

appreciation course Is not complete without the accom
panying recordings.

These are beautifully done and will

remain permanent assets to the school record library.
Iq subscription for less than five magazines will be
accepted*

For class purposes it will be satisfactory to

order one copy for every two students.

If funds are

limited the minimum number of subscriptions can be ordered
and the teacher lecture on the contents.

The remaining

issues can be placed In the school library where all
interested students will have access to them.
The teacher’s guide is helpful In planning the
lesson.

It will also be worthwhile for a teacher to keep

a permanent file of these magazines as there is much of
permanent value in each issue.
The content of the magazine, is planned a year in
advance.

Therefore, it is advisable to keep the announce-*

ment brochure for reference throughout the school term.
TO DEVELOP

AM

OHPgRSfAMBIiS 0? F0.1M II ISST&PME1ITAL

COMPOSXTI0K3
dotting a conception of the composition as a whole
is important if we wish to appreciate and understand what
the composer is conveying through his music,
to how the composition is put together.

form refers

Simple song form

consists of one theme, then a contrasting theme, after
which the first theme is repeated again.

This general

Idea -of repetition after contrast is also the foundation
of sonata form as used in sonatas for solo instruments,
and in symphonies for the symphony orchestra.
A certain amount of repetition Is necessary in music
to give a feeling of unity.

Students should know what to

listen for as 'well as how to listen to the music.

Charting

the themes on the chalkboard or on music chart paper will
make it easier to follow the various themes in a longer
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composition.

Then as these themes are heard in the work,

and as the contrasting themes appear, and the original
theme is heard again, etc., the student will have a better
understanding of what is taking place in the music.
The following instrumental forms are likely to he
encountered in the listening program;
I.

Short instrumental forms
Hocturne - a night song.
Etude - a study.
Berceuse - a lullaby.
Impromptu - an improvisation.
Barcarolle - a boat song.
Khapsody - a mood, generally- of an exalted
character.
Dance forms
fait 2
Polka
Minuet
Polonaise
Mazurka
Gavotte

XX. Bonder instrumental compositions
Overture ~ played as an introduction and usually
presents themes which are heard again In the
body of the composition.
complete in Itself.

Pre<juently it is
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Prelude * played as an Introduction and not
heard again*
Intermezzo - coming between two maim parts.
fugue ~ a very intellectual composition,
highly developed from the form of a round
or canon.
Sonata - a classic composition for a single
Instrument*
Concerto * a sonata for a solo instrument with
orohestral accompaniment.
Symphony * an enlarged sonata for orchestra.
{from .School Music Handbook, Dykema-Cundiff)
TO DEVELOP A DjSlEJT TO AfTIIP LIVE QQIQBHfS
Although the immediate Tidewater area doe® not have
all the opportunities for concert attendance that a large
metropolitan center does, there are a considerable number
of free and subscription concerts for those who desire to
attend.

If a student is brought up in a home where con

cert attendance Is a custom he will begin to attend with
hi® family as soon as he is able to conduct himself properly.
However, many of our students are of a transient background
remaining with u© only .a few years, and their families
often remain ignorant and keep aloof of what the local
community has to offer culturally.

The teacher will need

to Interest these youngsters in concert attendance.
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Subscription, concerts In,the Tidewater area;
lorfolk Symphony Orchestra - 7 concerts
Community Concert Association - 4 concerts
Milllam and Mary Concert Series - 4 concerts
feldman Chamber Music Society
Portsmouth Community Concerts Association - 4 concerts
free..concerts in..the.fid ©water area t
Worfolk Society of Arts (lorfolk Museum)
Beoitals and concerts presented at the lorfolk
'College of William and Mary
Organ recitals sponsored by the American Guild of
Organists, Worfolk Chapter
Concerts at the various churches, especially;
Bpworth Methodist
Christ and St* Luke1s Episcopal
Boyster Memorial Presbyterian
first Presbyterian Church, Virginia.Beach
Concerts presented by area high school groups
Band concerts in,;Lafayette City Park, .lorfolk
TO OBlAf8,At IHTSRB3T 11 KBEFI1G A.MUSIC SOBABBONMC
Beeping a scrapbook Is an activity which appeals to
this age student*

The scrapbook would be a natural place

to keep the programs from the concerts attended.

Usually

the newspaper publicity prior to a concert is quite good,
and when there is a visiting artist personality, there
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will be ample coverage in the papers.

The Sunday later-'

taimment section will also provide scrapbook material.
In addition to concert items, the student will find
the scrapbook a safe repository for reports on musicians,
pictures out of magazines about music, and programs in
which he has participated, etc.
OBJECTIVES OF THE O m O T I f t BKOGKAM
TO 0IB1IB OEXGXIiX SOflgS, M B QgAKTS. MB. H0fA.fI THBSB
Creating an original song or chant can be either a
group activity or an Individual project.

It might be

setting a poem to music, or perhaps creating both the
words and the music.

At the sixth grade level the class

might be interested in writing an original operetta
if there has been enough experience in writing songs.
Sixth graders should notate their original songs.
If it is a group activity, the song should be written on
the board as it is being worked on, and then later copied
by the class.
TO HOfXDB OBBOHTCJHI TIES FOR VOCAL .MB IISTBUMBHTAB

The students learn of two kinds of vocal Improvisation
this year

the panilliom type of einging done In Wales,

and the calypso singing of the West Indies.
means to make it up as one goes along*

To Improvise

Baturally, the
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etudeut needs a background of musical ejcperienees before

he can possets enough/ ©kill am# comfldehcs to improvise*
One fora of Improvisation involve® taking the chords
which are used in chordlug an# instea# of tinging Just the

root ton#, the whole chord is use# hut with rhythmic
variations.
The BO chord sight be use# in a 3/4 measure in the

following manner!

Changing to the SOI chord (Bcmlnant) In the following

manner!

there are numerous possibilities'when the student can
approach this activity with 'a background of eberiing ami
chanting experience®.

The hells, auto harp, an# the

xylophone can fe® use# In the same way.
A feeling for traditional harmonic progressleu It
necessary equipment for harmonic ami melodic Improvisation«
The students nee# to’realise the attraction on# chord- has

for another, and how cm#' ton# gravitates to another*
At the beginning stages of melodic an# harmonic'Impro
visation, the tone® of’the pent#tonic scale can he use#
most successfully*

The black tonee on the piano form the
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pemtstonic scale, an# the black bell blocks can be use#
too.

The auto harp can be adjust©# to the pentatonic

scale by tuning the strings up on® half step.

On a small

auto harp with the chords 0, G^, ?, B^, 0, and

the ad-

Justed chords become C*f 0^, F * B, 8#; and C*7.

Disa-

greeable discords are almost Impossible with pentatonio
melodies, so the experience should be more satisfying to
the student.

In'using syllables

—

only DO, SI, Ml,

BOD, and DA can be used with the peatstonic scale tomes,
as this scale does not. have the FA or TX as found in the
diatonic scale.
TO BBQVXDB OMOBTOTITIBS FOE DRAMATIZATION
Sixth graders enjoy acting and make believe, am# this
urge for dramatisation can be met In several wayes
For the entire class!
1.

Creating original plays based upon Incidents
In the lives of composers.

2.

Creating original plays as an outgrowth of
listening to music.

3*

Adapting such material to dramatisation a© the
*Beer Oyrt Suite* story an# music by Bdvard
Grieg

—

this is found In Book VI of the

Ginn series.
For choral, groups*
t.

Presenting an operetta for public performance.
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Whereas the actual east In an operetta will consist
of the best talent available in the chorus, the remaining
students In a large choral group can participate as mem
bers 'of the pit chorus.
If a music teacher Is experienced in dramatics he will
be able to design the entire production alone.

However,

many times It will be necessary to seek assistance from
other faculty members who can help with the dramatic
coaching, dances, make-up, etc.

A school operetta often

gives opportunity for many faculty members to work together
on a common project.
Before an operetta, is attempted it is necessary to
have an understanding with the administration and the other
members of the faculty about the necessity of calling the
principals for frequent rehearsals.

The music teacher

should distribute a schedule of rehearsals to faculty mem
bers whose students are involved in the leading roles.

In

preparing such a schedule the music teacher will ofcourse
arrange it so that a different class will be "missed*
every day.

In that way a certain student will not miss

too much instruction in a particular area.
The majority of the chorus members who are in the
pit chorus will probably not need to attend rehearsals un
til the last five or so practices.

It is assumed that

the chorus music has been rehearsed, memorized, and per
fected at regularly scheduled chorus time, and that the
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final rehearsals will he used to coordinate the entire
production.
TO SHOOUHAGB IMPROVISATION Of 0BIGIBM DANCES\
Original dances are an outgrowth of fundamental
rhythmic movements and free expression.

When a particular

physical movement la performed repeatedly to the same pas
sage in the music, it is a dance*

Dancing, then, implies

a fixed physical response*
The original dances are these movements which were
experimented with In free expression, but have now been
refined and assigned definitely to a certain passage of
music.

All dancers will perform to a given routine rather

than as a result of the impulse of the moment.
m A i m a of x m m m m m
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tki sixth grade

TO PROVIDE QBPORftmmiS FOR B1AYXIG INSTRUMENTAL
AOQOMMIXMMTS TO SONGS
There should be many opportunities for sixth grade
students to play instrumental accompaniments to the song©
sung by the class.

The newer textbooks contain suggested

rhythmic accompaniments for many of the songs.

Playing

the rhythm instruments in an appropriate and fitting man
ner will enhance the performance of many songs. As has
been mentioned in the calypso unit, all students should
have an opportunity to participate,

likewise, all students
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should be given an opportunity to experiment with the
instruments in improvisation also.
Counter melodies and harmonies can be played on
pitched instruments such as bells and xylophones; chords
played on the piano and the auto harp, and rhythm patterns
on the rhythm instruments.
TO URGE MffSXQ&Xi STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE II THE ELEMENTARY
BAUD PROGRAM

Instruction in band instruments is available to stu
dents in the Division elementary schools beginning at the
sixth grade level.

This instruction is given free, as

part of the school day, by instrumental teachers employed
by the Division.

This teacher often serves several schools

and is usually in a particular building only one half day
or less per week.
Students from several school® are usually combined
to present a concert at the end of the school year.

The

beginning band students who have progressed sufficiently
will also have an opportunity to participate in the AllCounty Elementary Band Clinic in the spring*
The public school music teacher who has had an oppor
tunity to observe students in music classes over a period
of years will be in a good position to indicate those
who should have Instrumental Instruction.

In some schools

standardized tests are used to determine which students
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should participate In the instrumental program*
tests are generally known!

These

The Seashore Measures of Musi

cal Talents, Kwalwasser-Bykema Test, Drake.Musical Aptitude
Tests, and the Whistler-Thorpe Music Aptitude Test'.
The piano is the ideal instrument for beginning music
instruction in the earlier years.

However, when a student

desires to study a band instrument it will be necessary
to consider his physical characteristics as this will in
fluence the choice of the instrument.

If a school music

educator Is' aware of these, he can direct a child*©
thinking in regard to which instrument to choose.
Physical ...and other.requirements. necessary to play
certain musical Instrumentst
(as found in This j©. an Orchestra by lisa g. Posell}
1.

Students attempting to play an Instrument with
a cup-shaped mouthpiece like the trumpet or
trombone should have straight even teeth and
strong lip muscles.

2.

Thin lips are. best suited for playing instru
ments with small mouthpieces like the trumpet
or the French Horn.

3*

For playing the double-reed English Horn and
the oboe, the teeth should be straight, not
too long, and the lips not too heavy*

It is

also advisable to have some experience playing
another reed instrument before attempting to

play one of these, and the clarinet is recom
mended as a first instrument.
The French Horn requires more than average
musical talent and ability as well as a sensi
tive lip, a good ear, straight teeth, and pre
vious training on another brass instrument if
possible.
Requirements for playing the trombone are a
good sense of pitch as well as of touch, for
even slight variations in moving the slide will
produce tones either sharp or flat.

The student

will also require a long arm; therefore, a small
student should not be allowed to start on the
trombone.
The clarinet and the cornet can be played more
easily than most of the other band and orchestra
instruments.

The clarinet especially has prac

tically no physical limitations,
lung power must be considered in playing the
tuba, French Horn, and the trumpet; for it takes
a great deal of blowing to sustain the sound.
For those interested in eventually playing the
tympaal, the snare drum will be a good place to
start.

It is advised that no one under eleven

years of age be allowed to begin the study of
any percussion instrument.

However, in learning
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to play the snare drum, one should not he over fifteen
years of age, because later certain muscles are more set
and necessary manipulation of the drumsticks will be
harder to master.
The usual elementary band group consists of clarinets,
cornets and trumpets, flutes, a trombone or two, probably
a saxophone, and an over-abundance of snare drums.
Instruments for beginning band instruction are not
furnished by the schools and parents must make their own
arrangements with the music .stores.

Quite frequently a

three month rental plan with option to buy, with rental
fees applicable to purchase price, is used.

EVALUATION OF THE SIXTH GRADE MUSIC PROGRAM

SINGING
Has proper singing posture and position become
routine, or is it still, necessary to remind the class how
to sit and stand while singing?
Have the students had many opportunities to sing
during this year when their child voices are at the highest
point of development?
Has the program included rote, observation, and
reading songs?
Has the class had opportunities for chordlag?
Is part singing done with assigned parts?
What efforts have been made toward achieving good
ensemble in singing?
Does the student understand the purpose of tone
blending?
What opportunities have there been for individual
and small ensemble singing?
How many sixth graders are participating in the
selected school choir?
Have you experimented with ear-harmony?
Have the students studied the folk music of the
countries studied in social studies?
What songs have been added to the cumulative song
repertoire?
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fTOMMENTALS
Has the minor mode been emphasized?
Oan the students recognize the minor mode by sound

and sight?
Are the students acquainted with the pentatomic
scale and its place in music?
Are the students more skillful in naming key
signatures?
Have the letter names for the staff been introduced?
Has the class written notation on music paper?
How large a musical vocabulary does the class possess?
BUY SIMS
Have you emphasized the importance of syncopation
in present-day music?
Are the students aware of the characteristics of
Latin-American music

—

syncopation, tying through from

last beat through beat one of the next measure, triplets,
polyrhyth®, etc.?
What European folk dances have been studied?
Has the class experimented with calypso?
What experiences has the class had in conducting?
Has the class explored unusual meters?
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LISTENING
What composers have been studied?

What selections

heard?
Young Keyboard Junior Magazine used for appreciation?
Has for® in instrumental compositions been studied?
Can most of the class identify the familiar instru
ments by sound and sight?
How many of the class have attended concerts this year?
How many students are keeping music scrapbooks?

mmnvfin
Have the student© created original songs and chants
and notated these?

Created original dances?

Have there been opportunities for vocal and instru
mental improvisation?
Have there been opportunities for dramatization?
INSfEUMMTB
What opportunities have there been for playing the
piano# auto harp, melody flutes* rhythm instruments,
home-made bongo drums, maracas, claves, bells, and
xylophone?
How many of the class are participating in the
elementary band program?

fHf S$¥BBfH GRADE

s i m i m

mtmm

ctmimrr
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SOCIAL STBDY BMHIASIS:
^living Democratically In firglnla with
Greater Appreciation of its History,
Geography, and Government1*

Beference key to song hooks:
G

Singing Juniors

Ginn Publishing Co*

F

Music Sounds Afar

Follett Publishing Co*

SB

Music in Cur Life

Silver Burdett Co.

ABC

Music for Young Americans. ¥11 American Book Co*

BI

Birchard Music Series* ¥11

Summy-BIrchard Co*

L$M

Living with Music. ¥ol* I

M. WItmark and Sons
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENT
As the student enters the seventh grad® he is sud
denly a new creature

—

from being a young adult,

no longer the child hut also far
those who work with this age

student may have difficulty in understanding the inconsis
tencies of their personalities.

For the most part they

are emotionally unstable and at one moment they may act
like children and the next they want to be considered
adults.

Adolescents may be rebellious today, but cooper

ative tomorrow,

fhese youngsters are probably as troubled

and confused over these Inconsistencies as are the adults
who work with them.

Adolescents are inclined to be ideal

istic and conflicts may develop between their Ideals and
their behavior.
Students in this age grouping are sensitive and fear
being different from the group.

They suffer keenly if

they are required to wear clothes which are markedly dif
ferent from those of the group.
The school is concerned withhelping students make
the best possible social adjustment and with helping them
to assume the responsibilities which a democratic society
places on them, as well as to develop their skills.
Developing skill in the arts {music} is an effective means
of self-realisation for adolescents, and it is an aid in
367
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achieving social security and balance.

The group’s nat

ural interest in team work can be fostered through musical
activities and this affords a means whereby adolescents
may learn self-control and self-direction and obtain
practice in the democratic process.
Fatigue is common in this age group because of oversctivity and rapid growth.

Best results are obtained when

members of the home and the school personnel cooperate in
seeing that the adolescent’s day is not too

full of ac

tivity and the time is provided for adequate rest and
relaxation.
THE BLAOI OF HUS 10 II TBB SBVBMTH GRADE CURRICULUM
Music in the seventh grade is of great Importance In
the general curriculum of our Division Schools, because
this is the average pupil’s last experience with formal
music instruction,

from eighth grade through twelfth grade

music is an elective, and only those students with special
talent for performance continue with the program of music
electives.

Therefore, what happens in seventh grade music

will in a large measure determine the future cultural tastes
of our students.
The type’of required music program in the seventh
grade is usually known as "General Music."

General music

in the Division is an extension of the elementary music
program, and includes a variety of activities;

singing,
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listening, rhythmic experiences, learning about composers,
opportunities for creativity, and the playing of instru
ments.

learnings in music, when thoughtfully planned and

gently guided into accomplishment, should result in musi
cal understanding and musical enjoyment.

It is necessary

for the teacher to male© every effort to understand the
adolescent in relation to his musical growth and to open
new doors for him.
m n m m i o tsach.br aid classroom

managjskmt

As the teacher works with the adolescent he will need
to channel the pupil’s great vitality and enthusiasm toward
a musical interest; if this has not been accomplished in
previous years of music classes,

the teacher must also

keep in mind the driving force of the adolescent in wanting
to belong to a group and engage In its activities, their
desire to run their own show which will provide opportunities
for cooperative teacher-pupil planning, their great curiosity
for new experiences, and the friendliness inherent In most
students if they are allowed to he friendly.
The teacher will need to he firm, patient, friendly,
and possess a sense of humor.

Also he will need to have

clear-cut objectives of what he hopes to accomplish during
the year.

The students will also appreciate knowing why

they are in music and what they are trying to learn.

The

music class must have value for them in a functional sense.

3?o

Music educators are paid to educate, and one who teaches
this age group works "like mad" all day, and then must
plan "like mad11 all night.

Ope of the great problems at

this age level is class discipline, and discipline in the
general music class is largely dependent upon effective
planning.

One noted music educator quipped that what is

needed to teach music in the seventh grade is -a policeman
who can play the piano t"
s&aassttfOHS concerning classroom management
1.

Try to arrange for a longer period of time for

music than the traditional thirty minutes allowed in the
lower grades.
2.

Have everything ready for the seventh grade

class when it arrives, so that the tempo of the class
can be moving at all times.
3*

Be thoroughly familiar with your lesson plan,

and place the program (lesson procedure) for the day on
the chalkboard when it is advantageous to do so.
4*

The appearance of the room in which music is held

is very important.

Plants,., pictures, up^to-date bulletin

boards, and various musical objects such as busts of com
posers, etc. add to the attractiveness of the room*
5*

Assign seats to the students to avoid confusion.

Organised seating is necessary because of the changes in
voices, and singing in parts will require assigned seats.
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6. Use student help to distribute and collect
books and materials.
?. Begin the lesson promptly and keep It moving.
B. The modulation of the teacher’s voice is impor
tant.

Avoid strident, nasal scolding.
9*

Good posture must be practiced by the teacher as

well as by the students*
10. The teacher should be friendly, understanding,
helpful, fair, and sincere enough to win the respect of
the students.
11. Strive for full participation of the class as
this increases attention and Interest.

The busier the

students are, the better they like it.
Desirable music equipment for seventh grade classess
t. Piano.
2.

A good phonograph.

3*

A library of recordings, and the albums of
records to accompany the song texts.

4.

Chalkboard.

5*

Bulletin board.

6.

Staff liner.

7.

Director’s music stand.

8.

Batons for conducting.

9.

Auto harp.

10.

Textbook from a modern series, one for each
pupil.
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11.

Tuned resonator bell blocks.

12.

Supplementary song books.

13*

Library books on musical subjects, and music
magazines.

14.

Photographs of composers and artists.

15.

Tape recorder.

16.

Rhythm Instruments, Including the Latin-American
type instruments.

17. Xylophones.
18.

Staff paper for music writing and creative
experiences.

19.

Charts of Orchestral Instruments.

20.

Music chart paper for charting themes of
compositions heard in listening lessons.

OBJECTIVES OF THE SEVENTH GRADE S IN G IN G REGGRAM

To emphasize proper singing position, and to introduce
the elements of voice production
To help the hoy approach the coming voice change with
confidence, and to keep him singing through the change
To sing expressively and capture the mood of the song
To Introduce the use of numbers for song reading
To continue a program of rote, observation, and reading
in learning new song material
To sing in unison, two part, three part, and GAB If
possible
To continue chordIng experiences
To achieve greater satisfaction in singing ©ar-harmony
To provide choir experiences for selected voices
To correlate the singing program with social studies
To add on to the cumulative song repertoire
To provide opportunities for group singing In music
assemblies and regular assembly programs
To encourage solo singing and small ensemble singing
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TO EMPHASIZE PROBER SINGING POSITION, AND TO INTROW O E
TBB PHYSICAL. BLEMMTS- INVOLVED IN VOICE PRODUCTION
The major concern regarding singing in previous
elementary years was that the child would find his singing
voice and then use it to experience the exhilaration one
feels when singing*

Unless there appeared a visible vocal

fault, nothing was said about tone production or vocal
technique.

When a student was told to "sit tali and stand

tall and think about the words as you sing,* It was hoped
that vocal production would be satisfactory*

The main con

cern at that time was to Interest the child in singing,
and for him to enjoy singing as he did It.
But this child Is now an adolescent who Is curious
about himself, and about his voice

—

he is also anxious

to improve his efforts and is willing to apply himself if
he understands what the end purpose is*
Proper singing position should never be taken for
granted*

Even adults In choirs need frequent reminders.

Proper sitting position for singing for this age and for
adults as wells
1.

Place both feet flat on the floor*

2.

Maintain a straight spine with the body tilted
slightly forward from the .back of the chair*

There are six major points to be observed In the
standing position for singing;
t.

The spine must be straight.
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2.

The head must he erect

—

perpendicular to

the shouldera and body.
3*

Chest should he high, not strained, or shoulders
pulled hack.

4.

There should he a slight expansion of the lower
ribs.

5*

Stand with the feet slightly apart and the right
foot a few inches in advance of the left.

6.

The balance of the body weight should be slightly
forward•
(taken from Artistic Choral Singing:, by Dr.
Harry Robert tilson, Sehlrmer)

Iearning how the voice is produced will be of Interest
to the seventh grader.

There is an excellent movie available

from the Division Audiovisual Center which is titled "tour
Voice.**

This film portrays and explains the four elements

of voice production!
articulation.

respiration, phonatlon* resonance, and

It is recommended that this Encyclopaedia

Britannica Film be shown the class early in the year, as
this film will give a background for understanding the phys
ical changes involved in the boys' voice changes.
Before showing the film, direct the thinking of the
class by asking!
*Hqw are speech and song produced
What in the throat produces the actual sound?0
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Show the large chart of the human head and throat
from the Human Physiology Series which will probably be
in your school's teaching supply center in the library.
Explain what happens when a sound is produced, and indicate
the involved parts on the chart.
If your school does not have this chart, prepare (or
ask an artistically inclined student to do it) a poster
board sis© side view of the human head and throat as found
in Dykema's School Music Handbook, page 408, and in The
M e r m n t Voice by Westerman, page 36.

If you have neither

of these books in your personal library, you will probably
be able to find the desired sketch in a health book or in
an encyclopaedia.
Seeing this chart before viewing the film will make
a fine preparation for the actual viewing.

Also place on

the board the following terms, and discuss:
1. Posture and respiration - good posture, and the
breath must move.
Rhonetton - the breath moving through the larayx
sets the vocal chords to vibrating in vowel
sounds.
5* Resonation - the vibrations are enforced by the
resonant chambers.
4.

Articulation - process by which the consonant
sounds are made.

The following material is taken from the teacher's
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guide which accompanies the film.
Your Voice - Encyclopaedia Brltannioa films, Inc.,
available from the Division Audio-Visual Center, running
time about eleven minutes.
After a brief introduction showing how both men and
animals have the power of producing sound, the film ana
lyzes the process of ohonation. Animated drawings direct
our attention to the larynx, or voice box.

We see that

this organ rests on top of the windpipe and serves as a
valve In the breathing mechanism.

The film establishes

for us the location of the glottis, which stops the passage
of air.

Breath vibrates the partly closed folds of the

glottis and sets up sound waves, (phonatlom)

A remarkable

sequence follows which shows the vocal folds In action,
and we hear the actual sound being made by them.
Eext, animated drawings illustrate the process of
respiration and show how air Is breathed in and out of the
lungs.

We learn that breathing action is caused by changing

the capacity of the chest cavity.

The film shows how this

capacity is changed by the in-and-out movement of the lower
ribs, and by the up-and-down movement of the diaphram muscle*
A remarkable X-ray motion picture sequence Illustrates this
action and clearly shows the coordination of rib movement
with movement of the diaphram.
An 0artificial larynx,0 a bellows with a reed In a
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whistle, then illustrates the principle of resonance.

The

film shows how the tone is produced hy the artificial lar
ynx and is modified by various glass resonators (test tubes).
Then it shows how this tone can also be modified by the
resonators In the human head.

Animated drawings Illustrate

these resonating cavities and show how various vowel tones
are formed.
Articulation, by which the consonant sounds are made,
is illustrated by close-up photography of lip movements
and by animated drawings which show the movement of the
articulators such as the lips, teeth, tongue and the palate.
We learn that the rapidity with which the articulators can
change from one sound to another Is unique in human speech.
The film explains that exercise can greatly improve the
ability to articulate and thus improve speech.

In a class

room scene we observe speech improvement techniques which
include the practice of well-known exercises and the use
of such aids as tooth props and oscilloscopes*
In closing, the film reminds us that the four simple
elements of voice production

—

respiration, phonation,

resonance, and articulation, combine to make the voice our
most direct means of communicating ideas and emotions.
TO H m P THE BOY APPROACH THE C0M1IG VOICE CHARGE WITH
OOIfXPgMOB. AID TO B E T HIM BXHGIHC THROUGH THE CHARGE
Up until the time of adolescence, the voices of boys
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and girls are very much alike.

During adolescence both

the boys and girls experience a time of 'changing voice*
which Is much more noticeable in the voices of the boys.
After the class has seen the film wTour Voice** both
boys and girls should be able to understand what changes
are taking place inside their throats as well as in the
external part of their bodies.

As their bodies grow

larger, so the voice does likewise.
All normal boys will experience a change of voice.
There are some warning signs which will be helpful for
the teacher to know when the change is beginning:
1.

A heavier, richer quality.

2.

Higher notes are harder to sing, and there
will be evidence of straining.

3*

The speaking voice sounds deeper.

4.

loss of voice control which is due to rapid
and uneven growth in the larynx.

5»

Control of the body becomes difficult.

6. The voice becomes resonantly beautiful.
Each voice at this age level is an individual problem
and must be treated accordingly.

As the voices are tested

at the beginning of the year, some boys will have unchanged
voices, other voices will be in the process of changing,
and some few will have changed completely.
The speaking voice also places a boy in one of three
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groups.

Voices may be classified through the speaking

voice, and in most oases this will be surprisingly accurate.
Shortly before the boy moves into the period of adolescence
his voice will become exceedingly brilliant.

The boy must

then be watched closely and when the first signs of strain
or out-of-tune singing appear, he must be moved to the lower
part.

The natural tendency of the voice is to go down grad

ually.

It will become Increasingly difficult to sing the

high tones.

Hhen this happens he must be moved down to the

part he can sing comfortably.

Formerly the English choir

masters kept their boys on the high part as long as possible.
However, the current view is to assist the voice In its
downward progress by keeping the boy singing but moving him
to lower parts as his voice lowers.
The teacher should make It clear to the boy not to
worry about what will happen as this is a perfectly natural
phase of development.

Then, too, it must be stressed that

nature cannot be hurried in settling the voice, and finally
that the voice development Is helped by avoiding strain in
trying to sing high too long, or low too soon.

The teacher

will need to keep a close check on the voices throughout the
year.
The sympathetic teacher can develop in these students
an intelligent interest in their voices and confidence in
their growing vocal skill.

It Is urgent that the boy be

kept in contact with vocal and choral music at this time*
It is not unusual tor a hoy to experience a mental and
physical reaction to vocal and choral music during this
trying period, and unfortunately, many hoys if left ignored,
terminate their contact with music permanently*
the editors of the seventh grade books have provided
ample material for the different levels of voice development
within a given grade.

Many songs are arranged so that the

alto-tenor or baritone has much of the melody.
Suggested songs for changing voices:
One More River*

a

P*

16

Cowboy *s Med ItatIon*

Q

P*

45

Jeannette*

0

P-

74

How Time® Have Changed”

0

F*

87

So long*

a

p. 112

By the Singing Water*

p

P-

34

The Flower Peddler®*

p

P*

40

Dearest land*

f

P* 172

Robin Hood*

$

p* 183

I Ride an Old Paint*

SB

P*

6

Big Corral”

SB

P*

8

0ospel Train*

SB

P*

33

Calais©*

SB

P*

64

Wlille Strolling Through . * *

SB

p. 144
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Suggested s o n m

for...changing .voices (con.)

Sweet Rosie 0*Grady”

ABC

p. 190

'Walt Till the Sun Shines, Uellie*

ABC

p« 183

On the Banks of the Wabash”

ABO

p- 174

Boola Boola*

ABO

p. 171

Battle Hymn of the Republic”

ABO

p* 168

Home to Our Mountains”

BI

p.

56

Brill Xe farriers, Brill”

BI

p*

112

Who Is like Thee?”

BI

p* 180

Go Down, Moses”

BI

p- 183

The nightingale”

BI

p* 246

'The Wraggle*Taggle Gypsies, Of”

hm

p*

38

Gome Back to Sorrento”

iim

p*

40

Go Down, Moses”

ww

p-

44

light Herding Song”

MM

p-

65

p*

41

0 Wondrous light”

fo S1MQ SXP&8SSITOY AHD CAPTURE THE MOOD OF THE SONG
Because music Is a language of feeling and emotion,
how a song Is sung, or how a work is performed, will
determine its effectiveness.
Since music is a non-verbal means of communication,
and Its effectiveness depends upon the ”feellng” or wmoodft
projected by the performer, its production should involve

as artistic a situation as possible.

The teacher should
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strive to awake a sensitivity In the student to the message
of the music at this time of great physical and emotional
development as puberty period is approaching.
It is one matter to recognise the particular mood of
a composition as performed by others and to identify it as
a march, lullaby, dance, etc., and another matter to be
the actual performer, or participant in creating the mood.
Bach music text contains a wealth of expressive
material with directions for interpretative performance.
The teacher should provide contrasting materials to give
the broadest experiences.
TO 1HTROD0O1 THE’USE OF NUMBERS FOR SOMG REAPING
There will be a wide difference in the ability to read
music within the average seventh grade class.

The students

who have begun instrumental work will move ahead with
greater assurance because of individual practice In note
reading.

Many instrumental teachers also have students to

sing instrumental parts before playing.
In previous class experiences, the students have used
the SOI-FA syllables for song reading.

In the sixth grade

the letter names for the treble clef were presented.

Using

numbers in song reading will create an understanding of
pitch relationships which will be beneficial when writing
scales.
It is also important that students see and hear notes
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In groups or phrases.
in developing this.

The use of mystery tunes will aid
Such a mystery tune could be notated

on the chalkboard, or the melody represented by numbers
with rhythmic indications, such as:
3
4

J. J J U > J | J J J|
1.1 2 1 7

1

2

I JVJ

3 3 4I3 2

1

J J J J.
2

1

7

1

After a class has practiced singing the numbers in
such mystery songs, and after practice in singing frequently
used tonal patterns by numbers, an easy and short reading
song should be attempted.

Some of the rounds in the music

books will be suitable for this experience.
iftAesteti rounds, canons, or short sonas for readina
*hit tie Tommy Tinker**

G

p.

24

"The Deaf Woman’s Courtship"

G

P#

25

*Brothers**

G

P*

122

"Merry Minstrels**

P

P*

11

**1111boards**

F

P«

70

"Sing We"

.?

P*

74

"Dear Dahyotte"

SB

P*

22

"let Us Break Bread Together"

SB

P*

25

"Kalleluia*

SB

P*

31

"Paper of Bins"

ABO

P*

4

"Glory to God"

ABO

P*

34

"Music Alone Shall Dive"

ABO

p.

78
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Bounds, canons, or short songs for reading (eon.)

“Willie, Willie, Will®

BI

p. It

"Above the Plain"

BI

p- 46

"The Tree in the Wood*

BI

p. 130

"The Deaf Woman's Courtship"

MM

p.

5?

*0, So, John"

MM

p.

66

"Vleni Sul Mar*

LWtt

p.

33

TO OOKTISPB A PROGRAM Of ROTE•f•

*

,ii i m t i x i g i n sobg l A f m i A i
learning a new song involves the interaction of rot#
presentation (by the teacher or the phonograph), observe*
tlon- by the student as directed by the teacher, and sort
or lass application of'' the techniques of reading, (depending
upon the individual student*a ability),

the students must

have an understanding of the score and an aural concept
of the melody before they can sing a song accurately,
therefore, the printed page of music must be intelligible
to them.

t. teacher sing song, or play a recording of it *
books may be open, or cloned as desired*
2. Ask several Questions, with emphasis upon the
rhythmic or melodic- characteristics of the song.
3* flay again, and ask class to observe notation
closely.
see.

Suggest specific things to hear and
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4.

Sing softly with recording or teacher.

5*

Find like and contrasting phrases.

6.

Do the phrases, melodic lines, and rhythmic
pattern give a clue to the expression?

7.

Discuss meaning of the song - what words are
most important, etc.

8.

Endeavor to sing the song as artistically as
possible.

TO S i m II OTISOH* TWO PART. THESE PART. AID SAB IF POSSIBLE
Binging unison and easy part songs, encompassing a wide
rangeof interests

from the recreational, fun-type song to

the sacred and art songs, is still the fundamental core of
the general music program*

Everybody can participate imme

diately in singing a unison song.

Singing Interesting and

singable unison songs helps to unify a classroom.
If a class has had a meager music background before
coming to the seventh grade, satisfying music experiences
can be achieved by singing unison songs which have been se
lected as having special appeal for this age group.
The difficulty of the part singing done will depend
upon the past musical experience of the class, their ability
to read the musical score, and the stage of physical devel
opment —

whether SSA or SAB when attempting three parts.

The success of singing in harmony is relative to the
"feeling” for parts.

If this has been properly developed
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In the previous years* and if there has been a continuity
of Instruction and a fairly permanent student body, many
seventh graders should be ready to move ahead with harmonic
singing.
If a class is inexperienced, it Is suggested that the
teacher refer to the discussions for initiating part singing
as found in the fifth and sixth grade sections*
The majority of songs found in the textbooks can b©
utilised as unison songs, unless the melodic range is too
great.
.songe for two part.
’Serenade Medley**

G

P*

33

Buffalo Gals*

G

P*

70

Oara Mina*

G

P«

90

'Advice to Mischa*

F

p*

14

farewell, Bear friend*

F

p.

89

5fhe Arrow and the Song*

F

P* 126

Amsterdam*

SB

P*

18

Good friends, Good Fellow*

SB

P*

37

The Marines' Hymn*

SB

P* 104

All Creatures of Our God*

BI

P* 170

the Gypsy forge*

BI

V*

The Tellow Bose of Texas*

BX

P* 140

58

Suggested two cart songs (con.)

MMa Bella Bimba"

ABO

P*

31

n’The lew Elver Train*

ABO

P*

44

"The Upward Trail*

ABC

P*

85

*Pretty Maid, Come Along*

tm

P-

33

*At Maxim's*

vm

p.

77

*Strike u p the Band*

LMK

p.

79

"Stodola Pumpa*

G

P-

9

*aosalinda*

a

P*

72

*Jeannette*

a

P*

74

*A Mexican Medley*

t

P* 110

*Song to the Biver*

p

P* t?0

"Bobln Hood*

f

P* 183

*£eep In the Heart of Texas*'

SB

P* 131

"Give Me lour Tired, Tour Poor*

SB

Pr 140

"In the Good Old Summertime*

SB

P* 148

*Jacob’s ladder*

BI

p* 182

*Walking at light*

BI

p*

*pat-a-.pan*

BI

p* 232

"Somebody's Knocking*

ABO

p»

“When Johnny Comes Marching Home*

ABO'

p. 167

"The Band Played On*

ABO

p* 180

tggeeted three nart songst

58

70

Chording experiences and ear-harmony Improvisation
should be continued in informal situations as the class
uses singing for moments of recreation and relaxation*
The Silver Burdett textbook has several pages of song
texts (no music given) with auto harp chords (letters
only)*

This is found on pages 185*190.

This material

could easily be used for informal singing, chording,
r *

e&r-harmony, and creativity.
On the other hand, if a group is not ready for singing
in harmony! it is suggested that the teacher refer to the
sections on chording and ear-harmony in the fifth and
sixth grade sections and apply the procedures for chording
and ear-harmony to the seventh grade group*
TO CORRELATE THE SIKGflTG ftOGIAM WITH SOCIAL STUBI1S
The Social Studies emphasis for trade ¥11 is *&ivlng
democratioally In Virginia with Greater Appreciation of
its History, Geography, and Government•*
It will be possible to locate some American folk songs,
work songs, spirituals, and composed songs in all the Grade
VII books used in this Guide*

However, two of these are

excellent resource materials
’• M y las: ILIJmwL

1 Hear America Binging,

pages 43 - 72, traces the development of American music
from folk tunes to present-day musical comedy.
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2.

Music for Young Americans, American Bock Gompany,

Bock ¥11, is an outstanding musical correlate with the
social studies' program*

this entire music hook is designed

to supplement American History.and can he used equally
effectively with the Virginia History In our Division1s
Curriculum.

There.are songs,from tre-tevolutiohary times*

the Revolution* War of 1812, Westward Expansion, War Between
the States, the Oowhoy Ira, and up through the Gay nineties.
Bach section is Introduced with background material, and
many individual pages have explanatory notes.
TO JPROVXPB OHO IB EYBBRXEHCBS FOB SELECTED VOICES
The elementary school choir is discussed in the sixth
grade section,

flease refer to this for information.

The

sixth and seventh grade choral groups can be combined
effectively.
TO PROVIDE OIBOITTOXTI1S FOB 01002 SXMGIIO XH M0SIO
ASSEMBLIES ABB BBGODAR ASSEMBLY BEOGEAMS
Unfortunately, most of the schools in the Division
possess Multi-Burnose Booms.

With such an arrangement,

assembly programs are not regularly scheduled.

However,

whenever there is an assembly, the music teacher should
ask to have a short time of assembly singing*

Such a *siag*

can be spontaneous as far as the students are concerned, or
It can be pre-arranged with the students knowing exactly
what songs will be used before they report to the assembly.
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The latter is particularly effective at Christmas time.
The final result is certainly more satisfying if the stu
dents have memorized the songs and can sing them well*
TO MOOPRAQB SOLO S I M IMS- AID SMAli BfflSBMBLB SITOXIO
The average seventh grader will he most reluctant to
sing alone, unless he is accustomed to this from previous
years*

It is heat to proceed cautiously, and to begin with

small ensembles, and then lead into solo singing*

Both solo

and ensemble singing will help develop-independence in
singing*
TO ABB 01 TO THB CUMULATIVE S Q M RMBBTOX&B
These are songs which should be known by everyone as
a part of our cultural heritage*

On the other hand, as

everyone knows these songs, there will be a ready repertoire
for assembly singing and recreational periods.
Songs on the Cumulative Repertoire which are in
the seventh gradebookst
America* the Beautiful*

0

p* 130

:Falr Cuba**

a

j>* 110

"Faith of Our Fathers*.

a

p* 140

"Hark! the Herald Angels Sing*T

a

p* 155

I*ve Been Workin* on the 1. R**

0

p*

?

Single Bells**

a

p*

f?

'0 little Town of Bethlehem*

a

p* 136

Cumulative Repertoire songs (con.)

"Prayer of thanksgiving*

Q

P*

"Silent light"

a

P* 1?1

"The- Star Spangled Banner"

G

P- 133

"America, the Beautiful*

F

P* 1?4

"Billy Boy*

f

p. 208

"Bom in the Valley*

F

P* 139

"The first Soel*

f

P* 216

"BuXlahy and Goodnight51

F

P*

"low Thank We All Our God"

F

P* 214

*Short *a in* Bread *

F

P*

28

"Sourwood Mountain*

F

P*

204

"All through the light*

SB

P*

61

"America"

SB

P* 113

*Amerlea, tha Beaut1fulft

SB

P* 114

"the American Hymn"

SB

P*

"the Army Goes Bolling Along*

SB

P* 108

"Auld Bang Syne*

SB

P-

"Beck the Hell*

SB

P- 189

"Dixie"

SB

p. 130

*the first Hoel"

SB’

P* 189

"Home on the Bange*

SB

P* 187

"I’ve Been Workln* on the B. E.l!'

SB

P*

190

"dacoh’s ladder*

SB

P*

29

"Jingle Bells*

SB

P* 134

1?1

30

91

185

Cumulative
nJoy to the World”

SB

P* 189

•The Marines * Hymn'*

SB

P« 1.04

*0 God, Beneath thy Guiding land0

SB'

P*

?4

11Sants |#uela1w

SB

P*

44
*Y*Y

#fhe Star Spangled Banner*

SB

P- 102

"America*

BI

P-

81

"Oaleson Bong*'

BI

Pr

90

*Carmen # Cam ela*

BI

P*

32

•Heck the Halls0

Bi

P- 230

"Down 5In. the ?alley#

ll

Pf 165

•Hail Columbia"

BI

P*

•Home on the Range*

B3t

P* 138

*Ifye Been'forkIn* on the H. R."

BI

P« 115

"Jacob's ladder*

BI

P* 182

•fhe ■
Marines * ■Hymn0

BI

P*

•Prayer of Thanksgiving*

BI.

P* 201

•She*11* Be Comin* Round * ♦*

BI

P* 120

"Song of Rope*’

BI

p.

66

•Sourwood Mountain*

11

P-*

72

•America* the Beautiful*

ABC

P* 21?

*Battle Hymn of the Republic*

ABC

P* 168

“Beep liver0

ABO

P*

65

•Hail Columbia0

ABO

P*

26

78

84
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Cumulative Repertoire, song® (con*)

"It Came upon the Midnight Clear1*

ABC

p* 313

"Sidewalks of lew York"

ABO

p.- 166

"She Star Spangled Banner"

ABO

p*

"When Johnny Comes X&rehlng Home"

ABO

p- 16?

"Yankee Boodle"

ABO

p*

6

"Cindy"

liWL

p*

66

"Come* Ye fhankful People"

in

p.
*

115

"Down In the Yalley"

im

p*

58

p»

92

p*

13

"Brink to Me Only . ."

"Yankee Boodle"

»

218

OBJBOfIfSS OF TUB SIfMTU GRADSF O T M M » T A 1 3

PROGRAM

To introduce the bass clef
To develop skill In applying alphabet letters,syllables,

and numbers to musical notation
To present elementary physics of sound
To explore the mechanics of the piano
To introduce basic theory
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THB SBVBHTH GRABS F0TOAMBBTA1S .PROGRAM
to m m o m O M thi m s s c l w
Bp until this time the elementary school music class
has been concerned with notation shown in the treble clef.
The few exceptions have been instrumental excerpts using
both treble and bass clef.
However, with the boys* change of voice being eminent.
It is necessary to introduce the bass clef.

If the student

has formed the following concepts, the understanding of the
bass clef will not be difficult!
1. Only the first seven letters of the alphabet
are used in music, but these are used repeatedly.
2. Within a given octave each tone sounds higher
or lower in relation to its position in the
alphabet.
the presentation of the bass clef should be an out**
growth of a song with a wbass# part.

This experience will

be all the more meaningful if the song chosen contains the
same part written for unchanged voices in the treble clef
as the changed voices have in the bass clef.
The bass clef should be taught as part of the great
staff of eleven lines, and as such, it is definitely re
lated to the treble clef.
Suggested procedures
1. Braw the great staff of eleven lines.
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2.

Lightly eras® the "Middle 0" line.

3. Bame the scale degrees of the treble clef and
label the illustration.

Shis should proceed

easily as far downward as the space D below the
treble clef.
4.

Sketch in leger line for 0.

Add the space below,

the next line, and then direct the attention of
the class to the fact that we are now in the
lower staff, the bass clef.
5. Label all the staff degree® and the class- will
note that the degrees are named consecutlirely
with the alphabet*
6. A piano demonstration is helpful now, as one
can see as well.' as hear the continuity as the
pitches are played on the keyboard.
Suggested sours for. introducing the bass clefs

”Cowboy*s Med itation*

a

p.

45

"Ah, How the Moon Is Shining’
5
*

0

P«

94

"So Long"

a

P* 112

"By the Singing Water"

p

p«

34

"fee HIokel» fee Hackel"

w

p.

64

"fh© Happy Wand erer"'

p

P*

90

"I Hide an Old Paint"

SB

P*

6

"Timber Song"

SB

P*

16

"Keep in the Middle of the Hoad"

SB

P*

26
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Suggested eonne for base clef (c on.)

Trampin'”

BI

p.

18

Blow the Man ©own”

BI

p*

9^

'Dinah”

BI

p. 116

Oh I Susanna”

ABO

p* 119

Patrick on the tallway”

ABO

p. 120

'Hawaiian luau”

ABO

p • 122

.01 SKILL IN APPLYING ALPHABET. LETTEES. SY1LABLES
AND NUMBERS TO MUSICAL NOTATION
The success of future musical participation in the
secondary schools will depend largely upon the individual’s
comprehension of the musical score.

This will involve

some practicingi
1.

Through notating phrases.

2. Sight singing experiences, using syllables,
letters, and numbers Interchangeably.
3*

Using mystery tunes.

TO PRESENT ELEMENTARY PHISICS Off SQUID
Some music time should be devoted to the physic© of
sound*

Several simple demonstrations can help develop con

cepts regarding the transmission of sound.

The vibrating

string can be demonstrated by the auto harp strings.

0om-

paratlve sizes of string© in relation to the pitch difference
is also easily realized from observing the strings on the
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auto harp.

A tuning fork which ha© been struck and plunged

quickly into a bowl of water will disturb the water so that
some of it will spew out*

An ”A” 440 fork Is much better

for this as it vibrates quicker than the ”Cn 256 fork and
thus gives a more spectacular demonstration.
Some Questions for the class to considers
1* What Is sound? Sound is something we hear,
there are sounds all around us; some qualify as noise,
others as music.
•2. lhat is happening at the beglnninig of sound?
Something is moving or vibrating very fast*

All sounds are

caused by vibrations; but irregular■vibrations are called
noise, and the regular vibrations are called, music.
3*

How does the sound travel from the vibrating

ob,1ect to.our ears7

By means of sound waves which disturb

the tiny particles of air around us.

this disturbance

spreads out in all directions very much like a pebble
being., thrown Into the water.
4.

Which of the following, substances transmits

sqund the most rapidly?
Air?

Hater?

{4400 ft* per sec.)

(1100 ft. per sec. depending upon temperature)

lubber?

(225 ft. per sec.)

Iron?

(16500 ft. per sec.)

5. Whydo sounde sound different?

Because of the

body producing the sound, and the pitch and Intensity of
the sound.

A high tone is caused by rapid vibrations;
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the greater the number of vibrations, the higher the pitch*
how pitch Is produced by slower vibrations

—

the slower

the vibrations, the lower the pitch.
loud tones
vibrations.

are caused by bigger, moreintense in energy

Soft tones are produced by smaller vibrations

with less amplitude in the wave, or less energy.
6.
heart

Whatis the range of vibration a human

ear can

fhe human ear can detect from 20 to t5,000vibrations

per second.
Vibrations.ftsr second .of tones, in. C scalei
t
Middle 0
256 vibrations per second
288
320

It is important that

341

students realise the

384

rate of vibration

440

doubles every octave.

480

C2

512

TO EXPLORE THE PIAHO
Ihis should be a two-*fold purpose? first, to understand
how the piano functions, and secondly, to learn the notes
on the piano keyboard.
living with Music, pages 7 - 9 , gives some resource
material on the history of the piano,

fhe Steinway book,
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ftocl© and Pianos, will also be of help (even if It is
siightly commercial).
lemove the outer covering of the front of an upright
piano so that the class can see the strings mounted on the
sounding board.

Gall attention to the three strings for

one note, observe what happens when a key is struck, or
when the pedals are used.
the recording #Said the Piano to the Harpsichord^
should be used in connection with this unit.
locating notes on the piano keyboard will be an in
teresting experience for students who have regarded the
piano keyboard as a black and white mage*

Individual card

board keyboards will be helpful at this time.., If these
4

are not available, ask the class to draw a keyboard as it
is being discussed.
Begin by reviewing the staff degree names, both bass
and treble, from a staff placed on the chalkboard.
Ask a student who is familiar with the piano keyboard
to locate the notes on the keyboard as these are named•
Ask a student who is not familiar with the keyboard
to come up to the piano and then describe what he sees,
head him to describe the black notes in patterns of twos
and threes.

Observe ^that each octave repeats*

locate Middle 0.

locate all the C* s by finding the

white, note Immediately to the left of the black twos, lo
cate all notes, using the groups of twos and threes as points
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of reference.

Allow for as much individual participation

as there is time.

Students whose initials, are contained

in the wmusic letters* enjoy locating their wnoteeft on
the keyboard.
fhls piano keyboard experience can be continued as
long as there Is time and interest.

Students will delight

in wpicking out* simple tunes at the keyboard.

It will be

possible to reach some students through this experience
who are antagonistic toward singing.
fQ IIISOBUGS BASIC MOSIQ THEORY
Specific objectives In theory for the seventh grade
are: writing the easier Major scales with their relative
minors, recognising Major, minor, and perfect intervals,
constructing and recognising chords.
Prerequisites for this experience must include an
understanding of the staff and the piano keyboard,

fhe

latter is most Important In writing the scales.
Place the 0 scale on a staff on the chalkboard.
play a large piano keyboard diagram.

Dis

Help the class to

discover the *formula* for the Major scale as it is in
dicated on the keyboard.
Formula for the Major scale;
Whole step
sthole step
Half step
Whole step
Whole step
khole step
Half step
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Have students come to the piano to play scales using
the formula as a guide.

Class should notate these scales,

placing accidentals before the notes rather than in the
key signature.
Formula for harmonic minor scale %
Ihele step
Half step
Ihole step
Whole step
Whole step
One and a half steps (raised seventh)
Half step
Minor scales should be practiced at the keyboard as
well as written on staff paper.
Intervals:
Music is not made up of isolated tones but of tonal
groups which are related to a key center*

Heading vocal

music successfully Is largely dependent upon being able to
recognise Intervalio relationship and to sing these,

the

students have been singing intervals all during their school
music experience, but now intervals are being studied and
analysed.
An interval is the difference in pitch between two
tones.

An Interval is possible by sounding two tones

together or in succession.

It is named by the number of

scale degrees it Involves and by the sound it produces.
It should be noted that the quality or specific name
of an Interval may be changed by raising or lowering either
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tone*

However, this Is much too advanced for the seventh

grade study, and work should be concentrated on the simpler
Intervals.

However, it will be necessary to give some

attention to minor Intervals as these would be formed by
the minor scale.
Intervals (Major Scale)
Degrees
Involved

Tones
1
1
t
I
1
1
t
1

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

t
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Specific
Same

B&me
Unison or prime
Second
Third
fourth
fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Octave

Perfect
Major
Major
Perfect
Perfect
Major
Major'
Perfect

Chords s
Chords are the combination of three or more tones
being sounded simultaneously, or in succession, such as
arpeggios, etc.

The students have been working with chords

ever since they first sang the tonic chord.

Ohording and

auto harp experiences should have been helpful too.

The

student should now build the chords on the staff and under
stand that the size of the intervals makes It Major or
minor.

The student must realize that each scale tone

functions as the root of a chord, but that the chords most
frequently used are built on scale tones I, IV, and V.

OBJBOflVBS OF TBI SBUIHfB GBABB
LISTERIB© AfB A P M S O U f IO» PROGRAM

fo build up a listening repertoire and a background of
Information concerning the masters
fo study American composers and their works
to be able to recognize and follow themes In a composition
fo identify by sight and sound the instruments of the
orchestra
fo develop an interest in attending concerts and becoming
acquainted with contemporary artists
fo begin to listen objectively to their own performance
fo ©tart building private record collections
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THE SEVENTH QRABB BISflBIHO ABB APPRECIATION PROORAH
TO BII1BB UP A Z I B T m i m REPERTOIRE ABB 1 BAOKgROTOB OB
INFORMATION ABONT THE MASTERS
listening experiences may Be an outgrowth of learning
a song which suggests parallel listening as well as in**
terest in the work of a specific composer,

listening

activities should he part of every unit, taught in the
seventh grade class*

The music texts contain suggestions

for parallel listening.

Other suggestions may be found

on the list of .recordings for trades IV through VII which
Is Included at the end of the fourth grade section of
this guide*
Equipment,for listening should begin with a good
phonograph of fine tone and sufficient volume for the
room and the number of people in it.

Additional equip

ment should Include a piano, tape recorder, a TV set,
and a large library of recordings

—

folk music, master-

works, modern music, opera, and records by contemporary
artists.

Subscribing to Youn# Keyboard Junior, or to

Keyboard Junior (depending upon the capabilities of the
class) and purchasing the accompanying recordings will
be of help in the music listening program.
Adolescents are great hero worshippers and will
endoy studying the biographies of the great composers.
Hot only should the composers be studied, but an under
standing of the social condition© under which they lived

and composed is essential.
Some guiding principles in the listening program?
1* Use variety in the method of presentation.
Sometimes the students should have information about the
content of the music.
discovery

—

At other times, guide them into

withhold the title, etc., and guide the

class into finding it through the process of listening*
2.

Good music may be used again and again to

Illustrate different ideas.
3*

Encourage a variety of expression or inter

pretations concerning what was heard in the music.

Stories,

free rhythmic expression, drawings and paintings, poetry,
p&ntomlne are some of the possibilities.
4.

Select music which is easy enough for the stu

dents to succeed with, yet difficult enough to challenge
them.
TO STUDY AMERICAN 00MK)SIRS All) IHBXR WORKS
0nforinnately, this is an area which is often neg
lected.

hr. Howard Hanson has devoted much effort to

having our contemporary American composers recognised and
their works performed.

Teachers using the ABO Music Series

will find help and suggestions in the planned units on
Early America, the Westward Expansion, the Civil War
Period and Spirituals.
However, each teacher should develop one unit of

study around American composers.as this will complement
the social studies program.

It might he difficult to

find recordings of compositions by some of the contemporary
composers, but the Keyboard Junior Publications has Issued
several recordings of contemporary compositions.
Choose several composers from the following list.
Some American composers to be studied %
Francis Hopklrsoa (1737~t?9l)
William Billings (1746-1800)
Lowell Mason (1792-1872)
Stephen’Collins Foster (1826-1864)
Ithelberi Savin (1862-1901)
Edward MacDowell (1861-1908)
George Gershwin
Jerome Kern
Irving Berlin
Vincent Youmans
Meredith Willson
Leonard Bernstein
Virgil Thomson
Deems Taylor
Mary Howe
Charles Wakefield Oadman
Charles Griffes
John Alden Carpenter
Howard Hanson
Harl McDonald
Randall Thompson
Aaron Copland
Robert Hussell Bennett
Roy Harris
Samuel Barber
Paul Oreston
Roger Sessions
William H. Schuman
Henry Cowell
Charles E. Ives
There are many young composers who are being helped
by the Ford Foundation.

One of these, Emmy Lou Detmer,

is composer-In-residence at the Arlington, Virginia,
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Public Schools.
Composers residing in the Tidewater area include;
Johan Franco, Ludwig Biehn, Willard Robb, and David Carr
Glover.
TO RB00QHI3B AND FOLLOW TIMES II A COMPOSXTXOB
Since music is perceived through the ear, learning
to follow themes, in a .composition is a way of training
the ear to listen.

Students should listen to the Hsweep

of the whole” as well as to the minute effects of the
composition.

This will require concentration*

Many composers have utilised familiar folk melodies
in their compositions and these will be easily followed
and recognized.

When listening to a- composition which

has unfamiliar themes, it is suggested that the class
hear these before listening to the recording, and if the
theme is within vocal range, to sing it on a neutral
syllable*
TO' IBIBTIM BI SIGHT AID SOBID THE XBSTRBMBNTS OP THE
ORCHESTRA
This is a continuation of an objective of the lis
tening program since the primary school days.

Nevertheless,

there will be some students in the class who are not certain
about the names of the Instruments, and quite a few who are
uncertain about the characteristic sounds.

The teacher

should endeavor to secure a new approach to this objective.
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1.

Build a model of am orchestra, such as the

cardboard figures, which are available from Keyboard Junior.
2.

there will be a number of seventh graders who

have participated in the elementary band program long
enough to serve as' resource persons for their particular
instruments.

Ask them to demonstrate their■instruments.

3• Make music scrapbooks of'musical'Instruments*
4.

Listen to recordings and identify the instruments

which have solo parts.
Suggested, recordings.for study of instruments;
The Instruments of the Orchestra. Vanguard
fetep and the folf* Columbia
The fount Person1.8 Guide to the Orchestra, by
Benjamin Britten, Columbia
SSSES a£ 1 M Symphony. BOA Victor
Vol.' I, Hhe ImstruaflatB

g£

the Orchestra. Golden

Record.Library
Suggested books to be read by the students:
Jan Balet.

Bhat Makes ap Orchestra. New fork;.

Oxford University Brass*
Marion Lacey.

Ilctupe. Bopk of Musical Jastripentl.

lew fork; Lothrop, Lee and Shepherd Co., Inc*
By- Z* Fossil*

Th 1b 1b- an. -Orchas tr.a.■■ Boston,;

Iloughton.,■
.Hlff1in Compsny •*

Reference material available in.. music texts;
"The String Family"

II

p. 156

"The Symphony Orchestra*

ABC

p. 145-55

"Drums and Woodwind©"

%m

p.

9-29

10 B M & O I AN INTEREST 11 ATfliMHG CONCERTS AID BECOMING
ACQUAINTED WITH COITEMPOHARYARTISTS
The Tidewater area does not boast of all of the advan
tages of a large city; hut there are symphony concerts,
choral concerts, chamber music groups, opera workshops,
concert series, and many student recitals sponsored by the
college.

In addition, many of the larger churches have

musical programs.

The Norfolk Symphony Orchestra has been

presenting a series of concerts for students.

Although

these are primarily for the Norfolk school children, it
has been possible for the Division schools to obtain seats.
Interest In current artists can be fostered by bulletin
board displays of artists who are coming into the area for
concerts, or of artists who are participating in TV shows.
One of the best source of picture® for this purpose is
tk® Musical America Magazine. Many artists are "in the
news" for some reason or other, and musical current events
would be another way of creating an Interest in artist
personalities.
.BIGIN TO LISTEN OBJECTIVELY TO THEIR ONI PERFORMANCE
Learning to listen intelligently and objectively to
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one*b own performance or that of others requires guidance*
The student needs to know that is "good” and desirable; he
must have an idea what good tone and interpretation are be
fore he can endeavor to improve his own through objective
listening*

The present-day student has an excellent re

source at his finger tips In the tape recorder*

This gives

him an impersonal impression of his performance and is many
times more effective than teacher suggestion and criticism*
TO START BUILDING PRIVATE RECORD COLLBGTIOHS
The music teacher should be dedicated to developing
the musical taste of the students.

Teachers should offer

students the opportunity to discover great music by having
them listen often so that they can begin to sense the beauty
inherent In fine art.

This Is a slow process; the discovery

comes first, then the enjoyment, and lastly, the ability to
discriminate and choose intelligently.
This ability to discriminate and choose intelligently
Is necessary in the building of private record collections.
Much teen age allowance money is being spent for recordings
of the musical hit of the moment.

If the student*s tastes

could be developed beyond the usual poor music of the cur
rent dance tune, and directed toward the lasting works of
art, the teacher would feel that his mission had been
accomplished.

OBJB0fIVES Of fHB SEVENTH GitADB
BHYTHHIC* OBBATXVXfT, AID PLATING Of INBfBNMMfS XHOGBAMS

fo give opportunity for folic dancing, square dancing,
and dancing the Latin-American dances
fo explore the Latin-American dance rhythms with rhythm
instruments
fo provide an opportunity for musical creative expression
through Improvisation and creating of original songs
fo provide opportunities for musical dramatizations
fo utilise appropriate Instruments in the enrichment of
song accompaniments
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SEVENTH

01ADB RHYTHM PROGRAM

TO GIVE OPPORTUNITY FOR FOLK PANGING. SQUARE.MIGIBG.
AID PAICIM fHB LATIN-AMERICAN DANCES
If a student has spent most of his previous music
class experience sitting in his seat, he will not regard
rhythmic participation as a delightful activity in the
seventh grade*

Assuming, however, that there has been a

continuous program of rhythmic experiences, and that the
student is accustomed to moving about the room to music,
he Is not likely to rebel at the prospect of folk dancing.
The Honor Your Partner Albums are excellent recordings
for dance experiences*

Refer to the Sixth Grade Rhythms

Guide for additional suggestions of recordings for folk
dancing.
Dance directions found In music texts?
’’Captain Jinks’”

ABC

p.

3

"Yankee Boodle*

ABO-

p.

7

’"The Minuet'*

ABC

p.

9

If the teacher Is familiar with the Latin-American
dance steps the student will also en^oy learning these*
$0 EXPLORE LATXI-AMBRIOAI BABOB RHYTHMS WITH RHYTHM
INSTRUMENTS
The students have experienced and experimented with
Latin-Amerlcan rhythms In the previous years.

Using the
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rhythm instruments is no longer considered a babyish
activity when one play© the Latin-Amerlcan rhythms*

Latin-

American music uses irregular accents to achieve Its charac
teristic effect*

It might be necessary to practice the

different rhythm patterns until these can be played inde
pendently before attempting to combine these with singing.
Suggested ....gongs.with. La tin-American .rhythms *
Charro0

a

P*

52

^Ghlapanecss0
(instrumentation for
rhythm Instruments)

9

p.

61

#A Mexican Medley*

W

P* 110

*My Village*

f

p» 162

"I Am a Lad from Trinidad0
(parts for percussion)

f

P-

"In Trinidad0
(parts for percussion)

f

P* 164

0The Charcoal Man0

SB

P*

66

*Panamam Tombe0

SB

P*

69

ft:San Severing*

BI

p.

30

*Carmen, Carmela*

BI

P*

32

wOhiapanecas0

BI

P*

34

"The Sailor0

BI

p.

3B

26

There is a helpful discussion of Mexican rhythms on
page 43 of the Birchard textbook.

This will help with the
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problem of triplets and duplets.
latln-American songs (con.)
^Stevedore’s Song*

ABC

p.

37

#Man- Smart, Woman Smarter*’5

ABC

p.

38

*Banana Boat loader’s Song*

ABO

P*

39

f,JTell Mef<"

ABC

p.

40

nThe Gay, dataller©*

ABC

P*
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mere is a reference explanation of latin-American
rhythms on page 36 of the ABO textbook.

to

provide m o b i o i t o t x t y .j m

m u s ic a l

o u m fim

ixrtiss-xof

THROUGH XMBR0V1SATX0B ABB CREATING Off QRXGXM1 SOHGS
It should be as natural and easy for the student t©
use-the tools of music to create new music, as it is for
him to use language to create a written composition.
Creative experiences' should be spontaneous, as well
as thoughtfully planned and worked out.

The first per

formance Is spontaneous, and students should not feel
inhibited.

Effects that are especially *goodtJ and musical

may need to be written down to be remembered.

Improvisation experiences may take the form of
vocal Improvisations
1.

Making up of descants to a given melody.

2.

Improvising an ear-haraony part.

3*

Embellishing a melodic line.

Beutral syllables are often used In vocal Improvisation
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for one is not involved with the words, and the parts can
move more freely.
Improvisation in an accompaniments
1.

Chording or rhythm patterns on the piano.

2.

Contrasting rhythms played on rhythm Instruments.

3-

Counter-melodies played on hells or xylophone.

4.

Chords played on the auto harp, guitar, or
ukelele.

5*

Using orchestral instruments.

Creating of.,an original song*
1.

Select an appropriate poem or write an original
poem.

2.

Determine a suitable meter for the poem.

3.

Create the melody.

4.

Harmonise the melody.

TO ■gSOVIPg- QPffQBTUBXTlBS FOR MUSICAL DMMATI2AT2QHS
Musical dramatisations may be presented for the class
next door, to the student body as an assembly program, or
to the general public in a public performance.

If there

is a large enough stage, and provided the local school
administration is favorable, the teacher can endure the
extra work, and a suitable vehicle can be found; presenting
an operetta Is an excellent way of sharing the music program
with the general public*

The teacher'must be highly selec

tive in choosing the right operetta.

It must be appropriate

4f 8

in plot, dialogue, and music for this age student.
TO UTILIZE APPROPRIATE IISTR0MBHTS IB THE BBRICHMMT OF

There will he times when the seventh grade hoy will
not be able to sing, or does not feel like singing.

By

giving him an opportunity to play either a rhythm or
melody Instrument his interest in music is maintained during
this trying period of physical development.

All students

should have the experience of playing the Instrumental
accompaniment, but especially those boys whose voices are
in the process of changing.
Many songs in the music texts have suggestions for
such accompaniments.

If this Is not given, the students

can Improvise an''original accompaniment*
Instruments utilised should Include the piano, auto
harp, guitar, ukelele, bells, xylophone, bongo drums,
maraeas, claves, and actual orchestral instruments.

I FAMAflOB OF T U B SSV&TCH GBADB MOSIO PROGRAM

Bxmxm
Has the singing program included rote, observation,
and reading songs?
Have the students had opportunities for ohordlag?
Has the class sung in unison, two part, and three
parts

— * SSA or SAB?

How did you help the hoys whose voices are changing?
Is it still necessary to remind the class to assume
proper singing position?
How many seventh graders are participating in the
school choir?
In what ways has ear^harmony been used?
In what way has music been correlated with the social
studies program?
What songs have been added to the cumulative song
repertoire?
Does the class sing expressively and recreate the
mood of the song?
Have scale .numbers heen introduced as another way
of reading music?
FUHDAMBMTAhS
Does the class have an understanding of the function
of the bass clef?
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What experiences have the students had In writing
music notation?
Is the class able to use alphabet letters# syllables,
and numbers with e^hal skill when referring to notation?
Does the class have an understanding of the basic
principles of sound?
In what way was the piano Introduced

«•«* the mechanics

of the action as well as the presentation of the keyboard?
lhat mystery tunes have you used?
low skilled Is the class In theory?
Major and minor scales?

Writing and playing

Writing and playing chords?

Music

vocabulary?

MBTWim

~ AOTRBOIAT10*

Have you used longer compositions for listening?
What listening repertoire has been developed?

lhat

Suropsan and American composers studied'?

Are many students of the class able to recognise and
follow themes In a composition?
Can most of the class Identify by sound and sight all
Instruments of the symphony orchestra?
Is Keyboard Junior, with the accompanying recordings,
an integral part of your listening program?
low many of the class have attended concerts outside
of school?
How many students have started record collections?
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Are the students able to listen objectively to their
own performance?
BHYTHM8
Has the class had an opportunity to folk dance?

fo

perform any of.the Batin*American dances?
What rhythm patterns have been explored with the use
of rhythm Instruments?

OKS&mm
Has the class written any original songs?
What has been done in regard to dramatisations?
lhat experiences has the class had in improvisation
of melodies, harmonic accompaniment* and rhythmic accom
paniment?
INSfBMBHfS
Has the class had ample experience in playing the
piano, auto harp, bells, rhythm Instruments, bongo drums,
maraeas, claves, and actual orchestral Instruments with
song accompaniments?

APPENDIX

RISPGISXBJhXfXfXBS OF fHOSB W Q ABE XG
BARfXOXBATB XI THB MUSIC PROGRAM
A successful music program evolves when administrators,
music teachers, classroom teachers, parents, and students
work together harmoniously.
!HE ADM XIIS fEAXOIS
Superintendent
Should endorse the music program by providing
enough personnel to effectively do the job.
Make available sufficient monies to carry out the
program; either through direct appropriation
or student fees.
Support the music program by attending public per
formances whenever possible, and by visiting
classrooms.
Principal

Establish a climate in which the music teacher can
work harmoniously with other teachers.
Assist in setting up the music schedule and ironing
out any difficulties which might arise in this
area •
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Principal (con.)

Keep in close touch with the music program by
frequent class visitation.
Elementary Supervisor
Foster and create opportunities for the music per
sonnel to meet together to discuss mutual

problems and share successful teaching eat■perlences.
Foster and support Division-wide endeavors in
music in which all schools will participate.
Keep in close touch with the music program by
classroom visitation and by attending
school performances.
fHB MUSIC fmCHBBS
Flan very thoroughly for each lesson in an attempt
to meet immediate objectives; but also keep
long range objectives in mind.
Work closely with the principal and keep him in
formed of all projects, plans, and dates.
Endeavor to help the classroom teacher to solve her

musical problems, and ask her to provide infor
mation about class Interests, Individual
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fM-MUSIC fBACHBRS (con.)
differences, and projects planned or underway.
Keep in mind that the music teacher has a tremendous
responsibility in the field of public relations
in the elementary school

—

as the music wares

are put to public scrutiny, the whole school
is often Judged by the music performance*
Make music yourself, and continue to study, for as
you grow musically, so will your classes.
2H2 01ASSR0OM $BACKERS
Build Joyful expectant attitudes in the children
toward the music class.
Remain in the music classroom so that songs and
other material covered can be reviewed
throughout the week.
find punishment other than keeping a class or an
individual from participating In music class.
feaoh the words of our patriotic songs correctly,
and assume some of the responsibility for
teaching the songs on the Cumulative Repertoire.
Plan a dally music period

singing, listening,

or rhythmic participation for a period of
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THE

OUS3BQ0X

TMCEEBS (con. )

relaxation or a change of pace
THE PARBITS
Support the music program, In its dally worh as
well as In public performance.1
ISacourage children to share school musical ex*
perieace© at home.
Provide musical experiences la the home through

the media of recordings, good T¥ and radio
programs, real instruments and toy instruments.
Accompany children to symphony concerts and other
local concerts and musical events of family
Interest*
fUM

STUDMTB

Realize that although music class should be a pleas
urable time, it also constitutes a learning
situation.
Good manners and consideration of others are as
necessary in music class as In other situations.
Remember that music is something which we perceive
through the ear, hence it is necessary to have
a classroom atmosphere in which one can hear.

aUIMIOI PROCEDURES AID PEILOSOPHIBS AS APPLICABLE

to

fHB blbmehtary* school music program

Guidance Involves those experiences which assist each
pupil to hotter understand himself, to accept himself, and
to live effectively In his society.

Guidance is based on

the concept of individual differences and the worthwhilenes©
of each individual; and the music teacher is an integral
member of the team, which, through guidance, endeavors to
effect its ends*
M E Y IDMflPIGAflOI 0W fHB GiffED
IShereas most children are musical to some degree, it
is highly desirable that the musically gifted child be
identified as early In life as possible and encouraged to
Intensify his study in order to develop his talent.

Out

standing musical!ty may become apparent through observation
and may be confirmed to some degree through administration
of special musical aptitude tests; such, as the Seashore
Measures of Musical' talent, the Kwalwasser-Bykema Music
tests, and the Brahe tests. Successful careers in music
are most often achieved when foundations are laid in child
hood.

therefore, musically talented youngsters should be

encouraged to consider a career In one of the many types
of musical activities.
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AMBOPOTAL AID CUMULATIVE RECORDS
the music teacher is in an extremely advantageous
position to observe pupil behavior in a less formal at
mosphere than is usually found in the regular classroom,
the music teacher should record special anecdotal material
which will enable other teachers to better understand the
student, and these should be inserted in his cumulative
record.
GROUP &35LAfIOHSHIPS

Participation In music la a splendid means to satisfy,
in part, the need of a child to identify himself with
others In a wholesome way.

this group-belonging is fos

tered not only in the regular music class, but in the
choral organizations, Instrumental groups, and musical
Interest clubs.
TEACHER - PUPIL RKLATIOB3H3M
The teacher is a most important person to all pupils
in classroom living; and the teacher's actions and atti
tudes show his beliefs, whether he wills it or not.

As

key person in the classroom, the teacher must not let his
tensions and anxieties develop to the point where these
become apparent to the children and thus affect their be
havior; because pupils are touched by emotional strain
before they are reached by Intellectual content.

Aesthetic
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appreciation and musical skills will thrive only in
situations where there is proper rapport.

Such rapport

may he established through many means, among which are a
friendly smile and genuine enthusiasm for the exciting
musical adventure which lies ahead for students and
teacher.

M9SI0 AS AH AID XI THE 3?BB0H THSRAFT PROGRAM

Music in our school can give valuable aid to the
child with a speech handicap, and thus supplement the work
of the speech therapist.

With wise guidance music can help

to build the child's speech skills and bolster his emotional
health by giving him a feeling of belonging and of accom
plishment.

Daily participation in music, when directed by

a sensitive teacher, can assist the speech therapy program,
as well as improve the overall music program.
Musical experiences such as singing, listening to
recordings, listening for pitch awareness, bodily response
to rhythms, and rhythm band can be utilized toward this
goal.

Emotional difficulties are often related to speech

disorders.

Aggressive feelings harbored by such children

can be expressed and/or released through pounding on the
rhythm band instruments in a manner unrelated to the
musical activities of the class.

Group participation in

singing- and bodily response to rhythms will enable the
withdrawn child to satisfy his need for group-belonging
and peer acceptance.
Singing of songs which contain troublesome sounds,
under the leadership of a teacher who is most articulate
in enunciation, will provide added therapy for children
with speech problems, as well as improve, sppech habits for
all children.

The following list includes the troublesome
430
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sounds and the songs In which these sounds' are usedl

SQUIBS

SOUQS

B and P

*Billy Boy"
"Oats, Bess, Beans#, and Barley Grow’

M

"The Muffin Han"

W

"little Bed Wagon# fainted Blue"
wQh, mere Has My Mttle Bog Gone?"

i.n

"Happy Birthday^

THE

"Three Blue Pigeons"
"The Thread follows the Heedle"

T

"Turkey in the Straw"

1

"looby~Boo"

E

"low. Row, Bow four Boat"

S

"Sing a Song of Sixpence1*

S and z

"Oh, Susanna"

SB

"mat Shall I Bo?"

OH

"Oharlie over the Water"

3.

"Jim Along Josie"

B

"Home on the Range"

K

"Old Gray Oat"

Q

"Go in and out the Window"
the second grade section of this guide Includes a

listing of songs emphasizing certain sounds.

The songs

in the list ahove are not referenced to any particular

textbook, but most of the songs on the list will be
available in general collections,, and many can be lo
cated in the music textbooks for the lower grades.

TM

MUSIC PROGRAM IH

SPEC IA L EDUCATION

Music therapists feel that much of the responsibility
for working with children at the low end of the educational
ladder {special education) should fall to the music thera
pists*

Mynatt Breidenthal, writing in the Music Therapy

1958 Yearbook, emphasises that one trained in therapy is
the only person equipped to handle the physical and emo
tional problems encountered by.children who are in the
special education classes.
Dr* Wllhelmina larbert, Professor Emeritus of fublie
School Music and Music fherapy at the College of the Pacific
in Stockton, California, asks,tt'lho is this child in special
education?**

She replies that he Is physically limited,

emotionally disturbed, and intellectually inadequate*

How

should the music therapist hope to aid him?
Ur. Herbert has prepared a list of ten ways music
could be used to help the retarded childj
1*

To develop social awareness.

2.

To Improve emotional stability.

3*

To bring about physiological release.

4.

To build feelings of security.

5.

To stimulate communication with other children.

6.

To Increase the span of attention.

7*

To help the child to accept his limits.

8.

To foster satisfactory interpersonal relationships
433
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9«
10.

To channel musical abilities.
to release creative expression.

Music education has as much value for the handicapped
child as It does for the "normal* child.

However, because

of the Impaired abilities of the child In the special edu
cation class, he will become more dependent upon a musical
activity for the satisfaction of needs such as* creative
self-expression, ego-satisfaotlon, to belong to a group,
to achieve self-discipline, to develop socially accepted
skills, and to experience "total-neural organisation."
The latter refers to uniting and concentrating one*s total
Intellectual and physical energies

bo

that these may be

expended in an organised way.
Unfortunately, schools of music therapy are emphasising
the use of music In hospitals but are not preparing thera
pists for special education.

.The same situation exists

in the training program for music teachers in the public
schools, as there is no- course in special education in
cluded.

let, three percent of

our school children ( on a

national basis ) fall Into this group, and more and more
schools are creating special education classes, with the
consequence that music teachers are being required to work
with the special education classes without being properly
equipped to do so. Therefore,

schools of music education

should give special emphasis to the needs of special
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education, for a music teacher-theraptst is important to

the growth and development of the emotional child, as well
as to the retarded child.
#

#

#

*

*

Ur. Herbert *s article appeared in the 'gall 1960
Triangle of Mu Phi Bos.11on.
The Tearbooks of the National Association of Music
Therapy will prove helpful to the music teacher working
in the field of special education.
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WHERE TO BUY EQUIBMHffT AND S U m i E S
''*s*«jepv

LOCALLY
Ho local music store carries a library of octavo
music, but all will order for you*
PHONOGRAPH RECORDSt
Job.n Senter, 3110 Pacific Ave., Virginia Beach
Timbre Record Center# 213 25th -St*, Virginia Beach
GEX, Chinese Corner, Virginia Beach Boulevard
RECORDS, SHEET MUSIC. PIANOS. MUSICAL SUPPLIES;
J
l
" Levy-Page ’temple o?’
"'Huslc,’"City ""'Hall at Granby, Norfolk
Rowe and long, 124 College Place, Norfolk
MONOGRAPHS s'
Voice of Music, educational model, manually operated,
available at wholesale price to schools from
Universal Products Co., 2313 Hampton Blvd.,
Norfolk, Phone 625*0365, ask for Mr. Elliott
BY MAID

'w 's v _ !

RECORDS AND SUPPLIES:
Educational Record Sales, 153 Chambers St*,
New fork 7, New fork
Educational Music Bureau, 434 South Adams St.,
Chicago, Illinois
J. ¥. Pepper and Son, Inc., 1423 Vine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa*
Audio Fidelity Corp., 8532 Paterson Ave., Richmond, Va.
SHEET MUSIC AND SUPPLIES s
Halter'
Moses, 103 .East Broad St., Richmond, Va.
b.

PUBLISHERS OF MUSIC TEXTBOOKS:
Ginn and Co.,72 Fifth Ave., New fork 11, N. Y.
Silver Burdett Co., 45 B 17th St*, New fork 3* N. f*
American Book Co*, 300 Pike St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio
Allyn and Bacon, Englewood Cliffs, lew Jersey
Follett Publishing Co., Chicago, Illinois
Music Educators National Conference
1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. 0.
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